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IRECT INSTRUMENT SALE 

MISS OUT THE MIDDLEMAN 
• WE DESIGN WITH MANUFACTURERS • 

• WE IMPORT • 
- WE SELL DIRECT TO YOU• 

SAVE UP 10 50% 

-PIANO 
BARGAINS 

CHASE DP30 PIANO 
The new budget • . • • 
Nmous DPW. 
families of Piano sounds ranging Iron, a 
mellow tine piano to many important 
synthesizer sounds You simply select a 
tarysly and alter it to suit your taste by 
changing the Filter Sensithety control 
on the front panel You can also add 
Ch.. and change the Bass and Treble 
controls One master tuning knob The 
dynamic range of the keyboard goes 
from subtle to powerful with the 
professionally tailored action 

R.R.P. £749 
CHASE PRICE £599 
DIRECT PRICE 

£349 
CHASE DP80 PIANO 

tu incredible Piano Voices. the .Wiry to create your own and a keyboard 
response you can tailor to seer touch. 
THE VOICES Sit down at the Chase DP-B3 and you'll discover the world s most 
popular pianos are at your fingertips Six presets function in two modes, the 
first six being more traditional acoustic and electric piano sounds, the second 
sic offering mote brilliantly defined sounds not normally associated with 
acoustically oriented instruments FREE SECTION The seventh preset enables 
you to control the very special Free Filter Section This section lets you create 
your own piano sounds. plus many expressive synthesiser voices individually 
coloured trY the enerSlv you direct into the keyboard THE FEEL The DP-80 has 
a true dynamff keyboard that you ca . 1 your style any , o Jr , 

don't have to conform to it, 
the DIT80 conforms to you 

R.R.P f1049 
CHASE PRICE £799 
DIRECT PRICE 

£449 

MIDI 
BARGAINS 

CHASE DK80 SYNTH 

This dynamic, bitimbric stereo synthesizer with built-in sequencer is a 
revelation. The DK80 has 12 voices and is packed with excellent 
features such as double sound generation, fully dynamic touch 
sensitive keyboard, a 2 track polyphonic sequencer, user-definable 
split point and MIDI. An outstanding professional's instrument at an 
incredibly low price. 

R.R.P. £799 
CHASE PRICE £699 
DIRECT PRICE 

CHASE EX80 SYNTH MODULE 
Virtually an 8 voice DK80 
without the keys, the 
EX80 Module includes 
a real time two track 
sequencer, memory, 
dynamics capability, 
etc. At this price no 
keyboard with MIDI 
should be without one. 

R.R.P. £549 
CHASE PRICE £449 
DIRECT PRICE 

£299 

CHAS 
All goods subject to availability, prices correct at going to press 

BIT 
BARGAINS 

CHASE BIT SYNTH 
The top selling synthesizer 
with the top selling sounds. 
Digital access control 
combined with analogue 
filtering gives that extra 
warinth and versatility. Ill 111 11 111 11 111 111 11 1W 
Add touch sensitivity, the MO 
ultimate in sound 
selectivity, memory, white noise, splits, doubling, detune etc. - all 
programmable and MIDI and you've got to be talking about the 
Chase Bit 99 Undoubtedly the tops for sound, the tops for value. 
Now you've no excuse to finish up with a second rate synth 

R.R.P. £ 1099 
CHASE PRICE £899 
DIRECT PRICE 

£849 
CHASE BIT SYNTH MODULE 

All the famous Chase Bit sounds are here in what is basically a Chase 
Bit 99 without the keyboard. Full MIDI implementation. Warms up the 
sounds of a DX7 or any other synth, guitar, etc. with MIDI. Fully 
programmable. Full dynamics. Adds splits to your keyboard even if it 
has none. Many other superb features from this top value module. 

R.R.P. f949 
CHASE PRICE f749 
DIRECT PRICE 

£499 
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FEATURES: 
• Dynan)ic new voice procluc u" 

circuity. 
• Electronic "Gating" built-in. 
• Touch trigger from front panel 
• Dynamic filtered "Attack" 
characteristic 
• Natural exponential decay on 

pitch, noise and level 
• Logarithmic input trigger circuit 

for wider playing dynamics 
• Waveform reset to zero crossing 
point on every trigger for 
clean fast playing 

RRP £499 
CHASE PRICE f399 

• Stereo output interlinkable 
between modules to provide 
master stereo output 
(no mixer required) 

• Separate voice outputs 
• Dynamic trigger outputs 
• Input noise spike suppression to 
prevent false triggering 
lie from lighting rigs, 
mains spikes etc ) 

• Builtin power supply 

INTRODUCTORY £249 
OFFER 

CHASE BIT MASTERKEYBOARD 
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CHASE* 

III 11 Ill 11111 III 
The hit of the Frankfurt Show. The Keyboard Players Masterkeyboard. Fully 
weig ted with dynamics, afterlouch, two split points, transposition et al, it 
incorporates a powerful 4000 note 4-track sequencer. MIDI in/MIDI through and 
2 're ' ( not parallelIMIDI out channels- giving you instantaneous response But 
abov all the beauty of the Bit Masterkeyboard is what is a bug bear in many 
lesser instruments- control of up to 16 synth modules, with full status reporting, 
simp e addressability and no hassle. It tells you what is going on in a flash, it 
mak s adjustments simple - allowing you to play at your best The power is 
deva wing - the prices is incredible. Order yours today 

R.R.P. £999 
CHASE PRICE £799 
DIRECT PRICE 

£549 

CHASE LONDON ITues•Sat 10 00am.5 30pnil 
22 Chalton Street Off Euston Road NW1 

Tel 01 387 7626 ,7449 

CHASE BIRMINGHAM (Mon Sat 10 00am 5 30pml 
10 Priory Oueensway Tel 021 236 8146 

CHASE MANCHESTER (Mon Sat 10 00am-5 30pml 
58 Oldham Street. Off Piccadilly Tel 061 236 6794/5 

BUY BY PHONE 
RING YOUR NEAREST 
BRANCH FOR DETAILS 
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a 
What a difference a show makes— or 

further thoughts on the British Music Fair 
'86. 

esdesk 
All thcr's new from the world of music 

technology— including some new goodies 
that weren't at the BMF. 

muniqué 
More readers' news and views. If you've 

got a point to raise, this is the place to 
raise it. 

e rface 17 
Your technical queries answered by 

E&MM's team of experts. 

Bit Report 21 
The Editor struggles through tech- laden 
stands, lively demos, liquid lunches and 

hordes of musicians to bring news of 

Britain's best-ever music show. If you 
missed it, you missed out. 

DX100 Results 65 
After all these months, our Write A 

Feature competition has a winner. Find 
out why it was so long coming, and read 
the article that won its author a Yamaha 

DX100. 

011AMM Report 
American software engineer Chris Meyer 
submits a personal, highly subjective and 

utterly biased report on Chicago's 
summer music extravaganza. Well, he 

was only there for a day. 

inemeàei 
Roland RD1000 

Ilk Piano 
How does Roland's new SAS resynthesis 

system go about imitating a grand piano? 
Dan Goldstein digs deep inside the 

RD1000 and its modular counterpart, the 
MKS20, and submits a glowing report. 

berg Pro24 
tware 
Simon Trask looks atone of the frst 

multitrack MIDI recording packages to 
be made available for the Atari ST series 
of computers. How does it compare to 

dedicated sequencers? 

Dynacord Rhythm 
Stick 

A guitar for drummers, a percussion 
controller for keyboardists, or a drum-kit 

for guitar players? The Rhythm Stick 
could be all of these things, as Nigel Lord 

discovers. 



Digidesign 
SoftSynth 72 

E&MM US Editor Rick Davies tithes a 
trip to Palo Alto, California, to see an 

Apple Mac software package that Jses 
additive synthesis to turn samplers into 

synthesi.sers. 

Yamaha MCS2 
Control Station 

Missing performance wheels on /our 
MIDI instrument? Yamaha's MIDI 
Control Station could solve your 

expression problems, as Simon Trask 
reveals. 

Akai MIDI FX 2 
Simon Trask again, with some more MIDI 
outboard gear in the shape ofAkai'; new 

ME3OP programmable patchba ( and 
ME25S note separator. 

A git 
It's Immaterial 36 
A Merseyside duo with a fresh approach 

to pop arrangements are currently 
making some of the most inventive r-nusic 
in the British singles charts. Tim Goodyer 

chats to Them. 

UK Fresh 48 
Simon Trask leaves all that MIDI jargon 
behind to check out Britain's first major 
live hip hop event. How are the Dfs and 

the rappers making technology tick? 

e id Sylvian 
It's two years since the formerJapan 

frontrnan made his solo debut, but a new 
double album showcases both Sylvicn's 
unique songwriting and his incerest 

ambient, instrumental music. Exhaustive 

interview by Tim Goodyer. 

Out Takes 16 
More cameo critiques, with Run DA1C, 

Weather Report and the Sputniks 

corning under our reviewers' scrutiny, 
plus a batch of demo tapes from 

ambitious readers. 

1Pocessor icon 480L 18 
Put two Lexicon 224Xs in one box, add a 
sprinkling of new features, and you have 

the reverb-based effects unit to beat 
them all. Paul Wiffen has the advance 

details. 

e vneerzbSDR 1000 19 
Latest digital reverb from a company 

that's been making outboard effects gear 
longer than most. Paul White gives his 

first impressions. 

idophon 
dlOultios 41 

Simon Trask travels to North London to 
visit one of Britain's longest-established 
synth studios, and to talk to its creator, 

electronic composer David Vorhaus. 

rowlfflegia 
I %.,%e• 

Ochwork 58 
Readers' synth patches for the Bit One, 
Yamaha DX7 and Casio CZ series, plus a 
review of some new DX ROM packs from 

Japan. 

Mono Mode Pt2 78 
Fancy turning your Prophet 2000 into a 
I28- voice sampler? Paul Wiffen shows 

you can use MIDI Mode 4 to give the 
impression you're doing just that. 



FAIR ENOUGH 
o that's the British Music Fair 
,ver for another year. I won't 
bore you with the details because 
I'd only be repeating the informa-
tion relayed in our BMF Report 

(it starts on page 21). If you made it 
down to Olympia at some point 
during the show's six-day duration, 
you'll remember it as a busy, worklike 
show with an enthusiastic atmosphere 
and the occasional flash of good 
music. 
There can be no question that the 

BMF is A Very Good Thing Indeed 
for the British music industry. It's a 
unique opportunity for manufacturers 
and distributors to show off their 
wares to the two most important 
groups of people in the business — 
those who sell musical instruments 
(the first three days), and those who 
play them (the next three). 

Both groups benefit hugely from 
being able to see almost all the gear 
there is under one roof, in conditions 
that are reasonably conducive to 
doing business, and only marginally 
less so to making preliminary judge-
ments about whether Product X is the 
one for them. 

This year, the BMF was better 
organised, better supported, and more 
widely advertised than it had been in 
1985. And it paid off: aside from a 
couple of dissenting murmurs during 
the trade days, no exhibitor I spoke to 
complained that attendance at the 
show had resulted in anything less 
than a big boost in interest and 
confidence. Not surprising, really, 
when you consider thousands of 
musicians passed through Olympia's 
doors, and that despite a relative lack 
of really new equipment, there was 
still plenty for them to drool over, 
play, program, and start thinking 
about taking out a bank-loan for. 

From behind the Music Maker 
Publications stand (which sold more 
than a thousand magazines while the 
public were in, incidentally), it was 
obvious there was a proportion of 
hangers-on, kids, and peripheral visi-
tors who'd strayed too far from the 
adjacent Saudi Arabian Experience 
show. But even among these, there 
were people who may have been 
sufficiently impressed by what they 
saw to consider taking up playing 
music as a new interest, no matter 
how much exhibitors moan about 
them. 

So, the British Music Fair has 
established itself as the annual music 
industry event in the UK. It's suc-
cessful, influential, and even quite 
fun to be involved with. 

But where do we go from here? The 
BMF may have attained a position of 
great importance on a national level, 
but its international status is still light 
years away from that enjoyed by the 
Frankfurt Musikmesse, or either of 
the two American NAIV1M shows. 

There's no real reason why this 
should be. These things take time, of 
course, but consider that the BMF is 
already the envy of those ultra-
important shows in a number of 
respects. It's the only event that 
allows both dealers and musicians an 
equal amount of time to attend, 
without either group getting in the 
way of the other. It's the show at 
which demonstrations and concerts 
are presented in the most professional 

• and musically interesting way. And 
it's the only show that takes place in 
the capital city of the nation that still 
sets the musical trends for the rest 
of the world to follow, and thus has 
more musical influence than any 
Frankfurt, Chicago, Tokyo or Ana-
heim. 

But there are a few obstacles that 
stand between the BMF and world 
stardom. 

First, it's a little on the small side. 
Obviously it's not going to get much 
bigger without more exhibitors taking 
stand space and more people coming 
through the doors, but there's no 
doubt the BMF feels cramped along-
side the Musikmesse and NAMM; 
maybe a bit more aisle space would 
help here. 

Second, and despite the new-found 
unity that saw keyboard, piano and 
music publishing exhibitors take space 
at Olympia for the first time, there are 
still some silly restrictions on the 
people who can exhibit at the BMF. E-
mu and Sequential, for example, were 
told they couldn't take part in the 
show proper because they do not have 
British registered companies, and 
thus had to show off their new gear in 
nearby (or in E-mu's case not quite so 
nearby) hotels. Similarly, Rod Argent's 
Keyboards were. barred from entry 
because they have a retail store in 
addition to being equipment distribu-
tors. 

This situation is really rather 
bizarre: there's nothing any of the 
above companies are doing to damage 
the British music industry, and their 
attendance at the show could only 
have benefitted retailers and musicians 
alike. 

If the Musikmesse organisers insis-
ted that all exhibitors had German-
registered companies, few people out-
side the country would make the trip 
to Frankfurt at all. 
But third, and perhaps more signi-

ficant than either of the above points, 
the food at Olympia has got to get 
better. After BMF '86, 1 can't look at 
another sausage roll. • Dg 
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KORG700, Mono Synth,siti 
SO oiler Keyboards In stock, send for our 
Sizzling Surnmar Sale Catalogue NOW! 

1-1I-TECH BARGAINS 
went at below cost price. 

YAMAHACX5, inc large Klboarc £299 
Y AMAMACIX-7, Sequencers £199 
ROLAND MS0700, Sequencer £349 
ROLAND MKS-10, P.' le Piano kilod £299 
ROLAND MKS-30m P.'S' Synth Mod £399 
ROLANDSBF-325 Dual Ftangehor £145 
ROLAND SPV-355, P-to-V Synth £299 
ROLAND CR-8000, {Drag Rune £259 
KORG 0(800 Expander with Seou 079 
KORGDOM-220,0igitalLatin Rhythm £99 
1LORG S00-2000, Sampling Delay £399 
MEL Expander 80, w ith Sequencer 
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HOME RECORDING 
FOSTe A80, &track 
TASCAM 22-4 4-track 
TASCAM Mic Mixer 
YAMAHA MT-44-0, 4-track system 
CUTEC MR-402, 4-track cass rec 
CUTEC GS-2200, M. Graphic/Spect. 
CUTEC CD-425, Dual Dig Del 
IBANEZ HD- 150D H 
IBANEZ HD-

LAST FEW PAYS ixer 

£1,455 
£675 
£125 
£645 
£325 

£325 
£335 erb 
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us hugs range of Mixers, Rack Effects, 
Processors etc. Also %scam 38, 34B, 32, 
388, 246, 244 and Porte-Ones. 

EVERYTHING REDUCED! THOUSANDS OF 
\ UNREPEATABLE BARGAINS! SEND FOR 
\ FULL SALE CATALOGUE NOW! 
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VIGIER Apege, Cherry WI ood 
WAL PRO Bass, Natura , srh 
YAMAHA BB, 1100S, Active 

BASSES 
c295 \ 
£325 

£399 I 

YAMAHA BB, 1600 Cherry Sunburst £29m  455 

YAMAHAITSS, 330 Met red 
FENDER USA, Jazz Fretless, el £199 
SOUIREVintagePrecision,•57 or'67 £:13595 
WASHBURN Force 4, black £125 
TOKAI Jazz Bass, black 
TOKAI PB Violin Finish. Edge Binding £175 
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ARIA SB Elite, metallic blue 
ARIA CSB, sih 
HOHNER Jazz Bass, Sunburst 
KAY PE Basses, Sunburst 

avertable. 

5 
£135 
£285 
£285 
£125 
£89 
£69 

Man other New and Secondhand Basses 

AMPLIFICATION & PA 
FENDER Showman 200, Combo £365 
FENDER Concert Valve, Combo £445 
SUNN 60watt. 1x15, Bass Combo £175 
ACOUSTIC 135, 120watt Combo £125 
ROLAND Cub 100 Lead 
ROLAND JC77, Stereo Chorus 
SESSION 4x10, Bass 
PEAVEY Arti 
H 

£285 
£185 
£199 

SBRO Cobra 90, Bass Top £119 
CA R LSB RO Cobra 90, K/Board Top £186 
TRAYNOR 640e, PA Mixer Amp £299 
TRAYNOR 1x12 Plus Horn Cabs £139 
ASS Bins, Horns, Tweeters, comp, s/h £275 
FEN DER 2-12 H F, 200w Cabs, s/h £149 
WEIR Song bi rd 500 cabs, pair £395 
WEM Contender 6DD cabs, pair £795 

MARSHALL, FULL RANGE IN STOCK. 
PEAVEY, FULL RANGE IN STOCK. 
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SAVE DURING OUR FAMOUS ANNUAL SALE! 
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ELECTRONIC DRUMS 
PEARL DFIX- 1, 5-pad outfit, Stands £ I5 
MUL TIKLONE 5-pad outfit, Stands £299 
UP ONE-UP Drum Synth 
KLONE DUAL Perc. Synth, 2 pads £14.5 Plus. over 40 kits and 200 cymbals 

£75 
Including PEARL, YAMAHA, TAMA, 
LUDWIG, PREMIER, HAYMAN, PAISTE, 
SAWAN etc. All at AmazpIg Prices. 
SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE NOW! 

DRUMS & PERCUSSION 
LUDWIG Anniv Power Kit inc stands £975 
SONOR XIL, 5-drums inc Stands, sib E525 
ROGERS XP-8, 4 drums, no stands E499 
PEARL 5-drum hglass, Inc Stands, s/h £399 
HA YMAN 5-drum power kit, Stands £345 

1 PEARL 5-drum Export ng Sus' f349 
PEARL 5-drum Rock kit big sizes £450 
MIRA GE 5-drum outfit, inc Stands £275 
HA YMAN 5-drum Standard, Stands £245 
BLACK mAmBA F/glass Congas CM5 
KAY FiGass Congas, inc Stands tree 
KAY Woopcongas, inc Stands f149 

BARGAIN BOX 
ARIA, 5-way Pedal Board 
NANYO Personal St 5 

BOSS DM3 
B 

£75 
es £75' 

£75 
£39 
£99 

LIS £125 
£39 

-up s/h f25 
PA Top with Echo £125 

25, K/board/Studio Combo £99 
RL Syncusslon drum synth, s/h £125 

ROLAND CS0-100 Sequencer, sit) £65 
ROLAN D CR-78 Rhythm Unit, Met 
ROLAND TR606 Prog R/un i t, s/h £95 
ROLAND TB303 Frog Bass Line, s/h £59 
ROLAND DR- 110 Doctor Rhythm £99 
CASIO KX-101Ghetto Blaster & K/b £125 
Hundreds of other bargains Inc. Effects 
%dais, Mice Accessories, Brasa I Wooct 
wind etc. Send for Catalogue. 

ORDER FORM 
PLEASE SEND ME YOUR SIZZLING SALE 

CATALOGUE - NOW! 

NAME:  

ADDRESS:  

PHONE NO.  

ACCESS/VISA or f1,000 Instant Credit available 
(subject to status) 

Tel: SOUTHEND (0702) 619615 EMM 



lig--2Roland MAIN DEALE 
ALPHA JUNO 1 

Great New Looks Great New Sounds 
Rolands Cheapest Polysynth 

ALPHA JUNO 2 
Great new touch sensitive polysynth: 
64 preset voices, 64 programmable + 
64 on optional cartridge, MIDI, the 

best ever touch sensitive UNDER £800 

JX8P 
2 Oscillators, touch sensitive, MIDI, 

beautiful sounds at an AMAZING NEW 
LOW PRICE 

SUPER JX10 
The brand new Roland flagship. The ultimate 
analogue machine, 76 keys, 12 note poly, 
layered and spri sounds, built in sequencer, 
touch sensitive + MIDI of course EPOA 

wpm um gown utilmwm 

RD1000 DIGITAL PIANO 
88 fully weighted wooden keys, 16 note 
polyphonic MIDI, SAS sound generation, 
incredibly accurate grand piano sound and 

feel, including stand fP0A 

MKS20 DIGITAL 
PIANO MODULE 

Exactly the same facilities as RD1000 without 
the keyboard SUGGESTED PRICE £1199 

MKB200 
61 note MIDI keyboard controller 

SUGGESTED PRICE £599 

ROMPORO 
i lrIe - 

MUSIC VILLAGE 

TRAMES 

TUNNEL 
CRADRIELL HEATH MAIN LINE FROM LIVERPOOL STREET 
RION BARNET NOR TN L'AP TUBE 

MC500 
MICRO 

COMPOSER 
,40,000 notes internal 
memory + 100,CCIO 
notes on 3.5 disc + 
MIDI SUGGESTED 

PRICE £799 
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Boss Dr Rhythm DR220A (acoustic 
version) + DR220E (electronic version) 
  programmable digital rhythm 

machine EPOA 

R - ALL BRANCHES 

TR505' 
Fantastic new digital drum machine, 

16 PCM voices in Latin sounds + MIDI 
with a SUGGESTED PRICE OF ONLY £249 

TR707 DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 
MIDI, separate outputs, on board mixer 

great sound. 
TR727 DIGITAL PERCUSSION 

MACHINE Same as 707 but with Latin 
sounds. A great combination with: 

III 
PAD-8 OCTOPAD 

8 touch sensitive pads, to trigger any MIDI 
drum machine or synth etc. 
SUGGESTED PRICE £399 

* SPECIAL PACKAGE DEALS AVAILABLE * 

BOSS EFFECTS PEDALS 
The complete range of these market leaders 

always in stock at the very best prices!! 

SRV2000 STEREO 
DIGITAL REVERB 

d11111111L 
This is the really serious reverb, unmatched 

quality and facilities. Incredible new 
low price EPOA 

DEP5 digital effect processor LPOA 

Boss Dr Drum Pad Electronic 
percussion pad featuring 6 digital 

sotInd sources EPOA 

MBOSS 
MICRO 
RACK 
SERIES 
Low budget 
high quality 
processors 

RPS10 pitch shift delay £199 

RDD 10 Delay £149 
RSD 10 Sampler/Delay (2 sec) £199 
RCL 10 comp/limiter £115 
RGE 10 graphic EQ  £115 
RBF 10 flanger  £115 
RPVV7 multi power supply £64 
BM12.5 rack   

-77%."..."."einal.TO,Iràtagoeeitnb 

G77/GR77B 
I BASS GUITAR SYNTH. 

NEW LOW PRICE!! 

HEAD OFFICE & MAIN SHOWROOM: 10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH,   
(Near ROMFORD, ESSEX) Tel: 01-599 4228 01-598 9506  

* NO DEPOSIT INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £1500 * ACCESS * VISA * AMEX * DINERS * MAIL 

KORG 
DW8000 

VOTED KEYBOARD Of THE YEAR ti note poly, digital 
waveform, touch sensitve, built in digital delay, 

arpegiator. MIDI, terrific spec. DOA 

DW 6000 
6 NOTE POLTSYNTH NEW LOW PRICE!! 

The New DUD I digital sampling touch 
sensitive MIDI drum machine EPOA 

SDD 2000 
SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY 

64 effects memories, up to 4368 M.seconds 
delay and sampling, MIDI, Was £799 

SPECIAL OFFER £399 

* IA 4 

SOD 1000 
SAMPLING DIGITAL DELAY 

Sampling, sequencer and trigger, overdub 
effects, up to 2048 M. seconds delay, and 
sampling was £499 SPECIAL OFFER £249 

Beyond Samplinp. 66and Semis 

IIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 

KORG DSS I Sampling synth &OA 

POLY 800 Mk11 
New programmable polysynth 8 you 64 programs, 
built-in programmable digital delay, and fQ, built in 

1000 note sequencer, MIDI, great price! 

SQD-1 MIDI SEQUENCER 
15,000 note internal memory + 30,000 notes 

on disc, independent record, edit and 
playback on all 16 MIDI channels 

Fleeeeee 
KORG EFFECTS PEDALS 

COMPLETE RANGE IN STOCK 
AT 35% OFF!! 

Munconinirms 

MIRAGE SAMPLING KEYBOARD 
Still the most cost effective sampling keyboard 

around including advanced sampling guide and discs 

SUGGESTED PRICE NOW ONLY £1320 

MIRAGE 
MULTI SAMPLER EXPANDER 

As above but without the keyboard, 8 voice, built in 
sequencer, disc drive, touch sensitive, MIDI 

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080 

NEW S900 MIDI 

Eight voice, 12 bit, velocity sensitive 3.5" disc drive, 
6 octave raise, multi sampling, maximum 48 

seconds sampling time, SUGGESTED PRICE £1695 

MG6I4 
A pro quality multi track recorder with computerised 

auto locator standard and double speed, 2 band 
parametric eq, and two independent effects send. 

£999, 
S612 and MD280 disc drive Elm Price 

AX73 brand new 6 octave poly synth touch sensitive. 
MIDI split incredible valve only £699 

M173 brand new 6 octave mother keyboard touch 
sensitive, 4 split only £549 

ENSONIQ SAMPLED PIANO 
6 octave fully weighted keys, real piano sounds, 

touch sensitive. 10 voice, E MIDI, ONLY 

SUGGESTED PRICE £ 1080 

NEW ENSONIQ 
SYNTH/SEQUENCER 

very powerful new synthesiser from Ensoniq, split 
keyboard, layerable sounds, touch sensitive 

sequencer. MIDI, 24 oscillators, 

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1080 

CASIO. 
NEW MD DIGITAL SAMPLING DRUM 
MACHINE 800 milliseconds sampling time for 
single sample or 
split between a 
maximum of 4 
samples, 12 PCM 
sounds, 10 
separate outputs, 
on board mixing, 
MIDI, incredible 
spec for only 
£395 
NEW SK1 
DIGITAL 
SAMPLING 
KEYBOARD. An 
introduction to 
sound sampling The New Casio CZ1 
for an In Stock E.POA 
unbelievable 
price of lust ES9 
RI1 MIDI 4 track sequencer 049 CZ101 - CZ1000 - CL1000 
- C25000 NEW CZ230IN STOCK NOW! 

Cado Rennie Keyboard Coming Soon 



AT AMAZING NEW LOW PRICES 
j THE INCREDIBLE PRO FM PRODUCTS lib A 1985 TOP DEALER AWARD 

Nif 

KX88 MOTHER KEYBOARD 
The ultimate MIDI keyboard controller, 88 
fully weighted keys, all facilities + great 

feel! Now only £1099 

DX5 
76 keys, more powerful than 2 DX7's 

Now only £1999 

DX7 
The Industry Standard, always in stock 

at the best price 

DX21 
8 note poly, split keyboard or layered 

sounds, MIDI 

DX27 
192 voices, FM. MIDI, polysynth, 

61 full size keys 

„ • 
• 

Men 
ea.-614,-4"*" Mire 
1,8IPtuelieet ree. 

DX100 
In Stock 

Best UK Prices 

FB01 
£299 

TX7 FM tone 
generator 
new low 

price for this 
IDX7 in a box! 

PLEASE RING OUR CHADWELL HEATH BRANCH FOR DETAILS OF 
INCREDIBLE PACKAGE DEALS!! 

QX5 
£P0A 

QX21 
New powerful 

digital sequencer 
ONLY £259 

SPX90 DIGITAL MULTI EFFECT PROCESSOR 
Incredible product which gives you 
up to 100 seconds of digital reverb 
+ delay, modulation, auto pan, 
reverb & gate, pitch change, 

sampling, compression, MIDI, etc. 
etc. ONLY £599 

RX11 29 PCM voices, MIDI, 
separate outputs, RAM port, the 
BIZ! UNBELIEVABLE NEW LOW 
PRICE!! RX15 15 PCM voices at 

NEW LOW PRICE! 

RX21 — MIDI Digital Drum Machine 
also RX21L Latin Percussion with 16 

PCM Percussion notes 
BOTH AT NEW LOW PRICES! 

RX21 Limited Special Offer £199 

REV 7 The digitaaro l rammir 
AMAZING le MIDI, 

NEW LOW PRICE! 

HOT NEWS! lust 
Arrived - the NEW 

Yamaha CXSM iii 251 
music computer - 

fantastic spec iruludin 
SEGOS module - 

fantastic spec, including 
SEGOS module, MIDI in, 
MIDI out, ONLY £449 

• 

SPECIAL OFFER 
ON YK20 

KEYBOARDS 
FOR DX5M 
..1.1+fe £89 

MT1X 4 TRACK CASSETTE 
MV special package deal includes FREE 

power supply + FREE microphone + FREE 
headphones ONLY £449 

PF70 AND P180 FM ELECTRONIC PIANOS 
76 or 88 notes, weighted action, 10 voices, 
editing, MIDI, stereo tremelo and chorus, 

PF70 + PF80 BEST UK PRICES 
* INTEREST FREE-CREDIT AVAILABLE * 

FULL RANGE OF DX RELATED 
ACCESSORIES ALWAYS IN STOCK, 

PEDALS, RAMS, ROMS ETC 

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST PRICES!! 
 1 230 HIGH STREET, BARNET, HERTS 

Tel: 01-440 3449 01-44) 3440  
8-9 BURLEIGH STREET, NEAR GRAFTON CENTRE, CAMBRIDGE 

Tel: 0223 316091/65093 (FORMERLY CAMBRIDGE ROCK) 

ORDER ANYWHERE * SECURICOR DELIVERY * WORKSHOP WITH 2 ENGINEERS ON SITE * HIRE *  

Fostex TASCAM4 • 
SPECIAL 

PACKAGE DEALS 

Porta One plus free Power 
Supply plus free Mic. plus 

.free headphones only £379 

Porta One plus tree power 
supply plus Teac V340 

mixdown cassette plus free 
headphones £449 

38 8-track 7 special offer — 
Tascam 38 plus M216 mixer, 

list price £3500. 
VERY LIMITED 

SPECIAL OFFER £2499 

soqnd 
technology 

NEW ALESIS 
MIDI VERB MIDI 
controlled stereo 
digital reverb, 63 
presets, up to 20 
seconds reverb 
time, + gated and 
reverse gate sounds ALL FOR IUST £395 
NEW ALMS MIDIFEX Amazing new multi 
effect unit from the MIDI VERB people. Due 
in at any moment - Place your order now to 
avoid disappointment. INCREDIBLE VALUE 
AT ONLY £395 

swum „ # e 

mitomi ail tom se at 

MIRE 
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244 Portastudio  Best UK Price 
246 Portastudio  Best UK Price 
234 Rack 4 Track  Best UK Price 
225 Syncaset £225 
38 W 8 track Best UK Price 
388 W 8 track 
Portastudio Best UK Price 
341/4 " 4 track Best UK Price 
32W 2 track Best UK Price 
M216 16-4-2 mixer Best UK Price 
M2088-4-2 Mixer Best UK Price 

"ea 
(SIMMONS 

NEW 
'SIMMONS SDS 

1000 KIT 
3 sampled snare 
sounds (excl. 
hardware) 

SUGGESTED RETAIL 
PRICE £699 

SIMS complete with leads & stands £1199 
5051 inc. mounting kit, tom, snare & cassette...E169 
505200 complete with leads & stands £314 
105400 complete with leads & stands £4111 
505800 complete with leads & stands £351 
MTM MIDI interface, incredibly sophisticated LS99 
TMI MIDI interlace £250 
NCH 200 watt electronic drum combo ESSO 
SOSO used, mint condition £399 
SIMMONS SDE percussion expander £499 

ullig 41i MY 

DEL 80 + 
450 MIXER 

The only 8 track package 
ior under £2000 

FOSTEX 260 
4 TRACK 
MULTI-
TRACKER 

2 aux sends, parametric 
EQ switchable Dolby C 

£699 

X15 4 TRACK CASSETTE 
+ free power supply 
+ headphones £239 

OTHER SIGNAL 
PROCESSORS 

Aphex Type 'C' oral exciter £295 
Vesta Fire Dig 420 sampling delay £199 
Vesta Fire len stereo reverb £199 
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb £249 
Accessit stereo reverb f139 
Accessit compressor Special Offer £36 
Accessit Noise Gate Special Offer £36 
Accessit txciter.  Special Offer £36 
Quark MIDI link 448 £199 

MIXERS 
RAM RN» 10-8-2-RAM RM16-8-2 
MIR 6-1, MIR 12-2- SATR 6-4-2, 
MTR 12-8-2- DVNAMIX 6-2 - ODYNAHM X 12-2 
5E0(6-2-12-2-12-8-2 

LOWEST UK PRICES 

MICS 81HEADPHONES 
AKG — SHURE — BEYER 
SENNHEISER — AUDIO 
TECHNICA— ALL AT 
THE BEST PRICES 

AMPLIFICATION 
BOSE— JBL — TANNOY — 

MARSHALL — CARLSBRO — 
SESSION — ROLAND — 
FENDER — YAMAHA — 
LAN [Y ETC. ETC. 

[MAX 
SAMPLING KEYBOARD 
COMING SOON 

RESERVE YOURS NOW 



COMPUTEC START BEETLE 
MANIA 
A new company, Computec, will shortly be 

distributing a range of assorted hi-tech music 

goodies in the UK. Among the first batch of 

these is the Beetle PR7 programmer for 

Yamaha TX7, TX2 I 6 and TX8I 6, which we 

mentioned some while ago in our report of the 

Winter NAMM show in California. The PR7 
obviates the need for owners of modular FM 

synths to buy a DX7 for programming, by 

offering a duplicate of the DX7's front-panel 

controls in a free-standing module. 
AIM) from Beetle is the OR! RAM disk drive, 

which extends the storage facilities of Yamaha, 

Roland and Casio synths without any modifi-

cations having to be made to the instrument 

itseif. Linked up to a DX7, the OR' will store a 

total of 960 programs - or the equivalent of 30 

standard RAM cartridges. 

Corr putec have also taken on UK dealership 
of MIDI software from Italian company LEMI, 

which is good news, especially as the company 

- previously addicted to the Apple 11- are now 

switcbing their attention to the Commodore 

64, and have just put the finishing touches to 

some Prophet 2000 voice-editing software for 

same. 

Also on Computec's books are the SynHance 

Voice Vault for the DX7, and a retrofittable 

IDI interface for the Prophet 5 polyphonic 

synthesiser, available by the end of September. 

More from Bill Wilkinson, Corn putec, 24 

High Street, Brookmoor, Brierley Hill, West 
Midlands DY 5 31A, fe (0902) 405100. • 

DIGISOUND DEFUNCT - BUT 
THE BEAT GOES ON 
Following the demise of Blackpool-based DIY 

kit company Digisound, London enthusiast 

Tim Higham has stepped in to save the day 

and taken over the rights to the classic 

Digisound 80 modular synthesiser. All printed 

circuit boards will continue to be available, as 
will the front panels - though a change of 
colour scheme may well be in the offing. 

To accompany the kit, there's soon to be a 

ready-built polyphonic synthesiser, while other 

developments such as extra modules for the 
Digisound 80 and a cheap sound sampler are 

currently under consideration. 

More from Tim Higham, 16 Lauriston Road, 

Wimbledon, London SWI 9 4QT. • Ti,' 

A FURTHER TASTE OF 
PARADISE 
Paradise Studios, subject of a feature in 

E&MM November'85, have now boosted their 

hi-tech power with the purchase of a Fairlight 
Series Ill. They've also decided to keep their 

existing Series II, rather tnan trade it in, while 
other instruments currently in Paradise include 

a PPG Wave 1.3 plus Waveterm B, o DX7 and 
TX7, and a Prophet 5. 

Now for the killer punch. For an introductory 

period. Paradise are pricing the whole package 
- 24-track studio plus all outboard gear and 

instruments- at ' less than some people charge 
for the hire of a Fairlight Series Ill on its own'. 

More from Paradise, 01-747 1687. • SI 

TOO GOOD TO BE FORGOTTEN 
If you've lovingly held on to a faithful Korg 
Polysix, patiently forgiving it its lack of MIDI 

because of its huge and distinctive character, 

then now's the time to breathe a sigh of relief. 

Korg have come to the rescue with a MIDI 
retrofit kit 

The modification, which is American in 
origin, also expands the synth's program 

memory to 120 sounds without outdating old 
32 patch tapes, and includes a sustain pedal 

jack as a bonus. The retrofit is not yet 

available in the UK, but the Stateside price is 
expected to be around $299 including fitting. 
• Tt; 

PACKAGING TO IMPRESS 
Presstige are a new agency offering to 

appease the record company wolves with 

sweet packaging for hopeful musicians' 

demos. 

A mere E30 buys you on 'in-depth biography 

in an eye-catching package'. On top of that, 

Presstige will distribute your work around the 
essential parts of the music industry: record 

companies, local and national radio and, of 

course, the press. 

The service is designed to appeal to budding 
amateur and experienced pro alike, and 

Presstige will handle anything from a demo to 

an LP. 
More from Presstige, 12 St Mary's Crescent, 

Netherthong, Huddersfield, West Yorks. e 
(0484) 686799. • Ti,' 
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ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES EVER 

LL Roland 
IIIIiJJJIIIiUi u BEST DEAL 

Polysynth 

PRIM 

t . 111_711111d 11111111111UU WIWI% 

MUM 

.1)( 1 0 RACK EPOA 

IIMKB200 

MIDI Keyooar 

Controller 

STAR BUY 

4RD1000 
Electronic Piano 

BEST PRICE 

4MKS20 
og,tal Piano Modue 

BEST PRICE 

D OCK 
Ili CITY 

10 MOSELY ST., 
NEWCASTLE-

UPON-TYNE 

NE1 113E 
20632 324175 
MEW BRANCH 

OPENING SOON IN 

MIDDLESBROUGH 

YAMAHA 
ALL YAMAHA PRODUCTS ARE IN STOCK NOW! 

AT THE LOWEST EVER PRICES!! 

A SPX90 Digital Multi Effects Processor £PDA 
Thu product of the reer?Petreft. Earlo ref lecoon C.eley, Echo. ModuleGO, Auto 

etrete. Reuerb and Gene Prtch .::rerge. Free, OCR Gate. Conyr ens., 

Peter-es, Ed earl cre 19 flats hleac we eey too, 

rKEYBOARDS 
DX21 Includonq -ve 

£649 

OX27 ears; , £499 

OX100 Pciyer-u, £349 

DX7 Inducing fr.» master, 

oortrheract pedal tali new 

sourds PHONE US FOR 

BEST EVER PACKAGE 

DX5 Incluing two free 

RAMS  EPDA 
DX1 Tnts unqueeynth nay 

"rouble — lane.] ettadlY £PCIA 
IOUNIIsmot mauler 

keyboard £999 
PF7DEbctronc Pee £999 
PFSCIBecterec Rena £299 
VS11100 sou-d Serrting • ar. 
u-der  £180 

IIMEOUENCERS 
OX21 Mewl £259 

OX7   Star Buy 

OX1 Mime Sequences... £P0A 

EXPANDERS 
7M116 OX7) ..... EPOA 

A NEW FB01 
EXPANDER 

COMING SOON! 

TX7 OX7 Eeenclef EPDA 
RUM MACHINES 

Rel 1  Spacial Price 

RX21 Oggtel emir, £249 

RX21L Petal 
Percusteon  £249 

WXY5 [messy...mime 

SySt.rt,  £499 

INXY10 Clump sereless 

ed.fcfn £799 

MEP4 MICI. snot 

processor fP0A 
MCS2ssoi curtw 
suwor, EPOA 

REV7 Revel, £899 

REV1 rie.sm £P0A 

P2075 Power arnp — 75 wears 

'superb queloth Urea new 

technology £299 

M USIC COMPUTER 

SOFTWARE 

ACCESSORIES 

YRM305 DX21 cotong 

prcgreturner tor CD< 5 £39 

4ALPHA JUNO 2 
Polysynth 

BEST DEAL 

4SUPER JX10 
Monster poly 

£P0A 
TR505> 

Deal 

Drums 

£P0A 
1SUPER JX MK S70 

TR7071› 
Digital 

Drums 

£P0A 

TR727> 

Percusthor' 1•1=S7e""-"-s-sUsuss• 

£P0A 

se 001.111110011110 
iiiiinawaialls 

ilk .„vere,«rn, 

NEW MC50010. 
Micro Compuaer 

IN STOCK NOW 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEE 

If you mail order from 

Rock City, and are not 

completely satisfied with your 

product, we MI exchange it for 

any other product of a similar 

value as long as you return it to 

us within 14 days 

YOU CANT GO WRONG! 

MT1X — NEW 4 
TRACK 
PORTASTUDIO 
FANTASTIC DEAL 

YRM501 FM mum 

composer 2  

YRM502 FM yodng 

program 2  £39 

CADI GraphocArtet 

Program £49 
SFG05 FM tone generetor 
MEDI d'm =ran £95 

VPA01 Cen:I reader for 

vPAC1'   £26 

STOP PRESS!! 

CX5MII 128K Music 

Computer NOW IN 

STOCK 

DS EFFECTS 

overcii,e  £39 

Otatorocn ..... £39 

Chorue  £54 

Flanger    £54 
Ccf, Preaeor £39 

Goer. Eo £54 
RUMS 

Yamaha Series Drums 

Yamaha 8030,900 Seres Drums 

always o SteCk - Arheeng quelrry 

ilINEW S-10 ANEW DEP-5 
Keyboard Digital Effects Processor 

BEST UK 
PRICE 

4 NEW S-50 

COMING SOON 

arnpling Keyboacd 

BEST UK 
PRICE 

NEW GK-1 
MIDI Guitar pick-up sYstem 

COMING SOON 

111111111111111•11111111 

ALL 
ROLAND 

PRODUCTS 
IN STOCK 

5 STOCKTON RD., 
SUNDERL4ND 

TYNE & WEAR 
SRI 3NR 

21.0783 78058 
fe0783 655168 

ANEW GM-70 
3R MIDI converter 

COMING SOON 

=aft 
ANEW DR RHYTHM 
j,gital Drum Systems 

COMING SOON 

mum 4NEW DR PAD 
Electroolc 

Percussion 

COMING 
SOON 

O 
III CK CITY 

AKAI 

NEW! MG6 14A 4 track 
recorder mixer £P0A 
AKG MG 1212 
The meet arneeng '.> 

can buy Akeis 501212 ...kettle at or., 
£39 e yery email number of outlete We csso 

sumly netfonaly Whom et very coneetttne 
Pr.Cle 

FANTASTIC NEW DEALS 

(my-mania 

All new Ensoniq 
products are now 
in stock 
ES01 synth Ensoniq 
Sampled P ano 
PHONE FOR DEALS 
Also 
Ensoniq Mirage & 
Mirage Expander 

DYNACORD 
The Amazing New 
Rhythm Stick is 
Now In Stock 

e-e 

e 
• • • 

AKAI S612 SAMPLER IN STOCK 
AT BEST EVERY PRICE 
AKAI 5900 SAMPLER PHONE 
FOR AMAZING DEALS 

AKAI MIDI 
EFFECTS In 
Stock Now 
STAR BUY 

New Casio SZ1 Mega 
Polysyith 
Coming Soon! 
Phone for prices on 
all Casno Products 

Midifex and Midiverb 
now in stock 
, Phone for price 

NEW MX73 
Mother 
Keyboard 
in stock 

NEW AX73 
Polysynth 
IN STOCK 

All new Korg products 
in stock now 
Phone for Details 

Full range always 
in stock 
Phone for details 

HOME RECORDING 
Mime us for best Isola on 
YAMAHA - AIM - FOSTER 

TAIGAS/ - RECIO - VESTAFIRE 
AMR - ROD STUDICIMITER 



Save £££s on 
all Casio Models!! 

Casio SK1 
Sampling sensation 99 

C:asio CZ101 299 
Casio CZ1000 399 
C:asio CZ3000 495 
Casio CZ5000 695 
Casio CZ2305 295 

Oel 
ATAR 

5930 Sampier £169800 
S612 Sampler M280 disk drive £799.00 1 
07000 61 key sampling keyboard 
NEW £999.00 
AX83 73 key synth & master 
keyboard £899.00 
MX72 73 key MIDI Controller £549.00 
NEW MG614 5 track 6 channel cassette 
mixer/recorder £690.00 

I( 'Roiand 
ROLAND SUPER JX 1899.00 
Roland Alpha Juno I 499.00 
Roland Alpha Junc II 775.00 
Roland MC500 

Micro-Composer 799.00 

Roland Sampling Keyboards 
Arriving Soon 

Massive 
Savings 

on all Boss 
Products 
including 
Micro-rack 

STEINBERG 
Pro 24 • Pro Creator Software 

Sequencer packages for 
Atari ST 520 and 
Commododre 128 

Available now plus editing kits 
for DX - Mirage - CZ etc. 

ensonict 

DSK-8 MIRAGE Digital Séimpling 
Keyboard including 14 sound 
discs) £1295.00 
DMS8 MIRAGE Rack Deg tal 
Multi-Sampler £1080.00 
NEW" ES01 Sensational >gaol wave 
synthesiser with internal 8 track 
sequencer with full editing loathes 
UNBELIEVABLE VALUE £1115.00 
NEW" SDP1 Sampled Deal Piano 
weighted keys £1115.00 

YAMAHA DX100 349.00 

vAMAHA DX27 475.00 

AMAHA DX21 649.00 

',AMARA DX7 1299.00 
YAMAHA KO 130.00 

vAMAHA PF80 999 

,AMAHA PF70 899.00 

YAMAHA TX7 499.00 

YAMAHA 0X21 259.00 

YAMAHA CX5 Mk11 IN STOCK 

NEW YAMAHA FB05 EXPANDER 245.80 

NEW YAMAHA OX5 SEQUENCER 445.00 

NEW KORG 
DRUM MACHINE & / 

SAMPLING KEYBOARD 
AVAILABLE NOW' 

tift 

You've read about the latest 
products in the music press... 

You've seen them at the 
Music shows... 

Now get your hands on them 
at ABC MUSIC! 

Price Breakthrough 
The new 

Dr Rhythm 

Is 3 fully programmable rhythm 

nichine which can memorize your 

own rhythms with exceptional 

flexibility. 

RRPEI60 

ABC PRICE: £95 
P&P 

oid ny nnunn. ung you,- crellt É 
number or Instant desp tch! 

ABC 
MON 

You'll get a square deal at: 
• 14 16 High Stieet. Addlestone, Surrey 
(just off Junction 11 M25) 
0932 40139/54877 

• 324 Farnham Road, Slough 
(just off Junction 6 - M4)0753822754 

• 56 Surbiton Road, Kingston, Surrey 
(near Kingston Polyte zhnic) 01-546 9877 
• 44 St. Clements, Oxford 0865 725221 

Alesis Midi Verb and 
Midi-Fex in stock now 

£395 

Yamaha SPX 90 
in stock 

£595 

TASCAM 
Tascam 388 the 

Ul'imate ' Portastudio* 

Complete with 
Tannoy Strattord 
Monitors, Accessit 
monitor amplifier 

S.E.D. stand 
complete £2,699.00 

Simmons Electric 
Drums 

now at unbelievable 
prices 

Available at our 
Oxford Branch 

Call in and 
try the complete 
Simmons Range 

P‘o-S144 
For professional advice Oil 
16/8 track equipment and 
Sampling Keyboards plus 

the very best package deals. 
Ring the Pro-Shops - book 
an appointment for extra 

special attention. 
Oxford 0865 724820 

Addlestone 0932 596'5 

• • • • WOO.. I lint I 
.....••• 
• • • • 

Join the 
Rhythm Revolution 
Roland TA 505 249.00 
Roland IR 707 499.00 
Roland TA 727 
Roland Octapad 
Yamaha RX21 
Yamaha RX21L 
Yamaha RX15 
Yamaha RX11 
Casio RZ1 

450.00 
399.00 
229.00 
229.00 
399.00 
599.00 
399.00 

_111.11111 

Fostex 
Ask about our amazing 

Fostex 8 track package deal 
IT CAN'T BE BEATEN 

Foster A80 - Fostex 450 mixer - 
Yamaha NSI 0 Monitors - Yamaha A320 
power-amp complete with SED stand 
and loom - all ready to go AT AN 

UNBELIEVABLE PRICE 

Instant Credit 
Mail-Order 

Friendly Service 
and Expert Advice 

Open six days a week 

Late night Thursday 
till 700 pm 



CUSTOM DESIGNERS ON TAP 
To anyone in need of a specialised piece of 

hardware not freely available on the music 

market, the arrival of Omegatech Designs 

may be welcome news. 

Omegatech are a small group of designers 

just itching to design anything from trigger 
inverters to drum systems to full-scale music 

computers. Let them know what you need, 
and they'll sort out the problems. 
Mbre from Gary Lea, Omegatech Designs, 

Middle Mill, Stone, Nr Berkeley, Glos GL13 

9jR. (0454) 260223 • Ti,' 

AND THE WINNER WAS... 
Seems some people just don't want to win 
E&MM competitions. Last month we announ-

ced the winners of the Toa Competition ( April 

'86), but having sent a letter of congratulation 

to one of the runners-up only to have it 
returned unopened by the Royal Mail, we're 

having trouble contacting him. 
So, if Phil Stollery of Salford could write and 

lét us know his new address (and phone 

number if applicable), his prize of o pair of 
RS21M mini monitors will be delivered to his 

doorstep courtesy of Toa Electronics. If he 
doesn't get in touch with us, someone else will 
have to win it. • T,11cG 

ADVENTURE IN MANCHESTER 
New in Manchester is Adventure, an eight-
track recording studio offering a comprehen-

sive selection of outboard gear. Yamaha 
keyboards and no fewer than two separate 
isolation booths. Session musicians, cassette 

copying and record pressing can be arranged 

should you require them. 
More from Russell Harrison, 28 Stockton 

Road, Charlton Green, M21 I ED, e 061-881 

1888. • Tg 

MIDI FOR SMALL ATARIS 
For the Atari 400/800 XL and XE computers 
comes news of what we believe to be the first 

MIDI package available in the UK. 

The DigiComm system is a 16-track poly-

phonic MIDI recorder with a 9000-plus event 
capacity, real- and step-time recording in-

cluding velocity, aftertouch, patch-change, 

pitch-bend and modulation. Additional fea-
tures include looping, transposition, automatic 

and manual editing, and parameter filtering. 
More from DigiComm, 170 Bradwell Com-

mon Boulevard, Milton Keynes, Bucks MK I 3 

8BG, e ( 0908) 663708. • Tg 

SEIKO LATEST 
Further details have come through concerning 

Seiko's range of MIDI equipment, which we 

first saw at Frankfurt back in February. 

The watch company's Digial Music Gear 

(DMG) system now embraces no fewer than 

six digital data processors. 

To begin with, the DMG100 MIDI Channel 
Converter features three modes capable of 

merging MIDI channel numbers into a single 

channel, single channel conversion of one 

MIDI channel number to another, and multi-

channel conversion of all MIDI channel num-

bers. 
The DMG200 MIDI Signal Filter is capable 

of selecting or removing a choice of up to 15 

types of data from a MIDI signal. Again, this 

can be effected on a specified MIDI channel or 

passages of specified messages. 
The DMG300 MIDI Signal Mixer will com-

bine up to three MIDI In signals to be 

amalgamated onto one MIDI Out. Filtering 

options are also available. 

MIDI program data can be routed to up to 

four external systems using the DMG400 MIDI 
Switch Box, and there are 16 programmable 

patterns onboard the machine. 

Those of you with itchy feet may find the 

DMG500 interesting. Again, 16 memory banks 
hold data that will be implemented when 

required. The DMG500 will perform such 
tricks as pitch-bending and modulation effects, 

pre-programmed bass notes and program 

changes. 
Finally, the DMG600 Patch Box permits 

cross-patching of four MIDI Ins to four MIDI 

Thrus for easy signal routing. 

More from Harman UK, Mill Street, Slough, 

Berks. e (0753) 76911. • Ti  

MORE BLANK THAN FRANK 
Blank Software, US-based inventors of Sound 
Lab, a Macintosh editing and library program 

for the Ensoniq Mirage, have expanded its 

uses. 

Now suitable for the Macintosh Plus and the 

rack-mounting Mirage MultiSampler, Sound 
Lab 1.1 features new waveform editing and 

processing, improved library functions and 

remote MIDI keyboard operation. Among its 

impressive list of facilities is a 3D time-domain 

waveform analysis display that appears to 

offer high-resolution editing, and the 1.1 

update is available at no cost to owners of the 

1.0 version. 
Another new program from the same house 

is Drum File, again run on the Macintosh. 
Drum File is for use with the E-mu SP12 

sampling drum machine, and offers rapid 
transfer of samples into memory and file 

management routines, as well as compatibility 

with other sampling instruments. Worth in-

vestigating, especially now that Ensoniq UK 

themselves are handling distribution across 
the pond from Blank's offices. 

More from Ensoniq UK, PO Box 806, 
London NW3, 01-435 2434. • Tg 

HYBRID MAKE PROGRESS 
After the success enjoyed by the Hybrid Music 

500 BBC synth add-on, comes the new 
improved Music 5000. 

Previewed at the Acorn User Show, the new 

5000 features an advanced ROM-based AMPLE 

language nucleus, an easy-to-use master 

menu and provision for software extension 
modules. The unit is compatible with the BBC 

B-t, Bi- I 28K and Master 128 computers. 

Hybrid also assure us that it is entirely 
software-compatible with the Music 500. 

What's more, Music 500 owners can upgrade 
their existing systems with the Music 500 

Upgrade Pack, which contains all the necessary 

software and documentation to bridge the 

gap between the two systems. 
More from Hybrid Technology, Unit 3, 

Robert Davies Court, Nuffield Road, Cam-

bridge CB4 ITP, IS' (0223) 316910. • Tg 

KURZWEIL UNVEIL... 
A new rack-mounted expander for use with 

any MIDI-equipped keyboard was unveiled at 

the summer NAMM show by Kurzweil, the 

people behind the 250 keyboard. The Kurzweil 

150 is a multi-timbral sound source equipped 

with 22 instrument voices. Retailing at $2995 

in the States, the 150 is intended to bring 
Kurzweil technology within the reach of a 

broader market. 
Featuring both pre-programmed and user-

programmable sounds, the 150 is capable of 

defining up to three independent sound layers 

simultaneously, each of which may take 
advantage of Kurzweil's 'Timbre Shift' method 

of overtone modification. 

You'll see a full review of the 150 in E&MM 

as soon as we get our hands on one. 
Meanwhile, Sound Blocks A, B and C are 

three new add-on resident sound blocks for the 

Kurzweil 250 and 250 Expander. Block A 

1 
11111111111111111111111111111111 

boosts the number of instrument voices from 

30 to 45 and includes vocal choruses, special 

effects and slap bass. Block B — endearingly 

titled 'Rock Block' — contains 26 rock instru-

ment voices including lead guitars, electric 

pianos and Moog-style analogue synths. Block 

C, the 'Classical Block' contains ten recrea-

tions of acoustic orchestral instruments. These 

include solo violin, cello, bassoon, pipe organs, 

harp notes and a pizzicato string section. 

A whole library of sampled Kurzweil sounds 

is also available on Macintosh disks. Each of 

the four volumes available contains ten disks, 

and all require a Macintosh computer, the 
MacAttach interface and file management 

program for their operation. 

More from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London 

W2 IHS, 01-724 2451. • Tg 
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manurerer.„, „,,audaka 
Write to: Communiqué, E&MM, Alexander 

House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1 UY. 

Dear E&MM 
School Synths 

I'd like to question the way most children are 
taught music in schools. I am a teacher, 
though not of music, and have been associated 
with the world of music in both classical and 
pop rock fields. Because of this, I have a keen 
interest in the opening of pupils' eyes to the 

different forms of music available to them in 

both passive and active roles. 
I de realise many schools have synthesisers, 

fLnds permit:ing. But would it really cost so 
much more to make children -aware of the 
background to the music industry? Of how 

records are pressed, how you get a band 

together in the first place, and so on? 
Then perhaps, instead of going to a classical 

concert, pupils could be taken to a rock gig. 
And why can't they be allowed to try out 
different equipment in local music stores? 
Could the stores loan equipment to the 

schools? Surely childen should be introduced 
to different kinds and structures of bands, as 
they are to the structure of orchestras? 

Don't get me wrong. 1 am in favour of 
children being introduced to classical music, 
but why should they be restricted just to that? 

I don't have intimate knowledge of how all 

the music departments are run in Britain. 
What 1 do know is that the schools I've come 
into contact with are basically classically-

orientated. In my experience, most of the 
pop rock teaching comes from rural scientists 

and mathematicians (as opposed to music 
teachers) who may be members of bands, but 
have little idea about how modern music 

technology works and how it can be used. 
I know there are courses available for 

budding electronic musicians at the London 

College of Furniture, and also a jazz course at 
the Guildhall School of Music, again in 

London. But what are the entry requirements 
for these courses? '0'- levels, `A'- levels or even 

degrees, all of them containing a dominant 

percentage of classical music in their syllabus. 

Does anybody out there know of any other 
courses, or of any schools in which music 
technology has penetrated further than a 
synthesiser keyboard gathering dust? 
• Melanie Black 
Shrewsbury 

Dear E&MM 
Noisy Affair 

I wonder how many readers have ever arrived 
at their local musical equipment store on a 
Saturday morning, only to find it full of 
budding superstars. You know the sort — 
bashing away at anything with all the qualities 
of success: the same three chords, the first 

four bars of 'The Entertainer' and so on. 
Needless to say, one of them is hogging the 
particular piece of equipment you'd come to 

see. 
If you find all this an annoyance, here's a 

calming thought — multiply this picture by a 
five-figure number, and remember the BMF 
'86. 
• P Gallant 
Norwich 

Dear E&MM 
Parametric Control 

In the final paragraphs of his 'Comment' piece 
in E&MM March, Dan Goldstein mentioned 
that in order to leap forward with music 

technology, manufacturers must take a couple 
of steps back. This mode particular reference 
to analogue programming of synthesisers as 

being the most logical and effective way — 
absolutely true! 

Digital parameter access is no substitute for 
the interactive facilities offered by massed 
pots, sliders and LED switch indicators when it 
comes to instant status indication during the 
programming of new sounds — full marks here 
to Roland for their add-on analogue pro-
grammers. 
Now let's take the problem one stage 

further: what about all the good old-fashioned, 

beefy, programmable analogue synths still 
lying around? Do people really want to be 
totally committed to new equipment that's 
currently trying to emulate the pre-MIDI 

sounds of Prophets, Hammonds and the 
Fender Rhodes? Or would they prefer to 

c )ntinue to use the old equipment in conjunc-
tion with this new technology? 
What I suspect we should start to do is look 

at how older instruments may be used in 
conjunction with a MIDI system. We could 

then get down to the business of producing 
music in the most effective way, without all 

this unnecessary searching through 50 or more 
parameters, while simultaneously peering 
into a dim display the size of a box of Swan 
Vestas. The ball's in your court, Yamaha, 
Casio... 
• Paul Urmston 
Birmingham 

Dear E&MM 
Hitting Back 

As a drummer with a new-found interest in 
electronics, I recently began reading your 
magazine. It's no secret (even from us skin-

bashers) that drummers are generally, er, 

looked down upon by the rest of the musical 
fraternity. 

But let me tell you this. Far from technology 
— drum machines in particular — ousting 

drummers from their traditional role, it's 
allowing us to fight back. I recently acquired a 

Yamaha DX100 and an Akai 5612 sampler to 
keep my SDS9 company. Now I can play 
tunes, too. 

I never really got on with my bassist 

anyway, and if my guitarist doesn't buck his 
ideas up soon he'll be back in the dole queue. 

And the only reason my keyboard player is still 
around is because he's got an Emulator and I 

fancy his girlfriend. 

To further disprove the myth that drummers 
are an untilligent breed, I got my calculator 

out last night and worked out that with 
another 12.2 Simmons kits, I can cover a full 

five octaves with the rest of you. 
• Pete Lloyd 
Bristol 
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FEW OF OUR FAVOURITE THINGS 

Rod Argents 
20 Denmark Street London WC2 

Telephone 01-379 6690 (sales) 01-240 0085 ( service) 

Open Monday to Saturday 10 til 6  



SYNTHESISERS 
ROLAND 
JUNO1 
JUNO2 
JX10 
HS80 
ENSONIQ 
ESQ1 
CASIO 
CZ101 
CZ3000 
CZ1000 
YAMAHA 
DX5 
DX7 
DX27 

YAMAHA 
DX27S 
DX21 
DX100 
TX7 
SEQUENTIAL 
VECTOR VS 
KORG 
DW8000 
DSS1 
AKA! 
AX73 

RACK MODULES 
ROLAND 
MK$80 
MKS70 
MKS30 
MKS20 
YAMAHA 
TX816 
TX216 
TX7 
FB01 
KORG 
EX8000 

ELECTRIC PIANOS 
ROLAND 
RD1000 
MKS20 
HP450 
HP350 
HP5600 
HP5500 
HP2000 
HP3000 
YAMAHA 
PF80 
PF70 
CIAVINOVA 
ENSONIQ 
PIANO SDP1 

MIDI KEYBOARDS-. 
KORG CONTROLLERS 
SAMPLING PIANO ROLAND 
TECHNICS MKB200 
PX1 AXIS 
PX9 MKB1000 
PX7 MKB300 

YAMAHA 
KX88 
KX5 
AXAI 
IVIX73 
KOPG 
R K1000 

ROLAND 
• HS10 
FI'S50 
EMULATOR 
•E.MAX - 
ENSONIQ 
RACK DMS8 
KEYBOARD DSK8 
AKAI 
S900 
MX 7000 
S612 
YAMAHA 
VSS 100 

RECORDERS 

FOSTEX 
-E16 16 TRACK 
A80 8 TRACK 
£80 Vi" 8 TRACK 
E2 MASTER 
E22 MASTER 
260 MUUITRACK 

• X15 CASSETTE 
YAMAHA 
MTIX 4 TRACK 
•MT44D • 
AKAI 
MGÓ14 4 TR-Ak 

CASIO 
SKI 
SEQUENTIAL 
2000 
2002 
STUDIO 440 
KORG 
DSS1 
GREENGATE 
DS3 
DS4 

MIXERS 

FOSTEX 
450 8 TRACK 
16 16 TRACK 

SECK 
18/8/2 
12/8/2 
SOUNDTRACS 
ALLEN HEATH V VV 

•QYNAMIX 

Many others! 



'REBEL. 8/.12 
COBRA.SI'0 RANGE 
COMPLETE PARANGE 
,SESSION 
ROCKETTE 30 . 
_SG7S COMBC - 
'FENDER 
SIDEeCK RANGE 

;-St.FDEK1C1< CHORUS 

te419D. 
›e.5n' 120. 

• 
e • YAMAHA 

QX1 
ROLAND QX5 

KORG IV10500 QX21 
SQD1 MSQ700 QX27 

YAMAHA 
SG2000, 3000 
SE RANGE 
BB500 5 STRING 
BXI HEADLESS 
FULL ACOUSTIC AND 
CLASSICAL RANGE 
IBANEZ 
ROADSTAR 
GUITAR AND 
BASE RANGE 
OVATION 
BALLADER ELECTRIC 
ULTRA DELUXE 
LEGEND 
FENDER 
VINTAGE 57, 62 REISSUES 
SQUIRE POPULAR 
CONTEMPORARY 
SYSTEM 2/3 STRAT 

OfiLS13110 

ROLAND 
TR5Q5 
TR.707 
TR72-7 
CR1C00 
DR220 
YAMAHA 
RX11 
RX21 
RX21L 
KORG 
DDD 
CASIO 
RZ1 

SONOR 
SIGNATURE 
PANTHER 
SONORLITE 
PERFORMER 
YAMAHA 
SERIES 9000 
SERIES 800.0 
SERIES 4000 
SHELL PACKS 

PEARL 
EXPORT 
WORLD 
DX:DLX/GLX 

PREMIER 
LUDWIG 
TAMA 

Many ctherst 

PAISTE 
COLORSOUND 
RUDE 
noo SERIES 
2002 
404 

505 

SIMMONS ROLAND 
SDS9 DDR30 
SDS100 PADS 
TIV 1 PEARL 
SDS1000 , DRUM X 

YAMAHA 
SYSTEM 
SONOR 
CUTEC 

ZILDJIAN 
'A SERIES 
'K SERIES 
'Z' SERIES 
AMIR 
IMPULSE 
MEINYL 
DRAGON 
PEARL 
WILD 500' 

SABIAN 
NH 
AA 
LEOPARD• 
B8 
B8 PLUS 

ROGERS 
RED HOT 
WHITE HOT 
I3LACK ROCK 

10 BADDOW ROAD 85 ST MARYS STREET 125 ALBERT ROAD 44/46 PRESTON ROAD 
CHELMSFORD ESSEX SOUTHAMPTON HAMPSHIRE PORTSMOUTH HAMPSHIRE BRIGHTON SUSSEX 
0245 352490/353878 0703 226798/227683 0703 820595 0273 675983/675984 



FUTURE MUSIC CRAZY 
SUMMER SALE!! 

SYNTNESSFRS 
ROLAND JUNO 1 
ROLAND 21140 2 
ROLAND PG300 
ROUND HS60 
CASIO C13000 
CASIO C/5000 
CASIO 121001 
CASIO 12101 
SC) PAULTURAK 
KORG DW8000 
KORG POLI 800* 
PROPHET VS 
l'UMM DX? 
YOAAHA DX27 
YOMEA OX21 
EMODIA DX100 
EMMA DX5 
ETA1AAHA 1%816 
YMAAHA 71216 
UMM KX138 
ROLAND EM101 

MOOG SOuRCE 
UMM SPECTRUM SYNTH 
KORG MICRO PRESE1 SYNTH 
KORG LAMBDA 
KORG EASIO 
CASIO CLIO, 
ROLAND MKS30 (RACK SYNTH 
TECHNICS SK250 
EDEMAKA PS?? 
YAMAHA F555 
EAMAHA 
YAMAHA VSS100 
CASIO AU /0 
ROLAND SHO9 
ROLAND JUNO 106 
ROLAND X1140 1 
KORG SIGMA 
KORG POL* 61 
ROLMEDIAK13200 
JVC 60303 
CASIO PESO 
ut. 11M01 TE 3 TIER STANDS 

ELECTMC PIANOS 
ROLAND 001010 P8010 
ROLAND HPA50 
ROLAND 111350 
MANIA 14-80 
YAMAHA P0/0 
ROLAND EP50 
ENSOMC PLA1140 
KORG SAMPLED PORNO 

ROUND EPIO PIANO INC CASE 
YAMAHA LIBO ELECTRIC GRAND 
ROLAND eyo 
SAMPLE 
ENSONO MIRAGE K 8 
ENSONIO RACK SAMPLER 
PROPHE I 2000 
MOMIE 2(XI2 
AKAI S617 • DRN1 
YAMAHA 1/S100 
C.A.S11) SK 
HOYAS)) SI 0 
ROLAND SSO 
ROSS ON» 00 00 

MIMA MACHINES 
ROLAND IR/07 PERCUSSION 
ROLAND 10505 
ROLAND TM/ 
YAMAHA RX2I 
YAMAIIA RX2IL 
CASIO R/I 
ROLAND OCTAPAD 
KORG 01)61110 
KORG 0011220 PERCUSSION 
KORG DOE DIG DYNAMIC DRUMS NEW' 

ROLAND 11E606 
KM RHYTHM (WU 
ROLAND CR5000 
ROLAND CH/8 
MM. CLAP 
Emme miu 0 
KONG 0014220 
SIMMONS SOSA SEQUENCER 
BOSS PC? PERCUSSION SYNTH 
DEGISOUND VARIOUS UNITS 
API C DUCFR DRUM MO SYSTEM 
EMII DRUMULA100 
ROLAND 10808 
ROLAND 10605 SEP OUTS 
KORG 81116 
SEQUENILAL TOM 
BOSS HC2 

DRIM KITS 
SONOR ITACA MT 
PEN (AMER 7 Na 
YAMAHA 5000 4 PIEU 

PEARL f EPOR1 5 RECE 
pREWERAPK 5 F1ECE 
',Amata 9000 SERIES 201E OFF" 
SoMIR SEGNATURE 6 PIEU 
PEARL OUI 5 PIECE 
SONORE 1TE 4 PIECE JAll 
SONORPERFORMER 
REMO ENCORE KIT 
PEARL SUPER PRO 
IRAK SESTEM 4. 5PC SMURST 
F4ARL PRO 6PC WHITE 
LAMA Elfe* s TAR TEX SIMON PHILIPS') 
MIMA 4 PIECI 
Gal iSCH PIECE • MARE DRUM WH 
SONOR SIGNATURE I PIECE BlefiCA 
1AMA SVANGST AR 5 PC SURER 

(MIRO« DRUM KITS 
SIMMONS SOSO 
SIMMONS SOSIoco 
SIMMONS 
SIMMONS MIX 
SIMOUNS SOI EXPANDER 
PEARL DRx 
te 128 

SIMMONS SOSA SEDUENCER 
SIMMONS SOSO PERFECT 
SIMMONS 0058 
ROLAND COmPLE TE SYSTEM 

DRUM STANDS 
IRAK BOOM STAND SYSTEM 4 
IRAK I t LE SCOPIC SYSTEM 4 
188611801 SYSTEM 4 
CAPELL0 EXCALIDER PEDALS 
CAPELLE STOOL 
PEARL 8800 
PEARL Cam 
REMO HARDWARE 

PERCUSSION 
RACK MAMBO BONGOS 0125 00 
GUIROS FROM 
TAMBOURINE RAI MOON £15 00 
CLAVO £7 50 
LARGE RANGE Of LATIN PERCUSSION ALWAYS AVAILABLE 

BASCHEI SOUND SCULPTURE NO 1 
PASCRE T SOUND SCULPTURE NO 2 
114SCHE I SOLIND SCULPTURE NO 3 
PA1S1E 36 GONG • STAND 
PAISTE 28 GONG STAND 

UME DRUMS 
MAXIME 65 CHROME 
/AMAHA 9000 14 • 5 JADE GREEN 

GRETSCH 8 WOOD 
LUOWIG 401 CHROME 

RAP 
0599 re 
£799 00 
[235 00 
£79900 
[675 00 
£895 00 
[495 00 
[345 00 
[745 00 
£111000 
f 575 00 
[189500 
£154900 
[549 00 
£749 00 
f 399 00 

£2999 00 
£419900 
[1899 00 
£1399 00 
£320 00 

SAY 
SIR 
sni 
S/H 
SO? 
SO? 

0900 00 

EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
0209 99 

sre 
0010 
S/H 

S/SIR 

S/H 
EX DEMO 
EX DE140 
EX DEMO 

£2499 OC 
£140000 
1119900 
0109900 
£999 00 
£699 CO 

£1080 00 
PUA 

S/H 
£4999 00 

S/H 

0138000 
[108000 
[2195 00 
£1795 00 
£79900 
£179 00 
£99 00 

SALE 
PRICE 

£499.00 
0699.00 
0175.00 
059900 
6495.00 
079500 
037500 
£75.00 
0949.00 
£999.00 
0499.00 
£1995.00 
6104900 
£499.00 
£899.00 
0299,08 

01995.00 
02999.00 
01295.00 
£999.00 
027900 

6299.00 
£150.00 
£75.00 

0E99.00 
£99.00 
099.00 

0599.00 
£375.00 
£99.00 
0499130 
0199.00 
0169.00 
0149.00 
£175.01) 
0499.00 
0449.00 
09900 

0345.00 
0425.03 
021508 

anime) 

99.00 

12500.00 
0695.00 
059500 
0949.01 
104908 
£49900 
£99100 
P09 

0149.06 
0199900 
035008 

£1380.00 
£1080.00 
021E5.00 
0179500 
0599.03 
014900 
089.00 

01075.00 
£2175.00 

MAO 160 00 

£549 00 £46200 
0249 00 f24(1.0/0 
0549 00 £45020 
£269 00 0295.00 
0269 al £245.00 
0395 00 £345.00 
0399 00 [32520 

PHONE FOR [ARGON PME 
PHONE EOR RARGAW POCO 

P.OA. 

000 £14920 
591 035.03 
Shi £199» 
S/H 0149.03 
SM 65900 
S/H 059.03 

EX DEMO £175.00 
01499 00 0399.03 
EX DEMO £40.00 
099 00 075.00 

0315 IO £250.130 
024908 
113900 
0149.03 

EX DEMO 0185.03 
EX DEMO £399.00 
EX DEMO 045.00 

6150000 61290.00 
0115000 099900 
£499 00 035090 
0550 00 039900 
05/5 00 £399.00 
FROM 61196.00 

02799 00 02650 00 
0800 00 062500 

01950 CO 01550.00 
FROM 0699.03 
FROM 0499.00 

20% OFF 
0890 00 6450.00 

49900 

104. 
0199.00 
0399.00 

£1399.03 
S/H 0349.00 

£119900 
0750 00 
£250 00 
0599 00 
0450 00 
0888 00 
0850 00 

SiEt 

055 00 
060 00 
055 OC 
070 DO 
04000 
050 00 
045 00 

099 00 
0189 CO 

518 

01199.00 
[750.00 
1/250.» 
0599» 
0450.00 
049900 
£99.00 

039900 
P.O.A. 

045008 
[899.00 

[4500 
050.00 
(45.00 
[60.00 
£13.00 
640.00 
[31.00 

215.00 
615.00 
[10.00 
05.00 

0175.00 
0199.00 
0159.00 
0399.00 
£199.00 

0185.00 
£99.2) 

£125.00 
£14900 

6" REMO HEAD 
Er REMO HEAD 
10" REMO HEAD 
TO  REMO HEAD 
13" REMO HEAD 
14" REMO HEAD 
16" REMO HEAD 
18' REMO HEAD 
20" REMO HEAD 
22- REMO HEAD 
24" REMO HEAD 
EVANS CHROME A. KU( 
SELECT NIES - 605. OFF R Fi P 
NEW PEARL RANGE W STOCK FROM 3 50 

ELECTR1C GUITARS 
FEWER MUGE 5/ STRAT S/B 
FENDER %MITAGE 62 SIRAT SW 
FENDER VINTAGE 62 SIRAT &X 
FENDER VINTAGE '62 SERAI BLUE 
FENDER STANDARD START LOCKING NOT 
FENDER CONTEMPORARY SIRAT 
ABOVE FENDER INC CASE 
FENDER JAZIMASIER 
FENDER ESQUIRE 
SOUIER TELECASTER 
YAMAJM SE350 BOT OR RED 
YAMAHA SUMO 
FAMAIM 5./550 
YAMAHA 51001 W/CASE 
MANEZ 00040 
MANU RS430 
TOKAJ TELECASTER 
101101 LES PAU_ W/CASE 
UMAR SULA! MIRE M 
RAMEZ ANI 0 
ROHMER FERRARI RED 
YAMAHA SE 150 ONYX 

TONAL tS150 
GIBSON fLYING V INC CASE 
ARIA /Z DE LuXE INC CASE 
WASIFIRIRN FORCE 3 
FINI/FRUITÉ TELE 
ARIA 011 DCA I INC CASE 
IFLANEZ FIS1300 
FANEZ 1550 
LADOILANDMADE CUSTOM 
GIRSON LIS PAUL CUSTOM 
YAMAHA S(2000 
001110011 
yAMATEA S(I3OCIT 

WESIONE TH IA FRE1LESS BASS 
ARIA 0000 r-REILESS BASS 
F NDER PRECISION. BROWN 
I OKA) ORIGINAL 

BASS &DRAIS 
11135000 W/CASE 

YAMAHA 0131100 
',AMARA H%) HEADLESS MICA& 
'TUNE/ 00150 
1110111/ 06H00 
HOHNER SIIINOIRGEH 
RANI ! ROALISIER 011620 
CLARISSA 00005bY, ELECTRIC BASS 
WESIONE SUPER HEADLESSW0 0.00 11* 

VANNA B8300 
ETAMAHA BBPIS RECASE 
EANE2118650 

PRACTICE DRUM KITS/PALIS 
PHAC ê .• • 
NP? I pAE. 
DIADOEADE 
CYMBALS 
sABEAN AA 18" TI« CRASH 

SOBAN MIS/EXTRA THIN 
sABLANAA UNI HI - 16015 
SAI3vEN AA 20 CHINA 
SABLAI, AA 18 MED THIN 
SAMAR AA 21 DRY RIDE 
SABIAN AA 20' MED RIDE 
SAFILAN AA REGULAR TIWATS 
SABIANAA FLA1 HI HAIS 
SABIAN AA 16 INN 
SABIAN AA 12 SPIASH 
SABLAS AA 20 FLANGE WDE 
SOBAN MIR MED 11110 
SABLANAA 20' MED RIDE 
SAWAN AA 10 SPLASH 
SAWAN IIH 19 MEO THIN 
SABIAN HH 18" MED THIN 
SAILLIR HEt REGUlAR Hi HAIS 
SAFRAN 00201 Ht.Avy RIDE 
SABLAN HO It CHINA 
SARAH HO 22' CHINA 
SOB/AN B20 CHINA 
PosTE 2002 SOUIDEDGE HATS 
NUSTE 2002 20' POWER RIDE 
POSTE 2002 18' /MD RIDE 
PAISTE 200 2 14" HEATY RIRAI 
POSTE 2002 20' CRASH 
POSTE 2002 16' CRASH 
POSTE 2002 14' CRASH 
ROSIE 50s If MED HI.HAT 
101516505)8 CHINA 
POSTE 505 18' HEAVY RIDE 
POSTE- 404 18" CRASH 
P/US1E 011)E 18' 010K/CRASH 
y/en RUDE 20' CRASH/RIDE 
PAISTE RUDE 16 GRAS/ARIDE 
OUSTE COLOR IX BLACK 
PIASTE COL OR 14' HI.HATS 
MISTI COLOR 16' RED 
POSTE COLOR 2e RED 
ZILOJTANS - COMPLE TE RANGE 

BRONZE 18' FLAT 
ZILDJIALN 20' 0110E RIDE 
ZILDJIAN 22 K 
1311 29 RIDE 
SUPER ZYN 16' CRASH 
ZILDJIAN 2e caAsm RIDE 
ZILDJIAN 18' CRASH 
OlMO TE SIZZLE 
INSEE 602 29 CRASH RIDE 
POSTE 602 18' MEDOM 
POSTE 602 16- CRASH 
ZA/iKI 20' SWISH 
PLDJIAN 22" EAR TIMIDE 
aDJEAN 24 CHINA 
ZILDAAN TB- CRASH 
ZILDIAN OLICA BEATS 
SALMN AA 16" CRASH 
POST E 602 20' FLAT RIDE 

DRIM NEADS REMO HEADS 20% OFF rep 
c s 

f 4 00 
£4 30 
C4 50 
f 5 00 
t5 50 
f 6 OC 
[6 70 
[7 50 
f8 50 

010 00 
012 00 

ACOUSTIC GUITARS (MW) 
OVATION BALLADEER ELEC . 8/CASA 
OVATION ULTRA DELUXE ELEC RECASE 
OVATION ULTRA STD ELEC W/CASE 
YAMAHA FG411) 

eimAle EG420 ELEC CHIMAY 
YANN% F G440 12 STRING 
CLAHISSA ACOUSTICTELEC ERIC 12ST 

MANU 0910 
TAKAMINE JAll 
TAKAMINE CUTAWAY CLASSIC 
WASNBURN SOIN FOLK 

GUITAR SYNTRS 
ROLAND GR300 

COMPUTER MUSIC 
VA/MM CX51.111 
YAMAHA 09110 Kt/BOARD 
YAMAHA YK2f) KEYBOARD 

RIP 

[15000 
06 50 
05000 

SAU 
PRICE 

[99.00 
[4.99 

[40.00 

f 130 00 0106.00 
012000 £119.00 
0125 00 099.00 
0150 00 £119.00 
013000 019901 
£1E003 0125.00 
0150 CO £119.00 
£18000 £199,08 

0180 00 £154.00 
0120 00 mer 
075 00 £5900 

0150 00 0119.00 
£130 CO 0106.00 
£15(100 0119.00 
£9 00 049.00 

£175 CO 0150» 
£160 00 £139.00 
0250 00 £199.00 
0185 CO 0162.00 
016000 0139.00 
0250 CO 019200 
099 00 090.00 

£260 CO MIXE 
015000 £135.00 
£10000 00.00 
£1/000 £145.08 
015000 £135.00 
£100 00 090.00 
£80 00 (72.03 

010000 012011) 
085 00 072.00 
090 00 070.00 
£65 00 C58.00 

£100 00 (92.03 
f 115 00 £100.00 
090 00 0110.00 
095 00 07000 
£12000 00808 
£80 00 £60.00 
060 00 64000 

PHONE EOR PRICE S 

5/11 
5,91 

S/H 
S/H 
S/H 
S/H 
SAI 
SOI 
S/H 
SOI 
SAY 
SAI 

S/H 

SM 
SOI 

PS 
05 00 
£5 20 
05W 
6 00 
LASO 
[700 
£7 50 
£800 
0950 

012 00 
014 00 

0425 00 
1425 00 
0425 00 
042500 
0490 00 
0739 00 

£460 (XI 
£385 00 
0290 00 
0319 00 
0295 00 
£349 00 
£529 
0425 oc 
0325 DO 
0428 00 
£568 00 
£175 00 
0471 00 
0225 DO 
010900 

03/1 00 
S/H 

£399 DO 
£299 00 
£749 00 
[199 00 
£475 00 

S/H 
5/0 
000 
0/0 

EX DEMO 

S/H 
S/N 
S/H 

£3520 
049.00 
04900 
£4900 
02508 
£95.00 
049.00 
01900 
£9500 
£49.00 
£9.00 
619.00 

[105.00 
£119.00 
(16.00 

Et 10.00 
(1090 
£i9.00 

AM 

£3 00 
£50 
£403 
04 50 
£500 
05 70 
£6 OC 
0700 
£8 CM 
£00 

[10 00 

039900 
[399.00 
£399.00 
[399.00 
[379.00 
[495.00 

£459.00 
0425.0) 
£259.00 
[265.00 
[22%00 
0149.00 
0425.00 
£359.00 
0299.00 
028908 
0375.00 
0135.00 
£34900 
0199.00 
013903 

£199.00 
0399.00 
029900 
£175.00 
0495.00 
0169.03 
0249 00 
£299.00 
0-299.00 
0395 03 
0349.00 
(139 00 
£325.00 
014500 
1249.00 
£10500 
013500 

£999 00 [199.00 
£439 00 0329.00 
£639 al 0579.00 
0399 00 ruseo 
£425 00 0295.00 
£225 00 0199.00 
£249 00 0199.00 
£399 00 £299.00 

f549.00 129900 

0159.00 
0139.00 

0199 00 0189.00 

0749 00 
£475 00 
0395 00 
£129 00 
669 00 
£249 00 
f 399 00 

S/H 
0525 00 
[381 00 
[325 00 

Sin 

£449 03£  
00 

016500 

£75.00 
£425.00 
0349.00 
£115.08 
021500 
0179.00 
f299 nn 

£17908 
£449.00 
£225.00 
0199.00 

0199.00 

0399 00 
075.00 
f 149 00 

YAMAHA ER MSOI MUSIC COMPOSER 
YAMAHA YRM502 FM ROCINO 
YAMAHA YRM504 MUSIC MACRO 
YAMAILA FD05E 0150 DRIVE 
YAMAHA PNIOI PRIN T ER 

8011/IlL 7 MONITOR PADDLES & DISK 
ORO/ES 

COMMODORE 64 • DISE Date 8 CIAO 
SOC TwARE 

YAMNIA 16581 128 
RBC 13 • OPUS DISK DRIVE VIDE 0 

DIGITISER • SOI TWARE 
EMR BBC B MIDI SOFTWARE 
ROLAND CMU802501£ BOX 
ROLAND COMPOMUSIC • SOFTWARE 

¡FOR APPLE OR CM641 
IBMPC • 2 DRIVES 1200 • MONITOR 

[MUCH SOFTWARE, 
SPECTRUM • MIDI INTERLACt • 
SEQUENCER SORTWARE 

BRUT • DAIARECORDER • EMS MIDI 
SOFTWARE • LATUANG MONITOR 

ROLAND CM11802 COMPUSYNC 

MULTITRACk RECORDING 
EOSTEK A80 
FOSTEX 020 
rostex 260 
FOSTEX X15 
MUNIA Mn% 
FOSTEX 816 

F051E31316 I REMOTE 
FOSTEX 250 4 TRACK 
YAIIMHA M1440 4 TRAM 

SOUNDCRAFT Y 24 IRONIE DESK 
SOIN DIGITAL FCM701 RECORDER 
MCI 2 NTRACK CONSOLE 
TASCAM 2 TRACK 
TASCMA 388 TRACK 
FOSTEX 08 

DIGITAL DELAY • REVER8S 
YAMAHA 0101 
YAMAHA SPX93 
HOLAIAD 00020130 
m'Agie REVI • n'en 
ROLAND SDE1000 
ROUND SDE2500 
ROLAND SDE3000 
BOSS 1300 I 0 DELAY 
BOSS 00010 &AMPLE WDELAY 
100G 0002001 SAMPLEEVDELAY MIDI 
IBANE/ DM2000 DELAY 
DEL TA LAB DELAY 
KORG SDD1000 
MANU DM1100 
KORG GR1 REVIRA 
CARLSBRO PRO 11 ADR1 
VESTA 1010 DI( 420 SAMPLEWDE LAY 
RANBOW 2 SEC SAMPLING LILAO 

POWER AMPUTERS 
YAMAHA P2I 50 
ROLAND SPA240 
ROLAND SPAI20 
ROLAND SAA RANGE 

AMPUFICATON • PA EOLNPINENT 

CARLSBRO WASP LEAD 
GARES/ER° SCORPION LEAD 
CARLSBRO HORNET LEAD 
CARLSBRO STRINGRAY 2x 12 LEAD 
CARLS8R0 SCORPION BASS 
1LARLSBRO COBRA 90 BASS 
CARLSBRO STRINGRAY 150 BASS 
CARLSBRO HORNE1 45K1330 
CARLSBRO CORRO 906931) 
CARESBRO 150109D 
SESSION ROGNE 01630 
SESSION 90W 1 • IS BASS 
SESSION 15-2 • 10 
FENDER YALE REvERB 
FENDER SWEOCK 65 
FONDER STUDIO LEAD 
CARLSBRO MARLIN 150PA 
GARLSBRO MARLIN 300PA 
CARLSBRO TAURUS S14080 PAIR 
CARLSBRO TAURUS ST2I20 PAIR 
FOSS MS I CIOA MONITOR 
CARLSITRO MARLIN 1500A 
CARLSBRO MARLIN 300PA 
ROLAND CPM120 POWERED MIXER 
ROLAND P0250 POWERED MIXER 
ROUTND CUE1E608 KVELD AMP 
ROLAND CUITE AND DAC FIXAGE 
SESSION 1 • 12 BASS COMBO • FAT CAB 
CARLSBRO 150 KYBD 011 
C.ARLSBRO 90W BASS HO 
CARLSRRO 6-150 PA 01) 
ROLAND BOLT 60 
TENDER SIDEKICK 30 PASS 
TENDER SIDEKICK 50 BASS 
BuR8IAN BASS RIG COMPLE TE 
FONDER BASSMAN 135 • 4 •• 12 
TRACE ELL101 SPI) 
ROLAND SPIRIT 50 
FENDER 1K t 5 BASS CAB 
1K 15 PA CABS 20004 EACH 
2.12 15W CAB EACH 
WH VS MUSICIAN 
WH EMO RANGE HORN 
HM 4.12 CAB 
BADGER DOWNBEAT 
KLCTOS 6 . 6 PR 
ROLAND 010240 
ROLAND PA250 POWERED ExixER 
OHM 2.i 15 CAB 
30W BASS COMBO 
FENDER EVERvARD REVERD 2 

MIXERS 
oSTEX 450 

SECK 1882 
SUCK 1282 
MIAMI% 24 8 162 
PROMARK MX3 
CANARY 122 POWERED 

SEQUENCERS 
ROLAND 40501 
KORG SOD) 
YAMARA 0121 
YAKIA/t4 ()XI 
CASIO SIT 

ROLAND 40202 
ROLAND 000100 
ROLAND 000600 
ROLAND MC401 • OP8 

MI01 HARDWARE • SOFTWARE 
PI I FLOWE R 2000 FOR MONO INPUT 

10910) 
LIEN MIDI INTERFACE FOR APPLE II 

COMPUTER SCREENS 
IA TIENT, RCFB 
ROLAND DG CCI41 
TV CONVERTED TO RGB FOR BBC B 
ROLAND DG R2•12IGSCREEN 

PLOT1ERS 
ROLAND DG De100 
ROLAND DC D14880 
ROLAND DG De800 

LIGHTING FOILIPMENT 
PROJECT LS808 LIGHT MIXER 

EL GOLCASED 

£39 00 
£39 00 
£39 00 

£399 00 
0269 00 

NEW' , 

EX DEMO 
NEW, 

EX DEMO 
NEW,' 
£89 00 

EX DEMO 

£169900 
[995 00 
£799 00 
£269 00 
[499 00 

£4300 00 

S/11 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX DE 810 
EX DE MO 
EX DEMO 

5/11 
SEE1 

£119900 
£599 00 
£130000 
07588 00 
[485 00 
£549 00 
£899 00 
[18500 
019901 
£799 00 
£499 00 
£249 00 
£399 00 
£325 00 
0299 00 
[347 00 
0320 00 

RRP 
£429 00 

£87 00 
013700 
0201 00 
£449 00 
£121 00 
0263 00 
0426 00 
£221 00 
0340 00 
0532 00 
[17500 
£37500 
[31500 
£299 00 
0305 00 
£445 00 
£324 01) 
£442 00 
0456 00 
0375 00 
£115 00 
£342 00 
£442 00 
0X79,00 
0915 00 
£375 00 

£311 DO 

0/0 
SO? 
S/11 

S/H 
S/H 
S/H 
S/H 

SIN 
SM 
S/H 

S/H 
S/H 

EX DEMO 

f 799 00 
£169900 
£899 00 

£1499 00 
£466 00 
£499 00 

MW 
0799 00 
0699 00 
[259 00 

C2499 00 
0295 00 

S/H 
S/H 
Shi 
S/H 

0399 00 
f 943 00 
0448 00 

SALE 
PRICE 
035.00 
035.00 
£35.00 
£35900 
023900 

[799.00 

039508 
£449.00 

0193 00 
£149.00 
£29 00 

(9900 

[899.00 

09908 

0399.00 
03%00 

£157908 
tegseo 
£719.00 
C245.00 
0449.09 

[3870.00 

12999.00 
0595.00 
[59500 
0999900 
[7999.00 
f POA 
0104 
[P0A 

[899 DO 

13349.00 
[599.00 

£1100.00 
[4995.00 
0399.00 
[499 00 
0749.00 
£149.00 
£199.00 
039900 
69900 
0199.00 
[299.00 
£249.00 
£199.00 
022900 
£220.00 
[249.00 

SALE 
PRICE 

£399.00 
0299.00 
027508 
P 0 A. 

[7900 
6125.00 
0181.00 
£299.00 
0110.00 
£235.00 
685.00 
£18900 
0275.00 
£415.00 
0155.00 
[325.00 
027500 
6199.00 
£275.00 
£299.00 
£289.00 
69500 
£355.00 
£242.00 
£99.00 

£285.00 
[39500 
£499.00 
£795.00 
£299.00 

P.O.A. 
£345.00 
£233.00 
£135.00 

CID 
£199.00 
£150.00 
0199.00 
0495.00 
[295.00 
0650.00 
0175.00 
0149.00 
0175.00 
695.00 
095.00 
050.00 
095.00 
095.00 

0475.00 
0299.00 
0499.00 
185.00 
£85.00 
0135» 

0719.00 
01099.00 
0799.00 
0129900 
0375.08 
039900 

SALE 
PRICE 

[799.00 
£555.00 
£229 03 
[129900 
£24500 

£149.00 
050.00 

[199.00 
0389.08 

099.00 
0299.00 

195.00 
[395.00 
C49 00 
19500 

199 00 
£899 00 
0399 00 

0499.00 

SALA 
RRp PRICE 

PHOJEC I LIGHTING HIC LS888 • 8 STAGE 
BLAZER AND STANDS AND iukos 0999.00 

PROJECT 4 WAY LIGNE BOx CI99» 
COMPLETE FLIGHTGASED SET (34- 3 RE D RADS I STANDS uNOMA 
UWOIGS A0E0 LECH/ [7520 
GREAT WEST LIGOTING 12 CHANNEL 

JE/TING 

50 MILS 1518408 
5 01 8 WAY P1NSPOT I FRAI* £98.00 

IIIECTS PEDALS 

.I OCOORUS [10500 
0112 DIMENSION 'C £12900 
1/02 DIGITAL DELAY [175 00 

BOSS 0E2 DIS TORT ION/FEE DBACK 077 00 
BOSS IMD2 SAMPLEFVDE LAY 0200 00 
BOSS Frc2 HANDCLAPS £78 00 
BOSS Hf 2 RANGER £89 00 
ROSS HM2 HEAVY METAL £68 CM 
BOSS 0C2 OCTAVER [75 00 
BOSS CE? CHORUS 010000 
BOSS P112 SUPER PHASER £110 03 
YAMAJIA C0101.411 COMPRESSOR 043 00 
YAMAHA on OUI 01510R/10N 043 00 
romane, OD OVERDRM 06308 
FAMAHA CO I OMO CHORUS 05908 
ET /Emme IL 0.411 FLANGER 05900 

y4MAK4 GE 10Mo GRAPHIC al 059 00 
ERONILINE vOL UME PEDAL 022 95 
FRONTLINE wAH WAH PEDO) £31 95 
M'ANA PARAME ERIC ED 059 00 
IBANEZ Tua SCREAMER 055 00 
LOCO FLANGER 059 00 
KoRG CASTOR TION 097 50 
KORG OvERWINE 095 00 
KORG CHORUS £69 95 
KORG MASER £89 95 
MANE/ ' COMPLOTE RANGE IN STOCK AI SALE POCOS 
000 PEDALS HALF PRICE INC FREE MAINS SUPPLYTT 
DOO Fx90 DELAY 0119 00 
DOD FX65 STEREO CHORUS [89 00 
DOD 18130 COMPRESSOR 069 TM 

DOD IBIS 510010 FLANGER £89 00 
DOD 0%65 AMERICAN ME l'AL £8900 
000 FUS STE REO REVERB 017500 

AMON( GRAPHIC 10 1(11 £99 00 
AMCIEK 188101 TUNING AMP EX DEMO 
MIR MASER 
ELECTRO HARMOMX BASS BALLS WH 
ELECTRO HARMOMX OCTAVER SW 
ELECT RO FLARAIONIX POWER BOOSTER 
MANIA PEDAL BOARD INC MASER, COMPRESSOR, FLANGER 
LINE SELECTOR 
BOSS CE2 
BOSS 022 
PEARL OCTAVER EX DEMO 

TUNERS 
BOSS 10100 
BOSS 1012 
BOSS 111120 
KORG GT6OX 

INCRIPNONES 
AUDIO TECHNICA PROSH 
58060120 
SHIM 14H 
AKG 0321 
YAMAHA M2101 
YAMAHA MI102 
YAMARA MI103 
YAMAIM MI104 
YAMAHA M1105 
SHORE 10H 
SHURE 56/TA 
SHURE SM58 

£130 00 
060 00 
MI 013 
£38 85 

E89 00 
035 95 
[44 95 

£113 85 
089 00 
099 00 

1115 00 
089 00 
£99 00 

£11000 
£195 00 

SFILM0 AUDIO TECIINICA - BE VER - PHONE FOR PRICES 

AKG 05101 
MG 02240 
NELIMAN LM/ 
NEUMAN Ut/ 
NEUMAN 5960 
ATM PRO3 
EUSTEX MIIRP 
SENNHFISER MDF121 
GERME 5854 
8411811 SM98 

WIRELESS MICROPHONES 
S11/11. VICS800 CUITAIT sys 
Fit sl 0 CABARET COMPLOTE 
'DA mIC SES TEM 
YAMAHA GLITAR SYSTEM 

PAIX FRICS 
MXR FLANGEFVDOUBLER 
ROLAND 5E0331 GRAPHIC a) 
CHASFR ECHO 
CUTEC 012010 STEREO 60 

TAPE Ems 
ROLAND RE301 
ROLAND 19101 

SPEAKERS 
I PAIR JR 4343 
I PAIR AURAIONES 

STUDIO OUTBOARD GEAR 
FOStEX DOL 
KORG DVPI 
AMI ME15F 
AKAI 14E100 
BOSS 6E10 
RCF SPIC TRUM ANALYSER 113 oc! 
ROLAND SPA240 POWER AMP 
ROLAND SPA120 POWER AMP 
CALAMINE DUAEGA TE 201 
MEIR D0140 LIMITER 
ROLAND 0062100 • SAMPLING 
ELECTROSPACE TIME MATRIX 
BOSS DE200 RACK DELAY 
AMURA 01010 
EVANS ECHOPET 

MIXERS 
ROSS KM60 
BOSS KM600 
SOUNDCRAFT 2400 24 TRACK DESK 
KORG KMX8 

EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 

EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX OEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX DE110 
EX OMO 
EX DEMO 

&rH 

EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 

EX OEMO 

510 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX OFM0 
EX DEMO 
EX DUKI 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 
EX DEMO 

£99 00 
£2000 00 

EX DE140 

S/H 

SFH 

125.00 
£129.00 
£13920 
£59.X 
£-.00.00 
1,4900 
119.00 
155.00 
[59.00 
179.00 
039.00 
139.00 
129.00 
939.00 
eue 
5154.00 
64.00 
C22.95 
1731.95 
[30.00 
[30.00 
04900 
£4.00 
62.00 
05500 
13900 

6900 
145.00 
05.01) 
£1.5.00 
£45.00 
£017.00 

[49.00 
£19.00 
£49.00 
09.00 
6.00 
6.00 

[91.00 
[50.00 
[6.00 
£48.00 

09.00 
CM 00 
fume 
[15.00 

[MW 
£'9.00 
teao 
neeo 
rig.00 
8920 

0103.00 

029.00 
f89.00 
02208 
£19.00 
£1M.00 
S Y P 

TILT 
POA 

0599 00 
0350 00 
1204 
[P0A 
1104 
0110* 
1200 

0145 08 

025.00 
[2125.00 
PO.A. 
PL).A. 

0175.02 
[325.00 
094,00 
075.00 

[3911.00 
[39,23 

0991500 
0200 

5011 0150.00 
059900 
LW 00 
08500 
99 00 

[49R00 
£299.00 
0127900 

12.34 
&DA 

129900 
CPJA 

0189120 
018520 
05500 

[15000 
012500 

99999.30 
[175 00 

VIDEO EQUIPMEIT 
SONY Fi PORTABLE BETAMAX Ca P141 

TIME BASS CORRECTOR • DIGTAL 
CONTROLE ER JVC 081410 RAYER, 
RECORDER EX DEMO 0295,00 

JVC 2/D3E 3 TUBE NOE0 CAMERA Ex DEMO 0299900 
SOM/ SERES 5 EDIT SIXTE Wi TH MOUE 
CONTROLLER • SON), MODO 
5030 PLAYER IN wiNSTED RACK EX DEMO 07995110 
SONY 4800 PORTABLE UMAIIC 
RECORDENPLAYER EX DEMO 0115000 

SONY 19 BE 1AMAX RECORDER EX DM() (295 IO 
SONY 3000 POR TABI 1 BE LAMA% RAYER/ 

ILINEFI EX DEMO 0195 00 
RARCO 26 RGBECOMPOSIIE 

PROFESSIONAL MONITOR EX DEMO 0395 00 
SONY 20 PROFEEL MONUOR EX DEMO £00.30 
BARCO 2032 14 RGEI COMPOSITE 

MONITOR EX DE810 £195» 
Ca PI35 CHRONVISCOPE VIDEO 

SVAICHER SPECIAL EFFECTS 
GENERA T OR EX DEMO (495.» 

SON/ 04000 NTSC COLOR MONITOR/ 
%CUVER EX DEMO 0495.20 

JVC 1 5 TM COLOUR MOMTOR • AC 
ADMET OR • CAR ADAPTOR Ex DEMO 0215 A3 

011001 VG1(800 COLOUR CAMERA EX »MO 0293 ii0 
FOSTEX SYNCHRONISER i CONTROL TIME Ci» GENERATOR 
eic KM2000 VISION MIXER 

1..J1=1 KAI L-1 I 
10 BADDOW RD., CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 

0245 352490/0245 353878 
85 ST. MARY'S ST., SOUTHAMPTON, 

HAMPSHIRE 0703 226798 
125 ALBERT ROAD, SOUTHSEA, 
PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE 0705 820595 

44-6 PRESTON RD., BRIGHTON, SUSSEX 
0273 675983/4 



Your questions answered by E&MM's resident team of experts. If you have a query 
about any aspect of music technology, or some information that might be useful to 

other readers, 'write to Interface at the editorial address. 

I am currently converting a barn 
into a 16-track electronic music 
songwriting studio. Originally there 

were two partners in addition to myself, but 
one of these has had to withdraw for family 

reasons. 
Thus we're now looking for a musician to 

help provide finance to equip the studio as 
we wish. This person would have virtually 
unlimited use of a superbly equipped studio 
(including, for example, Yamaha DX7 and 
KX88, Prophet VS, Roland Super Jupiter and 
MKS20 modules, Greengate DS4-8, SCI Drum-
traks, comprehensive sequencing and signal 
processing, and digital mastering). They 
would also receive financial return on their 
investment, approximately 30% of profits 
(which, in time, may be a substantial amount), 
and have the benefit of musical collaboration, 
if desired, with the other partners. 
The studio is in the Cambridge Royston 

area. :f you're interested please ring Geoff on 
076 384) 545 for a chat. This is a wonderful 
3nd rare opportunity, so please give it some 
thought. 
• Geoff Taylor 
Barley 

I'm saving up for my first synthesiser 
and should have around £.550 by the 
end of the year. The problem is 

that ( you've guessed it) there are so many 
different types of keyboard around, and 1 
don't know which is the best suited to my 
needs. 
What! would like is a synth that has as many 

of the controls of more elaborate synths as 
possible so that, when 1 progress, I'll be able to 
understand them more easily. 1 am also 

considering buying secondhand: would you 
recommend this? 
• Paul Stevens 
Wrexham 

A 
Answering your last point first, there's 
absolutely no reason to be afraid ofbuying 
secondhand gear — as long as you're 

careful. Knowing the particular piece of equipment 
before you look at a secondhand model will help you 
satisfy yourself it's all in good working order. 
Remember you have little comeback on anything once 
you've taken it away. Go through as many of the 
machine's facilities as you can before buying, and ask 
the seller the reason for the sale. If you're unsure of 
what you're doing, take along someone else who is. 

Deciding which synth to go for is a question only you 
can answer. Get out to your local music shop, have a 
good look and listen to what's around and don't be 
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afraid to ask the salesman intimidating questions. Try 
to bear in mind that a synth will only sound as good as 
your own programming, and what may sound like a bad 
synth in the shop mayjust be suffering from a collection 
of lousy factory presets. Again, if you've got friends with 
synths, have o few words with them and get them to 
show you around any equipment they have themselves. 

Everyone has their own personal favourites when it 
comes to instruments, and it's up to you to find out what 
yours are. Good luck. • Tg 

Could you tell me what keyboards, 
samplers and effects japan used 
from 1979 to 1981? 

I want to try to create some of those sounds, 
but am unable to do so with my current 
keyboards and have only £ 1000 to spend. 
I don't mind buying secondhand and am pre-
pared to sell off my present equipment, and 
have been advised to look at a Prophet 5 and 
an Akai 5612 sampler. I'd appreciate a second 
opinion. 
• Jason Gibbs (age 15) 
Twyford 

A 
The short answer to your question is that 
the band used a Prophet 5 and Oberheim 
OBX. But things aren't quite as simple as 

that 
As David Sylvian himself says (see interview 

elsewhere this issue), programming is the most 
important part of using synthesisers. No amount of 
expensive equipment will solve your problems if you 
don't use it properly. Creative programming and 
thoughtful use of the sounds you've programmed will 
help you to make better music, and money can't buy 
either of those. 

The difference between having influences and 
merely copying someone else's work lies in using the 
spirit of their creativity as a catalyst for your own. That 
way, you stand a chance of making a living without 
putting your credibility at risk. Oh and by the way, you'll 
have trouble controlling the 5612 from the Prophet 
unless you've equipped the latter with a MIDI 
retrofit • Tg 

After struggling for about a year to 
get to grips with MIDI, I've finally 
managed a fair degree of success 

with my system of Yamaha DX21, Casio 
CZ101, Roland TR505, EAIR MIDI sequencing 
software and Boss KM60 mixer. 
Now I'm about to invest in a Fostex X15 

multitracker, but have been told I'll need a 
sync-to-tape unit. I've read plenty about these 
devices, but understand little about their 
applications, and hence whether or not 1 
really need one. Can't I just record my 
sequenced parts onto one or two tracks of the 

X15 via my mixer, and then record the vocals 
on the spare tracks along with any other 
overdubs? Where are the timing problems in 
that? 
• A Ashton 
Luton 

A 
Sync-to-tape isn't an essential requirement 
of your intended setup. You can record 
music quite happily in the way you 

describe without a sync-to- tape facility, but that's 
because you can rely totally on your own ears for 
accomplishing synchronisation. But there are other 
recording situations where a sequencer and/or &um 
machine needs to do some listening, and this is where 
sync- to-tape comes in. 
A sync- to- tape facility allows you to record a signal 

on one track of tape which can then be read back (the 
'listening' part) for synchronisation purposes. Some 
sequencers and drum machines have this facility built 
in, but if yours don't you need a device that'll not only 
write a sync signal to tape and read it back, but also 
convert this signal into MIDI timing information and 
vice versa. Yamaha's YMC I 0 and Korg's KMS30 are 
examples of such units. 

Sync information is recorded on tape either as pulses 
or as FSK (Frequency Shift Keying) signals; the latter 
consists of two alternating pitches, and is the more 
reliable of the two methods. 

Incidentally, this kind of tope sync conveys timing 
information, but nothing about position; for that you 
need to work with SMPTE timecode, and that costs — 
though the gap is closing all the time. 

Which situations require sync- to- tape? Well, if you 
want to record some sequenced parts onto tape at one 
time and then add some other sequencer parts later (so 
that you can record more than one sound from your CZ, 
for instance), you need a means of ensuring that your 
second set of sequenced parts will start and stay in sync 
with the ports already recorded on tape. Or you may 
want to add sequenced parts to non-sequenced ports 
already on tape (which you would have recorded to a 
guide part laid down in conjunction with a sync track). 

Another possibility is that you don't record any of 
your sequenced parts on tape until the final mixdown 
stage, when they are mixed down along with the parts 
on tape. In this way it's possible to record more tracks 
than you might otherwise be able to, or at least 
minimise noise-inducing bounce-downs. By keeping 
your keyboard and drum machine parts sequenced 
until this last stage, you also have the advantage of 
being able to make changes to any of those parts (such 
as changing patches) which would otherwise necessitate 
re-recording. 

You need a means of keeping your sequencer in a 
constant relationship to tracks that are on tape, and 
that's where sync- to- tape comes in. Whether you 

really need tape syncing comes down to the way you set 
about recording • Si 
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IN B•R•I•E•F 

Lexicon 480L Effects System 

You thought the Lexicon 224X was the last word in 
digital reverb? You thought wrong. In the sneakest of 
previews at a Californian recording studio, we got 
our hands on what could prove to be an entirely new 
standard-bearer — though as it turns out, direct 
comparisons between the new 480L digital effects 
system and earlier Lexicon machines are of fairly 
limited value. 
To start with, the 480L has four processors to 

perform its functions, which start with digital reverb 
but certainly don't end there. These are grouped into 
two stereo in/stereo out machines (A and B) 
internally, which can be run independent y (giving 
you the power of, say, two 224Xs) or configured 
together in several ways to provide multip,e effects. 
Perhaps the most exciting of these is the Cascade 
configuration, which takes the output of machine A 
and transfers it to the inputs of machine B on digital 
lines, so there's no need for the signal to be turned 
back to analogue, sent into r.he next signal processor 
and reconverted to digital (with the loss in signal 
quality that entails). 
On the same lines, there's a PCMI610-compatible 

digital I/O ( input/output) port which allows signals 
from digital multitrack machines like the Sony and 
Mitsubishi models to be processed through the 480L 
without leaving the digital domain. This is possible 
because the Lexicon's sampling rates (48kHz, 44.1 kHz 
or 44.056kHz) can be slaved to an external clock. 
The 480L's I 6-bit system ( 18-bit analysis, I 6- bit 

replay) can operate at a choice of 44.1 kHz ard 48kHz 
sample rate. Sampling time available is 1.5 seconds 
per processor, giving a total of six seconds for a mono 
sample, or three seconds for stereo Typical dynamic 
range is said to be 100dB, with a 96dB minimum. 
The 480L is controlled by che same remote as the 

224X — the LARC (Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote 
Control). This will be good news for busy studio 
engineers, who rarely have much spare time to keep 
up with new programming processes. Both programs 
and parameters can be accessed and changed using 
the LARC. 

Basically, there are (at the moment) three separate 
levels of programmable parameters, with complete 
access between levels possible at any time for each 
machine. If you want to, you can connect twc LARCs 
to one 480L, so that, say, in a film studio app'ication, 
the effects man can control machine A wide the 

music engineer uses machine B independently. 
The programs stored in the demo 480L sounded 

very impressive. Besides the tracitional collections of 
Halls, Rooms and Chambers, and more modern 
gated and reversed reverbs, there were a host of new 
signal-processing effects which rivalled the Yamaha 
SPX90 in their range, but had the extra quality 
afforded them by higher bandwidth and signal-to-
noise specs. And just in case the range of facilities 
becomes too much for over-eager programmers, the 
entire program memory of the 480L can be dumped 
onto a RAM cartridge, allowing a library of effects to 
be built up. 

Lexicon have also added their ' Dynamic MIDI' 
implementation (so successful on the lower-priced 
PCM70) to the 480L, which mean; that in addition to 
changing patches and controlling the pitch of samples 
from controlling keyboards, you can use varying 
amounts of velocity to introduce different degrees of 
treatment. You can also sequence parameter changes 
via a MIDI sequencer in an automated-style mix. 
A brief glimpse inside the mainframe shows a neat 

plug-in modular system which allows plenty of room 
for expansion and should make servicing (or updating) 
a doddle. In addition, there'll be diagnostic routines 
controlled and displayed via the LARC, so identifying 
a fault and its location should be pretty straight-
forward. 
By the time of the 480L's official release (September 

1), Lexicon plan to have the final basic version of the 
software finished, which will include new programs in 
the Single configuration which combines the power 
of all four programs (from both machines) to achieve 
powerful, complex audio effects. From there on, 
regular software updates should continue to expand 
the range of effects that the 480L can produce. 
With this future expandability and a quality and 

flexibility that have already been proven by the 224X, 
the Lexicon 480L looks set to take its manufacturers 
further into unexplored areas of digital technology, 
and to take musicians and studio engineers/producers 
with them. 

As soon as we have a production model, you'll 
know more. • Paul Wen 

Price 1 o he announced 
More from Scenic Sounds Equipment, Unit 2, 10 
William Road, London NW! ?EN e 01-387 1262 
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IN BRIEF 

Ibanez SDR1000 Digital Reverb 

Reverb is one of the most important effects available 
today, and it's easy to see why. In real life, nearly 
everything we hear is retlectec sound, so it stands to 
reason that sound engineers m.ist have full control in 
this area if they're going to do their job properly. 
To help them get that control, musical instrument 

manufacturers have developed digital reverb systems 
like this new Ibanez. 
The machine conforms to tne 19 rack-mounting 

format, and is styled along typical Japanese lines. It 
has a clearly laid-out front panel with an informative 
alphanumeric plasma display, and all its functiors can 
be addressed with ust a handful of buttons ( which 
may or may not be a good thing, depending on your 
viewpoint). 
What helps set the Ibanez apart from the compe-

tition is the fact that it can operate in true stereo; the 
channels can be used independently if required, and 
they don't even need to have the same reverb 
settings. 
The effects the SDR1000 can produce are arranged 

as 30 factory presets, and the machine has the 
capability to store a further 70 treatments of the 
user's own devising. These effects are divided into 
eight modes: Hall, Room, Plate, Gated Reverb, 
Reverse Reverb, Dual Delay, Auto Pan and Dual 
Reverb. Most of these are recognisable as standard 
reverb effects, but the selection also includes delay 
programs and an intereiting auto-pan facility. Also 
included within the programmable section is a four-
band equaliser which can be applied to any effect, and 
the user-friendly operating system lets you compare 
any patch you've just modified with the original — 
before you commit it to memory. 

User-variable parameters include Reverb Time, 
Pre-Delay, Early Reflection Time and Early Reflection 
Level. Additionally you can alter the effect using a 
Room Size parameter, and in total, there are more 
than a dozen user variables, so there should be plenty 
of scope for experimentation. 

It almost goes without saying that the SDRI 000 has 
MIDI so that programs can be selected remotely, but 
an optional MIDI foot control unit means that this can 
be accomplished ccnveniently live as well as ii the 
studio. It's possible to step through the programs 
using a regular footswitch, too, but the MIDI foot 
controller sounds more useful to me. 

The inputs and outputs are on regular phone jacks, 
but Ibanez have thcughtfully included RCA-type pin 
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jacks as well. The effect bandwidth s 10kHz — which 
sounds plenty bright enough in practice— and the 16-
bit linear sampling gives a high resolution with little 
noise or distortion. In fact, the dynamic range is 
quoted as being greater than 90dB w th distortion 
being under 0.03%, which is mighty impressive. 

It's sometimes easier to judge a goad reverb by 
what it doesn't do than by what it does — all too 
easy for outboard machines like this to impose their 
character on the signals you put through them. This 
one, though, ;eems to score fairly heavily in all areas. 
It doesn't impart a rrbetal'ic ringing to the program 
i npu: ( not even on percussive sounds), and the decay 
tail is smaiatin all the way, just as it should be. 

Crucially, Ibanez seem to have got the early 
reflection part ot tie reverb treatment idst right. 
This is the part that simulates those first few echoes 
that occur in an acoustic space before the density 
builcs up to a dense clutter, and as its these few 
echoes that pass on information which our brains 
interpret as room character, so they're hardly 
unimportant 
From the smallest room ta the largest of halls, the 

Ibanez remains convincing, conveying an impressive 
sense of stereo perspective and depth. k's also a neat 
trick to be able to set the pre-delay so that it's slightly 
different on each channel, as this further enhances 
the stereo illusion. 
As for the delay effects — which include chorus and 

flanging — and the panner, these are really to be 
considered as a bonus, and work fine. 

I've made a point of listening to most of the digital 
reverbs currently available, and this ene compares 
with the best. There ore better reverbs, but only at 
the very top end of what is becoming a very tall 
market tree. It's easy to program, and the range of 
reverb and delay treatments it offers is compre-
hensive enough not to be limiting, ever il you have 
wild procuction ideas. 

We'll be looking at this machine in depth just as 
soon as we've had one long enough to assess it 
thoroughly. But in the mean:ime, I can say that initial 
impressions are definitely favourable. U Paul While 

Price £895 including VAT 
More from FCN Music, Morley Road, Tonbridge. Kent 
TN9 ¡RA. 
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SPECTRUM 
MIDI INTERFACE 

£49.95 
With tape/MIDI and 
pulse sync. STEP 

MULTITRACKER £38.95 
real time, 8 poly tracks, bar chaining, 

quantizing, overdub with real time input 
input 

STEP SEQUENCER £38.95 
Music score - 24,000 events, full edit, chords easily entered. 

DATA BASE SYSTEMS £22.95 
MIDI data base system displays save reload patch info songs etc. 

Works with most synths 

CASIO CZ EDITOR + SOUNDS £22.95 
wave forms graphics, dump to tape library of 96 new voices to 

load into the editor 

CASIO SOUND 
Another tape of 100 voices £9.95 

TX7/DX7 EDITOR £24.95 
Graphics, wave forms dump to tape. LIBRARY £24.95 new sounds 

save to tape. 

CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 
CAN BE PRODUCED FOR ALL MIDI 

APPLICATIONS 
I ii turthur dutdpl, please write ( SAE) or phone 

XPil SYSTEMS 
10 Sunnybank Road, Wylde Green, Sutton Goldfield, 

West Midlands B73 5RE. Tel: 021-382 6048 ( Closed Wednesdays) 

• SR64 
VOICE RAM 

'The Professional Choice' 

• 64 voice capacity (twice as many as the original RAM for the 
same price!) 
• Sophisticated automatic write protection circuitry (no memory 
dumps) 
• Ultra-fast second writing time ( 15 times faster than the original) 
• Dual Format capable (DX & RX Data together) 
• Unlimited number of write/erase cycles (no burn out) 
• Unique double-ended design eliminates switching problems 
• Available in fixe distinctive colours ( Red, Black, Silver, Blue and 
Green) for easy identification 
• Rugged, road-proof, anodised aluminium case for maximum 
protection — lasting good looks 
• Lithium power battery for long life 
(conservatively rated at 6 years) 
• Gold-plated contacts and 
automated assembly for life long 
reliability 
• Built to the highest specification 
and fully guaranteed 

SOUND 
85 

INC. VAT 

Available from dealers: 

OR DIRECT FROM: 

Orchard Cottage, 
Church Hill, 
Ravensden, 
Beds. MK44 2RL 
Tel: (0234) 771189 
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AKAI4 

1=111110 

612/280 
6 Voice 
12 Bit 
Full 
Bandwidth 
Sampling 

August is Akai Month at SSH and we're featuring 
the world's best selling sampler, the 612/280... 
All our hi-tech salesmen own 612's and they'll be pleased to 
pass on their experience (and their personal sound libraries 
FREE) anytime during August. We'll have several systems 
running and as well as showing you how easy it is to make 
excellent samples yourself, we'll be demonstrating amongst 
other things, sound editing from the newAKAI AX73 mother 
kbd, audio triggering and sampling from C.D. 
Offer extended in September while stocks last 

Lastly we'll also make it easier than ever to own a 612. 

DURING AUGUST ONLY WE ARE PACKAGING THE 
612/280 

with a 

FREE 
CASIO CZ101 

FOR ONLY 

£799 ipn8c,„ 
_ 
1111111111111111illilà11 

IEQUEnziAL SIX-TRACK MULTI TIMBRAL 
SYNTHESIZER/SEQUENCER 

Fully editable 35 parameter 
synth section S 100 

memories o six 
channel sequencer, 

different voice on RRP £799 
each channel e Adjustable (.2nn .nc 

track level e Stack mode e Full L jj P&P , 

MIDI spec, etc, etc BRAND NEW BOXED AND GUARANTEED 

Roland Main Dealer 
MC500, SI 0 sampler, DEP5, 

all other new products in stock 

KORG Key Centre 
ssl Sampler 

Dom Drums in stock 
plus complete Korg Range 

TASCAM Main Dealer 
Porta-One u Free Power supply. mic. 5 
cassettes headphones. multi-track primer, 
demagnetiser and phono cables t395inc P&P 

CASIO Main Dealer 
CZ230S and SK- 10 in stock. Best 
UK prices on all Casio Synths, 
Drum Machines. Seouencers 

MAI Main 
Dealer 

S900 in stock. 
complete AKAI range in stock 

UK5 largest sales 
& service centre 

NEW JAPANESE VINTAGE IN STOCK 

NEW SIDEKICK AMPS IN STOCK  

Main 
  Dealer 
MIDIVERB • MIDWEX CP0A 
STEREO WIFE% 63 PROGRAMMES INC 
GATES ANO REVERSE 

()YAMAHA ie-eerh 
FB01 • plus SPX90, plus complete 
Yamaha range in stock great once., 

lEouEnziaL Main Dealer 
Prophet 2000. 2002, VS • updates 

software all in stock Some Drumtraks 
available 

Fostex 
X-15 inc Power Supply £245 
COMPLETE FOSTEX RANGE IN STOCK 
SUPER KEEN 8 TRACK PACKAGES 

Main 
Dealer 

ensonici Oasis 
Mirage II. Expander. ES0-1,Plano 

Great packages. extensive library 

gai Main Dealer 

EXTENSIVE RANGE IN STOCK 

111,111111 naniar 

Main 

SESSIONETTE 75W 112 £229 
SESSIONETTE 75W 210 £279 
SESSIONETTE 30W 112 £159 

nuciss n Mai Dealer 
HUGE STOCKS AT GREAT PRICES 
NEW HF2. DC2, MICRO 
RSD-10 Rack Sampler £ 199 inc P&P 

NEW BARGAINS 
YAMAHA 157 
ACCESSIT REVERB 
ACCESSIT COMP 
ACCESSIT N G. 
MARSHALL 100 MV 
RAM 10.8.2 
RAM 18.82 
SYNSONICS DRUMS 
VESTA 411 DELAY 
ROLAND SRS 2000 

£449 TS ROCKMAN X100 
MTR 8.4.2 DESK. 
ROLAND JUNO 106 

.£35 ROLAND SH101. 
025 ROLAND MC202 
CP0A FOSSES 30/70 
fP0A FLOYD ROSE TREM 
.£59 TASCAM 32 v low 
£195 DRUMULATOR MIDI 
f849 TASCAM 38 L 35 MIXER 

CALLERS: 18A SOHO SQUARE, 
LONDON W1V 5FB 01-434 1365 

SAI BARGAINS 
£229 CASIO CZ101 
£l99 FOSSES 250 
£469 YAMAHA Pf 10 
£179 JUPITER 6 MINT 
£159 JUNO 6 MINT 

..£159 STAGE 73 
f139 CP708 AS NEW 
£PGA ' JUPITER B MINT 
£19 I STRASS FROM 
£2195 SUNN 200W BASS 

n PPM 

C179 
£475 

..£379 
£875 
099 

£1495 
£748 
£199 
f250 

To: Soho Soundhouse Mail Order Freepost 38 London W1E 6QZ 

Name  

Address  

 Tel  

Please send me Model No(s)  
I enclose cheque/postal order/bankers draft/cash in reg envelope or debit my 
AccessNisa account no.  ( 1111111111111j  for £  

NO STAMPS REQUIRED N.B. Personal cheques allow 21 days.» other 
forms of payment 24 hood, despatch EMM.9.8I 



THE SHOW GOES ON 
The music industry may not be enjoying the biggest boom it's ever had, but huge crowds of 
enthusiastic musicians — and some stunning new innovations — at the British Music Fair 
point the way to a brighter future. Report Dan Goldstein Photography Tim Goodyer & 

Matthew V osburgh 

Korg section of Rose-Morris stand was quiet on 
this trade day, but hordes of tech-hungry 
musicians raided it for new sampling goodies 
during the BMF's three public days 

Robot breakdancers assaultedjournalists and 
threw a ton of bananas from Sound Technology 
stand during show, did goodjob of attracting 
attention to fine Alesis, Bokse and Oberheim 
equipment 

Computer monitors presented product 
information on Ensoniq's imaginatively 
arranged stand, butjactory sounds of new 
ESQI synth did all the talking that was 
necessary 
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OU MISSED THE BRITISH 
MUSIC FAIR? From where 1 was 
standing on the public days, I'd say 
you were one of the few. Bulging 
postbags, mountains of technical 

queries and a multitude of readers' 
demo tapes are enough to tell us that 
there are an awful lot of musicians in 
the UK (and beyond), and that some of 
them read E&MM. What they couldn't 
tell us is just how many of those 
musicians would make the trip — 
through some of Britain's least reliable 
summer weather — to Olympia in the 
first three days of August to see the 
British Music Fair. 

This, as you probably know, was the 
second BMF in as many years that 
actually acknowledged the existence of 
musicians at all. Previously, the UK's 

only national musical instrument event 
had been a strictly trade-only affair, and 
suffered because of it. Last year, I 
though, the public were allowed in for 
three days, and the BMF was a roaring 
success. 
So this year, almost everybody who 

exhibited at the '85 Fair returned to 
Olympia — many of them with larger 
stand areas — while the sceptics who 
stayed away a year ago realised the error 
of their ways, and helped make BMF 
'86 a bigger show even before anybody 
had stepped through the front door. 
The three trade days that preceded 

the punter invasion were tranquil and 
restrained — the calm before an 
almighty storm. Luckily, members of 
Her Majesty's Press are allowed free 
access to all the exhibitors' stands 
during the trade days, so E&MM people 
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were able to get a glimpse of the new 
instruments on show before they were 
played, programmed, broken, and (in a 
few cases) stolen by the public. 
Truth to tell, though, this year's 

British Music Fair didn't spring a very 
large number of surprises on the new 
gear front. Certainly, there were fewer 
new goodies around this year than there 
were in '85, which may have 
disappointed any musicians who were 
hoping for a repeat performance. This 
summer, the music industry drew its 
breath and paused for a respite before 
plunging in at the deep end again in time 
for the New Year, and the world's two 
most prestigious shows — Winter 
NAMM and Frankfurt. 

For all that, there was still a fair 
amount of new gear around, and this 
time almost all of it represented genuine 
innovation, not just the expansion (and 
glossy repackaging) of existing ideas. 
Twelve months ago, for instance, few 

would have given credence to the idea 
of an invasion of new synthesisers from 
companies not normally known for 
producing them. Yet BMF '86 
showcased a number of just such 
machines— like the Kawai K3, Elka's 
pair of new polysynths, and the Ensoniq 
ESQl. 
The Ensoniq was reviewed in last 

month's E&MM by Paul Wiffen, so 1 
won't bore you with a rundown of its 
seemingly endless array of features. 
However, this was the first time I'd 
played an ESQ1, and my feeling— 
backed up by the impressions of other 
show attendees I spoke to — is that the 
synth stands out in three important 
areas. 

First, it sounds great. The synth has 
clearly received some careful factory 
programming, with the result that its 
preset sounds cover a huge range of 
textures — breathy woodwind, soft 
strings, silly noises, you name it — and 
cover it well. Most significantly, the 
ESQ1 succeeds in sounding like an 
analogue synth and a digital one at the 
same time, inducing more 'best of both 
worlds' mutterings from players than 
any other synth I know. 

Second, the Ensoniq's 10-zone 
fluorescent display is among the most 
useful currently available. At any stage 
of using the machine, 10 'slices' of 
information (patch names, sequencer 
tracks, MIDI channels, whatever) 
appear in the window, and a network of 
`soft' buttons allows you to select from 
these at will. It's a step towards the kind 
of menu-driven systems used by 
computer software, and it certainly 
makes the ESQ1 a very ' immediate' 
instrument to use. 

Third, of course, is the fact that the 
ESQ1 costs only £ 1080. That's 
astonishingly cheap for a machine 
capable of acting as a programmer's 
sound library, a songwriter's tool, and a 
performer's MIDI system centrepiece. 
Among the people I spoke to, no other 
instrument at the show aroused so 
much comment. 

I
F THE ENSON1Q benefits from 
good factory sounds, the Kawai K3 
hasn't been so fortunate. The new 
synth, which uses what its makers 
call ' Free Wave' technology, looks 

on paper to be as versatile in the sound 
department as the best of them — 
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especially as one of its features lets you 
'draw your own waveform'. Yet the 
demo machine I played sounded a bit 
hackneyed, perhaps because Kawai's 
programmers, anxious that their synth 
be identified as a `professional' 
instrument, have been over-cautious 
and simply made the K3 sound like a lot 
of other synths, at least in its unedited 
form. 

Expect big things from Kawai, 
though. They're a big company with 
years of experience making some of the 
most respected pianos in the business, 
and the K3 is by no means a one-off 
entry into the hi-tech field. The synth 
has a modular brother called the K3m, 
and there's a neat digital drum machine, 
the R100, which features 32 onboard 
sounds, velocity-sensitive pads, and 
programmable pitch and dynamics for 
each sound. 
Kawai have had the technology to do 

all this for some while now, and the 
same is true of Elka. The Italian 
company's Synthex remains an unsung 
classic among programmable analogue 
polysynths, and the spirit of that 
machine has now been carried over to 
the EK22 and its digital counterpart, 
the EK44. Both machines are now in 
much more of a finished state than they 
were when we first saw them at 
Frankfurt back in February, but one 
factor has remained constant — they still 
sound impressive. 

In fact, drawing a distinction 
between the two instruments is a mite 
tricky, partly because they both seem 
capable of sounding unlike other 
instruments that use similar methods of 
sound-generation ( more 'best of both 
worlds' clichés), and partly because the 
Italians have chosen to use the same 
front-panel moulding for both 
machines, so they look very similar. 
Ultimately, though, my feeling is the 
EK44 should be able to produce sounds 
of greater clarity and complexity than 
its stablemate, hence the price 
difference between them: the EK44 
will cost £ 1299 when it hits the shops, 
with the EK22 coming in at £999. 

Again, look out for modular versions 
of both synths, along with some Elka 
digital drum machines, in the near 
future. 

Just about the only other new synth 
at the show was the Casio CZ1. 
Essentially, this is yer average CZ 
machine with some neat additions that 
make it a more likely candidate for the 
position of Official Professional 
Musical Instrument than any previous 
Casio synth. Among the modifications 
are a keyboard sensitive to both velocity 
and aftertouch, a bigger memory with 
64 patch locations and a further 64 
slots for storing keyboard split/layer 
arrangements, and a host of smaller 
features like a backlit LCD, MIDI 
on/off switch and so on. 

Elsewhere, the great electronic piano 
battle is proceeding apace, and is now 
divided into two price areas. The first, 
centering around the £ 1000 mark, has 
the Yamaha PF series, the Technics 
PX7 and PX9, and the new Ensoniq 
Piano as prime contenders. The 
Yamahas are already a known (and 
desirable) quantity, while the Technics 
range is exciting quite a number of 
people. The Ensoniq, sad to say, didn't 
really live up to expectations — though 

maybe that's because I played it just 
after the ESQl. We shall see. 

In the upmarket division, the 
Technics PX1 is establishing a fine 
name for itself, but faces stiff 
competition in the shape of the Korg 
SG1 and Roland RD1000. Both of the 
latter sound excellent. The Roland is 
reviewed elsewhere this issue sol won't 
dwell, but it's probably the machine 
that would get my vote if I had to choose 
one of them, if only because its 
programmable memory allows 
musicians to impose something of their 
own personality on the machine. The 
Korg, though, has the advantage that 
ROM cards of new sounds can be 
slotted in — a vast library of these is 
promised — and that a more thorough 
MIDI implementation may make it a 
better controller keyboard than the 
Roland. 

R
EAL ATTRACTIONS ON THE 
KORG stand, though, were the 
DSS1 sampling keyboard and 
DDD1 sampling drum machine. 
Korg call the DSS1 a Sampling 

Synthesiser, which is pretty accurate, 
seeing as it contains more than a 
DW8000 worth of voicing circuitry, a 
'draw your own waveform' (getting 
fashionable, this) harmonic synthesis 
system, and two programmable DDLs, 
all of which can be mixed in with 
incoming sampled data. 
The range of possibilities a machine 

like the DSS1 throws open don't really 
bear thinking about at a show like the 
BMF; everyone's too busy trying to get 
their hands on the bloody machine, and 
when they do, it's invariably a case of 
'well, that parameter list looks nice and 
long, but this factory disk sounds 
terrible'. 
To be fair to Korg, though, the early 

DSS1 factory disks make impressive 
listening, and contain whole families of 
related samples, along with basic synth 
sounds and plenty of space to put your 
own patches into. As I write this, a 
DSS1 has just taken up residence 
(permanent, we hope) in the E&MM 
office, so look out for a comprehensive 
review. 
Other samplers on show included 

Roland's S10 and S50, with the latter 
hooked up to an RGB monitor via its 
clever built-in interface: on-screen 
waveform editing and keyboard 
splitting, without the need to learn how 
to use a computer. 
Then there's the Akai X7000, a 

sampling keyboard born from the S700 
module, which was to have been little 
brother to the S900 until Akai decided 
a keyboard-equipped instrument would 
be a better bet in the £ 1000 area. 
Several different Akai 'X' samplers 
have been seen at different trade shows 
around the world, all of them 
prototypes, so it's not clear exactly 
which form the finished instrument(s) 
will take. Watch this space. 
The other major sampling story 

unfolded outside the Music Fair proper. 
At a hotel up the road from Olympia, 
E-mu Systems were showing the new 
Emax to a crowd of interested dealers 
and inebriated press men. We 
previewed the machine in last month's 
E&MM, but in case you missed that, I'll 
just mention that Emax is a scaled-
down ( though not much) Emulator II 
that has a number of additional 
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'Professional' Casio CZ I looks much like other 
big CZs, but has more of what pro musicians 
need, like dynamic keyboard, bigger memory 
and backlit display, all for £999 

features, a smart if unorthodox 
exterior, and a crazily low price-tag of 
(roughly) £ 1995. E-mu are in the 
process of setting up a dealer network in 
the UK, and my feeling is they'll need 
quite a number of outlets — the idea of 
an Emulator 11 for under two grand is 
going to be massively attractive to 
massive numbers of people. 

Further down the road, but still 
outside the show proper, the Sequential 
Studio 440 was making its world debut. 
The 440 was mentioned briefly in 
E&MM August, but while that news 
piece described the machine as 'a 
studio-standard digital drum machine 
that also acts as a sampler and MIDI 
digital recorder', what emerged in the 
metal was little more than a drum voice 
storage unit. Definitely a case of those 
or Unfinished Software Blues — though 
when it appears, the 440 should answer 
a lot of programmers' and studio 
engineers' prayers. 

In the same hotel as Sequential were 
Rod Argent's Keyboards, flying the 
software flag by showing off programs 
for that prestigious ( if overpriced) 
industry standard, the Apple 
Macintosh. Argent's are now importing 
software from three US houses — 
Digidesign, Opcode, and Mark of the 
Unicorn — and all three were shown to 
impressive effect during the BMF. If 
these incredibly flexible but so far little-
used packages are to gain wider 
acceptance among musicians, they need 
enterprising dealers like Argent's to 
handle them. 

B
ACK INSIDE OLYMPIA (or 
Olympia 2, to be precise: the main 
bit was playing host to a 'come and 
see what Saudi Arabia looks like' 
freebie show), OSC were showing 

a plethora of new software packages 
from Steinberg Research (among them 
the Pro24 Atari sequencer reviewed 
elsewhere this issue), while Gateway 
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Studios had the honour of being the 
only exhibitor at the show with a 
Fairlighi Series 111. It certainly 
attracted the crowds, which is good 
news for Gateway and, 1 reckon, for the 
industry as a whole. 
Yamaha succeeded in occupying 

almost all of Level 2, plonking what 
they called The Yamaha Village in the 
middle of it, and giving everyone else an 
inferiority complex in the process. 

I'll be quite honest with you and say 
that, interesting though some of 
Yamaha's new pro stuff (FB01 multi-
timbral FM expander, QX5 sequencer) 
was, 1 was more taken with what 1 saw — 
and heard — over in the 'single 
keyboard' bit. For a start, there were 
people of all ages — on both trade and 
public days — getting endless fun from 
sampling each other's burps and 
splutters into the VSS100 (the same 
was happening on the Casio stand with 
the SKI). These ultra-cheap samplers 
may not bear much comparison, 
quality -wise, with the Emaxes of this 
world, but if one out of ten kids that 
buys one as a glorified toy later goes on 
to become a 'serious' musician, then the 
little Yamahas and Casios have done 
their job. 
And what the VSS100 does for 

sampling, Yamaha's latest PSS series of 
home keyboards do for FM synthesis. 
The PSS360. 460 and 560 all include a 
cunning little device called simply 'FM 
Digital Synth'. This sits in the top 
right-hand corner of the keyboard in 
question, and comprises six sliders that 
are used to adjust the values of six synth 
parameters. The change in sound is 
instant, the controls simple, the 
educational value immense. `lf only you 
could buy a DX with this on it', 1 
mused, looking disdainfully at the auto-
accompaniment section of the PSS360 
— my guess is that, within a year or two, 
you will. 

But Yamaha aren't content merely to 
make FM technology more accessible. 
They've now developed an entirely new 
method of sound-generation, which 
complements, rather than replaces, 
Frequency Modulation. The system is 
called AWM (for Advanced Wave 
Memory), and although precise details 
about it are scarce, it's a fair bet thXt it's 

a waveform analysis and resynthesis 
package similar in concept — if not in 
execution — to Roland's SAS. 
The first instrument to feature 

AWM sounds is Yamaha's astonishing 
new HX System, best described as a 
cross between a multikeyboard and the 
bridge of the Starship Enterprise. The 
HX is a modular system: you begin by 
mixing and matching the tone 
generator, dual keyboard, amp and 
pedalboard of your choice, before 
moving on to optional extras such as 
additional tone generators (FM or 
AWM) and multitrack MIDI 
recorders. Breathtaking stuff, but it's 
not cheap. 
Back to FM, though, and the best 

demo 1 witnessed at this year's British 
Music Fair. It was that man Dave 
Bristow, almost inevitably, who 
delivered the goods in a brief 20-minute 
address to hordes of budding FM 
programmers in one of Yamaha's two 
demo rooms. 'There's no new gear at 
all', Bristow began, `so now we've got a 
chance to discover a bit more about how 
to use the gear we've already got'. And 
discover we did, IRCAM's bearded 
wonder taking us through the different 
ways in which we perceive sound, and 
how psychoacoustics is probably more 
relevant to FM programming than 
conventional analogue synthesis. The 
jargon about harmonic structure and 
envelope characteristics may have 
clouded the issue for some, but 
Bristow's sounds spoke for themselves: 
a splendidly detailed Spanish guitar, a 
bell that became a choir when 
sustained, and the best distorted rock 
guitar sound I've heard any synthesiser 
produce. 

L
UCKILY, THE STANDARD OF 
DEMOS was pretty high overall. 
Honourable mentions here must 
include the regular Roland band, 
who played with vigour and 

conviction despite living in the shadow 
of the 'members of Marillion' gig on the 
Sunday, and did a much better job of 
actually showing what the gear can do; 
Danny Gottlieb, who did the best 'name 
drummer' demo— for Simmons — I've 
ever seen in the UK; Richard Young, 
whose tireless enthusiasm and 
disarming honesty will be sorely missed 
when he leaves Casio; and the guys 
from Tekke Music, a small London 
company intent on getting ethnic 
percussion the attention it deserves — 
their seminars were educational, 
intelligent and a lot of fun. 
On a personal note, the Music Maker 

stand sold out of the latest E&MM 
(which had only just appeared), so 1 
returned to Cambridge without a copy, 
and I still don't have one a fortnight 
later. There wasn't quite the intensity 
of alcoholism in the press and 
exhibitors' bars as there was in '85, but 
those journalists who ventured out of 
the show each evening under the 
guidance of a generous manufacturer or 
agent were well treated. late a huge 
barbecued Australian meal in the 
company of assorted E-mu and 
Sequential people on the Friday night, 
and was violently sick on Saturday 
morning. Some people never learn. 
And yes, the whole thing will be 

going on again, same time, same place, 
next year. • 
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THE AX73 MIDI 
SYNTH HAS THE 
HOTTEST AND 
MOST SOUGHT 
AFTER SOUNDS. 
The AX73 MIDI 6 Voice Velocity Split Synthesizer is in a 
class of its own as a full featured synthesizer with 
unmatched versatility. Its 99 internal programs are 
packed with some of the hottest and most sought after 
sounds available. And of course you can customize your 

own sounds as well and build up an unlimited library of 
sounds on cassette tapes. The 6 octave keyboard is 
velocity sensitive to let you express both subtle as well as 
explosive nuances. You can even split the keyboard and 
use it as a master keyboard to control MIDI sound 
modules or digital samplers. The sound and processing 
capabilities of the AX73 are so extensive that we added a 
SAMPLER input to let you process digitally sampled 
sounds through the AX73 and add filtering, stereo 
chorusing, envelopes, modulation, and much more. In 
fact the AX73 is the ideal synthesizer and master 
keyboard to use with your 
sampler. 
To find out more, ask your 
professional Akai dealer. professional 

For your nearest stockist call our Special Information line Tel: 01-897 2487 



STRUCTURED 
SOUND 

Avoiding all existing digital techniques. Roland's engineers have 

come up with a new process— Structured/Adaptive Synthesis— for 
the simulation of piano sounds. The first instrument to have SAS is 

the RD1000, but how does it compare with competing instruments 
that use established sound systems? Dan Goldstein 

No musical instrument has been more 
frequently imitated nan the piano. From difficult 
beginnings as a rudginglyaccepted replacement for 
the harpsichord, the pianoforte has matured to 
become the inspiration for a t housard new forms of 
music, and is probably responsible for introducing 
more people to the world of music than any other 

instrument. Result? The joanna is in as huge demand 
today as it's ever been. 

But several factors have conspired against the 
piano, and it's these factors that have spawned the 
instrument's imitators 

First, all pianos, whether they're of the grand or 
upright types, are large. buky and awkward 
machines to move around. In toca7's highly nobile 
society, that doesn't bode well for the future of a 
musical instrument. 

Second, the p..ano's inherently complex 
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mechanical structure is becoming more expensive 
to produce as each day goes by, in terms of both 
material and 13 bour costs. So, fewer people can 
aFord new pianos than the manufacturers woulc 
ideally wish 
And third, the piano is st Ilcapaole of producirg 

,ust the one- admittedly inmo-tal - sound, while 
today's hi-tech synths and samplers can have the.r 
sounds altered at will by the user. 
To be successful, a modern alte-native to the 

piano has to score over its predecessor in all the 
three areas just discussed. Electron c pianos have 
been more portable, more affordable, and more 
versatile than their acoustic counterparts for some 
years now. But until recently, they hadn't succeeded 
:a fulfilli ng a fourth, crucial criterion: they didn't 
sound too much like a piano. 

Specialist electric instruments - ike the Clavinet 

and Fender Rhodes - have become appreciated for 
produc:ng a sound which is distinctly not piano- like, 
and these, too, have spawned their own legion of 
imitators. But so far, all attempts at replicating the 
original piano sound have failed in one way or 
anothe- - usually several ways. 

But here we are in the autumn of 1986, and 
the Japanese mus;cal :nstrument industry- one of 
the major world centres of piano production - is 
preparirg itself for a -evo:ution in contemporary 
piano technology, with each company putting its 
money on a different system for re-creating the 
classic pro sound. II> 
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I> Matsushita (Technics to you and I) are sticking to 
the PCM (pulse code modulation) technology 
they've been using in home multi-keyboards for 
some time, with the PX range of electronic pianos 
employing PCM to stunning effect. Yamaha are 
sticking by FM — the system that's made the DX7 
synth such a worldbeater — with their recent PF70 
and PF80 pianos; their realism isn't quite as great as 
that of the Technics range, but they cost a good deal 
less to buy. Korg, meanwhile, are using digitally-
stored sampled piano sounds in their new SG1 (the 
SG stands for Sampling Grand, though the 

Synthesis" The SAS study 
analysed the changes in 

harmonic structure that occur 
not only as pianists play along 
the keyboard, but as they play 

one note with different 
velocities." 

instrument doesn't actually sample), and Ensoniq — 
the only US company engaged in the great piano 
race against time — are doing the same with their 
new Piano. 

But it's Roland, a company with a history of going 
the long way round a problem in order to come up 
with the best solution, who've embarked on the 
most rigorous development programme in the 
quest for The Perfect Piano Sound. Roland's 
engineers, with a wealth of knowledge in the PCM 
and sampling areas, have rejected both systems for 
the company's new range of digital pianos, despite 
the fact that they're used in other Roland 
instruments. PCM, they claim, is just right for drum 
voices, while sampling is good for tuned orchestral 
and rock band sounds like strings, brass, guitars and 
so on. But according to Roland, the piano deserves a 
new system of its own, so the company's engineers 
have given it just that — a new digital resynthesis 
system that goes by the name of Structured/ 
Adaptive Synthesis, or SAS for short. 

Initially, precise details about the workings of 
SAS have been difficult to get hold of outside Japan. 
Perhaps understandably, Roland's R&D people are 
being guarded about releasing the fine details of 
what the process does and how it does it. 
What we do know is that, in developing SAS, 

Roland engineers have painstakingly sampled all 88 
notes of several different makes of grand piano 
(Steinway included), and analysed the resulting 
waveforms on a mainframe computer. More 
important, the study then went on to analyse the 
changes in harmonic structure that occur not only as 
pianists play up and down the keyboard, but as they 
play one note with different velocities. In total, the 
harmonic structure variations at 128 different 
velocities — all the way from pianissimo to fortissimo 
— were analysed for each key. Which goes some way 

to explaining why it's taken Roland so long to come 
up with SAS... 

Having created an advanced digital algorithm of 
the pianos' harmonic relationships, the design team 
then set about dedicating the information onto a 
single custom VLSI chip. They succeeded, and the 
result is a range of new instruments that utilise this 
chip. Included in the range are two domestic 
machines— what Roland call ' Contemporary 
Keyboards' — named HP5500 and HP5600, and two 
pro instruments: the RD 1000 piano and its modular 
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counterpart, the MKS20. It's the RD1000I'llbe 
examining here, but if you're short of space/finances 
or you already have a good keyboard of your own, 
you'll be glad to know the MKS20 is identical to its 
keyboard counterpart in most important areas. 

/ n the tradition of pianos, the RD 1000 is no 
lightweight. It weighs in at a meaty 95Ibs, with the 
pedal unit ( housing soft and sustain pedals, and the 
power supply) adding a further 181bs, and the stand 
adding 29Ibs or 39Ibs, depending on which model 
you go for. So much for portability, though it should 
be stressed that the RD 1000 is still quite a bit lighter 
than the average acoustic upright ( let alone a 
grand), and that most of its new digital rivals are no 
better in this respect. 

And in any case, the Roland's massive weight and 
dimensions (nobody's yet found a way of condensing 
an 88-note keyboard without sacrificing playability) 
mean that it should stand up well to any abuse you, 
your roadcrew, or your fans can throw at it on the 
road. 

That 88-note keyboard is made up of weighted, 
coated wooden keys, and feels softer and easier on 
the fingers than a normal acoustic keyboard. That 
will delight synth and organ players brought up on 
plastic keyboards, who at last have the chance to use 
a more responsive set of ivories, without having to 

go through a period of culture shock. It should also 
please hardened piano fans, even though it may take 
some a while to adjust to what is undoubtedly a 
'looser' system than what they're used to. 

Above the keyboard is a sleek control panel, 
sparsely and attractively decorated in the 
contemporary idiom. Immediately obvious are a 
40-character, backlit liquid crystal display ( not as 
helpful as some, but then it doesn't have too much 
information to convey), and the Alpha dial, 
centrepiece of Roland's new — and much vaunted — 
system of parameter selection and value 
adjustment. 

Parameter selection? Well, unlike most of its 

rivals, the RD 1000 offers a number of 
programmable parameters, which can be used to 
tailor each sound to your own tastes and 
requirements. But more on these parameters later, 
once we've gone into what impression those sounds 
make on first contact. 

Essentially, the RD 1000 contains eight 
digital algorithms based on the harmonic 
characteristics of eight different sounds: three 
acoustic pianos, a harpsichord, a clavi ( read 
Clavinet), a vibraphone, and two electric pianos 
(both fairly Rhodes- like). But these sounds — stored 
in ROM within the machine — provide only the 
starting point for further variations. In total, you can 
store seven edited versions of each sound in RAM, 
as the RD 1000 arranges its voices in eight banks of 
eight. So, we have a total of 64 different sounds, 
eight of them preset, the other 56 user-
programmable. 
You can dump 64 of your own edited sounds to 

Roland standard Ml 6C memory cartridge (the 
socket's on the back panel), though you can't give 
them names as you can on many programmable 
synths, which could lead to some identification 
problems if you're going through a lot of cartridges. 
The three acoustic piano voices are subtly 

different from one another, in much the same 
manner that you'd expect various makes of grand 
piano to sound different. The first represents what 
is,Isuppose, most people's idea of what a concert 
grand should sound like, while the second is a closer, 
more intense version ( liken the effect to putting 
your head inside an acoustic grand), and the third 
gives a dirtier, Chas ' n' Dave saloon- bar impression, 
as though there were something ( darts, pins, 
cigarette ends) inside the workings of the RDIO0C 
that shouldn't be there. 

All three piano banks display a fine sound balance, 
especially at the top end, where the hammer strike 
forms such a significant part of the sound on an 
acoustic piano. Mid-keyboard, things are still rich, 
vibrant and above all realistic— though there is a 
'zing' to the output which I've heard some players 
describe as an ' electronic' element marring what is 
otherwise a splendidly natural-sounding acoustic 
tone. You can use the EQ controls to eliminate the 
offending zing, but at the expense of a little 
brightness. The same effect makes its presence felt 
at the bass end of the keyboard, too; it's almost as 

though, in an attempt to stress their new machine's 
realism, Roland's engineers have over-emphasised 
the characteristic buzz which pianos exhibit over 
their lowest couple of octaves. 

But don't get this problem blown up out of 
proportion. It certainly didn't bother me when I was 
playing the RD 1000, and my guess is that many 
players— especially anyone brought up on a Yamaha 
electric grand, which exhibits a similar but much 
more pronounced effect — won't even notice it. 
The beauty of the RD 1000's piano sounds lies in 

the realism with which their harmonic structure 

Sounds "All three piano banks 
display afine sound balance, 

especially at the top end, where 
the hammer strike forms such a 
significant part of the sound on 

an acoustic piano." 

alters subtly as you hit keys with varying degrees of 
velocity. It's something you can't put your finger on 
(pun not intended) until it's pointed out to you, but 
once you've played an electronic piano whose 
output changes the way the Roland's does, other 
instruments — including the RD 1000's main 
competitors — start to sound lifeless by comparison. 
Of the other five preset sounds, the harpsichord 

is bright and (my notes say) flavoursome, and of 
course not too sensitive to velocity — whoever 
heard of a harpsichord with a velocity-sensitive 
keyboard? 
The clavi is similarly bright and lacks little in the 

realism department, though again, there's just the 
merest hint that an over-emphasis in the upper 
midrange deprives it of a little warmth. Close your 
eyes, though, and you'd be pushed to tell there 
wasn't a vintage Clavinet D6 in the room. 

The vibraphone and electric piano sounds 
represent, for me at least, the RD 1000's finest 
.noments. The vibes, especially, are wonderfully 
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metallic without ever sounding brit:le, and win the 
help of the built-in tremolo unit (see later), ney 
leap out of the speakers with all the vitality of Gary 
Burton in overd-ive. And yoL don't need to be a 
virtuoso vibes player, just a keyboardist with the 
minimum of dexterity anc a moderace idea of how 
the vibraphone is played. 
As I've said, both the electric piaros are close 

approximations of a Fender Rhodes, with the first 
sounding close and a little compressed, the second 
more open and vibrant. Like the acoustic piano 
sounds. they feature superb re-creations of the 
mechanics of the instrumert being imitated. And, 

taken the opportunity of fitting a programmable 
six- or eight-band graphic EQ to the RD1000. In 
some ways I still an-, becaLse there's no more 
precise - or more instantly visual - way of adjusting 
a frequency curve. But the Roland's three-band 
system is a little mcre versatile than it appears at 
first Because although the bass and treble sections 
are set by simple shelf EQ controls with preset 
cutoff requencies ( 100Hz and 101(Hz respectively, 
with 10.5dB cut/boost variable in 1.5dB steps), the 
midrarge gets a parametric EQ section with a 
cen:re frequency adjustable between 400Hz and 
4k1-z, the same cut/boost control as the bass and 

because nobody is going to object to an electric 
piano sounding a little non-acoustic, :he RD 1000's 
'zing' doesn't intrude here at all. Ne matter how 
good an imitation of a Rhodes you've heard a DX7 
perform, the RD 1000 goes one better. 

ne of the problems with so many 
electronic pianos ( both yesterday's and today's) is 
that they don't present the user win much 
opportunity to alter their basic sounds. It all comes 
down to the purist ethic - if you're trying to imitate 
a piano, why mess up the sound wi:h a load more 
electronic gadgetry? 

But as long as musicians are playng electronic 
pianos through graphic EQ urits, digital delays, and 
psychoacoustic enhancers, there'll always be a 
reward for the enterprising manufacturer who 

sticks a set of user-programmable parameters on 
their piano. 

That's just what Roland have done with the 
RD 1000. The parameters are divided into two 
groups: those that govern the entire instrument 
(System Functions), and those :hat are 
programmable for each of the 64 vo ces (Voice 
Functions). The former inc ude MIDI channel 
selection for reception and transmission (win a 
1-16 range offered for both), and keyboard touch 

response; the RD 1000 offers four values for this, 
labelled A, B, C and D. B is the defau.: value, under 

which the shift in dynamics and harmonic structure 
increases in a linear way w th the amount of velocity 
applied to a key. Jnder sett ing A, the increase in 
volume and tone is less pronounced, while se:tings 
C and D introduce a more dramatic alteration. 

The voice-programmable section comprises an 
individual Voice Level control (variable from - 13dB 
to + 2dB in 1dB incremen:f, with OdB being the 
default value for all voices the three-band EQ 
system; and Chorus and T-emolo nodules, bon 
with variable rate and depth ( 15 leve s for each). 

Initially I was disappointed that Roland hadn't 
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treble, and a separate 'Q' ( or bandwidth) control, 
variable in eight arbitrary stages, w th the highest 
value giving the narrowest bandwidth. 

Programmers wmo've grown used to the idea of 
serding digital samples through analogue synth 
sections will be disappo nted to find no filter or 
envelope controls on the RD1000. but these would 
nave been prohibit vely expensive to develop in 
software terms. And a I in all, the existing range of 
programmable parameters is capable of inspiring a 
wide selection of different edited voices, and more 
than justifies the inc ius on of programmable patch 
menories on the RD 1000 

/ t's inevitable that sooner or later ( probably 

sooner), some players are going tc want to use the 
RD . 000 as a MIDI con:roller keyboard, taking 
advantage of that long, luxurious, velocity- sensitive 
set of ivories to manipulate external voices from 
other MIDI macnines. And when they do, they'll find 
the RD 1000 well equipped in many ways, but 
lacking in a couple of MIDI features that could have 
increased its flexibility as a controller. 
On the positive side, the machine can receive 

patch-change data values 1-64, and transmit the 
same data in the range 1- I 28 ( you use the Alpha dial 
to select a second ' Dam(' of external program 
changes). The RD 1000 has two further controllers 
- an External Volume control next-door to the 
internal one, and an expression pedal that plugs into 
the pedalboard - whicn can be assigned, in six 
different permutat on:;, to control three MIDI 
functions: Foot Control, Volume and Expression. 
The machine is capable of sending al three of these 
codes as they are, but converts them all to volume 
data when it receives them. The soft and damper 
pedals, tremolo and chorus settings are also 
received and transmitted by the R.D1000, using 
their standard Iv'IDI ccntrol change codes. 

Less welcome than these features is the fact that 
although it both receives and transmits key velocity 

information, the RD 1000 can do neither for 
aftertouch. Now, that isn't so bad in the context of 
the instrument's own internal voices ( well, do you 
want to apply after-touch to a Steinway?), but it does 
diminish the piano's appeal as an all-purpose MIDI 
controller. 

A further point against the RD I 000 here is its 
inability to split its keyboard into zones, with each 
zone assigned to a different MIDI channel. This 
prevents you from, say, playing an internal piano 
sound at the bass end, and an external lead synth 
voice further up. 

ow is the time, I suppose, to mention 
that I'm not all that enamoured of the electronic 
piano as a species. As a synth player who thrives on 
the chance to manipulate sound in as many ways asl 
can think of, and who occasionally resorts to an 
acoustic piano for songwriting chores, I find most 
electronic pianos bland, predictable and sonically 
uninspiring. 

But the RD 1000 is none of these things. It's one 
of the few instruments I've come across that's 
stopped me from thinking about my job as a writer 
by making me think about music more than anything 
else. After 30 minutes wth the new Roland, my 
head was full of new musical ideas, and my notebook 
was empty. 
A lot of this has to do with the way the RD 1000 

sounds. Some may accuse SAS of producing a forced 
sense of naturalness, but my feeling is that, for 
pitched, percussive sounds of the kind the RD 000 
is interded to reproduce, the system is a winner. 
The sense of dynamic and harmonic realism SAS 
seems capable of generating is intense, and 

Editing" You can dump 64 of 
your own edited sounds to 
Roland standard M16C 

memory cartridge, though you 
can't give them names as you 
can on many programmable 

synths." 

compared with sampling, it has the advantage of 
being relatively undemanding of memory: you don't 
need a mass of expensive chips to put SAS on an 
instrument, just plenty of patience at the 
development stage. 

And although Roland's engineers are stressing 
that SAS has been developed specifically for piano 

applications,Ifor one eagerly await its adoption in 
other fields. Anyone for a fully programmable, SAS 
polyphonic synthesiser? 

As a tool for making music, first and foremost, the 
RD 000 is worth every penny of its asking price. 
And in some contexts, an MKS20 module linked to a 
MIDI keyboard could be even better value. 

It's the best electronic piano I've tried. End of 
story. 

Prices RD1000 —f2499, MKS20 —£1299; both 
RR('. including VAT 
More from Roland UK, Great West Trading 
Estate, 983 Great West Road, Brentford, 
Middx,TW8 9DN. te 01-568 4578 
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Make no mistake, if you really want to 

make a name for yourself you need equip-

ment that gives you truly original sound. 

The kind you can only get with professional 

equipment. And usually, a lot of money. 

Now Casio bring the price of fame 

within your grasp with a range of fully 

featured synthesizers that start, amazingly, 

at under £350 — about the same as you'd 

pay for a conventional keyboard. 

These synthesizers are professional 

machines, played every day by professional 

musicians at gigs and in the studio. 

In fact, Casio synthesizers feature 

many top albums. 

They produce a dynamic sound — 

Casio's unique 

PD sound pro-

duces the rich-

ness of analogue 

sound with 

digital clarity. 

And there are four Casio synthesizers 

to choose from, all combining the very 

latest technology with pure simplicity — so 

you don't have to be a technical genius to 

play them. 

At an incredible price of £345 RRP, 

the CZ101 is compact enough to strut 

around with, but big on features — 49 mini 

keys, 16 pre-set voices, 16 programmable 

memories and external RAM storage 

facility. It's the first of a great range of Casio 

synthesizers. 

on 
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If you want full size keys, the CZ1000 

offers the same features in a larger format, 

for just £445 RRP. 

The CZ3000 will handle the demands 

of the most ingenious talent, 61 full size 

keys and a host of special effects. It offers 

32 pre-set voices and 32 programmable 

memories to put real synth creativity atyour 

fingertips for only £555 RRP. 

All three synth's can be expanded 

even further by adding the SZ1 4-channel 

sequencer with its on-board memory 

of 3600 events. At £295 RRP, it gives you 

practically unlimited scope. 

The practised pro will really appreciate 

the Casio CZ5000 with 61 full size keys and 

an on-board 8 track sequencer, allowing up 

to 6800 notes to be stored — i.e. full multi-

track facilities for a mere £895 RRP. 

All Casio synthesizers are also fully 

equipped with MIDI. 

If you're serious about making music, 

take yourself down to your local Casio 

stockist or clip the coupon today. 

To: Casio Electronic Co. Ltd., Keyboards 
Division, Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road, 
London NW2 7J D. Telephone: 01-450 9131. 

Please send me your free colour brochure 
featuring Casio synthesizers D List of 
Casio dealers D 
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SOFTWARE 

TRACKING 
The computers have had the potential for some time, but only now are the Atari ST 
machines receiving the software support they need to get musicians interested. One 

of the first ST music packages to appear is Pro24, a multitrack MIDI recording 
system from Steinberg Research. Simon Trask 

here's no doubt digital MIDI sequencing is 
having a profound effect on the way we record, and 
maybe even conceive our music. Nowadays it's 
possible to record extensively before even thinking 
of turning to tape, and it's a sobering thought that 
it'll soon be the physical limitations of tape that 
seem restrictive, as we judge everything against the 
capabilities of fully digital manipulation. 

But that's not to say that there aren't enduring 
features of existing tape systems which most 
sequencers aim to emulate. Music being a time-
based art, and being constructed of multiple parts 
which are ( mostly!) coincident in time, that's 
understandable. 

Steinberg Research have already made a good 
name for themselves with their Pro 16 sequencer 

for the Commodore 64 ( reviewed E&MM February 
'86), as much for its accessible design as for its 
capabilities. Their latest sequencing package, 
written for Atari's I 6- bit 520ST and 1040ST 
computers, takes full advantage of those machines' 
increased memory, increased processing power and 
user-friendly icon-driven graphics environment, 
without losing any of Pro16's accessibility in a flood 
of new features. 

Pro24 is organised in a manner more akin to tape 
than its predecessors. It retains a pattern-based 
format, but each track is organised individually 
(unlike Pro 16 and the C-Lab SuperTrack), and 
contains its own patterns rather than drawing on a 
common pool ( unlike UMI and 10 Systems). A 
pattern can last for as little as a fraction of a beat, or 
for as long as the whole track. 

So, whereas previous pattern-based sequencers 
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(Pro l6 included) haven't been kind to musicians 
who want to record lengthy single performances, 
Pro24 accommodates this approach comfortably— 
yet still functions in a ' building-block' manner. And 
as you can copy any section of a track to any position 
on another track, you can retain that one brief bu: 
brilliant idea from an otherwise uninspired 15 
minutes of keyboard doodling. 

Each track can be up to 999 bars long. That's just 
over 30 minutes-worth of 4/4 bars at 120BPM — and 
with more than 80,000 notes to get through, you're 
unlikely to run out of steam. 

Pro24 also includes a ' master track' which allows 
you to select tempi and/or time-signatures that 
control all 24 tracks, regardless of settings on those 
tracks. It's a useful means of controlling all the tracks 
simultaneously, and allows you to introduce 
multiple tempo changes. (Tempo as defined 
elsewhere applies for the duration of a track.) 

Pro24 brings software closer than ever to the 
tape- recorder analogy with its Record, Play, 
Rewind and Fast Forward controls, and Steinberg 
have given the system added flexibility with two 
speeds for both Rewind and Forward. There's also a 
return-to-zero option, which is ( as you might 
imagine) spot-on each time and virtually 
instantaneous. 

In some ways it's useful to think of a 24- track tape 
when considering the way Pro24 functions, but no 
tape can move as fast as this sequencer. And for 
those of you still in the dark, it is MIDI data, not 
audio, that's being recorded here. 

At all times, your current position is 
displayed below the controls in bar/beat/step 
format— the latter to a resolution of 96 steps per 
beat ( that's 384 steps per 4/4 bar). Once you've 
selected your chosen track, you define the start and 
end positions within which you wish to record by 
means of the left and right locators in the lower left 
area of the main screen; these are defined in the 
same bar/beat/step format mentioned above. You 
can enter values for both locators directly from the 
ST% QWERTY keyboard, or via the fader-style 
up/down bar on the right-hand side of the display 
(QWERTY is usually quicker). You then set the 
current location to the position in the left or right 
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locator by an appropriate single keypress on the 
QWERTY keyboard. Good to see Steinberg 

haven't completely foregone the keyboard option 
for the delights of mouse control. 

The top bar of the display identifies seven menus 
which can be ' pulled down' using the mouse Each 
menu offers options which, when selected ( again 
using the mouse), call up windows of various sizes. 
These windows, if you aren't already familiar with 
the Atari's graphics, are displays that partialiy 
overlay — rather than replace — the main screen. It's 
a very quick method ( all the more so because of its 
standardised access) of listing and calling up a large 
number of features without cluttering the main 
screen and having to remember a large number of 
commands. 

Beneath the top bar is a display which shows the 
status of the sequencer's 24 tracks; it's here that 
you can select individual tracks for recording and 
editing, and mute any combination of tracks. As on 
ProI6, it's also possible to solo the currently 
selected track, a feature worth its weight in gold. 

Incidentally, both Track Solo and Track Mute can 
be switched on and off while tracks are play ng; this 

causes no problems when soloing a track, but mute 
leaves any notes cha ire playing at the time hanging 
— one for the update, chaps. 

Partly because the controls are familiar ( even if 

they are implemented in software rather than as 
physical controllers), and partly because the mouse 
is so user-friendly (maybe the mouse is man's best 
friend after all), you can be recording multi:racked 
parts on Pro24 very quickly. And the on-screen 
friendliness of Pro24 — coupled with an excellent 
manual — leads you through all the sequencer's many 
facilities in a fairly painless way. 

Format " Partly because the 
controls are familiar, and 

partly because the mouse is so 
user-friendly, you can be 

recording multitracked parts 
on Pro24 very quickly." 

ach of the Steinberg's 24 tracks can be 
allocated to any one of MIDI channels 1- I 6. A spot 
of arithmetic will tell you that's fewer channels than 
tracks, which may or may not be a problem, 
depending on your requirements. 

Usefully. Pro24 allows you to select a MIDI mode 
and a note-off command for each MIDI channel; this 
can be useful for, say, putting a multi-timbral 
instrument into Mono Mode, and for minimising the 
chance of your instruments being left with hanging 
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1986 

notes when you suddenly stop playback or 
recording. 
A further window titled ' MIDI Definitions' allows 

you to choose whether a MIDI Thru facility is active 
(this allows a part being recorded to be passed on 
via MIDI Out to other instruments along with 
existing sequencer tracks), whether MIDI clocks 
are to be sent on MIDI Out, whether you want the 
MIDI clock signal to be slightly delayed ( useful for 
coping with any syncing problems which might just 

possibly occur), and whether you want patch-
change, control-change, pitch-bend or note-event 
data to be filtered on input to save memory. 

All of these MIDI settings are stored, together 
with other settings such as tempo, master track 
on/off and MIDI Thru on/off, in a setup file called 
Def.Sng — this is automatically loaded off the 
program disk each time you load the program itself. 
You can, of course, overwrite the existing file with 
your own setup data. This is a valuable feature, but it 
could usefully be extended to include initial 
instrment patches and a list of instrument/track 
allocations, specific to each song. 
When you've selectec the track on which you 

want to record, ard the position and duration of 
your recording ( default is the first 16 bars of 4/4), 

you click your mouse/pointer on the Record box. 
After a two-bar count- in ( a metronome beep 
emanates from the monitor), you're straight into 
Record. When the right locator position is reached, 
recording stops. You then have to ' rewind' in order 

to be able to play back your recording. As with tape, 
subsequent recording on other tracks is 
accompanied by existing recorded tracks, unless 
you mute them first. 

Your performances are recorded in all their 
natural glory, ie. without quantisation 
(auto-correction). However, you can quantise each 
pattern individually for playback, to any value from a 
crotchet to a 32nd-note ( including triplets). The 
Steinberg auto-corrects things in a 

'non-destructive' way, so the actual recorded data 
isn't altered. But it's also possible to make definitive 
changes in Pattern Edit mode (more on that later). 

Steinberg have included a ' Cycle' mode, which 
has nothing to do with the Tour de France, but 
constantly repeats whatever has been recorded 
between the currently-selected left and right 
locations. So now you can listen to those bum notes 
as many times as you want. 

Speaking of bum notes, it's possible to drop in on 
a track at any point by selecting Record while the 
track is playing back. But a much more precise way 
of organising drop- ins is to pre-define them, which 
is done by setting the left and right locators to the 
appropriate locations, selecting auto- record, and 
then playing back the track from any point before 
the drop- in. The sequencer automatically drops in 
and out of Record mode at the locations you've 
chosen. If you don't want to work out the drop 

points in figures, you can press selected QWERTY 
keys at the relevant points, and the sequencer will 
do the work for you. A vast improvement on 
Pro I 6's approach. 

Pro24 also includes several features which help 
you to keep track of where you are and how your 
song is shaping up. You can list the patterns in each 
one of the 24 tracks, complete with start and end 
locations for each pattern, while the aptly-named 
'Where Am l?' facility lists the patterns and their 
start/end locations across all 24 tracks at your 
current position. 
You can also call up a Track Info' box which 

overlays the 24-track display. This box allows you to 
step through all the patterns for a particular track 

Facilities" You can quantise 
each pattern individually for 
playback, and the Steinberg 
auto-corrects things in a 'non-
destructive' way, so the actual 
recorded data isn't altered." 

and set/read a number of pattern-specific 
parameters in the process. Thus you can name a 
pattern, turn it on or off, set a non-destructive 
quantise value, set a delay value (from a 64th-note 
to a minim), transpose a pattern up or down over 
four octaves, define a patch number and a MIDI 

volume level, shift velocity up or down or define a 
fixed velocity level, filter a maximum of six different 
types of MIDI information from the output, and set a 
MIDI channel split- point. Phew! 
The split- point allows MIDI note data on a single 

track to be sent on two channels: the track channel 
and any other channel selected by you. And if you 
set the split-point appropriately, you can even have 
a different MIDI channel for each pattern in a track; 
this is a useful way of re-routing individual patterns. 

Pro24 also has a number of functions designed to 
manipulate patterns and tracks, MultiCopy allows 
you to copy any section of a number of tracks to any 
position on the same or other tracks — obviously 
useful for copying a verse, say, to another position in 
your song. You can also copy any section of a single 
track to any number of other tracks, copy individual 
patterns to other tracks, erase whole tracks and 
delete any number of patterns within tracks. 
Further functions allow you to repeat, append and 
extend individual patterns. 

S0 far we've looked at what this sequencer 
can do in real time, but as you'd expect from such a > 
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package, Pro24 also allows you to work in step time 
— entering both single notes and chords as well as 
rests — and to edit your music down to very fine 
detail. 

All this takes place in something known as the 
Grid Manipulation display. Essentially, this is a list of 
15 note events per screen, with position, note, 
velocity and length displayed (and editable) for each 
event, and a two-bar grid display which graphically 
illustrates both the position and duration of each 
note as a black block. You can summon up a small 
on-screen hand to help you change the length of any 
note and to move notes around the display; more 
fun than dealing with figures. 

Other note-editing facilities allow you to 
quantise either the beginning or the end of all notes 
in a pattern, edit MIDI controller data (pitch- bend, 
modulation, volume pedal and so on), set a fixed 
length for all notes in a pattern, set a minimum and a 
maximum size for all notes, and double the speed of 
a pattern. If you OK any of these changes, they are 
irreversible. 

So, the Grid Manipulation mode gives you a very 
fine degree of editing control over your music. But 
it's not that easy to keep track of where you are, 
especially as the display is static while your music 

Conclusions "Pro24 is a well 
put-together package and takes 
full advantage of the Atari's 
graphics.. and it's flexible 
enough to let you work in the 

way you want to." 

plays. Maybe I'm old-fashioned, but I'd have 
preferred a score-based display for editing and step-
time input purposes — a kind of superior 
Scorewriter. 
The good news, though, is that Steinberg are 

already at work on an extensive score-based 
Composer package which will be compatible with 
Pro24, and release is scheduled for the end of the 
year. 

Ensuring your precious musical material is 
preserved for posterity is a simple affair: Pro24 
allows you to transfer both complete songs and 
individual patterns between computer and disk In 
the case of patterns, you can save and load a single 
pattern number as it occurs across any combination 
of tracks. You can also overwrite existing files and 
delete files, as well as catalogue a disk to find what's 
on it. 

Synchronisation (MIDI only) may be set to off, 
internal or external. Pro24 responds to MIDI song 
pointers, which means it can be integrated into a 
SMPTE-controlled tape and sequencer system — so 
long as you have an appropriate SMPTE-to-MIDI 
converter. 
34 

In addition to the composer package just 
mentioned, Steinberg are also planning a SMPTE 
reader/generator unit, to be used either in 
conjunction with Pro24 or as a stand-alone machine. 
The module will also have two MIDI Ins (with Merge 
facility) and four MIDI Outs, together with non-
MIDI sync facilities. It'll plug into the Atari's RS232 
port — so much for built-in MIDI — and is scheduled 
for release this month. 
The first update for Pro24 will include software 

allowing you access at SMPTE level — presumably 
for selecting things like autolocate points and 
SMPTE frame mode. 

ro24 can be bought separately ( if you 
already have a suitable computer), or packaged with 
an Atari 520ST or 1040ST system, direct from your 
local music shop— a sign that Atari have realised the 
importance of music in their world domination 
plans. 

Line the pockets of UK Steinberg importers 
OSC with the princely sum of £ 34.50, and you'll 
automatically receive any software updates that 
become available within a year of your purchase. 
And you won't find yourself having to send back 
existing disks. When you first buy the program you 
get a 'key' (otherwise known as a 'dongle') which 

you plug into your ST's cartridge port; this is 
effectively your sole copy of Pro24, allowing you to 
make as many backups of the program disk as you 
want. 

Drawing conclusions on Steinberg's latest 
sequencer is an easy business. Pro24 is an 
exceptionally well put-together package which 
takes full advantage of the Atari's user-friendly 
graphics, and gives you extensive control over your 
recorded music. And it's flexible enough to let you 
work with it in the way you want to. Finally, the 
prospect of the composer software and SMPTE 
reader/generator should be enough to whet the 
appetite of anybody who remains undecided. 

If you're in the market for a system as 
sophisticated as this, get down to your local music 
store immediately and ask for a demo. Afterwards, 
you'll be crying all the way to the bank. 

Prices Pro24 £250; Atari 520ST + disk drive 
£450 (TV monitoring); Atari 1040ST (disk 
drive built-in) + BIW monitor £919; Atari 
1040ST + low res colour monitor £1034; Atari 
1040ST + medium res colour monitor £1149; 
all prices include VAT 
More from OSC, 5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone 
Road, Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN. e 
(08675)5277 

For background information on the Atari ST 
and its graphics environment, see E&MM July 
'85 and January '86 
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Purchase of a 
Roland Super-JX from 

GIG SOUNDS, Catford or Streatham 
will entitle you to: 

• GIG SOUND SUPER-JX MEMBERSHIP 

• FREE follow-up workshops with Roland Product Specialists 
• Admission to concerts and promotions featuring top-line artists! 

• Super-Special Offers on accessories 
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IMMATERI 
It's Immaterial are an oasis of innovation in the desert of today's pop scene. Their two 

chart singles — 'Driving Away From Home' and `Ed's Funky Diner' — have fused unlikely 

ethnic instruments and cunning beat-box patterns with adventurous studio techniques, 

and now there's an album in the pipeline, too. Interview Tim Good ' r 

/
N ONE BRIEF, scathing, 
philosophical moment, a couple of 
t oung Liverpudlians once concluded 
t he name you choose to give a band is 
immaterial. And as It's Immaterial, 

t he same two Liverpudlians have 
proceeded to release two charting 
singles: 'Driving Away From Home' 
and 'Ed's Funky Diner' in the middle of 
1986. 
There's a little more to it than that, of 

course. Which is why 1 find myself 
sitting in a rented London flat with 
singer John James Campbell and 
musical/songwriting partner John 
Jarvis Whitehead, to talk about the 
success of their singles and a freshly 
completed album. 

'Driving Away From Home' drew on 
the skills of a human drummer in its 
whimsical, tongue-in-cheek Wild West 
treatment of taking a joyride in a car. 
The narrative-style vocal set the only 
trend that was to be continued through 
to the reissued follow-up, 'Ed's Funky 
Diner', a more conventional uptempo 
pop thrash with the electronic rigidity 
of a drum machine (more characteristic 
of the band's sound) for a backbone. 
This inconsistency turns out to be less a 
case of uncertainty, and more a 
deliberate policy of diversification, as 
Campbell is quick to assert. 

'We've purposely gone out of our 
way, each time we've written a song to 
use different rhythms, different types 
of instrumentation and different 
arrangements. We're striving to move 
into new areas and discover new things 
all the time.' 

Tentatively titled Life's Hard And 
Then You Die, the debut It's 
Immaterial LP is just completed at the 
time of our conversation, and has yet to 
see general release. Campbell, however, 
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vary wildly between the force of 'Ed's 
Funky Diner' and the soothing waltz-
time melodies of 'Lullaby'. The album 
also displays a wide variety of sounds 
and textures, and as it turns out, 
imagery plays a large part in an 
approach to songwriting which had ( it 
seemed) long fallen into disuse in pop 
circles. 

Whitehead: '1 look upon each song in 
a pictorial sense rather than a musical 
sense. We try not to get too involved in 
the musicalities of a song, and 
concentrate on the whole thing. The 
more we go on, the more we find that 
simple ideas work the best.' 

Campbell: 'We work in a reverse 
manner sometimes as well. You need an 

technician or anything. You can 
communicate with those people a lot 
better.' 

But with all this emphasis on feel and 
warmth, why place a drum machine 
alongside the glockenspiels and 
bouzukis? 
'We always had problems when there 

was a drummer in the band', explains 
Whitehead. 'The songs we wrote were 
constantly pinned down by his rock 
mentality, so we lost a lot of the 
subtleties of the rhythm. We ended up 
using drum machines because we could 
dictate exactly what accents we wanted 
and, although it sounds strange talking 
about a drum machine, what feel we 
wanted. We lost a bit of humanity, but 

"We used drum machines because we could dictate what accents we 
wanted and what feel we wanted. We lost a bit of humanity, but we 

gained on being able to structure in our own way." 
atmosphere for something so you 
search around for a sound and then 
create the part for it. It's a bit cock-eyed 
to do that, but different approaches 
supply a different feel to the track. We 
try a variety of approaches until 
something clicks.' 
To this end, Campbell and 

Whitehead have turned their 
enthusiasm for unorthodox 
instrumentation into reality on most of 
the album's tracks. 

'It's not a high-brow fascination at 
all', explains Campbell. ' It's just the 
warmth of those instruments pricks our 
ears up naturally, rather than as a 
second thought. We've been described 
as "eclectic" but it's not a deliberate 
policy. Bands that do that deliberately 
simply become interpreters of other 
people's cultures — there's none of 
themselves in the music they create.' USING A VARIETY of 

instruments inevitably involves a 
number of additional musicians, 
though the band have kept this to 
a minimum, and not just because 

it works out cheaper. 
Whitehead: 'Most of the time we try 

to get people we know involved rather 
than session musicians, though if 
there's a particular instrument or sound 
that we require and we don't know 
anybody that can help, obviously we'll 
use a session player. As long as they're 
competent, they don't have to be a great 

we gained on being able to structure in 
the way we wanted. 

'You can't stop anybody putting their 
own inflections into a piece. If you are 
going to stop them, you have to be quite 
strict and then you find you're no 
longer looking for a drummer. 

'But we don't just use a drum box 
rhythm and nothing else. The more you 
add to a rhythm with natural 
instruments, the more idiosyncracies it 
has — it seems to warm up somehow. 
The rhythm a lot of groups create with 
drum machines is very loud and brash. 
You'd never approach drums in that 
manner at all. A drum machine is there 
to supply a rhythm with any 
colouration you put on top of it.' 
And despite advances in digital 

technology, it's an old analogue 
machine, the Roland TR808, that's 
proved to be the beat box best-suited to 
the construction of Immaterial 
rhythms. 

'It's a wonderful machine', affirms 
Whitehead. 'I don't know why, but 
there's something unique about it. We 
bought a TR707 first and when we used 
that we were really disappointed — it 
sounded so mechanical, so black and 
white. The 808 seems to have rounded 
edges. It doesn't seem to have attempted 
to sound like a drum at all. It's got its 
own character.' 

Campbell picks up the story: ' I don't 
think the 707's versatile enough. When 
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"We've used backing tapes but we don't see them as a great solution. 
It's not very fulfilling to play live with a backing tape; the more you do 

live, the better it gets." 

you get something like the 808, all that 
machine is there for is to allow you to 
construct a rhythm with fairly abstract 
sounds. If you use digital samples, you 
tend to construct rock rhythms because 
the sounds that are sampled are all rock 
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sounds. It's taken for granted that 
everybody who uses that machine 
wants rock rhythms.' 

Whitehead: 'The TR727 sounds 
more interesting, but lean't understand 
why Roland made both the 707 and 

727. The 808 is a mixture of both — you 
can have a little bit of percussion and a 
bit of drums. With the 727 you have to 
fork out another £500 if you want the 
Latin sounds. It seems mad.' 
But even the TR808 can't provide all 

the answers, all the time. 
Campbell: 'We haven't used entirely 

808 sounds in the studio. We've used a 
live drummer and sampled snare and 
bass drum in places. It's a real drummer 
on 'Driving Away From Home', not a 
drum machine. We sampled sounds and 
substituted them for the TR808 
sounds. That's probably the best use of 
sampling that we've come across. In 
some cases we've just sampled into an 
Emulator and played the rhythm on 
that to get the feel back.' INITIALLY, CAMPBELL AND 
WHITEHEAD had intended to 
make use of said Emulator in lieu of 
sundry instruments they were either 
unable to play or get their hands on. 

But as Campbell explains, current 
sampling technology has proved 
something of a disappointment in the 
recording studio... 

'From the technical point of view the 
samplers are very impressive, but they 
lack a tremendous amount of feel and 
they're instantly recognisable in a 
recording. 

'Because there are only two of us in 
the group, samplers are going to be more 
handy for the live aspect. We're going 
to sample some of the sounds we've 
recorded in the studio by getting in 
session musicians so that way we can 
recreate them live. 

'But we really prefer natural 
instruments to sampling because you 
can get the performance across. You 
can contain a sound in a synthesiser, 
but they're not really very expressive. 

`Personally I've always had this 
attitude to any new development. It's 
not a Luddite attitude, it's just that 1 
really like the performance and the 
warmth of an acoustic instrument. 
We're just trying to come to terms with 
the technology which is around.' 
And come to terms with it they will, 

especially seeing as, in the past, the only 
practical solution to the problems 
presented by the live stage has been the 
use of a tape machine. 

Whitehead: 'We've used backing 
tapes in the past but we don't see them 
as a great solution. It's not very 
fulfilling to play live with a backing 
tape; the more things you leave off tape 
and the more you do live the better it 
gets.' - 

But back to recording, and Life's 
Hard... The album began life as a 
conventional eight-track demo, 
recorded at home in Liverpool. But 
rather than begin afresh in a London 
24-track studio, Campbell and 
Whitehead made use of a sync track II> 
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10. they'd included in their initial efforts. 
We did the demos with a Roland 

sync code from the TR808 on one of 
the tracks, then transferred all that to 
the 24-track', explains Campbell. `That 
was solely to get round the problem of 
not having a band. We wanted to get off 
to a good start, and that way we could 
put a guide track down, and then add 
and correct parts. 

`In many cases the rhythm part of a 
track would be totally overwritten, 
though some of the parts we used for 
four-track demos in Liverpool have 
ended up being used in the final 
recording. They'd been through about 
three generations of tape by the time 
they were used, but sometimes you do 
capture moments that you can't readily 
reproduce. It's worth the degeneration 
just to have that.' 

Whitehead: 'In a 24-track studio it 
seems like such a big thing to put the 
first brush stroke on a blank canvas. If 
you've got something going that's 
dictating the tempo and the 
arrangement, a few things are already 
38 

starting to happen, and you've got 
something to interact with 
immediately. 
`We also used a Walkman for some of 

the vocals, just for little bits of 
atmosphere. It doesn't matter about the 
syncing for that — it's hit or miss. You 
switch on and hope it just locks in, and 
it's surprising how many times that 
actually works.' 

B
UT IT'S NO USE WRITING a 
melody to complement a chord 
sequence if it's a beat late when 
you spin it in from a cassette 
machine. Or at least, that would be 

a problem if Campbell and Whitehead 
hadn't evolved another individual 
studio technique. The singer 
elaborates. 
'We have a fascination with vocal 

narrative, rather than melody. With 
narrative you're not constrained by 
limitations such as rhyme, so you can 
actually tell a story... We slipped into it 
so we had more room to construct a 
story and put our personality over. On 
some of the songs the lyric is more 

important than others — on the spoken 
ones it's quite important. It's not like 
anyone preaching at you — it's more like 
having a conversation that's quite 
intimate. 
'A lot of the things that have 

happened have been asides whilst 
recording the vocal: once you get into 
the feel of the performance quite 
automatically, things spring off the top 
of your head and, because they're not 
premeditated, in many cases they 
encompass everything you're trying to 
say. We try to get really involved in 
what we're doing so that we're soaked 
in it, so that you can suddenly spring off 
at a tangent that you weren't even 
aware of yourself, but which makes 
sense. It's more honest and direct than a 
premeditated vocal.' 

Whitehead: `The LP's full of happy 
accidents. If you don't know what key 
you're in or what notes you're supposed 
to play, that's often better. You often 
stumble across things that if you'd had 
time to think about them and work 
them out you'd have played something 
completely different. Playing 
something by ear is so simple and 
direct.' 
The results of all this philosophy are 

some quite unlikely pop songs. And as 
pop songs mean promotional videos, the 
video for 'Ed's Funky Diner' follows 
the same individual trains of thought as 
its musical parent — disjointed edits and 
visions of surreal characters at home in 
a bizarre bar-room setting. 

'It is related to the song', Campbell 
insists. 'There's a surreal element to the 
song because of its roots. It was written 
about a sculpture by Edward Kleinholz 
called 'The Beanery', and the lyric 
evolved around the imagery of this bar 
full of strange people. There are a lot of 
images that you remember — like odd 
headlines in a newspaper — and the 
images are these just tumbling off the 
top of your head again. We didn't 
structure it any more than that. The 
lyrieis just food for thought based on 
the idea of the surreal images of the 
sculpture. 

'I think there was always a disturbing 
element in the song. What we've done is 
quite mad instrumentally and vocally: 
once the song starts it rushes through to 
the end, so we had chorus sections 
where it becomes more ethereal, and 
the video became more dreamy. It was 
so that you could stand back from what 
was going on and try to understand it 
before you're sucked in again by the 
next verse. We try to do that with a lot 
of our songs: to have a very erratic 
phase and then a floater so that you get a 
harsh contrast between one section and 
another. 

'The verses are where you can detach 
yourself and the listener from what's 
going on, and have a bit of a rest before 
you tax yourself again. We've done that 
quite a lot: verses that are quite 
disjointed or have a certain atmosphere 
about them, and then a vision that 
becomes quite clear in the chorus.' 
Throughout our conversation, the 

television has been pouring silent 
images into the room. A curious 
sculpture appears on the screen, and is 
instantly identified by Campbell as 
being Henry Moore's 'Knife Edge'. A 
thoughtful silence ensues — inspiration 
for another song? 
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THE STORY CONTINUES... 
MIDIFEX HAS ARRIVED! 

The Next Step in Creative Sound is Here! £395 inc. VAT 
Only a few months after the sensational 
MIDIVERB revo.utionised low-cosi stereo 
digital reverberation, Alesis bring you MIDIFEX, 
an equally high quality signal processor that 
will enhance your sound even fu-lher. 

Multiple effects processing has always been 
a trademark of the world's top recording 
engineers who, through the technique of 
chaining several different processors 
together, produce some of the most stunning 
effects to be heard on record toaay. 

Now Alesis have captured 63 such polished 
effects in one stereo unit and offer you the 
ability to control them at the toucn of a buttol 
or via MIDI. Just dial up one of the programs 
and let the unique Alesis software generate 
the effect you've chosen. VOL can select Irom 
21 different echces with short, medium or long 
repeat times and varying amourts cf low 
high or bond pass fihering. There are 15 multi-
tap delay effects with stereo panning of the 

sound, regereration programs and 
slap-back echoes. If yoJ need a lit-le stereo 
entrancement on a vocal, a reverse effect on 
toms or classic gated reverb on a snare, 
MIDIFEX has i- all. 

And to add spice to your m.x, we've c •eated 
some very different and special programs to 
capture VOJf imagination. Reverb Blcom and 
Multi-tap Reverse Pan are just two amazing 
effects which nave just got `,o be heard! 

The perfect compliment to the MIDIFEX is of 
course the .ndustry standard MIDIVERB with its 
63 different stereo reverb programs, including 
reverse gated reverb. What's more, the Alesis 
MOIVERB is probably one of the most usable 
and bes- sounding stereo digital reverbs. 

Available Now! 

Rack-mount 19-inch adaptor for housing the 
MIDIFEX and MIDIVERB- only £ 9.95 inc VAT. 

SOUND TECHNOLOGY 
6 LETCPWOZTH BUSINESS CENTRE, A:IENUE ONE, LETCHWORTH, HEZTFORDSHIRE SG6 2HR. TEL. )462 675675. TELEX 826967. 



Exciting new 
features include:-

- Polyphonic Digital 
Synthesizer with 
analogue filter 

32 Sampled Digital 
Waveforms per oscillator 

a Free Programmable Waveform 

* 50 Internal Preset sounds 

* 50 Additional Preset Sounds 
per cartridge 

* Link function for 31 Preset 
Sounds 

Touch Sensitive 

o After Touch 

MIDI - Polymode 

• MIDI - exclusive: transmission of 
sound and MIDI information 

* 7 different forms of stereo chorus 

See also, direct from the British Music Fair, Olympia. The Stars of 
the show — the new K3 Synthesizer Module, R100 Drum Machine, 
MIDI Master Keyboard Controller as well as the P308M MID' 
Electric Piano 

The music 
starts 
HERE 

SEE AND HEAR THE 
NEW KAWAI POLYPHONIC 
SYNTIIESIZERS AND MID 
ELECTRIC PIANOS ON 
STANDS 246 AND 2-70 

KAWAI (U.K.) LTD. 
Woodland Point, Wootton Mount, 
Bournemouth, BH1 1PJ 
Tel.: (0202) 296629 



HISTORY 

FUTURE 

Kaleidophon Studios is more than just a recording facility 

with some synthesisers in it. It's been the sound laboratory 

of one of Britain's best-known experimental composers, 

David Vorhaus, for the last 1 7 years. Report Simon Trash 

Photography Matthew Vosburgh 

I
N A TOP-FLOOR FLAT in 
London's Camden Town, sits a 
synthesiser composer who recorded 
some of the most influential 
electronic music albums ever made; 

who bought the first VCS3, the first 
Prophet 5 and the first Fairlight; and 
whose recording studio — Kaleidophon 
— has been a source of consistent 
musical and technological innovation 
for 17 years. 
The composer's name is David 

Vorhaus, and if it isn't instantly 
familiar, it should be. Because in 
addition to all the above, his extensive 
technical knowledge has enabled him to 
design and build some unique devices, 
including the Kaleidophon controller, 
the Maniac sequencer and numerous 
electronic 'modules' that were way, 
way ahead of their time. And even 
today, his wealth of experience puts 
him in the rare position to comment 
objectively on the progress of musical 
technology so far, and on where current 
trends might be leading us. 

Yet he is decidedly unsentimental 
about past synthetic glories, and 
instruments have come and gone from 
Kaleidophon over the years. The 
current equipment setup is modest 
compared to that of a well-equipped, 
modern keyboard-based studio, but 
underlying this situation is a 
philosophy Vorhaus stoutly defends. 
At one point in our talk, Vorhaus 

mentions he is thinking of calling his 
next album 'History of the Future' 
because 'it describes quite well the way 
1 work'. 

This, ldecide, will be no ordinary 
studio report. 

Early on in David Vorhaus' career, it 
didn't seem that music was destined to 
be his means of earning a living; 
although he played double bass in the 
London Schools Symphony Orchestra, 
his real ambition was to be a physicist. 
He went on to study physics and 
psychology at Aberdeen University, 
and then moved to London to study for 
a postgrad degree in electronics, 
'attempting to keep out of the big bad 
world of nine-to-five jobs'. 

It was while studying for this degree, 
in early 1968, that Vorhaus attended a 
talk at Morley College which changed 
his life. The subject was electronic 
music techniques, and the talk was 
given by Brian Hodgson and Delia 
Derbyshire of the BBC Radiophonic 
Workshop. 

'You have to bear in mind that 
nobody knew about such things at that 
time, including me', Vorhaus admits. ' I 
had no idea about tape editing and stuff 
like that. This was long before the 
synthesiser was invented, and the way 
it was done was by splicing bits of tape 
together. Brian and Delia explained 
how it was done.' 
Hodgson and Derbyshire were two 

thirds of a group called Unit Delta Plus, 
the remaining member being Peter 
Zinovieff of subsequent EMS and 
VCS3 fame. The group split three days 
after the Morley College talk, and 
Vorhaus joined forces with Hodgson lb. 
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b. and Derbyshire shortly afterwards. 
Kaleidophon Studios began in 1968, 

with a commission to set up `a modest 
electronic music studio complete with 
mixing facilities' for an electronic 
music composer who was writing music 
for a film called Oedipus. 

`I remember we went out and bought 
all the equipment one day, wired it up 
the next, and then started work the day 
after', says Vorhaus. 

This was in the aforementioned 
composer's Chelsea flat, but the studio 
subsequently transferred to Vorhaus' 
bedsit 'where some horrendous things 
happened'. 
'We were working on a Ballet 

Rambert score which was very 
experimental for its time. We had some 
actresses from the Royal Shakespeare 
Company screaming, laughing and 
telling spontaneous stories of their first 
sexual experiences. We mixed these 
things and cut them all up — the tapes, 
not the girls. But it did sound like we 
were doing horrible things to the girls. 
We were playing these tapes at three in 
the morning, and suddenly the police 
were banging at the door and smashed 
their way in.' 
A neighbour had phoned the police to 

say a girl was being raped. 
Matters didn't improve when the 

landlady arrived and saw the state of her 
bedsit (Vorhaus was also building a 
mixing desk there at the time), and 
when two neighbours died within the 
following week ('one was very old and 
the other had cancer', Vorhaus insists), 
the intrepid experimenters were given 
48 hours to quit. And you thought you 
suffered for your art... 

V
ORHAUS AND HIS 
COLLEAGUES then chanced 
upon that top-floor location in 
Camden Town, and Kaleidophon 
Studios (together with Vorhaus) 

has been there ever since. Another 
stroke of good fortune came in the form 
of £3000 from Island Records' Chris 
Blackwell, who had heard some of their 
music and wanted them to make an 
album. 

'The money financed building my 
first mixing desk and purchasing 
further Revoxes. The way 
multitracking was done was with four 
Revoxes in a row, each stereo and all 
locked together with one remote 
switch. That way we had four two-
track tapes running together as an 
eight-track. Sometimes we'd even have 
a Brennel making 10 tracks, and an 
Akai making 12 tracks. It all worked 
fine and was the only thing that existed 
then, so we didn't complain that we had 
to rewind four or five machines 
separately and set them up each time.' 
The resulting album was White 

Noise I — Island's longest-selling 
record, according to Vorhaus. After a 
rather slow start, the record has sold 
over a quarter of a million copies, and is 
still bringing its composer healthy 
royalty cheques. Vorhaus also reckons 
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it should have a place in the Guinness 
Book of Records as the album with the 
most tape edits. 

'It still sounds quite fresh', he says, 
'because very few of the sounds have 
been made since — unique devices, 
special frequency shifters and feedback 
loops, and a lot of concrète sounds. 
Actually, a lot of it could be done with 
sampling machines. People think that 
sampling is something new, but we were 
using sampling machines in 1968. We 
had a machine which would sample for 
90 minutes with very good signal-to-
noise. It was called a tape recorder.' 

Vorhaus is the first to contrast the 
healthy sales of White Noise I with the 
much shorter lifespan of its successor, 
White Noise 2 — Concerto for 
Synthesiser, which sold 30,000 copies 
in its first week of release, yet was 
deleted a couple of years later. It was 
the first synthesiser album available in 
Europe (being recorded primarily on 
two VCS3s), and as such generated a 
great deal of interest. But then 
synthesiser albums became more 
common, new synthesisers came along, 
and the VCS3 (and White Noise 2 with 
it) began to sound painfully dated. 
Hanging from one wall of Vorhaus' 

studio are two VCS3s. The composer 
points to one of them. 'That was the 
very first synthesiser in Europe, the 
001 VCS3, made in '72. It was all 
assembled on veroboards by David 
Cockerell's lillywhite hands. Every 
single component was hand-tested, and 
it's never gone wrong. The other one is 
off the production line. For a long time 
they were the only synthesisers in 
Europe.' 

Yet far from being a techno-freak 
eagerly lapping up every 'innovation' 
the music industry can churn out, 
Vorhaus is a cautious man who remains 
adamant that only the big steps in 
technology are really important. And 
it's this attitude, strangely enough, 
that's kept him ahead of the pack while 
his contemporaries have been 
preoccupied with other, less significant 
developments. 

'The big steps were the tape recorder, 
then the VCS3 which was monophonic 
and not programmable, then the 
Prophet 5 which was polyphonic and 
programmable, and then of course the 
Fairlight. Really, everything else that 
came out at each stage was essentially 
the same. It doesn't matter whether 
you're talking about Prophet, 
Oberheim or the Polymoog. 

'I only do a solo album once every 
five years, which isn't a case of laziness. 
The idea of doing them is that when 
there's a change in technology, I'll 
explore the new technology through 
doing an album.' 

Thus, while the first Vorhaus album 
explored tape manipulation and the 
second album explored the VCS3, 
White Noise 3 tackled the Prophet 5, 
with some Fairlight on one track. A 
subsequent album of library music was 
recorded solely on the Fairlight. 

'The only way to discover how to 
really use something like the Fairlight', 

Vorhaus says, ' is to do a whole album 
on it. You need time to discover what 
such an instrument is really good for, as 
opposed to just using it to create poor 
synthetic imitations of existing acoustic 
music. Working on a session, where 
you've got perhaps three days to come 
up with a specific result, you just can't 
do that.' 

A
CQUIRING THE LATEST 
SYNTH technology hasn't 
always been an easy process for 
Vorhaus, but when you've got to 
have it, there's always a way... 

'I remember we had a rush-job 
commission from a Japanese record 
company to do an electronic version of 
Superman. They were going to pay us 
£4000 a week to do it. We really needed 
a polyphonic programmable 
synthesiser, and it so happened that the 
Prophet 5 had just come out, so we 
decided to go for it. Literally a week's 
work would pay for it.' 

Trouble was, there was only one 
Prophet in the UK at the time, not to 
mention a six-month waiting list. But 
after some creative queue-jumping 
(over which we'll draw a discreet veil), 
Vorhaus had in his possession the very 
first Prophet 5-in the country. 

'The Prophet allowed us to do in a 
day what would otherwise have taken 
us two weeks', he recalls. 'The VCS3 
was monophonic, so to create chords 
you needed several tracks. And to get 
the sounds (which of course weren't 
storable) just right, you needed to make 
really critical fine adjustments. Once 
you'd got the sound just right on the 
Prophet, you could store it in memory 
for instant recall. I think that advantage 
applies even more to the DX7. Thank 
God for presets there — goodness knows 
what state we'd be in otherwise.' 

Vorhaus came into contact with the 
Fairlight through meeting the 
company's Peter Vogel at an Ars 
Electronica electronic music festival in 
Linz, Austria. Vorhaus was 
demonstrating his Kaleidophon 
controller and Vogel was 
demonstrating the Fairlight. The two of 
them ended up as joint winners, 
Vorhaus because the Kaleidophon was 
a new means of controlling sound, 
Vogel because the Fairlight was a new 
means of generating it. 

Yet curiously, it was also at this time 
that Vorhaus decided his instrument-
designing days were over. 

`Up 'til then I'd spent half of my life 
designing equipment and the other half 
making music, but after I'd met Peter I 
felt that from then on, he could do all 
the designing while I could spend half 
my life making music and the other half 
on holiday in Australia! 

'...1 guess 1 developed the 
Kaleidophon because I wanted to play 
like a bass player, but with electronic 
sounds — essentially it's an electronic 
string bass for controlling CV 
synthesisers. 

'I never really liked keyboards. 1 use le' 
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THIS IS NOT THE END 
OF THE GUITAR... 



The electric guitar hasn't changed 
much since the 50's. Music has. 

Synthesizers and digital technology 
have revolutionized popular music 
with the result that guitarists have to 
some extent been left behind. Quite 
a few have taken to the keyboard 
synthesizer only to sound like every 
other guitarist turned synth player. 

Guitar synthesizers have been 
around for a while but they have 
been shunned by guitarists because 
they are basically keyboard 

synthesizers you can plug a guitar 
into. 
No one has built a 

guitar-dedicated system. 
Until now. 
The STE PP DGI is the first digital 

guitar designed totally and solely for 
the guitarist — the only other thing 
you need to plug into is your amp or 
mixing desk. It comes as a complete 
unit, giving you the control essential 
for dramatic guitar performance. 
And it speaks your language. 

Previously so called guitar 
synthesizers and MIDI guitars failed 
because they were locked into a 
keyboard language far too limiting 
for the enormous range of 
expression and subtlety of the guitar. 

The DGI is capable of instantly 
analysing every chord, solo or strum, 
and via its dedicated synthesizer 
section can translate every nuance 
into a whole new palette of sounds. 
These can be stored in 100 memory 
locatrons on the guitar itself. 
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THIS IS JUST THE BEGINNING 

In addition every new guitar sound 
can be modelled in performance by 
the way you play. 

STEPP'S unique open architecture 
and active performance software 
(APS) allows parameters to be 
routed to real-time' controls such as 
the wang bar, frets or strum area. 

To take one example you can 
wang volume, bend resonance and 
strum filter cut-off, or just stick to the 
traditional parameters such as 
bending pitch. 

h short it's the most expressive 
guitar ever developed. 
And with MIDI- IN you can use a 

sequencer to record and playback 
your last solo or play bass while 
playing rhythm and drums. 

All on one guitar. 
The STEPP DGI is a very 

ji sophisticated instrument 

harnessing the very latest in 16 bit 
microprocessor technology. 

But happily it is technology that 
doesn't herald the end of the guitar. 

Just a new beginning. 
Call or write for a brochure: 

STEPP Ltd 3 Pr imrose Mews. Sharpleshall Street. 
LONDON NW I 8YL. Telex: 267002 STEPP G. 
Telephone: 01 - 722 5448 ( 24hr) 

THE STEPP DGI 
YOU'RE A GUITARIST - SO PLAY THE GUITAR 



the keyboard like an 88-note calculator 
to figure out harmony and stuff. 
Unfortunately, when synthesisers first 
came along they were all controlled by a 
keyboard, but in fact the keyboard is a 
silly mistake. It's brilliant for playing 
chords but not good for much else, and 
adding thumb wheels and so forth 
hasn't really helped. 
'On the Kaleidophon, the strings are 

elastic on one side and conductor on the 
other, and where you hit the string 
defines the pitch in voltage terms. It's a 
three-layered device dynamically, so 
the harder you hit the string, the louder 
or brighter the sound. You can slide 
around on the strings and do things to 
notes that you can't do with a keyboard. 

'The Kaleidophon definitely has a 
soul. I think the reason why electronic 
music has so often been called sterile 
isn't because it's electronic, but more 
because it's played on a keyboard. The 
guitar and the saxophone also have 
more soul than a keyboard.' 

Vorhaus' other (in)famous 
invention, the Maniac sequencer, came 
into being because 'although the Moog 
voltage-controlled sequencer had just 
come out, it could only play a 16-note 
riff. There was no pitch correction, and 
all the notes were the same length. 
What's more, it cost £3-4000, which 
seemed overpriced. 1 felt 1 could make 
something for an awful lot less, and why 

T
HIS TURNS OUT TO BE an 
area Vorhaus is paying a lot of 
attention to in his new-found role 
as a 'prophet' for Akai. Vorhaus 
landed the job through David 

Cockerel', inventor of the VCS3 and 
currently a designer for Akai (the S900 
is his work), but what does it actually 
entail? 

'I'm looking at equipment of the 
future — not next year's model, but the 
sort of thing that might be around in 5-
10 years' time. What will musicians 
want then? I guess my role with Akai is 
to say what's wanted from the 
musicians' point of view, at the same 
time with enough electronic knowledge 
to see what's feasible and how it might 
be done. 

'I think what's very relevant is how 
we will think things up. Now we have 
many programs that will score your 
music for you as you play it, and then 
play it back for you, but there's nothing 
that actually helps you with any aspect 
of composition. For instance, imagine 
that you could enter the parameters you 
want for a particular part — a funky 
bassline, say — and then get the 
computer to run through perhaps 
hundreds of results. Maybe number 33 
is just brilliant— Stevie Wonder! 
That'll be the way. 

'It's all a matter of getting the 
parameters right, but once you've done 

"People talk about there being nothing like that old Minimoog bass 
sound. That's crap because almost anything can do it — what's special is 

our memory of the sound." 

not make a whole group of them that 
could interact? You could have, say, 
one 64-note sequence or four 16-note 
sequences, or any other combination. 
And why not have one sequence 
controlling another through adding and 
subtracting voltages? Everything was 
voltage-controlled, then, and there are 
still advantages to voltage control. And 
why not be able to mix sequences of 
different lengths?' 

Maniac's front panel has switches for 
each note, allowing you to switch notes 
in and out as a sequence plays. Pitch 
and duration of each note are entered 
from the front panel, and you can 'play' 
the sequencer in real time. There's even 
a feature delightfully labelled 'Time 
Warp Navigator', which allows 
Maniac to keep playing in a steady time 
— 4/4, say — even when you're switching 
notes in and out, by adjusting the 
durations of existing notes. As a last 
point of interest, you can also set the 
sequencer to improvise... 

'It's a brilliant way of discovering 
good lines', says Vorhaus. 'And it's not 
completely random because you put in 
an underlying set of parameters. The 
beauty of Maniac is that it will run 
through all the possibilities, and your 
job as a composer is to sit there and 
select what is particularly good. You 
can end up taking a minute to discover 
what might otherwise have taken you 
days.' 
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that, you can come up with the kind of 
thing you're looking for pretty well 
straight away. What is rather 
frightening is that once you've come up 
with one result, you can churn out 20 
more in another 20 minutes.' 

Something else that frightens 
Vorhaus is the wealth of sounds 
available to musicians nowadays. Far 
from revelling in the prospect of having 
such a huge library of material at his 
disposal, this particular 'prophet' isn't 
so sure it's a good thing to have at all. 

'In classical times there were only 
about 12 different instruments, and 
only a limited number of people who 
had acquired a tremendous amount of 
skill could put these instruments 
together successfully. Nowadays 
there's virtually an infinite number of 
sounds, and the problem is that you 
can't keep them all in mind. It's hard 
enough to know what instrument to 
use, let alone which samples. 

'I found this with the Fairlight, 
which is a microcosm of the whole 
situation: the library just grows and 
grows until you're using one per cent of 
it. That's not because all the other 
sounds are no good, but because of our 
mental limitations. With the DX7 I've 
gone through just about every available 
sound library and picked out maybe one 

per cent of the sounds. Then I've 
compared them and cut the number 

down further, and ended up with about 
150 sounds which really are good. 
'When manufacturers say something 

like "the only limit is your 
imagination", it's a nice phrase to sell 
something, but in practice such ability 
can be a big disadvantage. I'm trying to 
cut down on my sound library, to keep 
it as small as possible. If you know how 
to use a few sounds inside out, it's much 
faster than having dozens of sounds and 
not knowing how to get easily to the 
ones you need. 

'Of course you can already get lists of 
sounds, and ask for a sound by name, 
but I'm talking about being able to ask 
for sounds which will work within the 
context of a particular piece of music. 
That's quite difficult, but there's got to 
be a way of using computers, which are 
great sorting devices, to help choose and 
locate the kind of sounds you want.' 

Vorhaus is keen to keep 
Kaleidophon's instrument list down to 
a minimum, too. 

'In a way my philosophy is the 
opposite of the big studios. I was in a 
£700-per-hour studio the other day 
putting a video together. Their 
philosophy is that if anything exists, 
then they should have it in case the 
client wants it. My philosophy is that if 
one thing will do the trick perfectly, 
then why use other things as well? I'd 
rather go for the minimum number of 
synthesisers I can have, as long as lcan 
make any sound 1 need — the idea isn't 
to have a showroom. 

'But video studios are expensive. The 
basic rate is £240 an hour, then there's 
a further £200 an hour for additional 
digital effects, then another £200 an 
hour for Quantel. 1 thought 1 was 
expensive, charging £45 an hour! 

'I want to lock my 24-track to 
picture, and there are some packages 
coming out now for around £2000 that 
I'll be looking into. When I have that 
sorted out I'll be able to do 24-track 
mixing to video, and be able to offer all 
the facilities of the Fairlight and the 
other instruments; there aren't many 
places that can offer all that.' 
Not surprisingly, Vorhaus' array of 

instruments has been carefully chosen 
to give him a broad range of sound 
possibilities. 
'What was new about the PPG Wave 

was that you could store sounds 
digitally and then treat them in an 
analogue fashion. That type of control 
was what 1 missed on the Fairlight; 
analogues aren't dead just because 
Fairlights come along. In fact, in one 
instrument (the Wave) you had more of 
everything you couldn't do on a 
Fairlight than anything else. But I 
didn't bother with the Waveterm; it 
certainly doesn't have anything to add 
to what I've got here.' 

Ever keen to make use of the 
strongest points of an instrument, 
Vorhaus uses the Greengate DS3 
sampler as a sampling drum machine, 
leaving the Fairlight free to handle 'big 
fat' sounds. The DS3's shared sample 
memory makes it handy for storing a lot 
of short ( ie. percussive) sounds, 
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whereas the individual sample 
memories of the Fairlight mean that 
percussive samples don't make the most 
efficient use of the instrument. 

'I was actually thinking of getting a 
drum machine, but then 1 came across 
the DS3, which is a million times better 
because you can make any drum sounds 
you like, along with any other sounds. 
It's a bit like having another Fairlight 
just for drums. For composing it's nice 
to have the drums there to help you 
figure things out as you go along, before 
committing yourself to tape.' 
As for that Prophet 5, it eventually 

went to a friend who was setting up a 
studio in Korea. 

'A lot of my past instruments have 
gone off to various well-intentioned 
friends. Now the Wave will do what the 
Prophet 5 could do; it's just that when 
the Prophet first came out it was head 
and shoulders above everything else. 

'I'm cautious about getting the Series 
III Fairlight. There's still an enormous 
amount of software to be finished — 
MCL, for instance. So right now, the Il 
is more powerful than the 111. The main 
advantage that the new Fairlight has at 
present is the bigger and clearer 16-bit 
samples, but I can get a clean sample out 
of the Akai S700 which is 12-bit, and 
then 1 might get the new Greengate 
DS4 which is 16-bit. It's more the 
control of MCL that 1 look for. 
Hopefully by the end of the year 
Fairlight will have everything done, so 
there'll be the 80-track sequencer 
which will be great, with its ability to 
control everything via MIDI. 

'I'll wait 'til the end of the year before 
deciding. There are so many new things 
coining out that it's not a bad idea to 
wait and see what can be put together. 

'The way we remember instruments 
and their sounds is interesting', the 
composer muses. 'People often talk 
about there being nothing like that 
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Minimoog bass sound. That's a lot of 
crap, because almost anything will do it. 
What is special is our memory of the 
sound; when people first heard 
Minimoogs they were so amazed 
because they'd never heard anything 
like it before. What we want to do is 
recapture the memory of that 
experience, not the actual sound.' 

But away from sound-generating 
machines, Vorhaus has also invested in 
a Steinberg Pro 16 MIDI sequencer for 
the Commodore 64, and sees no 
incongruity in having both a Fairlight 
and Pro16. It seems the sequencers at 
his disposal (Pro16, Page R and MCL) 
are each suited to different musical 
approaches. 

'It just seemed well worth getting 
into instruments other than the 
Fairlight, and getting into other ways of 
playing. The Steinberg has a lot of 
limitations, and it can only do fairly 
simple kinds of music, but it's 
incredibly fast at doing them — even 
faster than the Fairlight. And of course 
it's polyphonic on each track, which the 
Fairlight's Page R isn't, and you've got 
command of far more voices from the 
Steinberg.' 
Vorhaus uses Pro 16 to control a 

DX7, a TX7 and the DS3. The 
Fairlight isn't MID1'd, and its owner 
asserts he hasn't found an instance 
where he wished it was. 
Now he's looking into the possibility 

of expanding his MIDI sequencer setup 
with C-Lab's SuperTrack, and software 
for both the Atari ST and the 
Macintosh. 

'The trouble is I'm so busy at the 
moment, and a sequencer isn't like an 
instrument or a piece of outboard gear, 
which you can get used to pretty 
quickly. You've got to spend some time 
getting familiar with each new 
sequencing program. 

'Having said that, it's useful to be 

able to offer a variety of sequencers that 
people are also using at home. For the 
first time, we're talking about the 
possibility of someone doing up to 95% 
of their work before coming into the 
studio. They can then take advantage of 
all the instruments and effects, having 
already prepared their music. That way, 
a lot more people will be able to afford to 
use a studio, and that can only be good 
for encouraging new talent.' 
To explain Vorhaus' earlier 

comment about lack of time: most of his 
working hours are currently spent 
working on film, TV and library music. 

`Commercials are getting more 
interesting now, though they were a 
dirty word once. Sponsorship in general 
seems to be what's going to happen 
within the capitalist system, whether 
we like it or not. Unfortunately, the 
best sounds are going to be on 
commercials because that's where the 
money is — that's where people are 
willing to spend the time and the money 
to get it right.' 

Recent work outside the commercial 
field has included the music for a new 
Channel 4 series called Equinox, a 
video arts programme Ghosts in the 
Machine, and a programme on jazz 
musicians entitled Individual Voices. 

Vorhaus' entrée into the world of 
library music came as a result of a BBC 
programme on the history of electronic 
music called The New Sound of Music. 
In it, he demonstrated the Maniac and 
the Kaleidophon, and played some of 
the music he was working on. After the 
programme was screened, Vorhaus got 
a phone call from Peter Cox, head of 
KPM, who said he should be doing film 
music. 
Cox gave Vorhaus a detailed brief on 

what he wanted, and Vorhaus came up 
with all the tracks plus one more; the 
extra track went on to make more 
money than all the others put together, 
and Vorhaus has now been given carte 
blanche to do what he wants. Whatever 
he records, KPM will release it. Now 
that's what 1 call an enviable position— 
even if David Vorhaus has done more 
than enough to deserve it. • 

Selected discography 
White Noise I (Island 1969) 
qhite Noise 2 — Concerto for Synthesiser 
(Virgin 1974) 
White Noise 3 — Re-Entry (1979) 

Instruments 
Fairlight Series II, PPG Wave 2 .2, Yamaha 
DX7 and TX7, Greengate DS3, EMS 
VCS3 X2, Kaleidophon, Maniac sequen-
cer, Steinberg Prol6 MIDI sequencer 

Outboard 
Yamaha SPX90, Yamaha REV!, Rebis 
parametric EQ, custom-designed delays, 
flangers etc 

Recording 
Sounckraft 24-track, AHB CMC32 32:24:2 
console 
Rate £45 per hour including VAT 
Contact e 01-485 6464 
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TURNTABLE 
tech 
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No area of modern pop makes more inventive use of technology than hip hop, the street 

music of the eighties. At Wembley Arena this summer, the biggest names in the business 

gathered for Britain's first major live hip hop event. The beat went on and on. 

Report Simon Trask Photography Matthew V osburgh 

A
T A TIME when real 
experiments in popular music 
are few and far between, hip 
hop is one area where there is 
ceaseless experimentation and 

a genuine sense of excitement. It has 
an urgency and a topicality, and a 
sheer speed of invention, which 
makes it truly the music of the 
eighties. Tough music for a tough 
world. 
Hip hop is the logical result of 

instant, global electronic 
communication. It appropriates all 
music — all information, in fact — to 
its own ends, absorbing to create 
something fresh. 
Hip hop was born from a huge 

array of different sources, and this is 
no place to discuss them all. But one 
of the biggest — and most surprising 
— influences was European and 
Japanese synth-pop of the late 
seventies and early eighties. Thus 
Afrika Bambaataa, one of hip hop's 
founding fathers: 'I was heavy into 
Kraftwerk, heavy into Gary 
Numan, heavy into Yellow Magic 
Orchestra. I wanted to be the first 
black group that had a record with 
just electronic instruments, no band 
except a synthesiser'. Bambaataa's 
seminal 'Planet Rock', released in 
1982, was an electro rap version of 
Kraftwerk's 'Trans-Europe 
Express', replete with the TR808 
rhythm patterns and sampled 
orchestra hits that have since passed 
into the everyday vocabulary of hip 
hop. 
And among the younger 

generation of hip hop musicians, Sir 
Mix-A-Lot cites 'Gary Numan and 
all that British techno-pop' as a vital 
influence. 

All of which goes to prove that 
'ethnic identity' isn't a great help 
when trying to pin down hip hop. 
It's street music, certainly, full of 
warmth and spontaneity, but it's 
nothing like as dependent on ethnic 
roots as, say, reggae. 

As Grandmaster Flash, one of the 
first hip hop artists to win crossover 
success with 'The Message', would 
have it: `Musically, hip hop doesn't 
have an identity. That's what is so 
good about it. We can take a bit of 
jazz or rock or r'n'b. Because our 
music has no identity, that means 
we can cross boundaries left and 
right. 
'The future of hip hop has to be in 

experimenting. My advice to new 
hip hop artists is don't be afraid to 
experiment, because hip hop can go 
in so many directions.' 
Hip hop has always embraced 

new technology and used it for its 
own ends, creating a music which 
otherwise just couldn't have 
existed. It took the insistent 
urgency of the drum machine and 

"The show was about the music of the 

moment, not the personalities who 

make it. If an act is fresh, that's all 

that matters." 

set the rap element off against it, 
revelling in the tension generated by 
the resulting collision/collusion. 
Hip hop is the beat and the rap, 

but it's also the turntable mediating 
between the two, the DJ scratching 
and cutting records — any records — 
to create a collage of sounds few 
would believe could live together in 
the same track. Grandmixer DST 
scratched a record of Balinese 
gamelan music on Herbie 
Hancock's `Rockit'; Grandmaster 
Flash cut together Chic's 'Good 
Times', Queen's 'Another One 
Bites the Dust' and Blondie's 
'Rapture' to create 'Adventures of 
Grandmaster Flash on the Wheels 
of Steel'. 
The genre's willingness to 

include all manner of musics and 
sounds makes hip hop an ideal area 
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of eetploration using that still 
fashionable musical device, the 
digital sampler. Listen to the way 
hip hop not only draws on diverse 
influences, but also integrates them 
into a convincing whole; it's 
deceptively simple. 

Technology and hip hop go hand 
in hand, whether the artists 
involved are using turntables, drum 
machines, synths or samplers. DJs 
like Davy DMX, Mantronik, Sir 
Mix-A-Lot and Hitman Howie Tee 
exemplify the openness of hip hop 
towards technological innovation — 
even if the way they apply that 
technology strays into the realms of 
abuse, rather than use. 

There's a lot to be learnt from hip 
hop, and there's certainly a lot more 
to be done as the music moves ever 
outward. Just so long as the beat 
goes on... 

S
ATURDAY JULY 19 at 
Wembley Arena, and the beat 
was definitely going on. This 
was UK Fresh '86, the first 
major live hip hop event in 

Britain. It attracted 15,000 people 
during the course of its two shows 
(one in the afternoon, one in the 
evening), proving that, despite the 
(in)attention of a mass media that 
wrote it off two years ago, hip hop 
has more grass-roots appeal now 
than ever. 

Nearly every major US hip hop 
act trod the boards at some point 
during the day — a triumph of 
organisation for the Streetwave 
empire and Capital Radio. And 
what the assembled masses got was a 
unique chance to take in (or rather, 
be bombarded by) some of the 
greatest acts in hip hop's eight-year 
history — originators Afrika 
Bambaataa and Grandmaster Flash 
alongside newer acts like 
Mantronix, The Real Roxanne and 
Sir Mix-A-Lot. 
With the volume set permanently 

to 11, UK Fresh was no place for 
faint hearts. But it's the sheer 
physical, energising presence of hip 
hop you need to experience to 
understand why it just refuses to go 
away. The music takes you over, 
imprints itself on your unconscious. 
Two shows' worth of this and my 
world is spinning on a different axis, 
under the control of that beat. 
The acts came fast and furious, 

and demonstrated a consistently 
high level of professionalism. Hip 
hop is about showmanship, and 
what we witnessed was 
showmanship of the highest order — 
backed up by consummate technical 
skill. 
DJ Cheese and Word of Mouth 

opened both shows. A sensible 

choice, as they set a high standard 
for the other acts to follow. Their 
'Coast to Coast' is a formidable slice 
of hip hop, now available on 12-inch 
in the UK. 

Often, racks of synths and 
samplers were dragged centre-stage 
between acts. Amidst just such an 
array of hi-tech instruments, Sir 
Mix-A-Lot delivered his hip-hop-
meets-country-hoedown 'Square 
Dance Rap', chipmunk voice and 
all. It's a track you either love or 
hate, depending on whether you 
have a sense of humour. 
But it was Grandmaster Flash's 

supremely orchestrated crew of 
ensemble rappers who stole the first 
show with a sharp, streetwise set. In 
contrast, headliner Afrika 
Bambaataa and his cohorts were 
ponderous, their dense tribal 

"Hip hop has always embraced new 

technology and used it for its own ends, 

creating a music which otherwise just 

couldn't have existed." 

rhythms muddy — and the crowd 
weren't overly sold on Bambaataa's 
peace, love and unity philosophy, 
either. This show was about the 
music of the moment, not the 
personalities who make it. If an act 
is fresh, that's all that matters. 

Contests lie at the heart of hip 
hop, and are one of the means by 
which the music constantly 
regenerates itself. One eagerly 
awaited contest was that between 
female rappers Roxanne Shante and 
The Real Roxanne. It never 
materialised. Shante fell prey to 
chicken-pox back in New York, 
leaving the stage wide open for The 
Real Roxanne and DJ Hitman 
Howie Tee to put across one of the 
best sets of the entire event, `Bang 
Zoom (Let's Go Go)' and all. 
Aleem were one of the few bands 

to play — fortunately, as their sound 
was a mess. On record their 
arrangements are among the best 
around, but that didn't translate 
live. What's more, lengthy 
posturing guitar solos were 
definitely not the order of the day 
for this crowd, who were waiting for 
second show headliners Mantronix 
to deliver the goods. This they 
eventually did, with a unique 
combination of hard rapping and 
tight beats, bringing down the house 
in the process. 
The crowd filtered out into the 

warm evening air as, next door in 
the Stadium, Frank Bruno prepared 
to do battle with Tim Witherspoon. 
But this particular Saturday, it was 
hip hop that delivered the real 
knockout punch. • 
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SYLVIAN 
Behind the Veil 

As well as gaining artistic credibility since leaving Japan, David Sylvian has inspired 

musicians with his ability to fuse traditional ethnic and hi-tech elements into a moving and 

unique brand of music. A new single, 'Taking the Veil', is the prelude to a double album 

that explores both Sylvian's songwriting and his growing interest in 

improvised and ambient instrumental music. 

Interview Tim Goodyer Photography Mart vn Goddard 

F
EW PEOPLE WOULD DISPUTE 
the significance of David Sylvian's 
Japan. During a long but only 
fitfully successful career, the band 
exerted an influence that spread 

from pop music to teenage girls' ( not to 
mention boys') make-up, and left an 
indelible mark on contemporary pop 
and rock instrumentation. 
When Japan were at the peak of their 

influence and ability, the innovative 
fretless bass-playing of Mick Karn 
spawned hordes of imitators, while 
Steve Jansen took conventional pop 
drumming into new areas of complex 
percussion arrangements. Meanwhile, 
the conventional role of 'keyboard 
player' underwent a subtle 
metamorphosis, as Richard Barbieri 
became one of the first of a new 

generation of synthesiser 
'programmers'; and singer, songwriter 
and face David Sylvian fused elements 
of artistic moodiness and pop glamour 
with an undeniably mature and 
sensitive songwriting style. 

Japan began life back in 1978, as a 
rebellious group of London schoolboys 
with designs on fame and fortune no 
different from those of a thousand other 
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hopefuls. 
At the start they borrowed liberally 

from America's New York Dolls, and 
produced two albums on the PRT label, 
Adolescent Sex and Obscure 
Alternatives, with the assistance of 
guitarist Rob Dean. Both albums 
overflowed with raucous guitars, 
'controversial' lyrics and clichéd heavy 
rock production touches, and both 
albums are now generally disowned by 
members of the band — Sylvian himself 
refers to them simply as 'mistakes'. 
A third album, Quiet Life, the band's 

only release on the Hansa label, marked 
a complete change in both image and 
musical direction. A catchy, 
moderately successful single of the 
same name relied heavily on a simple 
sequence supporting a deranged bass 
line and a vocal rich in stolen Bryan 
Ferry inflexions, while the remainder of 
the album displayed a sensitive side of 
Sylvian that had previously been 
obscured by the bravado of distorted 
images and guitars. Quiet Life got to 
number 19 in the charts, stayed around 
for nine weeks, and gave Japan a new 
lease of life. 
'We got the first album completely 

wrong, so we did another and that was 
wrong as well', Sylvian recalls. 'We 
were going to split up after that. We 
didn't work for six months to a year and 
then I started writing again — not from 
pressure, but because I felt the need to.' 
By 1980, Japan were hot property 

and signed a contract with Virgin. 

Gentlemen Take Polaroids further 
established the direction indicated by 
Quiet Life, with an air of mystique and 
sophistication surrounding its music. 
Influences, rarely hidden by a band 
keen to exhibit a cosmopolitan 
background, spanned the works of Erik 
Satie (`Nightporter'), David Bowie 
circa Low (`Burning Bridges'), and 
Yellow Magic Orchestra, whose 
keyboard player Ryuichi Sakamoto co-
wrote the decidedly Oriental-sounding 
'Taking Islands in Africa'. 

Just one year later, the final Japan 
studio album was released. Tin Drum 
took yet another musical step forward, 
as a new approach to song arrangements 
saw the band having a greater say on the 
finished product, Jansen and Karn 
forming a shaky but startlingly original 
rhythm section, and Barbieri crafting 
some strikingly unelectronic-sounding 
textures. The album also affirmed 
Sylvian's fascination with Japanese 
culture, philosophy and music. 

But the strain that had already seen 
the departure of Dean took its toll of the 
other members of Japan, and only a 
farewell tour steeped in sentiment and 
an accompanying live album stood 
between the band and the end of their 
career together. 

Five years later, Sylvian assumes 
some personal responsibility for the 
split. 
When Japan split up I felt 

responsible to the others because they 
were sitting around doing nothing for 

most of the year, waiting for me to write 
enough material to go in the studio and 
tour afterwards. And, as I didn't like 
touring, I'd limit the length of tours as 
well. 

'Things did build up on me when we 
moved from Hansa to Virgin. Normally 
1 take longer to write material and lfelt 
that from that point onwardal was 
fighting to keep up. Once I'd finished 
Polaroids I was struggling to write Tin 
Drum, after which I didn't work for a 
year. 1 got myself back together with a 
balance within myself where the 
writing came naturally again.' 
But it wasn't until three years after 

Tin Drum that Brilliant Trees was 
released. Sylvian the reluctant pop idol 
had faded, to be replaced by Sylvian the 
credible artist. His first solo venture 
was anything but solo — he had 
surrounded himself with respected 
names like ethnic trumpet player Jon 
Hassell, jazz musician Mark lsham and 
Can founder member Holger Czukay, 
and merged their talents with those of 
old campaigners Jansen and Barbieri. 
The mixture, a culture clash of styles 
and temperaments, created one of the 
best albums of 1984 — a contradiction 
of jazzy, instrumental improvisations, 
electronic experiments, and Sylvian 's 
familiar vocal style. 
A short video and soundtrack, Steel 

Cathedrals, and an EP of instrumental 
pieces, Words with the Shaman, have 
barely served as fillers during the 
overlong pause between Brilliant Trees 
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II> and the forthcoming Sylvian LP, Gone 
to Earth. 

R
ECLINING ON A HOTEL BED 
with girlfriend Yuka Fujii just out 
of reach, the David Sylvian 
confronting me now is hardly 
recognisable as the man that 

graced the covers of Polaroids, Tin 
Drum and Brilliant Trees. His face is 
free from make-up, his hair all its 
natural colour. Quietly but confidently, 
he explains the background to his latest 
venture. 

'At the end of '84 I went to Japan to 
make a documentary video about 
myself. I was supposed to write and 
direct everything, which 1 thought was 
really strange. There was only one 
section that I wrote which was 
documentary — the rest 1 tried to make 
up with more interesting things, things 
that would interest me. The most 
successful part was what appeared in 
Steel Cathedrals. 

'I took the soundtrack to Virgin and 
they weren't interested, so 1 said: "If 1 
record another side, you can make an 
album out of it". They agreed, but I 
tried it and didn't think it worked. So 1 
said: "What if 1 do another vocal side to 
back up Steel Cathedrals?" Again they 
agreed but it still didn't match. So 1 
ended up with the vocal side of an 

album, the soundtrack, and the Shaman 
EP. The vocal material began to make 
up Gone to Earth.' 

Sylvian's second album is a double, 
with the first record following along 
similar lines to side one of Brilliant 
Trees, and the second being made up of 
shorter, atmospheric instrumental 
pieces. Sylvian has continued to use a 
wide range of collaborating musicians, 
Robert Fripp and Bill Nelson nestling 
in the sleeve credits alongside the 
names that were to be found on 
Brilliant Trees. But while his derivative 
vocal delivery (something he believes 
still discourages interest in his work) 
peppers the music for half of Gone to 
Earth, it's the shift towards 
instrumental material that Sylvian 
maintains is the most significant trend. 

`Buying Brilliant Trees, a lot of 
people would have related side one of 
that album to the work I had done 
previously, but they would have had to 
work to get through side two. 
Eventually 1 hope that they would have 
enjoyed side two more than side one. I 
wanted to lead people on with me in the 
way I'm going. 

'I feel 1 can convey what I'm trying to 
put over in music more successfully 
without vocals. Maybe it's because I'm 
not that good a singer and my vocals will 

always be mannered to a certain extent, 
whereas the instrumental work won't 
suffer from that. 

'At this point intime! can't say I'm 
happy with the new album — there are 
elements of it I would love to change. I 
could still go back and re-do a vocal and 
remix a couple of tracks, but it's got to 
the point where I've had to let it go, 
partly because my enthusiasm for it has 
begun to wear thin, and that's worse 
than a bad mix or a bad vocal.' 

Part of Sylvian's problem here is the 
attention to textural detail he still gives 
his music, long after Richard Barbieri 
first used an old Oberheim OBX and a 
Prophet 5 to create Japan's distinctive 
timbres, while Sylvian concentrated on 
the Prophet alone. Now the frontman 
claims to have little technical 
knowledge, but talks readily about the 
instruments he's using. The Prophet is 
still one of them. 

'I've lived with the Prophet since the 
days of Quiet Life. I still use it because 
it has a more organic sound than 
something like a Kurzweil or Fairlight. 
But 1 did become very frustrated with it 
when 1 first started recording Gone to 
Earth. I'd just sit in the studio for ages 
staring at it thinking: "why can't I get a 
different sound out of this thing?". 
After so many years 1 know it back to 
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front — it's very limiting now. 
'It was a really good experience 

working on Tin Drum, because Rich 
and I would sit and sweat it out all day, 
finding the right sound for one phrase. 
When we thought it was perfect, Steve 
(Nye, producer) would transform it 
into something else. A lot of the sounds 
that I hear on Tin Drum Icouldn't 
possibly get back on the Prophet or the 
OBX. 1 think a lot of that comes down 
to Steve's engineering and production — 
he's got a very subtle approach. 

`I don't think that the quality of the 
DX7 is the same as something like the 
Prophet. The percussive sound of the 
Prophet is much softer, much warmer, 
— there's a depth to it. 1 find the DX 
sounds too contemporary — they sound 
like they should appear on a pop record, 
and that doesn't interest me.' 

Like so many, Sylvian finds the 
programming habits enforced by multi-
function controls and small panel 
displays an almost insurmountable 
handicap, and is quick to point the 
finger of blame at modern synth design 
for the current fascination with preset 
sounds. 

'I don't think most people try to 
make their own character out of 
synthesisers. Because a guitar is such a 
musical instrument, you have to make 
an individual character out of the 
sound, not just out of the style of 
playing. I think you should approach 
the synthesiser with the same idea — to 
create something very personal instead 
of creating something that just sounds 
like a synthesiser. 

`If I use a synthesiser and I recognise 
the origin of a sound, then I'm loath to 
record it. 1 have to try and disguise it. 
You shouldn't be aware of what you're 
hearing — it should be more abstract. 

'I think technology will catch up and 
become a lot simpler. It has to for music 
to become more spontaneous — it's 
probably the reason why a lot of 
synthesiser music isn't spontaneous, 
why it's mapped out the way it is with 
arranged pieces of music. 

'Synthesisers should become so 
flexible that they can be used in any 
kind of improvisational situation. At 
the moment synthesisers are designed 
mainly for inventive recording 
purposes — the ones that are put 
together for live conditions are really 
used just to capture things that you've 
done in the studio. I don't think 
anything's really being used in a live 
context creatively. That's the direction 
that people who put the things together 
should be working in. 

'If it works under live conditions, it 
will work in the studio. If you get very 
close to a sound in live performance, 
then to modify that sound while it's 
actually being played is an interesting 
thing to listen to. If it's not too far away 
from what you're looking for, the 
modification becomes musical in itself. 

`Something else that's needed is the 
ability to sample something being 
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performed on the stage at the time the 
improvisation is going on, and then 
start playing that back. Someone like 
Hassell works with an AMS — he plays 
something and samples a piece of it. 
Then he'll improvise over the top of 
that to extend the idea. In that way a 
solo performer can conjure up a dense 
atmosphere of layers.' 

I
N STARK CONTRAST to the 
approach adopted by Japan, 
improvisation has now become a 
major part of Sylvian's music, hence 
his interest in getting technology to 

become more involved in less 
structured, less formalised ways of 
making music. 
'When I became interested in 

painting, Yuka and 1 discussed how 
close music comes to the purity of line 
of a painter, the inspiration of just one 
line. When you see the painting you can 
feel the presence of the painter because 
of that purity. We felt the only thing 
that could come close was 
improvisation, so 1 started listening to 
jazz and a lot of the influences came 
from there.' 
The creation of musical 

environments and atmospheres is the 
direction Sylvian feels synthesiser 
improvisation could profitably take. He 
remains unimpressed by the way older, 
more established keyboardists have 
improvised with synths, and feels the 
generations now growing up with 
technology are more likely envoys of 
what could be a new age of musical 
exploration. 

`It would be interesting to have 
younger people improvising with 
synthesisers under live conditions. 1 
think it would be stimulating for an 
audience and for the performer, 
without being self-indulgent. It can be 
an uplifting experience just as much as 
any structurally-based classical music 
can. It can have the same quality about 
it because it turns you inwards to reflect 
on yourself, and 1 think that's an 
important quality of all art. 
'A lot of young people aren't 

technically proficient and so can't get 
out of their instruments what jazz 
musicians can. That's where 1 think 
synthesisers come in, because if you 
improvise you can explore. Older jazz 
people that use synthesisers use presets 
and they sound awful in jazz. It's like 
using a rhythm box in jazz — it just 
doesn't work. 

'It's really open to the younger 
people because sound is more important 
to them than it was to the generation 
before. 1 think that should open new 
doors and technology can help. It's like 
computer games — they're for the 
younger generation, they belong to 
them. It's just a case of whether they 
can be creative about using them, 
because it's so easy to fall into using a 
formula.' 

It's to avoid falling into just such a 
trap that Sylvian has stuck to his policy 

of using the external influence of guest 
musicians, each of which brings his 
own, unexpected contribution to the 
end product. And none of Sylvian's 
recent collaborators has done more to 
introduce an element of chance than 
German-based Holger Czukay. 
'When Holger came to London to 

work on Shaman, he brought a handful 
of cassettes he'd taken from the radio', 
recalls Sylvian. `He'd suggest a cassette 
for what we were listening to, and say 
we'd leave the cassette running while 
we recorded. There are things that 
would fall into place, and anything that 
didn't would be spooled back in to the 
right place. 1 find that a very interesting 
way of working — leaving things to 
chance. 

'That's the way he works with the 
dictaphone as well. On 'Pulling 
Punches' (opener on Brilliant Trees) 
there are a lot of brass things played on 
the dictaphone which just happened. 
We ran through the track and he played 
the tape, and they all fell into the places 
they are on the finished piece. That 
kind of thing is an improvisation of tape 
which I'd never heard of before 1 
worked with Holger. 

'I like the way Holger works.with 
radio too, though 1 don't use it myself so 
much. I used a little bit on 'Taking the 
Veil' ( the new single) but it's really 
mixed in with the guitar. When we did 
the album I was playing guitar and 
harmonium and Holger was producing, 
and at the same time he was running 
pieces of short-wave radio through the 
speakers. We were hearing it, and it was 
being recorded at the same time as the 
piano and the guitar. That was 
interesting because we'd respond to 
what we were hearing. We might take 
all the radio out in the end, but it made a 
difference to what we were playing at 
the time. I like the idea of not knowing 
what's going to happen. 

'I began to feel very stifled in Japan: I 
wanted to do something more 
spontaneous, where you did very little 
to actually impose yourself onto a piece 
of music. It's worked in painting for 
ages but it hasn't been done in music so 
much. 

`To try to create music that almost 
creates itself is something which I tried 
with Holger in Cologne. We tried not to 
play or to play as little as we could, and 
if we were playing, to play something as 
non-descript as possible. We put it all 
on tape and things would be recycled 
until eventually music would be playing 
that we weren't performing at all. We'd 
stopped playing and we were just 
looping things that were going on. What 
I heard was a very organic piece of 
music. Like landscape music, it would 
conjure up scenes in mind very vividly, 
but it wouldn't impose itself on you. It 
would enhance your own thought 
processes instead of taking over the 
atmosphere of the room. 

'I think that's got to be the function 
of music more and more in the future: 



110. to enhance rather than change. It's the 
same as painting does, and I think music 
should adapt to that more and more.' 

Y
ET NO MATTER HOW much 
David Sylvian experiments with 
his music, the popular music press 
will continue to focus attention — 
as they invariably do — on his 

personality, and the way it manifests 
itself in his lyrics. 
On Gone to Earth, those lyrics are 

more introspective, more self-searching 
than ever. And while that introspection 
may deter some listeners from getting 
closer to Sylvian's work, the man 
himself sees it as an inevitable 
consequence of his intimacy with 
Japanese culture and its philosophy of 
self-discovery. 

'You definitely learn through what 
you write — if you don't then there's 
something wrong. It has to have a very 
human quality about it, even if it's as 
stylised as Japan — it has to relate to 
people on a very personal level. 
Without that I don't think people relate 
to music over a long period of time. 
'When 1 wrote 'Ghosts' it was after a 

very dark period 1 went through. 1 
wrote the piece and thought: "Yes, that 
sums it up very well". But after I 
recorded it, after it had been a hit, I 
went through an even darker period and 
1 thought: "This is what it's really 

material for an album. Eight songs a 
year doesn't sound a lot but it would be 
a lot for me — I'd really struggle to get 
those eight songs ready for an album. It 
doesn't happen like that any more. 

'I used to start from titles but now 
most pieces come from just sitting down 
at a piano or synthesiser. Pieces like 
'Nostalgia' and 'Before the Bullfight' 
off this album came out of just messing 
about, waiting for something to happen. 
They're the pieces ! don't think about 
much: they fall into place fairly 
naturally. 

'And very obvious piano pieces like 
'Laughter and Forgetting' and 'Brilliant 
Trees' come out very easily as well — 
they're very natural to me. But if 
they're too obvious I don't tend to get 
any enjoyment from them. 

`Arrangements tend to take up a lot 
of time: there are so many ways to 
arrange a piece of music. On occasions 
I've started a track and taken it to a 
certain point, then just dropped it and 
done a totally different version.' 
And it was the exploration of 

different arrangements that still gives 
Tin Drum a place in Sylvian's heart. 
More than any other Japan album, it has 
exerted an influence over the 
frontman's career that has reached far 
beyond its initial impact. 

'I had the idea that every other 
phrase should be played by a different 

"The function of music in the future should be to enhance, rather than change —to 
conjure up scenes in mind without imposing itself on you, without taking over the 
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about". I hadn't experienced it the way 
1 thought 1 had, and yet the song 
summed up that period very well. It was 
a very bleak time — every time you 
thought you were getting somewhere, 
something would stand in your way. 
'When 1 wrote Brilliant Trees 1 was 

becoming more and more interested in 
the spiritual life. 1 hadn't come across 
the Kabbala and the Tree of Life, but I 
was on the brink of discovering it. 
When 1 did 1 found that's what 
'Brilliant Trees' related to, but 1 had no 
concept of that at the time. I've found it 
happens quite a lot, even when 1 first 
started writing. I think you anticipate 
your next stage of changing, self-
consciously.' 
Once inspired to writing by 

travelling, Sylvian has become self-
sufficient as a result of his learning, and 
has scarcely travelled anywhere at all in 
the last 18 months. 

'I'm obviously inspired by books, by 
paintings, films, whatever, but they 
draw on a source that's already within 
me. I'm very interested in myself in the 
way I'm growing and where my mind is 
leading me. It's into a territory I'm 
really enjoying exploring, and the work 
is coming easily to me. I don't struggle 
over writing any more. I used to, 
especially with Japan, to get enough 
54 

sound, and should alternate as much as 
possible. That's all we started with. 

'So 1 tried out two pieces, 'Talking 
Drum' and 'Canton', with Steve just to 
see if it would work. It doesn't take a 
great deal of songwriting to come up 
with pieces like those — it was only the 
arrangement that made both of them 
work. It worked so well and we enjoyed 
it so much that 'Talking Drum' is still 
my favourite Japan track. The public 
never seemed to see it as a very live 
track, but it's very important because it 
was how that whole concept came 
about. 

'After that it was very easy: I wrote 
the songs as usual and I had a definite 
idea of how they should be arranged. 
With 'Ghosts', I knew the way that it 
should be arranged as I was writing it. 
Without Ryuichi to help out in the 
studio it would never have sounded like 
it did, but the idea of the arrangement 
was there from the beginning. The 
whole success of the Tin Drum album 
was purely arrangement.' 

IVV
ITH SYLVIAN'S INTEREST 
in improvised and abstract 
music, not to mention the 
animosity that existed between 
he and Kann at the time of the 

split, it's surprising to learn there's 

recently been talk of Japan getting back 
together again. The rift between singer 
and bass player is now healed to the 
extent that Sylvian is to appear on 
Karn's forthcoming album, but the 
band reformation is still only talk. 

'There was talk at one point of 
whether Japan should get back together 
or not. As a romantic idea it wpuld be 
nice, but I can't see it at the present 
time. The idea of working in a group is 
enticing after you've been working on 
your own for so long. It's very difficult 
working on your own in the studio, and 
the idea of getting back together and 
being with the group again is something 
that appeals to everybody. 

'It almost came off, but there wasn't 
enough conviction and now I'm happy 
that it didn't. I'm sure that it'll be talked 
about again in another five years, but I 
hope it'll always be talk because I don't 
think it would be a good thing. If you 
become more romantic about your 
ideals than practical, I don't think that 
leaves you in the right frame of mind to 
say: "No".' 
So what of the immediate future? 

Sylvian says he wants to travel again, 
but the infatuation with Japan has worn 
thin, and the South of France now 
beckons more strongly. There are 
formative plans for a regular band, but 
it's too soon even to speculate on the 
line-up or the repertoire it might play. 

'It's something I definitely want to 
do: I've just got to find the right people 
and I haven't got a clue where to start 
looking. It's going to take a while, of 
that I'm sure — it's for the next vocal 
album. I might do other albums in 
between and work with different 
people. but I'd like to form a band to 
make at least two vocal albums and to 
do a tour. 
'On the other hand, 1 am very 

interested in the instrumental work 
which doesn't need a band. I'd also like 
to play a few small dates performing the 
instrumental stuff, and then whichever 
remains the more passionate in my 
heart 1 would follow. 1 can't say 
definitely it would be one thing; maybe 
I'll do both. 

'I really enjoy writing now. I 
particularly enjoyed the instrumental 
work, though I do sometimes get tired 
of it. At times 1 feel like giving up 
because of the struggles of working 
with record companies, but I'm 
enjoying it too much at the moment. 

'I plan to stay in the studio as much as 
I can but ! don't think I'm going to start 
anything else of my own for a while. I 
might collaborate if something 
interesting comes up. That'll give me 
something to occupy me creatively 
while I take time to think about what I 
really want to do with my own work.' 
As so often in the past, Sylvian is 

uncertain where his artistic life will 
take him in the years to come. But there 
is a future there somewhere, and 
musicians who've been inspired by the 
man's work will be glad of that. 
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STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL - GUY FLETCHER - DIRE STRAITS 
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Mon ey - Business 
\ '''1,4/ MUSICAL EQUIPMENT 

ROLAND 
Axis Remote Keyboard £ 99 
EP50 MIDI piano £549 
Juno 1 synth £499 
luno 2 synth £799 
New 1X10 synth £1899 
New MC-500 Micro composer £799 
New MKB-200 Mother keyboard £625 
New MKS-10 Digital piano module £1299 
PG-300 Programmer for I unos  £199 
New RD1000 Digital piano  £2499 
Roland S-10 Sampler £999 
RolandS-50 Sampler £2175 

jet 
URGE SELECTION OF 

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT ALWAYS 
IN STOC4 - PHONE FOR DETAILS  

P12800 MIDI Sequencer £99 
MKS-10 Piano module £.599 
SVC-350 Vocoder E575 
SDE-1000 Digital delay £399 
SDE-2500 Digital delay £ 49 
SDE-3000 Digital delay £749 
SR V2900 Digital reverb £1099 
MC201 Micro Composer sih  £99 j 
Space Echoes choice, from £225 
GR Bass synth x-demo £1795 i 
10505 Digital Drums, MIDI  E225 
TR707 Digital drums, MIDI 
TR717 Latin percussion 
PAD-8 MIDI Octapad 

KORG KEY CENTRE 
Poly 800 Mkt' syn th £499 
Poly 800 Mkt' synth £499 
DW8000 polysynth  £ 95 
EX8000 expander module £ 49 
NEW Sampling Keyboard, now 
in stock 
New DVP-1 voice processor  
RK1E0 remote keyboard  
SQD-1 MIDI recorder  
Amazing New Programmable Digital 
Drum Machine, Now 
Available  Phone For Detaas 
MR16 di ital rhythm source 
(MX rack mount mixer 
SCID11:00 digital delay 
SDD2000 digital delay 
SDD1200 dual dig. delay 
GT6OK guitar tuner 
DTI chromatic tuner  
MEX memory expander   
(MS MIDI synchroniser 

 £299 
 £199 
 £335 6301 powered monitors  

£499 120 headphones  
£99 4030 synchroniser   

 £29 4035 sync controller 
£5 4050 auto locator  

£199 
£175 

LARGE SELECTION OF SECONDHAND 
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK 

- PHONE FOR DETAILS 

 E499 AKAI PRO DEALER 
 £99 New S-980 sampler 
 £399 S612 sampler + disc drive  

MPU 101 MIDI/CV interface £199 AK130 polysynth 
NEW Boss DR220A Rhythm Machine £165 New AX73 polysynth  
NEW Boss DR220E Rhythm Machine £165 New MX73 mother keyboard 
NEW CR1030 digital drum machine _035 New VX90 expander  
NEW Boss Doctor Pads 6 voices per unit, New MPX820 prog. mixer  
3 models L149 each ME255 note separator MIDI  
NEW DEP 5 effects processor £ 75 ME3OP patch bay MIDI  
NEW GM70 GR/MID1 convertor £695 MOD MIDI delay 

 01 699 
£799 

 £675 
£699 
 £49 
£A99 
£299 
£119 
£119 
£99 
£9 
£99 

 rt _NEWGK1 guitar synth driver £190 ME15F dynamics controller 
r.NEw MKS 0, IX10 module £1725 ME20A sequencer MIDI 
W -Ill PRICES INCLUDE vn Full range of sample sounds in stock! 

Opem Mom-5ot 9-30-6-00 
24 hr. deliVery 

FtAll tivvie emgivieers ovi te prevvue, 
ENSONIQ 

Ensoniq Mirage £1320 
Ensoniq Mirage Rack  £1080 
Ensoniq ESQ1 Synth  £1080 
Ensonicifiano £1080 

 arm FOSTEX 
£799 MOD80 8 track recorder  
099 MOD83LS 8 track recorder 
£599 MOD20 2 track recorder  

260 New 4 track recorder  
0154 track recorder  

£1699 
 £1575 

£899 
£749 
£45 

450 8/4 mixer £ 99 
MN15 mixer/compressor  £49 
1515 sync box £59 

£129 
£4S 

£1495 
 £517 
£899 

8700 SMPTE generator £179 
MONO remote £59 
MOD80 footswitch  El 4 
NC adaptor for X15 £l4 
X15 footswitch  

HOME RECORDING 

19" RACK UNITS 
Yamaha SPX90 £599 
Yamaha REV7 reverb £ 75 
Tamec Mad rack D7 delay E299 
Dynacord 8 memory delay £ 99 
VestaKaza sampler/delay £295 
IFIS digital delay £243 
Il-IS delay/reverb £269 
IHS spring reverb  £79 
Yamaha GC2010compaimiter  £229 
Ibanez DM1100 delay £299 
Ibanez HD1500 harmonizer  £ 95 
Cutec stereo graphic   £95 
Cutec delay/reverb £142 
Aria stereo reverb  £199 
Aces E155 stereo graphic El 87 
ADO patch bay £ 9 
Trace Elliot GP11 pre-amp £ 50 
Dynacord digital reverb £ 99 

YAMAHA 
Always a large selection of Yamaha 
equipment in stock, too much to 
list   . Phone for derail, 

MICRO RACK UNITS 
NEW Boss Delay.liarmonizer  £199 
Boss BMR5 micro system rack £45 

MACHINES • Boss RDD10 digital delay £149 
Yamaha MT1X 4-track £ 99 Boss RCL10 compAimiter  £115 
Akai Super Pro 4 track system £899 Boss RGE10 graphic EQ   1.113 
Teczon 4 track cassette, VU meters EQ, Boss RBF10 Banger  E115 
Dolby C noise reduction  £ 85 floss RPH10 phaser £115 
Teaon power supply £25 Boss RADIO 197 rack adaptor f20 
Vestfire 4 track cassette, VE) meters EQ, Bo, RPQ10 parametric EQ  £115 
DBX with power supply £325 Boss RSD10 sampler/delay £199 
Cutec MR404 high speed mains powered Boss RPW7 multi power supply £64 
4 track with EQ and DEIS £81 Boss Individual power supplies   El 8 
Aria 4 track high speed 19' rack mounted Boss RCE10 digital chorus £185 
cassette recorder £495 Boss RPSIO harmonizer/delay £199 

vio deposit H.PcÑoiloble (APR 36-4) Port-ex Welcome Visa/Access 

Victoria Road, Romford, Essex (0708) 754548 or 25919 
s 8, .351 Lovidon Road (A13) Westcliff-ovi-5ea (0702) 332743 

PRO-24 
'A NEW CONCEPT IN MULTITRACK RECORDING' 

STEINBERG RESEARCH pioneer a new generation of professional 
MIDI software — THE PRO-24 and PRO-CREATOR for the Atari 
520/ I 040 computers 
THE PRO-24 is an innovative 24-track MIDI recording system. It 
offers unparralleled depth of control ranging from note-on & note-off 
quantise of individual notes, right up to multi-copying of whole 
sections of tracks. 
THE PRO-CREATOR— is designed for all migraine-suffering FM 
synth programmers. If you can't quite get the sound that you want, 
dump it into the Atari and The PRO CREATOR wil generate up to 
32 variations of your original sound. What's more you can even specify 
the parameters that you want to randomise. 

JOIN 
THE STEINBERG USER CLUB 

For details send large sae to: 

THE STEINBERG USER CLUB 
68 Wilsden Way, 

Kidlington, Oxon OX5 I TX 

STEINBERG RESEARCH 
`PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE SERIOUS MUSICIAN' 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON ALL 

STEINBERG PROFESSIONAL 

PRODUCTS CONTACT: 

OSCLAI Oxford Synthesiser Company Ltd., 
5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road, 
Headington, Oxford OX3 8LN 
Tel: 08675 5277 Telex: 83147 att: OSCAR 

All Steinberg Professional Software is permanently on 
demonstration at the following main dealers: 

• Chromatix - Ealing, London WS • Rod Argents Keyboards, 

London WC2 • Holiday Music - Leytonstone, London E I I • Gig 
Sounds - Catford, London SE6 • Syndromic Music - Muswell Hill, 

London N I 0 • Take Note - Camden, London NWI • Sackville 

Sound - Hove • Bonners Music - Eastbourne • Musical Exchanges - 
Birmingham • ABC Pro-Shop - Addlestone • ABC Pro-Shop - 

Oxford • JSG - Bingley • Audio Engineering - Dublin • Dougies 

Music - Northwich • Carlsbro Sound - Norwich • Sound Control 

- Glasgow • Sound Control - Edinburgh • Underground Music - 
Leicester • EMS - Inverness • Audio Services - Stockport • Swans 
Music - Manchester 

E&MM SEPTEMBER 1986 
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YAMAHA 
HOT NEW PRODUCTS 

THE FANTASTIC 
YAMAHA DX27 

DX 27 Digital 
Programmable 

Algorithm Synth 

192 Presets £499 

RX21 £249 

BUDGET PRICED 
DRUM COMPOSER 

RX21 L Latin Percussion Unit £249 

DX100 
Superb new FM Synth from Yamah 
192 preset voices 
Only £349 

lu I harlh 
Yamaha MEP4 MIDI Event Proc9ibsoir £345 
Yamaha MCS2 MIDI Control Sfeitiár £288 

S900 8 Voice Polyphonic Digital 
Supersampler £1699 

TfIJVOW 
, r EF1EST 

S612 Sampler 8( MD280 Quick 
Disk £799 

AX73 Velocity Sensitive Synth with 
internal memory for 100 
programs 

MX73 Controller Keyboard £549 

•329 Liverpool 21 fret snort scale, 
3 pickup, semi hollow body £5.5 

1330 Thinline semi acoustic, 24 fret. 
2 pickup. dot inlay, mono £595 

0350 Liverpool 24 fret full scale 3 pickup. 
semi hollow body £655 

•360 Deluxe thinline, semi acoustic, stereo. 
inlaid neck £675 

04003 Boss - Roundwound strings sterec 
bound hod & neck, tun inla £669 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
REE FLP 

.." 0 " 0 " 9 " 0 " 00" 0 "  O " O " OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

" I 

YAMAHA DX21 

128 PRE PROGRAMMED VOICES 
32 MEMORIES. 
8 NOTE MIDI POLYPHONIC 

SYNTHESISER £599 

THE ONE & ONLY YAMAHA DX7 

ill 

THE ALL TIMF FAVnURIT 

YAMAHA TX7 
FM Tone Generot 

Midi equipped 
32 voice memories 
Special offer £495 

90 6 Voice Rack Mount Synth 
Module £549 

CPZ1000 System Midi Recorder 8( 
System Controller, RZ1000 Keyboa* 
Unit 8( MZ1000 VDU Complete 
System £1699 

,zrvEYr 
BEE H. P 

ME IOD MIDI Deay/Pitch Shift £99 
ME I5F MIDI Dynamics Controller £99 
ME20A MIDI Sequence 
Arpeggiator £99 
ME25S MIDI Programmable Note 
Separator £119 
ME3OP MIDI Programmable Patch 
Bay £119 

The New Fender 70s Strat £299 
The New Fender Standard Strat £399 
The New Fender Standard Tele £395 
The New Fender Deluxe Strat £599 
Squier Strats £249 
Squier Teles £235 
Limited Edition Re- issues of Jazzmaster, 
Tele Thinline. 

41 St o 

Tel: (0473) 54996 

YAMAHA PF70 
76 Key Midi equipped FM Electronic Piano 
Real piano feel - real piano sound 
Unreal piano price of only £899 

YAMAHA PF80 
Same as PF70 but with 88 keys f999 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
FREE H. P 

THE NEW Yam 
CX5 Mk11 Comp 
128K memory £449 
New Sound Module 

SPX 90 - Digital Multi Effect 
Processor/Reverb 

eV 

Effects include Reverb. Early reflection, 
Delay. Echo, Modulation, Auto Pan, Vibrato, 
Pitch change. Reverb and gatr. Freeze, 
Compression, Parametric Eq. 
Price £599 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
FREE -I. P 

QX21 
Midi Sequencer £259 

Model 1 Guitar £259 
Model lA Guitar £299 
Model 2 Guitar £369 
Model 3 Guitar £419 
Model 3A Guitar £429 
Model 4 Guitar  £519 
Model 5 Guitar £659 
Model 6 Guitar £739 
Model 1B Bass £299 
Model 2B Bass £349 
Model 3B Bass £5.69 

LONG 
TERM LOW 
INTEREST 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
BEE H.P 

YAMAHA MT1X 
Multitrack Cassette 
Recorder 
New Model £449 

A•1 

Street Ipswich Suffolk 
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TASCAM 
• 

THE NEW TASCAM 388 

%%% ea . 
glee 

LONG 
TERM àOW 

INTEREST 

is the first complete 8 channel 
recording system, consisting of a full 
function 8x8x2 mixer with a full servo 
controlled 8-track reel to reel recorder 
Compact yet professional. 
Price £2410 

PORTA ONE 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
REEH.P 

4 Track Cassette 
Just £399 

• • 

• 

• • 1 
d • • 
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• • • • Alpha Juno 1 £499 TR505 £249 • 1 • • • 
• 

• •   • 1 
Alpha Juno 2 £799 TR707 £449 • • 

• • • 

THE NEW 246 PORTASTUDIO 
with 6 input %III functon mixer and 4 
channel 2-speed DBX cassette 
recorder. 
All for £1099 

LONG 
TERM LOW 
INTEREST 

Jill ¡wt.-

244 Porta Studio 
Parametric EQ. DBX. 
Now only 

£749 e r - 

LONG 
TERM LOW 

INTEREST 

38 8 Track Reel to Reel P.O.A. 

MOM 

TEAC V340 
Cassette Mastering 

Recorder £99 
Teac W440C Tw.n 
Cassette £239 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
FRE•!H.P 

MKS7 Super Quartet £649 s/s 
Pad 8 Octapad £299 s/ 
DEP5 Mufti Effect-Soon 

Boss Effects- Best Prices 
BUY OW 
INTEREST 
FREEH.P_ 

100w Valve Master Vol Amp £360 
50w Valve Master Vol Amp £294 
10ow Valve Sw tchable Split Ch•n el 

Reverb f411 
4x12 Cabs 300w £294 
12w Practice Combo £80 
30w Guitar Combo £163 
50w Guitar Combo £265 
75w Guitar Combo £283 
100w Guitar Combo £359 
50w Guitar Combo (Valve j £313 
New 12 watt Mini Stock 
Bass & Keyboard Amos in stock — Phone 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
REERP 

AH 500W Amo Head with GPI 1 Preor, £75.E 
AH 35Cw Amp Head with GPI 1 Prean ; £675 
AH 250w Amp Head with GPI 1 Preamp £595 
AH 150w Amp Head wth GPI 1 Preamp £44c 
1115 150w plus GPi 1-1 x 15 Combo £719 

I 5Cw plus GP -1 4 x 10 Corn 
1818 1 x 18 and 1 x 10 Cab 1440 

1518 1 x 15 Cab â1 £315 1048 4 x 
1514 1 x 15 Cob 80 £330 

ihe 
BUY ON 
INTFRFE"T 
Fiiée " 

••••• 

• 

X15 Multi-Tracker £259 
260 Multi-Tracker £799 
80 8-Track Recorder Hi-Speea £ 1695 
450 Mixer £699 Accessit Stereo 
Reverb £135 
Accessit Noise Gate £42 

Accessit Compressor £42 
SECK 6/2 Mixer £295 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
FREE RP 

Audition Guitar 20w £95 
Bacj< Stage Plus Guitar Combo - 35w £159 
Bandit Guitar Combo 65w £279 
Special Guitar Combo £379 
MX Guitar Combo 130w £499 
Encore Guitar Combo 65w £379 

Century Bass Head 100w f225 
Mark IV Bass Head 300w £469 

KB 100 Keyboard Combo 65w £279 
KB 300 Keyboard Combo 130w £465 

XR40C 100w PA £375 
XR500 130w PA £399 
TK065 Bass Combo 65 watts £269 
TNT131'1 Bass Combo 130w £389 
300 -Watt Bass Combo £569 

BUY 
INTER 
FREE H. 

eftSEMO 
Marlin 150 PA £275 
Cobra 90w Bass Combo £223 
Cobra 90w Kbd Combo £289 

a einunc 

NI • • 

BUY ON 
INTEREST 
FREE A.P 

AXE CREDIT SERVICE 
— SECOND TO NONE 

Take advantage of our famous 6 months 
interest free H.P.OR now, you can spread. 
the payments up to 3 years with our new 
EXTRA LOW INTEREST H.P. 
Complete the application and return it to 
us for a fast NO OBLIGATION QUOTE 
APPLICATION 

Goods required 

Price   

iill Name  

Aqe   

Address  

How long?   

Previous address 
tif less than three years)  

Phone no  

Name and address of employer  

How long? 

Income  

Previous employer 
(if less than three years)  

How long, 

Bankers name and address  

Current  Deposit  

Credit Required  

6 months Ei 

I year D 

2 years 

3 years 

Please Tick Box 

ANY QUERIES — PLEASE 'PHONE 

96 iiigh Street 
C thester Esse 

\ee-
Tel : (0206) 656521570630 
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It's not what you do, it's the way that you do it. Or to put it another way, quite a number of submissions to Patchwork are being 
let down by poor presentation (eg. no details attached, an incomprehensible name and address, patch names like 'Cosmic'). These 
tend to be passed over in favour of something a little more 'user-friendly'. Now, we're not insisting on reams of prose, neatly 
typed on the finest India paper —just a covering note about the sound and its musical purpose in life that'll convince us it's worth 
testing out for ourselves (and why not tell us something about yourself and your musical career at the same time?). And as we 
mentioned last month, we welcome short cassettes of your sounds, particularly if there's a batch of them and/or they're for a less 
popular synth (we don't have an endless supply of gear, you know). 

Don't forget that if your patch gets published, a free year's subscription will wing its way to your front door with our 
compliments. So send us your favourite sounds on a photocopy of an owner's manual chart (coupled with a blank one for artwork 
purposes), and don't forget to include your full name and address on each chart. Remember, edited presets are all very well, but 
an original masterpiece is ten times more preferable. OK? 

The address to send sounds to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1 UY. • 

Bit One 
Bits& Pieces 

Paul Kimber, Harr°. ate 
CFO 1 

 * .... - - ..  . 

1 2 7 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 17 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

VCF 

A SAMPLE' 00000 
FRED 0 0 1 1 1 

P IPES/ BELLS 1 0 0 0 0 
TOUCH ME 01000 

BAGP I FES 0 O 0 0 

NOT A PI ANO 10011 
PITCH PI PES 10010 

Cl-REACH ORGAN 1 0 1 1 
HARPS I CHORD I 0 1 I 

DC01 

O 0 0 0 0 

O 0 630 16 

O 1 150 21 

1 0 63 60 28 

O 0 0 0 o 

O I 25 1 24 
O I 44 10 24 

• 0 11 0 15 

▪ 0 15 0 26 

O 0 35 63 

8 7 26 15 63 

10 7 28 13 31 
O 0 130 57 

O 9 32 13 19 

1 0 5 14 23 

45 14 19 50 54 

O 4 11 32 48 

e. o 32 9 43 

DCO2 

23 63 9 44 17 0 0 

42 63 21 0 32 0 0 

44 0 23 0 63 0 0 

40 63 0 45 63 63 0 

42 0 33 11 0 0 0 

24 0 25 8 63 63 0 

O 63 10 13 21 0 1 

O 26 30 0 43 21 0 

7 0 55 0 6; 28 0 A SAMPLE 

FRED 
PIPES/BELLS 

  TOUCH ME 

27 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 BAGPIPES 

  NOT A PIANO 
A SAMPLE - 4000 0 

FRED 0 I 0 0 

puese FELLS 0 

TOUCH Mt 1 0 

BAGPIPES 1 0 0 

NOT A PI ANO 1 0 1 
PITCH FA FES : 0 0 

CHURCH ORGAN I 0 1 

HARPSICHORD , I 0 

1 

C' 

o 
0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

C' 

0 

O 0 

O 0 

I 0 

O 0 

0 
O 0 

O 0 

• 0 

15 0 

O 0 

21 0 

O 0 

7.0 27 

16 0 

16 0 

• 63 

o 
O 

O 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 30 63 F ITCH PIPES 

I 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 15 O CHURCH ORGAN 

I . 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 63 HARPSICHORD 
O 000100 0 1 49 

O 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 

O 000010 0 24 0 

O 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 160 
O 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 150 

O 100010 0 3 49 

VCA o2 

45 46 47 48 1, 5,/ 51 52 53 54 55 56 5/ 58 59 60 61 No, Datum. 

30 63 13 52 55 35 0 
O 63 B 52 60 41 0 

67 r, 8 75 24 28 1 
O 27 55 50 78 0 

e.7. 4-1, 10 7. 38 19 
O 44 28 76 1 

42 41 8 29 - 2, 1 
28 1, 17 40 29 1 

12 51 29 

O 0 
15 t 
I I 

O 
o 0 
0 0 

• Cr 
0 0 

o 

o 

O 

o 

o 
O 

O 0 0 

63 0 30 
14 14 24 

63 60 27 

O 0 

630 24 

2 6 

. • 0 

O 0 

63 0 
11 0 
O 0 

0 0 

63 0 
O 60% 

29 0 

O 0 

.10% 

0..10% 
0 

.10% 

.50% 

.10% 
DOUBLE 

A collection of sounds for the (at least in these hallowed pages) neglected Bit One, and you ought to find some of them to your 
liking. We'll let Paul describe them in his own words: 

"The 'Church Organ', 'Harpsichord' and 'Pitch Pipes' are all fairly realistic. The 'Pipes/Bells' sound and 'Fred' are both usable lead 
sounds and pretty jolly, while 'Not A Piano' is a cross between a piano, electric piano and an organ. The 'Bagpipe' sound is 
absolutely horrible and should carry a Government health warning... 'Touch Me' has got nothing to do with Miss S Fox, but is an 
extremely touch-sensitive sound. If the keys are held down, there's a wibbly wobbly bit at the end (sounds like Miss Fox again). 'A 
Sample?' is an attempt by an analogue synth to imitate a digital sample of a real sound — bound to make a few people angry, if 
nothing else." • 

Yamaha DX7 
More Than A Grand 

David Wells, Liverpool 

Having been disappointed with the 
acoustic piano sounds onboard the 
DX7, David set out to program a grand 
piano as close to the real thing as 
possible. He managed to keep the 
frequency response as flat as possible 
while maintaining a rich tone, and this 
has resulted in a piano that can be both 
warm and delicate (for slow ballads) 
and fairly aggressive for chords and 
such like in rockier material. 
Much attention has been given to 

getting a good tonal response across 
the keyboard, so the keyboard level 
scaling, operator level and velocity 
values are critical. As David quite rightly 
points out, a good piano sound is the 
most versatile sound a keyboard player 
can have at his/her disposal — so add this 
one to your collection... • 
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Casio CZ101/1000 
Reverb Flute 

Mike Williams, Southampton 

PARAMETER  

LINE SELECT 

a' 
(1.2. , • 2 1 • I.) 

MODULATION  

RING NOISE 

OFF 0 ts4 
(ON/OFF) 

Casio's CZ produces another delightful sound here, christened 'Reverb Flute' by Mike 
due to the distihctive envelope release of OCA 1. DCO2 is set to give a realistic 'chiff' 
effect at the start of each note, and some pitch-bend (try a value of 02) can be 
brought in for added realism on selected notes. If you select Solo mode you can 
introduce a little Portamento, and we'd also suggest resetting the Octave Range to 0 

or even — 1. • 

DETUNE 

+ / - OCTAVE NOTE FINE 

+ 0 00 00 

(+ 1-) (0 - 3) (0 - 11) - 60) 

DCO 1 

WAVE FORM 

FIRST SECOND 

- 

E N V (PITCH) 

STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RATE 
7 0 

i 

00 

LEVEL 66 00 

SUS/END SMS EMD1 

DCW 

KEY FOLLOW 

o (0- 9) 

E N V (WAVE) 

STEP 1 2 3 4 ' 5 6 7 8 

RATE 60 00' 1 

1 
LEVEL 35. 00 

I 

SUS/ENO SUS END I 

DCA 1 

KE" FOLLOW 

(0 - 9) 

E N V (AMP( 

STEP 1 2 3 I e 5 6 7 8 

RATE 

i 

2.2.152, 71 14-4- 63 4-4- 61 50 

LEVEL .39 ' 89 I 
2 ; 30 66 O 51 00 

SUS/END SaS i END 

(0-99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0- 99) 

(0 - 99) 

VIBRATO 

WAVE DELAY RATE DEPTH 

1 2.6 55 09 

OCTAVE 

/ - RANGE 

1 
- 4) (0 - 99) (0 - 99) (0 - 99) • - I - i) 

DCO 2 

WAVE FORM 

FIRST SECOND 

1 o 

E N V (PITCH) 

STEP - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RATE 00 

LEVEL 00 

SUS/END Le4b 

DCW 2 

KEY FOLLOW 

9 (0 - 9) 

E N V (WAVE) 

STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RATE 99 oo 

LEVEL 00 00 

SUS/END "4)-IS END 

DCA 2 

KEY FOLLOW 

(0- 9) 

E N V (AMP) 

STEP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RATE 9 2 56 

LEVEL -1- V 00 
SUS/END 8..ND 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

(0 - 99) 

Shofuku Parts 1 & 2 
ROM Cartridges Yamaha DX7 

Now this is how to present cartridges of 
new synth voices. Attractive packaging, 
full listings of available voices and 
descriptions of how they sound, to-
gether with hints on how they can be 
altered easily by the user, and tips on 
which outboard effects work best as 
treatments. 

It's the Japanese, not surprisingly, 
who are responsible for this neat and 
useful presentation. The Shofuku (funny 
only if you pronounce it wrong) ROMs 
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1986 

come from the programming hands of 
two of Japan's most respected DX 
sound artists — Yasuhiko Fukuda and 
Noritaka Ubukata — and the blurb on 
the packaging claims they include 
'voices previously believed difficult to 
create on the DX7'. 

To an extent that's true: across their 
range of 128 voices (64 each), these two 
ROMs embrace almost every conceivable 
family of sound, from fairly standard DX-
ish noises like pianos, ethnic tuned 
percussion and bass guitars, to less 
likely DX fare in the shape of fat string 
sections and solo synth voices. 

Trouble is, the former are so outstand-
ing, they tend to leave the more 
'analogue' voices in the shade. Best of 
all the 'digital' patches are Part 1's 
selection of electric pianos and Oriental 
sounds, and the brass voices and 'hybrid' 
colours ('Guitarimba' is a fine example 
of the latter) on Part 2. 

There are some good names, too. A 
stunningly realistic tuba patch called 'A 
Hippo' because that's what it sounds 
like over the lowest octave and a half; a 
subtle Spanish guitar patch called Aran-
juez; and a pair of rich chorus piano 
sounds— one on each ROM, perversely— 
which take their names from the 
Weather Report track 'The Remark You 
Made' which inspired their creation. It 
can be disconcerting, punching in a 
patch number and having the title 'You 
Made' coming up on the synth's LCD. 
A fine collection, then, of delicately 

constructed and hugely characterful 
voices, stranger than most in traditional 
DX territory, stronger than most out-
side of it. • Dg 

Price £49.95 each 
More from Rittor Music Europe, 24 
Broomgrove Gardens, Edgware, Middx HA8 
581.1e 01-952 5302 
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HITS FROM 
THE STICK 

Dynacord's Rhythm Stick is a new form of MIDI controller. As well as letting 
drummers control percussion voices at the front of the stage, it opens up a host of 

new control possibilities for all musicians. Will it catch on? N igel Lord 

n your marks (defences up, mind closing 
rapidly), get set (hackles assuming fully vertical 
aspect — all external stimuli cut), go (prepare to 
succumb to full-blown wave of Luddite passion): 
AGUITARFORDRUMMERS. There. Said it. 

Yes, it's technology time again. Get that mind 
open, put those pre-conceptions back in moth-balls 
and give me a few minutes of your time. 

There must be quite a number of drummers out 
there who've longed to lay down the sticks and 
strut their stuff (funky or otherwise) up at the front 
of the stage. 
Now it seems those awfully nice Dynacord 

people have decided it's anchors-away time for 
drummers, and given them their very own axe to 
grind. At last, skin-bashers can cut in on a slice of the 
action upstage, worry about whether the hair gel 
will hold, and discuss the angle of the dangle along 
with the rest of them. 
To be fair, what Dynacord have in mind for the 

Rhythm Stick ( if their publicity blurb is anything to 
go by) is that it'll become 'the percussion 
instrument for the guitarist or the guitar for 
percussionists or the percussion instrument for the 
keyboard specialist or just about anyone...' I think 
it's called keeping your options open. 
Whatever happens, it'll certainly be interesting 

to see just what percentage of guitarists or 

Background "It'll be 
interesting to see how many 

guitarists or keyboard players 
risk a role change on stage, 
using the Rhythm Stick to 

provide the rhythm for a band." 

keyboard players will risk a role change on stage, 
using the Rhythm Stick to move over to provide the 
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rhythm for a band, or just to play arpeggiated 
melodies in a different way. 

Facilities "All triggering 
information from the Rhythm 
Stick is dynamic, so provided 
it's connected to a dynamically 

sensitive controller, it can 
reproduce the expression in 

your playing." 

But I'm leaping ahead. The Rhythm Stick comes in 
two different versions, and that difference can be 
summed up in one word — MIDI. 

The non-MIDI version can be considered simply 
as an alternative means of triggering the voices of an 
electronic kit. Instead of whacking the hell out of a 
set of pads, you simply sling the Rhythm Stick round 
your neck and slap out a rhythm (bass-guitar style) 

with the thumb and fingers of your right hand — the 
left hand being used to select the voices (eight in all) 
of the drum voices you wish to play. 

All triggering information from the Rhythm Stick 
is dynamic, so provided it's connected to a 
dynamically sensitive controller — such as 
Dynacord's own Percuter S and ADD One — it's 
capable of reproducing all the expression in your 

playing. At the same time, your overall playing level 
—sensitivity if you like— can be determined by the 
Volume control down in the bottom corner of the 
body, while the only other intrusion into the sleek 
black exterior of the non-MIDI Stick is a Power On 
LED indicator situated immediately above this 
control. 
The Rhythm Stick communicates with its chosen 

control unit via a good length of multicore cable, 
with a power supply connected ' in line' between 
the two. On the MIDI version, the requisite five-pin 
DIN socket is also situated on the power supply, a 
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separate MIDI lead being run to the instrument(s) of 
your choice. 

his brings me neatly round to the Rhythm 
Stick Version 2, and the facilit es opened up by 
MIDI. Aside from increasing the range of 
connection possibilities :o include synths, 
expanders, drum machines, and indeed the whole 
gamut of instruments and processors currently 
sporting a MIDI tag, the MIDI Rhythm Stick is set 
apart from the non- MIDI variant in two 'undamental 
areas. 

First, it allows you to program various trigger 
selector/voice combinations, and recall these by 
punching them in on two of the four extra buttons 
found on the MIDI Stick. Alternatively, you can 
choose any of the presets pre-programmed by 
Dynacord to match the uni: for use with such 
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mstruments as the Yamaha RX I 5, the Roland 
DDR30, 707 and 727, the Sequential Drurrtraks and 
the 1,' rin 900C. 

MIDI .' Only one MIDI channel 
can be set for each program, so 
you're prevented from making 
proper use of any multi-timbral 
synths because you're litnited to 
triggering different notes of the 

same sound." 

Second. it is poss.ble, by switching from Guitar 
Feel' to Drum Fed' modes. to generate triggering 
pulses on the selector pad without having to hit 
either of the slap sensors. In ' act, as many as four 
pulses may be generated in this way (for each of 

your four available fingers) and these, in addition to 

the two generated on the slap sensors, turn the 
Stick into a tar more complex beast, rhythmically 
speaking. 
The two Modes rye just mentioned are in fact 

only the first of a total of nine available, and selected 
by the remaining pair of buttons. As with the 
programming buttons, these are accompanied by a 

numeric LED readout so you always know where 
you are — even on stage. 

Running through the Modes is perhaps the best 
way of introducing the range of facilities offered by 

:ihe MID Stic.k. So, Mode 3 allows you to ' lock' 
selector 5 in order tohold a constant voice 
throughout 2, -hythrn. hi other words, every time 
you hit one of tne slap sensors or any of the selector 
pads, it triggers selector 5. If the selector happens 
to be connected to a hi-hat, 'or example, it allows 
you to keep a constant series of beats going, no 
matter what otner instruments you're triggering. 
Mode 4 (not to be contused with MIDI's Mono 
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Mode) is used to assign notes via MIDI on user 
programs I - 16, and its this mode which is selected 
prior to programming your own voice/selector pad 
combinations. 
Mode 5 selects the MIDI channel down which the 

Rhythm Stick sends its information, and thus which 
sound-generator is accessed. But only one MIDI 

channel can be set for each program, and the value 
can't be stored along with the rest of that program's 
information. So effectively, you're prevented from 
making proper use of any multi-timbral synths or 
samplers, or from connecting any two or more 
MIDI sound-generators together in order to assign 

different voices to each of the trigger selectors. This 
is a pity, especially as it would have taken only 
minimal changes in the software to correct the 
omission. 

In the absence of such changes, you're limited to 
triggering different notes of the same sound when 
using a synth connected to the Rhythm Stick. The 
only way of triggering different voices on each 
selector is by connection to drum machines, for 
example, which actually assign a different MIDI note 
number to each voice. 
Mode 6 makes it possible to adjust the intensity of 

the trigger pulses when switched to Drum Feel 
(Mode 2), and thus match trigger levels to your 
playing style. 

Model displays the MIDI velocity value and thus 
the intensity of the pulses from the slap sensors, 
while Mode 8 is used to call up and display the MIDI 
note settings for all the factory programs. 

Finally, Mode 0, like Mode 3, locks on trigger 
selector 5, though this time it takes effect only in 
Mode I ( Guitar Feel). 

The position of the Mode and Program 
buttons, along with their associated LEDs, makes 
them clearly visible and easy to use — even while 
playing. However, before I go any further down that 
particular road, I'd better make a confession. 

All references to playing the Rhythm Stick do 
not, alas, come directly from me. You see, I have a 
little problem ( I have a big problem too, but this is 
neither the time or the place), in that I'm left-
handed. As you probably know, most guitar- shaped 
objects are made for right-handed players, and the 

Rhythm Stick is no exception. 
This needn't present difficulties for all left-handed 

people: if you're starting from scratch, it shouldn't 
take you any longer to master the instrument in the 
right-handed position. My problem is that I've 
already been known to knock out a toon or two on 
the or guitar now and then, and have thus already 
formed a left-handed habit, so to speak. 

Consequently, any comments regarding the physical 
layout and playing position of the Rhythm Stick have 
been drawn from those of the dozen or so people 

who inhabit the office at Music Maker Publications. 
Most of these right-handed worthies seemed 

generally impressed with the ease of playing, and 
notwithstanding the rather bizarre idea of carrying 
the equivalent of a set of drums round the neck, 
with the naturalness of the concept as a whole. 

Criticisms voiced concerned the eight selector 
triggers, which, had they been positioned closer to 
the body of the instrument, would have been easier 
to reach with the left hand ( ie. with less wrist-
twisting). It was also decided that a third slap sensor, 
provided for the soft part of the hand where the 

base of the thumb joins the wrist, would have 
allowed far more complex rhythmic patterns to be 
built up. 

But the main problem people experienced while 
playing the Stick was caused by what appeared to be 
the sluggish response of the selectors in Drum Feel 
mode, where the selectors themselves are used to 
trigger the sounds. This could be overcome with 
the right playing technique — ' leading' slightly with 
the left hand — and maybe this is how the instrument 
is intended to be played. But the first time anybody 
picks up the Rhythm Stick, it's inevitably this 
particular idiosyncracy which causes the most 
problems. 

But the overall playing impressions were very 

favourable — as the difficulty I had retrieving the 
damn thing was testament to. Connecting the Stick 
to a Yamaha DX7 had a number of people 
hammering out rhythms that could have been played 
on the keyboard itself, but somehow wouldn't have 
been. This was especially true in the context of the 
percussion voices ( tuned and otherwise) at which 
the DX excels, though it was interesting to note 
that, as a general rule, people experience fewer 
problems adjusting to the Rhythm Stick while 

playing drum patterns, than they do bashing out 
synth melodies. 

/ t was while the Rhythm Stick was being used 
in this way that it struck me just how odd the whole 
concept really is. You're stood there, playing an 
instrument shaped like a guitar controlling a 
keyboard that's producing the sound of a drum. 
Much has been written, in these pages and in others, 
on the blurring of distinctions between instruments 
that new technology is causing, but I honestly can't 
think of a better example than that. 
The pose value of this instrument almost goes 

without saying. I can see it fitting in well with the 
stage image of a number of different band styles, 
from heavy metal to heavy funk. That said, the 
Rhythm Stick may become the sort of instrument 
that's used mainly by name acts who've already 
made the big time, and even then only for one or 
two numbers in a set. That would be a shame, 
because this is, without any doubt, a serious 
instrument with a lot to offer. 

Perhaps more than anything else, the Rhythm 
Stick forces the user to approach the creation of 
rhythm tracks in a totally different way, and that can 
only be for the good. • 

Prices MIDI version £499, non-MIDI version 
(3 99; both RRPs including VAT 
More from Washburn UK, 130 High Street, 
Abbotsley,Carnbs PE 1 94UE. (07677)648 
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!The Mirage digital multi-sampler has all of the performance and 
samOing features of the Mirage 
digital sampling keyboard - 
walkout the keyboard. It's a 
complete polyphonic eight voice 
instrument with a musical range of 
5 octaves. 

crtrAmAHA AKAI IEQUEnZial. CASIO 
ensonitil 

The Ensonug Piano . to say t sounds 
grand is only the beginning. It uses multi-

sampled grand piano waveforms to prod.fce 

the first completely accurate piano sound 

from an electronic instrument. 

PIANO AKAI S900 MIDI DIGITAL SAMPLER 
Eight voice polyphonic digital 
sampler. Using 12 bit linear 
technology, the S900 comes 
complete with a 3.5" disc drive 

.0 1 fitting into a 19" 3U rack mount. d 
8 voice polyphonic and 8 individual 
line outs. 6 octave range. 750K 
memory giving 12 seconds of 
40Khz sampling rate. 

enBDnIi Mirage MIDI PROGRAMMABLE 
PATCH BAY £119 AKAI ME25S 

AKAI ME3OP 

agnmaiimmaniime MIDI PROGRAMMABLE £119 

NOTE SEPAFtATOR 

£1080 

ensone Mirage 
Using the lart,.t ri diqyaiieciiiiclvio the 
Mirage His you play real instrument soun 
«the from Ensang Sound Library Dekettas 
« sounds you've created yourself The 
Mirage also features 37 playback parameter, 
lo gove you a were range of control over tn, 
envelopes filters, modurition tunirm and 
keyboard effects. 

The ESO-1 is an 8- voice 
polyphonic, poheimbral synth war 
a nch and full sound that can only 
be accomplished with 3 oscillators 
per voice 

£1080 

£1320 

5111 

ensoni«  
EMAX. £1995 

pmnin 1111111111H in 
. • 

mar .. • 

Our price £1699 

YAMAHA SPX-90 £599 
DIGITAL MULTI-EFFECTS PROCESSOR 

FOR ONLY 

£39 

ALESIS MIDIFEX 
SUPERB MULT1-EFFECTS UNIT 

ALESIS MIDIVERB 
SUPERB STE E0 DIGITAL REVERE3 

QUATTRO RAM PACKS 
128 MEMORIES FOR YOUR 

DX/RX ONLY 

OR ONLY 

£395 

£79.95 

STEINBERG RESEARCH 

PRO-24 + ATARI 1040 ST — £1199 
PRO-CREATOR for MUTX — £120 

CASIO RZ1 
Sampling Drum Machine £375 

The superb EMAX offers 17 sec brenpling at 28kHz 
Croustade looping to ENSURE glitch- free looping A full 
complement of analog processing modules (VCF VCA 
LFO, 5 stage envelop./ Totally flexible affordable 
sampling for the sonsos musician, Keyboard 8 Rack 
Sampler 

CASIO CZ1000 

ONLY £37 
AKA1AX73 & MX73 - Best prices 
- 2' For Details 

NEW YAMAHA FB-01 tone 
generator £295 

ALL DX's in stock & at the 
best prices 

NEW Yamaha 
NEW Yamaha 

CX5 Mk11- £449 
QX5 - £499 

AKAI S612 + 
hand, as new 

Disk Drive 2nd 
£649 

Bonnees 
12A GROVE ROAD, EASTBOURNE, EAST SUSSEX e 

  0323 639335/645775 (CLOSED WEDNESDAY PM)mmi 

A Star is born! 
MIDI 'Star Networking' Thru Unit 

Orly£29 

*I MIDI In to 8 MIDI Thrus 

*Enables true MIDI Star Networking 

*Eliminates all MIDI timing errors 

*Multiple Output facility for liter faces, Sequencers etc. 

*Compact unit (90mm x 70mm x 30mm) 

Requires 7-12V DC Power Supply(3.Smrr jack). Available Separately £4.95 

Available direct from 

SYNCOM MIDI RESEARCH LTD., Unit C, Hill Farm, 

Gt. Dunham, Kings Lynn, Norfolk. PE32 2LQ. 

Tel.(07605) 644 / 645 Dealer erquines welcome 

.95 Inc. 

SI ST'! II ID I ni it Or It is our policy to be as competitive 
I11\ I II\ I 11\j as possible on all our prices and in most 

circumstances we can better, or match 

PROF ESSIONAL KEYBOARDS any genuine ,advertised price 

SAMPLERS 

liii-evrw Roland 810 polyphonic sampling keyboard 
with MIDI. Should be in stock by the time you read 
this 
Casio SKI - 4 note polyphonic sampling with PCM 
presets and rhythms. Has got to be the best 
bargain of all keyboards under £ 100. 
Yamaha VSS100 - 49 note keyboard. 20 FM digital 
presets. 8 second monophonic sampling. Superb 
value at only £ 179 

EFFECTS 
Alesis PAIDNERB - 
converts your garden 
shed into the Hammy 
Odeon, 
Alems MIDIFEX - new 
multi effect unit - only 
f399. 
Complete range of DOD 
pedals - ideal for 
keyboards as switches 
are light enough to be operated by hand without 
breaking your wrist, or putting a dent in the 
synth/pianorsampler/teasmaid its resting on, 
Chorus is amazing!, 
Boss Moro Rack - in stock 
MTR 19.' rack effects - ridiculously underpnced. 
Yamaha SPX90 - the business. 

KEYBOARDS 

ORCHESTRAL MINI 
Yamaha PSR15 £ 179 Yamaha PSS180 £89 
Yamaha PSR11  £ 179 Yamaha PSS260 £99 
Yamaha PSR21 £229 Yamaha PCS30 £99 
Yamaha PSR31 £299 Yamaha PSS450 ... f 129 
Yamaha PSR50 £399 Yamaha PSS360 ... f 129 
Yamaha PSR60 £499 Yamaha PSS460 ...£ 149 
Yamaha PSR70 £599 Yamaha VSS100 ...f179 
Callo CT102 £129 Yamaha PCS500...E249 
Casio CT310 £199 Yamaha PSS560 ... f 199 
Casio CT320 £199 Casio SK- 1 f89 
Came CT430 £275 Casio MT21 £59 
Casio CT410V £295 Casio MT90 £99 
Casio CT6000 £P0A Casio MT100 £129 
Technics 6300 £350 Caso MT210 £179 
Technics K350 £480 Casio MT86 f 1 79 
Technics /(450 £599 Casio MT500 £199 

SS NT HS 

Round Alphir Juno 182 
Roland JX.3P 
Roland JO -8P 
Roland HS60 
Roland HS10 
Roland 0580 
varnaha CS°, 

Yamaha Dx100 
Yamaha 0027 
Yamaha 0021 
Casa C22305 
Casio CZ101 
Casa CZ1000 
Casio CZ3000 
Casio CZ5000 

MIDI SOUND MODULES 
Yamaha TX7 Roland E M101 
Yamaha FB-01 - superb new compact FM 
expander, 240 pre-programmed voices each with 
its own individual function memory (i.e. pitch bend 
range, poly or mono, portamento time etc - I All this 
for lust £2991 

ELECTRONIC PIANOS 
Full range of Yamaha. Technics & Roland digital 
pianos including the new Roland HP2000 
HP3000 and top of the range RD1000. 

99 

Yamaha RX21 Yamaha RX21/1_ 
Yamaha RX15 Yamaha RS It 
Roland 154505 Rolare TR707 
Roland TR727 Casio RZ-1 
BossDR110 Technics SY-DP50 

NEW PRODUCTS 
lifillPeirmEMIQ- preset PCM digital. 16 sound 
sources, 48 preset rhythm patterns with 4 till- iris 
and endings for each rhythm External clock 
synchronisation via MIDI Great sounding unit at 

gu-segt. DR220E - replacernent for thn 
,popular 0, 11 digngr sound sources, (am, 
8 electronic drum sounds) 32 preset patterns, 3. 
programmable  panems. 8 Songs Amazing little 
ma, hines that you can hold in the palm of Your 

theirklita (available in October) 
AIL 

DRUM MACHINES 

Ilà 

3 5 KINGS RD SHALFORD Nr. GUILDFORD 
SUHRFY GLid 73J01-4 Guildford (04831 570088 rl,,,OR&DEF.:cSiae.,P..nie,....„ 

OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9.30-5.30 



SDS 1000/TMI 

W HEN THE RHYTHM MACHINE IS YOU 

SDS I 000 - 5 PIECE PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIC DRUM SET. DIGITALLY SYNTHESIZED BASS DRUM, COMPUTER SAMPLED SNARE (CHOICE OF FOUR 

ON BOARD). SYNTHESIZED TOM TOMS. 5 FACTORY AND 5 USER PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY PATCHES. OPTIONAL FOOTS WITCH PATCH CHANGE. 
HEADPHONE JACK. ?Mt - 8 CHANNEL PROGRAMMABLE MIDI INTERFACE FOR ELECTRONIC DRUMS. MIDI NOTE, CHANNEL AND PROGRAMME CHANGE 

DATA ALL STORABLE IN 50 PATCHES. 8 PROGRAMMABLE SEQUENCES OF PATCH CHANGES. FOOTSWITCH OPTIONAL. 

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LIMITED, ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, SF. ALBANS, HERTFORDSHIRE. TEL: 0727-36191. 



THE GRABBING 
HANDS 

HAVE YOU WON OUR DX100? 

When we asked readers to send in features to stand a chance of winning a Yamaha 
DX100 synth, little did we know how many would write in, how well they'd write, 

and how long it would take us to judge the competition. But now the wait is over. 
Dan Goldstein 

WE ALL MAKE MISTAKES. Some make bigger 
mistakes than others, its trJe, but that's usualiy 
because they get more ppportunitres to cock things 
up. 

Magazine editors get ai much scope for error as 
any professional people 1 can thirk cf. Just imagine it. 
Page upon page of information every month, all of 
which has to be religious:y checked just in case an 
erroneous remark causes someone, somewhere to 
take issue with the organ. 
On a larger scale, magazine staff can make a 

mistake by deciding to run a certain feature in a 
certain way, or by choosing one idea for an article in 
favour of another. 

Back in February of this year, the staff of :he 
magazine you're now holding made a mistake. A big 
one. 

Yamaha had given us a DX1 00 polyphonic 
synthesiser ( FM, 192 sounds, poseur's strap), which 
was pretty decent of them as these things retail at 
£350 in the shops. It was then up to us to decide 
how we should give the synch away in the magazine, 
and we spent a week or so thinking of ideas for a 
competition. 
Now, no one member of :he staff has admitted :o 

coming up with the idea we ever tually piumped fcr, 
but as the Editor, I take ultimate responsibility for 
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most of this sort of thing - which is why I'm writing 
this now, and Goodyer, Trask and McGrath are in 
Corfu sunning themselves. 

Write a feature, we told you, and you could win a 
DX100. More than that, the winning feature would 
appear in a forthcoming issue of E&MM, and the 
write, responsible would be taken or as one of our 
regular freelance autnors. It sounded like a good 
idea to us, mostly because we're constantly crying 
to find out wile the hell the magazine's readers are 
interested in, and partly because as competitions go, 

this one didn't look as though it should e'icit too 
great a response, and judging it would be made all 
the easier. 

Send us your copy, we said. And you ob:iged. 1r 
fact, over 100 of you obliged, each one penning a 
short but sweet I 200 words (the stated maximum) 
on the subject of your choice, presenting it to us in 
varying degrees of neatness, and occasionally 
submitting the odd bribe. 

The volume of entries in itself wouldn't have been 
so bad if the standard of writing hadn't been so high. 
For while we were naturally a little chuffed at 
discovering how literate E&MM readers were, that 
level of literacy had giver us a serious judging 
problem. 
What all this boils down to is that only now, six 

months agter we originally ran our Hold the Front 
Page competition, do we have a winner. It's been a 
long and miserable wait, but as I've said, we all make 
mistakes. 

Before we leap straight in with the winning piece, 
a quick run through of the sort of material we 
received. We'd deliberately imposed few restric-

tions on the choice of subject matter that was 
allowed, and what we got was a wide range of 
submissions that fell very roughly, into fcur 
categories. 

First there was the crystal- ball gazing epic: titles 
like ' Frankfurt 1996', 'E&MM Ten Years On' and that 
kind of thing. Mostly these were uninspired and 
predictable, as 'were the spoof product previews - 
'Zlatna Series Ill' et al - that were writ:en in much 
the same vein. It's one thing to make predictions 
about 32- bit samplers, new methods of digital 
resynthesis and 64-voice drum machines, quite 
another to conceive whole new fields for music 
technology to embrace; sadly, very few people 
succeeded in doing the latter. 

The second category covered features bemoan-
ing the state of the modern music scene, tech-
nology's apparent inabi'ity to instil new life intc 
music, and so on. Many of these were well written 
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but the sad thing was that although many entrants 
criticised music in ' 86 with pinpoint accuracy and 
biting wit, only a small minority offered constructive 
and original advice as to how we might go about 
changing things. Hats off to Tony Adamczyk of 
Nuneaton and Ian Carstairs of Durham for being the 
most inspired in this area. 

Third come the practical features, which arrived 
with varying degrees of technical detail and 
accuracy. The pieces ranged from user reports of 
particular instruments and educational essays, to 
small software routines and programming features. 
There were even a couple of readers who chanced 
their arm by submitting the first part of a series. And 
there was some clear, concise writing, too, notably 
from Roger Bush of Cumbria, Gary Larson of 
Washington DC, Alec Evans of Portsmouth and 

Alan Andros of Newcastle. Ultimately, though, 
none of the educational pieces really struck us as 
being outstanding enough to win the competition. 
Many of them were useful in specific areas, but there 
was nothing universal that was head and shoulders 
above everything else. 

Fourth and last came the personality stories: 
interviews with designers and composers, reviews 
of concerts, and personal anecdotes from musicians 
anxious to warn others away from the pitfalls they 
fell into. Most of the interviews and reviews of real 
people/ events were on the dry side, though there 
were some clever spoof stories. More interesting, 
though, were the musicians' anecdotes, the stories 
of instant fame dashed by bad fortune, of great 
inspiration denied by intransigent technology. 
And it's one of these anecdotes that has won its 

creator our Yamaha DX100. Step forward, Graeme 
Holiday of Ashingdon, Essex, for you are E&MM's 

latest prizewinner. 
Graeme's piece summed up what many tried to 

say — that once you get caught on the carousel of 
new gear, there's no getting off. For us, his 1200 
words said more about the current state of music 
technology than any other piece — and said it more 
succinctly, more objectively, and more entertain-

ingly, too. 
To all those who slaved over word-processors, 

typewriters, personal stationery and papyrus, we 
offer our commiserations and our thanks. You gave 
us a lot of reading pleasure and a few sizeable 
headaches, and we had a lot of fun. 

To Graeme Holiday we offer our congratu-
lations. The DX100 is on its way. 

SEX, DRUGS, FAME - A DREAM 
AN EMPTY WALLET A REALITY 
WHAT FOLLOWS IS A SAD but true story. It 
should serve as a warning to anyone considering 
buying their first keyboard. 

It was November 1984 — I was happy. I'd got 
married the month before, we had a new house, I 
liked my job — everything in the garden was great. It 
couldn't last. It didn't. 

It was an ordinary Saturday morning, I'd arranged 
to play squash with a friend and my wife was coming 
to watch. We played. I won. Isn't life wonderful? 
Then it happened. Alan (the friend) uttered ten 
life-destroying words — 'Come and see what I've 
bought the kids for Christmas'. It sounded harmless 
enough. It couldn't hurt. 

After making sure the kids were out, the 
Christmas present was revealed — a Casio MT68 
portable keyboard! Yeah, I know — why are you 
reading this pap if all I've got to talk about is an 
MT68? But this was just the start. 

I was knocked out by this little machine — rhythm 
patterns, autochords, drum fills...you know the list. I 
had to have one. At this point Lynn (my wife) made 
her big mistake. 

'You've got your Access card — why don't we go 
to Dixons?'. No, she's not for sale. 
We went to Dixons, I parted with my flexible 

friend and the nightmare began. The Casio 
entertained me for about three weeks. I quickly 
tired of those rhythms and autochords and decided I 
needed a more sophisticated toy. I started to buy 
magazines — dozens of them. I still do — it's like a 
drug. I know every publishing date from E&MM to 
H&SR (and all the ones in between). I never 
calculate how much I spend on magazines. I'm too 
frightened. 

Anyway, back to the plot. It was in one of these 
helpful magazines that I saw my dream machine. An 
all singing, all dancing, mega keyboard... The Yamaha 
PS61 00. Now you're cooking! Four-track recording. 
FM sounds, PCM rhythms...the lot. If I bought this 
machine I'd never have to buy anything else. 
Where's Lynn? 
'We could get a bank loan', I suggested. We had 

only been married two months — she still had a lot to 

learn, poor kid. 
OK, to the bank. ' I wanna refit the kitchen', I lied. 

'Sounds fair — here's 900 quid'. 
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It was January 2, I 985 — I had an MT68, a PS6I00, 
a bank loan and a slightly dubious wife. 
To be fair, I was quite impressed with the PS6I00 

— some of the sounds were great ( vibes, electric 
piano, flute) and the auto-accompaniments would 
make any nurd sound like Bobby Crush. But I was 
soon to tire. 

For a start I couldn't change any of the sounds 
and, having read all the various magazines, I felt what 
I really needed was...a synthesiser. 
A trip to the local music store was obviously in 

order — they'd advise me, they'd tell me what I 
needed to make this aching and yearning go away 
(plink, plink, fizz). 
To the music store I went. ' I know absolutely 

nothing about synthesisers', I declared. 'What 
should I buy?' Try as he might, the salesman couldn't 
hide the glint in his eye. 'Come and sit down here 
little boy — would you like a sweetie?'. 

I could actually feel the wallet being lifted from 
my pocket. After much 'What does this do?', ' How 
much does this cost?', ' How many sounds has this 
got?'. I decided all I really needed to make my life 
complete was a Yamaha CX5 Music Computer. 
This, at £499 plus large keyboard, the salesman 
assured me was a wise investment, and furthermore 
they'd take the PS6I00 off my hands. Deal! 

I rushed home to show the very impressed and 
interested wife. 'Very nice — when are you going to 
paint the bathroom?'. They're such understanding 
creatures. 

I was content and I could program just about 
everything. But bugger me, this FM takes some 
getting used to. I was also not impressed with the 
rhythm box included. It sounded like a soggy 
Weetabix box (OK?), and although I had all these 
great ideas for songs I could only record one track 
on the CX5 (the four- track real-time sequencer 
was just a twinkle in Yamaha's eye then, and I didn't 
have the patience with the Composer program). 
At this point, I hold the magazines wholly 

responsible for my next act of folly. I'd spent the last 
few weeks reading about drum machines and 
four-track cassette machines, and thus knew 
where my destiny lay. I convinced Lynn that one 
more loan would get me a Tascam 244 Portastudio 
and Yamaha RX 1 I drum machine. 

She agreed, but I had to promise this would be 
the last loan. I also had to paint the bathroom. 

So back I went to the music shop. ' I want one of 

those and one of those please' (just loud enough so 
everybody else in the shop would be impressed 
with what I was buying). The salesman was delighted 
and, as he cheerily waved me to my car, he said 
three words that cast a shadow over my happy day. 

'See you soon.' 
There was something haunting in those words. 

He said them with such confidence I knew he was 
right. 

Well, the list just goes on and on. I'd recently 

started taking piano lessons (you ever tried 
practising the piano on a CX5?), so an electric piano 

became a necessity. Enter the Roland EP50. I soon 
got fed up trying to program the CX5 and decided 
to expand my synth collection, so it didn't take long 
to convince myself I needed a Casio CZ101 ( I didn't 
need the CZ 1000 as the EP50 makes a great mother 
keyboard — thanks, Roland). Next came a Korg 
EX800, which I consider my best value buy to date. 

I had to get a mixer to save tracks on the 
Portastudio, but the recordings sounded dull. A trip 
to Turnkey solved that one, and I'm still quite happy 

with my Great British Spring stereo reverb (though 
I can hear my little room saying 'Go buy us one of 
those new Yamaha multi-effect processor thingies, 
Graeme'). 

So that is currently about it. It won't stop there, 
of course. How can I call myself a keyboard player if I 
don't have at least a DX7, a Prophet 2000 and a 
PF80? I really feel a need to upgrade to eight-track, 
and there's no point in doing that unless I've got 

decent processors. It's hopeless, I'm hooked! 
Amazingly, my wife is still with me, even though I 

think she regrets the day she said ' Let's go to 
Dixons'. 

I know some of you will feel this is pretty 
far-fetched ( remember, it's all happened in under 
18 months) but 1 promise you it's true. Believe me. if 
you're just about to buy your first keyboard, a year 
from now you'll be writing to E&MM trying to win 

the latest DX 

Take my advice — take up knitting. 
Graeme Holiday 
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PUTTING SYNDROMIC 
MUSIC ON THE MAP 

BOUNDS 
GRUNSTATION 
piccAoiLcv) 

sums 102 W9 

C-LAB 

Written in West Germany this wel 
known software house is currently 
supplying some of the most popular 
and versatile eclibrig and 
sequencing packages around The 
ScoreTrack/SuperTrack and DX 
support programs. synchronisers 
and interfaces ensure that C-Lab 
can offer an extremely attractive 
and economical alternative 

KORG DSS1 SAMPLING 

SYNTHESIZER 

For the musician on the move the 
DSS I is literally packed with 
specifications Totai sampling with 
in-built synthesizer and two DDLs 
and with the Korg ODD I touch 
sensitive sampling drum computer 
just round the corner we- feel that 
Korg are maintaining their leading 
edge' in keyboard technology 

D 

ALESIS, SOUND 

TECHNOLOGY 

The Alesis MIDIVERB - 63 preset 
programs 0.2s - 20s plus gated and 
reverse reverb ail controlled 
through MIDI patch. This truly 
outstanding audio product is now 
joined by 'The fiADIFEX*, 21 
different echoes. 15 Multi Tap 
delays, reverb bloom and reverse 
MultiTap pan. A ; 9" rack mount 
adapter available for both units 

Based in Los Angeles. the Alesis 
Corporation's commitment to 
quality and innovation, and their 
development of Reduced 
Instruction Set Computer' 
architecture, using 3 million 
memory instructions per second 
provides the user vviIrl simple, 
speedy and noiseless operation 
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Every so often a new idea comes along based on the needs and desires of the musician 

Continuous advances in MIDI, Sampling.  Synthesis and Computer Music Applications have meant that 
you - the Musician - have wanted to talk to other musicians/users who fully understand the product 

and are-prepared to take time out to talk, help and show you on a one-to-one basis. 

At Syndromic Music we select products on their ment; that we believe in, ard that offer the very best 

value tri musical technology. 

There is nothing like a faulty MIDI cable or an ignored MIDI instruction to take the edge' off your 
musical creativity - And ét happens all too frequently if you respond to a price rather than a product! 

Here at Syndromic Music we make it easy, our team of Player/Programmers nave had years of 

professional experience in the field, helping and advising in all areas of the electronic music, computer 

pro audio and recording industries. 

It takes .3 personal and specialised approach in understanding the needs of todays musician, to iron 
out all those little bugs' well in advance 

Getting things right - instead of getting them cheaply! 

Call Syndromic Music on Of -444 9126 and make an appointment to talk to people who care! 

STEINBERG RESEARCH 

Steinberg Research software is in 
constant development and they are 
a company that is writing serious, 
easy to understand software for the 
musician. At Syndromic Music we 
support the excellent Pro-I6 and 
Pro-24 sequencing packages for 
Commodore 64 and Atar, ST 
computers. We are committed to 
the visual editing and generic 
librarian approach towards MIDI 
instruments which allow musicians 
to-do what they do best - make 
music! 

PASSPORT DESIGNS 

Originators of MIDI music software, 
Passport provide programs for all 
levels of musical deveiopment, 
entertainment, education, 
performance/recording and music 
printing. Passport MRDIPACKS' are 
available for Commodore 64/128, 
Apple. IBM and Mackintosh host 
computers. Whether you are just 
beginning to develop your musical 
knowledge and playing skills or are 
fully professional. Passport will 
allow your creativity to shine 
through. 

Please send me more details on Syndromic and the above products. 

TOA PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIO 
When it comes to authentic sound 
re-inforcement for todays 
demanding audio applications there 
was only one company to talk to. 
We think the TOA 380SE. Electronic 
Music Speaker System to be the 
very best, featuring a 3 Way system 
with 360W continuous power with 
a Bass-Reflex enclosure housing a 
15" bass driver, constant directivity 
horn and exponential horn tweeter. 
Accuracy. quality and craftsmanship 
ensure that only the music gets 
through! 

AXAI S900 SAMPLER 

At last an instrument with 'people' 
orientated software! Simplicity and 
brilliance combine to make the Akai 
S900 a major talking point. Adding 
the ASK90 option allows 8 audio 
triggers turning the S900 into the 
ultimate percussion controller. 
Sophistication and flexibility are the 
criteria, and Altai are set to achieve 
this yet again with the introduction 
of the X7000 Sampling Keyboard! 

STAR SAMPLES 

Syndromic Music are proud to 
'announce sole marketing rights on 
this superb quality TDX MAL 
cassette IF I version available) of 
drum, percussion and electronic 
drum sounds recorded at John 
Fox's Garden Studios by Gary 
Wallace Mlik Kershaw, Style 
Council, Power Station). 54 samples 
with cueing designed for easy, 
trouble-free, high quality sampling 
Call for detays! 

SYNDROMIC SUPPORT 

SYSTEMS 

We don't just handle the big orders 
- We go on helping with supply of 
MIDI cabling, diskettes, audio leads, 
rack holders, flight cases, 
computers, disk drives, monitors, 
ROM Packs. RAM Packs, servicing 
and repair and all the latest 
publications from the world of 
computers, sampling and electronic 
synthesis, all despatched promptly 
by our efficient staff 

Name /WIC 

Address  

  'Creative music for creative people' 
SYNDROMIC MUSIC, 24/26 Avenue Mews, London N I 0 3NP 

P ostcode Telephone 0 I -444-9 I 26. 



WINDY CITY DAY 
In which an American software engineer and self-confessed `techie' tries to see everything there is to see 

at the Chicago NAMM show, in just one day. Chris Meyer 

O
NE DAY TO SEE the NAMM 
show. That's A 1 had. Well, OK 
—one day, and an hour-and-a-half 
in the Roland booth. Plus, 1 spent 
the morning hours of that one day 

recovering from a crushing hangover, 
courtesy of a company-who-shall-
remain-nameless' boat party the night 
before. So, 1 didn't see all that 1 wanted 
to see. What I did dc› was spend that ont 
day ( plus the ten hours of MIDI 
manufacturers' meetings the day 
before), eyeing what the technology 
being shown was all about. 
The first instrument 1 saw at the 

show was the Casio CZ1. At last, 
velocity and pressure hooked up to a 
powerful and easy-to-program PD 
(Phase Distortion) voice. 
Unfortunately, the combination of the 
CZ l's multi-level panel and the various 
pastel-coloured switches and legending 
reacted so violently with my 
aforementioned hangover, 1 literally 
couldn't get close enough to it to play 
the thing ( maybe it 1 kept my eyes 
closed). 
The point is, though, that Casio are 

finally listening to their product 
specialists and producing more 
professional equipment. The next 
obvious step for PD is a rack-mount 
unit, and perhaps even more 
modulation routing capabilities to 
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PPG's NAMM display included Hard Disk Unit and updated Realizer, sounded more impressive than 
ever, but was locked away in a small room in the middle of the show's main hall— blink and you'd have 

missed it 

further fatten up the sound ( I'm spoiled 
by the recent Oberheims and Prophet 
VS in this department). The 
combination of Casio's low prices plus 
some aggressive, intelligent product 

specification should be enough to send 
chills up the spine of end users and 
manufacturers alike. 

Next, I moved on to the Wersi MK 1 
Stage Performer, and was glad to see it 
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was hooked up to a pair of headphones 
(not only could I listen to the sound 
more closely, 1 didn't have to inflict my 
terrible keyboard-playing on others). I 
struck a note, and immediately ripped 
off the headphones in horror as 1 
suddenly heard this enormous room 
sound. Poking behind a few black 
drapings around the instrument 
revealed an Alesis MIDIverb hooked 
up to each unit. And thus, a 
controversy — it's true that almost all 
keyboards are processed these days, but 
shouldn't 1 have the right to know what-
is doing the processing? And what the 
keyboard sounds like dry? 
Anyway, back to the Wersi. As 

Simon Trask revealed in these pages a 
couple of months back, the MK1 is a 
20-voice multi-timbral device sensitive 
to velocity and aftertouch. Up to four 
voices may be layered at a time, and 
zones split up and sent out (and 
received) over MIDI. It seems to be 
basically a wavetable beast ( à la Kawai, 
Korg, Sequential, and so on) with 
onboard additive synthesis provided by 
way of drawbars — Wersi's organ 
heritage shows through. 
The brochure also claims FM and 

AM synthesis, but 1 didn't go far 
enough into the machine to verify these 
(the 'sampling technology' quoted in 
the brochure actually refers to the 
creation of some of the wavetables). 
What did it sound like? Big and fat— 

like a wavetable synth stacked with an 
analogue one. 1 even heard a variation 
on the PPG/Fairlight/VS vocal sound 
I've never heard before (being an 
acredited junkie of such sounds). The 
wealth of parameters and the 
availability of a rack-mount version 
means that I'll probably get one 
eventually. Let's just hope the MK1 is 
marketed properly — both in the States 
and in the UK. 
Then there was the Bullet 2000. 

What we have here is a brilliant idea — 
an IBM PC-XT compatible computer in 
a sturdy rack-mount case. (ah, MIDI 
jacks, power switch, floppy disk drives, 
clock in/out, metronome out, and 
computer keyboard jacks all on the 
front panel), protected by two macho 
front handles. All this thing needs now 
is to be bundled with a Roland 
MPU401 interface, a sequencer, and 
perhaps a good patch librarian or MIDI 
zones program. 
A rack-mounted high-capacity 

sequencer with visual editing is just the 
ticket to take compositions out of the 
rehearsal room and into the studio or 
out on the road. 1 mean, how many of 
you are really willing to take a personal 
computer, complete with cables, 
external drives and what-have-you up 
on stage every night? Or even into the 
studio? What we need next is a rack-
mounted Atari/Amiga/Mac clone 
version. 

T
HIS BRINGS US to the 
question: which computer should 
1 buy? I don't know. 1 wrestle with 
the topic weekly myself. I'll 
probably buy a Macintosh, since 

I'm a Digidesign fanatic, and the Mac is 
the only machine they put their 
resources into ( forget the rumours— 
buying a piece of Digidesign software 
means owning a Macintosh, at least for 
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Fairlight Voicetracker is viable alternative to the plethora of MIDI guitar systems launched/updated 
in Chicago; a good selection of voicing gear (DX7, S900, Matrix 6R) helped the demos no end 

the next year or so). And don't forget 
that in the States, the Mac is more 
competitively priced. 

Still, the Atari ST is the price 
winner, and Hybrid Arts are doing 
some nice stuff for it ( ie. DX Droki, 
ADAP Soundrack), while some of Dr 
T's positively funky software is being 

"Imagine creating a random 
program on DX-Droid, 

transmitting it to one of 320 
RAM locations, and then 

tweaking the brightness with just 
one control." 

ported over to it too. 1 have a soft spot in 
my heart for the Amiga, mainly because 
of its advanced sound and graphics (I'm 
into pretty pictures). And then there's 
the IBM PC, which has the most non-
music hardware and software available 
(particularly at the business end — 
which all struggling musicians need). 
And now it's rack-mounted, thanks to 
the Bullet 2000. That thing about non-
music software may be the biggest 
factor for some, even though IBMs 
aren't exactly cheap in the UK; you 
could very well buy only one sequencer 
and one patch librarian for your 
computer (if that), so what else are you 
going to do with your investment? 

In a world where everybody owns at 
least two DX7s (with a DX100 lurking 
in the background for good measure), I 
confess that 1 do not own one. I will not 
buy a non-programmable synth, and 
given the difficulty of using FM and my 
own personal lack of time, an FM synth 
just isn't worth it. 1 could almost be 
placated with a rack-mount version, but 
there isn't one available (forget the 
TX816 — 1 don't need eight), and the 
combination of a TX 7 and Beetle front 
panel (over $600 in the US, just for the 
latter) just doesn't make any sense for 
the price and hassle. 
But now I may be changing my 

colours. My mind has been turned 
around by the appearance of the Hybrid 
Arts DX-Droid patch program and the 
Generation 2 E! Board by Grey Matter 

Response, both shown at NAMM. DX-
Droid has already been reviewed by 
E&MM, and is a patch program for the 
DX7 that can also interpolate between 
two existing patches, and 'roughen up' a 
given patch by controllable random 
programs. 
The E! board installs inside a DX7, 

and contains, along with additional 
memory (try 576 voices — 256 in ROM, 
320 in RAM), a complete rewrite of the 
DX7s operating system, just to make 
sure there are no copyright problems. 
Generation 2 allows patch mapping 
(this internal patch number equals that 
external patch number), better velocity 
resolution (stock DX7s are actually 
rather compressed), an auxiliary MIDI 
channel for fooling around with effects 
devices, several keyboard modes ( splits, 
high/low note track, and so on) for 
master keyboard effects ( the DX7 still 
likes to play only one patch internally), 
Mode 4/Mono Mode reception for 
guitar controllers, and — most 
important of all — new voicing 
parameters, including a 'Timbre' 
(brightness) control. 

Imagine creating a random program 
on DX-Droid, transmitting it over to 
one of 320 RAM voice locations, and 
then further tweaking the 
brightness/timbre with just one control 
— my mouth waters. 
What is really important here is what 

I refer to as 'macro controls'. Digital 
synths and samplers are getting more 
complicated to program. Even those 
with the patience to program old 
analogue synths find they don't have 
the time or patience to program the new 
equipment. And the only thing 
uneducated musicians know is that 
they want it 'brighter', 'more string-
like', or 'exactly between those two'. 
Presenting these short-cutters with 
controls labelled 'brightness' and preset 
envelopes labelled 'strings' instead of 
algorithms and operators should 
encourage even the most lethargic 
among us to program something other 
than the factory patches. 
That way, a painter can just paint. A 

photographer can just take 
photographs. And those who are more 
interested in what lenses, filters, and Ws. 
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> f-stops they are using — well, lhope 
manufacturers leave those options in, 
too. 

O
NE QUESTION I'D like 
answered is: Why do people come 
up to me at shows like NAMM 
and tell me that Brand X's 
sampler is great on piano but bad 

on horns, while Brand Y's sampler just 
couldn't cut it on percussion? 

This is sheer lunacy. Twelve-bit 
linear sampling is deadly accurate. 
There is still a problem with 
quantisation noise on lower frequencies 
and sound levels, so it's never going to 
fool all of the people all of the time. But 
identically-specified 12-bit samplers 
should theoretically sound very similar, 
and to have people come up to me and 
tell me about the different 'qualities' of 
competing 12-bit machines drives, me 
crazy. 

Idon't question people's ears — the 
differences are there. But more than 
likely, it's bad factory samples — not 
anything about the machine's intrinsic 
design — that are to blame. And in many 
cases at trade shows, less than adequate 
speakers can take equal credit as 
villains. 
At this level of sound quality, 

nothing less than studio monitors 
should be employed. At NAMM, 
Roland's desire to show nothing but 
Roland and Boss gear in their booth 
ultimately hurt them — in a noisy room 
with less-than-adequate speakers, the 
S50 didn't sound much better than a 
sampler half the price. This is a shame, 
since the S50 looks like it could be the 
highest-quality and most feature-laden 
sampler of the lot. 
Or maybe some manufacturers are 

just blowing it seriously in the analogue 
electronics. The only way to really 
compare sampling quality is to use the 
exact same source and playback system 
in a controlled environment — ie. not at 
an exhibition like NAMM. 
The Korg DSS1 promises to be the 

next 'affordable' sampler to make the 
leap from show prototype to readily 
available product. Reviewing its 
features gives you the impression that 
Korg are trying to cover the continuous 
spectrum between a wavetable synth 
(essentially a sampler with a one 
waveform loop) and a sampler. The 
DSS1's features include sync, onboard 
additive synthesis and waveform 
drawing, multi-part envelopes, twin 
DDLs and the like. 

For the person who likes to 
experiment and who doesn't like hard 
set definitions, this sounds like a great 
machine. For those who want lots of 
memory — well, sorry: the DSS1 seems 
to be hardware limited to 256K. 

I'm memory-hungry, and expect the 
1 Meg barrier to fall soon, with the 2 
and 4 Meg barriers not far behind (by 
late 1987, perhaps?). We're talking 
over a minute of sampling at a nominal 
30-32kHz sample rate with 2 Meg, and 
I believe that's going to be an important 
psychological barrier. The next 
question is: how long are musicians 
going to be willing to wait to load that 
much memory? Current samplers are 
already pushing what can be saved on a 
single floppy disk, and this already 
takes over 30 seconds to load. Either 
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some major advances are going to be 
made in removable storage media, or 
we're all going to have to marry a hard 
disk. 
The new kid on the sampling block is 

the Emax, as previewed by Paul Wiffen 
in last month's E&MM. Truth to tell, 
there's already a controversy over how 
good it will sound. E-mu make a point of 
stressing 'superior sound quality' in 
their brochures and demos. However, 
the fact of the matter is that Emax uses 
an eight-bit encoding system similar to 
that in the Emulator II (and the fact of 
the matter is also that the Ell is the best 
sounding eight-bit system available — 
and damn close to 12-bit). So, from this 
point of view, an Ell for under £2000 
looks an incredible bargain. 
But I want to hear a production unit 

before I'm convinced that it sounds as 
good as an EII ( friends at E-mu assure 
me it will; the prototype I listened to at 
NAMM definitely did not). And 
despite how much you like how Emax 
looks and how logically it's laid out, it's 
going to take me a while to get used to 
operating a 10-key pad that's skewed 

sequestered away inside a locked room 
in the middle of the hall, and you 
needed an appointment (and much 
persistence) even to see the,gear. 

So where are the 16-bit systems for 
the masses? Where hardware 
companies leave a gap, software 
companies seem to be stepping in. In 
this case, Hybrid Arts were showing 
the ADAP SoundRack — a rack-mount 
16-bit sampler that has an intimate 
relationship with an Atari ST to bring 
the user-friendliness up and the cost 
down. We're talking up to 20 seconds 
of 16-bit sound at a 44.1kHz sample 
rate, stereo capability, and graphic 
editing here — at just $ 1995 (in the US) 
plus the cost of an ST. Oh yes, and it 
supports the MIDI Sample Dump 
Standard. And Hybrid Arts don't seem 
content to stop there, as there's talk of 
$5000, $ 10,000 and $ 15,000 versions 
in the future. Now, my only questions 
are: Is it true 16-bit quality ( if it is, it'll 
be amazing value)? And how many 
studios are willing to put an Atari next 
to their expensive tape decks and 
mixi ng consoles? That's a big 

Updating drum tracks is now an important studio use for mult i-timbral samplers like Akai's S900; 
latest trigger-in mods to this machine enable percussion parts to be tapped in live' from a suitable pad 

from left to right. Don't get me wrong— 
Emax will definitely be a hit; it's just 
that I have questions in my mind. 

A
LL SOUND QUALITY 
QUESTIONS should be 
answered when everybody has 
16-bit machines. Unfortunately, 
this sampling nirvana has a high 

cost — the cheapest 16-bit sampling 
keyboard currently available is the 
Fairlight Series 111, starting at £60,000. 
Some may argue that you only need 16-
bit systems for studio applications, and 
that most studio applications comprise 
dropping in individual sounds or stereo 
sections of music — hence the 
popularity of two-channel 16-bit 
devices such as the AMS and Window, 
which do such tasks well. 
The new PPG HDU (Hard Disk 

Unit) looks promising, with 3 
minutes x 4 channels of 16-bit sound at 
just over $ 10,000, but 1 must slap PPG 
on the wrist for making their wares so 
hard to see at NAMM — they were 

psychological barrier for some, and it 
may give the small studios a chance to 
catch up. 
Back up there when 1 was talking 

about the Emax, 1 meant to move 
sideways into a neat new electronic 
device that's finding its way into 
musical instruments. It's called the 
EEPROM, which stands for 
Electronically Erasable Programmable 
Read Only Memory. The operating 
system for almost all synthesisers is 
electrically burned into a PROM or 
ROM (just use fewer of the initials to 
find out what these mean). Once there, 
it doesn't go away unless uncovered and 
exposed to an intense ultraviolet light 
for a period of time. 
Now there's a version that can be 

both erased and programmed 
electrically — the EEPROM. What this 
means is that the onboard computer can 
rewrite part of the software, the 
programmed presets, the setup 
information and the rest. The data's a 
lot less likely to go away than it is on a 
disk or in RAM, and each EEPROM is 
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backed up with a battery (how many 
times have we heard about battery 
backed-up machines spontaneously 
dumping memory?). Some 'RAM' 
cartridges now use these EEPROMs, 
and the new Emax and 360 Systems 
MIDI Patcher use them to store presets 
and calibration information. Bottom 
line— increased reliability. 

Meanwhile, additive synthesis finally 
seems to be making an impact on 
musical instruments. Additive systems 

drum machines do not offer anything 
spectacular in the way of sonic 
advances (Latin sounds being 
considered really radical). 
To fill this gap, some companies have 

concentrated on creating alternative 
sounds for existing drum machines. 
And with the advent of affordable 
sampling, one logical step was to allow 
users to start creating their own 
alternate sounds. At least three 
EPROM burners were being shown at 

Roland sampler dernosfeatured S10 and S50 keyboards — though available equipment didn't make 
the best of the machines, and added to the 'Which sounds best?' controversy that raged throughout 

show's duration 

are expensive to implement in real time 
(they need a separate oscillator or 
equivalent per harmonic per voice) and 
difficult to use — ask anyone who's used 
a Synergy or a Crumar GDS. Sampling 
technology allows the difficult stuff to 
be done offline, and saved as a 
waveshape or entire sample to play back 
later — witness such instruments as the 
Fairlight, PPG plus Waveterm, and 
(the only inexpensive one of the lot) the 
OSCar. 
And finally, some inexpensive and 

readily available instruments are using 
additive synthesis. Wavetable synths 
such as the Kawai K3, Prophet VS, and 
Wersi MK1 allow waves to be built 
using additive techniques. Some 
samplers (such as the Korg DSS1 and 
Roland S50) promise to have some 
form of additive synthesis onboard 
(though this, too, may be limited to just 
single waveforms). And let's not forget 
one of the most unexpected hits of this 
year's summer NAMM — Digidesign's 
SoftSynth, reviewed elsewhere this 
issue. 

For additive synthesis to be accepted, 
it either has to be made ear-tunable in 
real time ( like the Wersi's drawbars, 
the Prophet VS' joystick, and so on) or 
have an excellent visual editing system 
and representation. SoftSynth fulfils 
the latter function. 

L
ET'S MOVE ON to electronic 
drums and guitars. There's no 
doubt that a BIG drum sound has 
become the trademark of most 
popular music produced in the last 

couple of years. However, most new 
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NAMM for achieving this purpose — 
the Simmons sampler/burner, the 
Oberheim Prommer (sampling sounds 
directly, or via the MIDI Sample Dump 
Standard), and the Digidesign Burner 
(using Sound Designer files, and 
burning PROMs for the widest variety 
of machines of the three — but you need 
a Mac to use it). 

This shouldn't affect the people who 
supply alternative sound chips too 
much — there'll always be those who 
would rather buy other people's sounds 
than brew their own. 
And then there are sampling drum 

machines — most notably from E-mu, 
Casio, and now Korg with their DDD1. 
Frankly (here come the rocks through 
the Meyer lounge window again), I'm 
still waiting for these things to grow up. 
One or two seconds of memory is 
simply not enough. Even the five-
second Turbo version of the E-mu 
SP12 is just barely enough — and with a 
(painfully slow) disk drive, it costs 
more than a sampling keyboard with 
twice the spec hooked up to a cheap 
drum machine to drive it. 
Maybe by Winter NAMM 1987, 

well start to tee some more serious 
efforts in this arena by manufacturers 
who've already spent this year rushing 
to get their sampling keyboards and 
rack units to market. 

After the blitz of new guitar-to-MIDI 
converters announced at Winter 
NAMM '86, this side of the industry 
seems to be settling down once again. 
The two main complaints on guitar 
controllers — poor tracking and 
inflexible MIDI implementations — are 
starting to be addressed in earnest. 

The most expensive and flexible unit 
of the lot, the SynthAxe, has had its 
tracking overhauled to the point where 
the demonstrators were allowing 
anybody to come up and have a wang on 
the machine at the show (I've played an 
earlier version, and it was nowhere near 
that polite). Ibanez and Roland seem to 
like using special guitars to ensure good 
tracking, and I've heard good things 
about the Ibanez on this point. Photon 
want you to use the same gauge string 
across the instrument for the best 
results. Roland have also resorted to 
using a separate processor per string on 
their bass controller (bass is harder to 
track than a guitar — notice the lack of 
bass controllers on the market). And 
Charvel and Takamine (differently 
badged versions of the Shadow MIDI 
system) sell their own custom bridge 
with the pickup built in. 

But the system that captures my 
fancy comprises the new, Roland GK1 
and GM70. As we said in last month's 
Nevvsdesk, the GK lisa pickup and 
small electronic piece that supposedly 
mounts on any ( read: your) guitar or 
bass, and connects to the GM70 rack-
mount unit that allows such MIDI 
gymnastics as Mode 4/Mono Mode with 
up to four MIDI channels transmitted 
per string — all programmable. As I've 
said, I play a lousy keyboard, but I play 
a passable bass and 1 love the feel of a 
stick of wood and pieces of metal 
vibrating in my hands and against my 
body (now quieten down, you perverts 
out there). lalso happen to like my 
basses and synthesisers, thank you — 
not what somebody else decides I 
should play. The Roland system gives 
me that, and the price is not 
unreasonable. I'll have to play one 
before 1 buy it, but it almost makes me 
wonder if 1 need a keyboard any more. 
Roland are also threatening the drum-
kit with their Octapad — perhaps horns 
are next. 

Y
OU MAY HAVE GUESSED by 
now that I'm a hardcore techie. 
Being inside the industry and 
knowing the available potential of 
technology at any one time, I'm 

often frustrated by how slowly it can 
take developments to come to market. 
However,1 came away from the 
summer NAMM show feeling that the 
industry was about two years ahead of 
where 1 thought it would be. 
Most of this is attributable to 

monstrous advances in software. How 
have they happened? Well, my ooly 
guess is when the newspapers were 
telling everyone to get engineering 
degrees or else, a lot of frustrated 
musicians listened ( 1 know that's how 1 
got here). 

Users can either be thrilled or 
frightened — sometimes both. For those 
without endless bank accounts to buy 
the latest everything, everything under 
the sun — including inexpensive multi-
FX processors, MIDI suits, and air 
drum sticks — seems to be available now 
(or at least available in the next six 
months). Pick a system out, buy it and— 
most important of all — learn it before 
you buy anything else. Trust me. 
MIDI, computers, and quarter-inch 
output jacks will still be around a year 
or two from now. mi 
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SCRATCH 
SAMPLES 
Digidesign's Sound Designer program gave Macintosh 
owners the chance to have a good look at their samples. 
Now the company's latest program, SoftSynth, offers a 
new way of creating samples from scratch — without 

recording from the ' real world'. Rick Davies 

I' ts I 986. People (not all of them musicians) 
are buying samplers— machines that use computer 
technology to record sounds and reproduce them 
in a musical way. The samplers, in turn, are 
becoming available in many different shapes and 
sizes, and at a variety of price levels. But sad to say, 
these samplers have so far tended to sound much 
the same as each other. 

This has been less the fault of the samplers 
themselves, and more the responsibility of the 
people who've been using them. Or maybe the real 
culprits are current trends in popular music, which 
dictate that musicians and producers come up with 
no sound whatsoever that hasn't been heard on the 
radio a hundred times before. 
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That's ironic when you consider that samplers 
can put a whole world of new sounds at musicians' 
disposal, even though they have a habit of imposing 
their own characteristics on the noises they record 
and reproduce. 
To get away from all this, wouldn't it be a good 

idea if we could use the same computer technology 
to create sounds that fall outside the realms of 
'samples' in the accepted sense? 

Well, the Digidesign SoftSynth program is a 
clever way of getting a sampler not to sound like a 
sampler. OK, so there's a degree to which a sampler 
will always operate like a sampler, churning out data 

at various speeds with 'chipmunk' effects when 
samples are played at pitches much higher than the 
original sample, and the 'grunge' of clock noise 
when samples are played far below. 

But at least you can do something about the 
sample source material. It may appear that samplers 
are limited to manipulating 'real' sounds, but 
SoftSynth proves that a computer-based system can 
be used to circumvent the sampling process 
altogether, and produce truly original sounds. 
What SoftSynth does is create samples on the 

Apple Macintosh, rather than merely edit samples 
which come from the ' real world'. These sounds are 
created by additive synthesis, and in the case of 
SoftSynth, this means it's possible to control the 
mix of 32 harmonics through the duration of a 
sample. If this were to be implemented in analogue 
hardware, it would be the equivalent of having 32 
oscillators, each with its own complex envelope. 
Even if digitally-generated oscillators were used, 
the hardware required for such a synthesiser would 
still price it far beyond most musicians' reach. 

Instead, SoftSynth analyses the harmonics you 
tailor with Mac's high-resolution graphics, then 
calculates a sample which can be downloaded for 
playback by a sampler. A number of samplers 
implementing the MIDI Common Sample Dump 
Standard can receive a SoftSynth sample dump, or 
you can choose to create a disk file compatible with 
Digidesign's own Sound Designer software 
package. 

Since the Mac is not required to spend all of its 
time generating sound as the SoftSynth controls are 
adjusted, the controls themselves are easy to use 
and take advantage of the Mac's graphics whenever 
possible. 

SoftSynth's main programming screen 
shows a frequency analysis of the current sound, 
with all 32 harmonics clearly displayed. Below the 
frequency analysis are 32 'faders' corresponding to 
the harmonics. If you want to change the harmonic 
mix, simply 'grab' the desired fader with the Mac's 
mouse, and move it. The frequency analysis doesn't 
respond to such changes instantly, though. To 
update the display, grab the eye icon, and after a 
moment, the display features the edited harmonics. 
The frequency analysis shows the way each 

harmonic's amplitude varies in time, but there's III> 
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I> more to each harmonic than can be seen from this 
screen. Grabbing the number of the desired partial 
from below the faders takes you into Single Partial 
editing mode. The screen shows a section of the 
selected harmonic's amplitude envelope, and below 
that, its pitch envelope. Yes, each harmonic can be 
detuned by a complex envelope — and by an initial 
amount as well as by the pitch envelope. 
The envelopes themselves are certainly more 

flexible and easier to adjust than those provided on 
most synthesisers. Each can have as many as 40 linear 
segments, and is shaped by simply grabbing any 
segment with the mouse, and then stretching it into 
the desired shape. The usual Macintosh mouse-
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activated scrolling controls allow you to look 
closely at selected portions of the envelope. 

This part of SoftSynth also incorporates a feature 
that's been sadly lacking on many instruments — 
envelope copying. This avoids the drudgery of 
creating envelopes from scratch every time you 
build a new sound, and it's just as well the program 
has it, when you consider the complexity of 
SoftSynth's envelopes. 
And since each envelope is easily edited, it's a 

simple matter to generate 32 variations on one 
envelope for the harmonics, examine the frequency 
analysis as you audition the sound, and then continue 
editing as you deem necessary. Incidentally, you can 
listen to each harmonic individually if you want to. 
As if these features weren't enough, each 

harmonic can be a sine, sawtooth, or square 
waveform, or any of three band-limited noise 
waveforms. This is a deviation from standard 
additive synthesis, which is based on Fourier analysis 
and hence on the combination of sine waves— but so 
what? Things are more versatile this way. The band. 
limited noise is a nice alternative to the white noise 
usually found on analogue synths, too. 

With an understanding of Single Partial mode, a 
whole new realm of sound is open for exploration, 
though you do need to be patient. 

But that's hardly where SoftSynth stops. An 
unusual icon showing a knife cutting into an alarm 
clock is the gateway to Time Slice editing mode, in 
which all 32 harmonics are adjusted simultaneously 
instead of one at a time. 

The Time Slice editing screen shows a master 
envelope which controls the amplitude of the 
sample, while numbered rectangles ( representing 
timbres) are displayed along the envelope's time 
axis, coinciding with break points in each harmonic's 
amplitude envelope. Since there are 40 potential 

break points in each harmonic's envelope, and there 
are 32 harmonics, there could be a lot of timbre 
break points appearing in Time Slice mode. To avoid 
confusion, SoftSynth eliminates the least significant 
timbre break points, and displays only the most 
significant ones. 

These timbres can then be moved around, or 
copied to other parts of the sample by grabbing the 
desired timbre with the mouse, then dragging it to 
another point on the master envelope. This is a 
'brute force' method compared to Single Partial 
editing, but it's extremely powerful. 

As it turns out, these two editing modes are 
actually interactive. That is, you can switch between 
Single Partial and Time Slice editing modes at will. A 
big plus. 

The range of sounds SoftSynth can create is 
pretty much limited by the amount of time you 
make available — particularly as it takes a little while 
for the program to calculate a sample from the 
harmonic structure you've come up with. And as 
with any synth, it's handy to have some presets to 
use as starting points while you learn how the 
system works. In response to this, SoftSynt:1 will 
come with a palette of 15 (or so) preset harmonic 
files, so you can start with a piano or brass sound, 
then alter it as you please. 
One feature which had not yet been 

implemented, let alone announced, at the time we 
examined SoftSynth is a 'random' sound generator. 
Sounds silly,1 know, but as sound-creation systems 
become more complex, such features are bound to 
become more popular. Sequential's Prophet VS 
features a similar function as part of its voicing 
architecture, while DX editing programs from 
Hybrid Arts (the DX Droid) and Steinberg 
Research (the Pro Creator) employ the same sort 
of approach — though it should be stressed that 
there's little resemblance between the results of 
the VS, DX and SoftSynth systems. 

Apparently, the random option of SoftSynth will 
let you set limits on certain parameters, so that you 
can loosely define the type of sound you want to 
produce. The program will then generate random 
harmonics based on these restraints. Should be 
interesting. 

The final stage is loading your synthesised sound 
into a sampler. The 'Host' (or 'Sampler') menu lets 
you set up the Mac for the MIDI interface in use. 
Following that, the 'File to Synth' function (selected 
from the 'File' menu) takes care of sending the 
sample data to the MIDI-equipped sampler in 
question. The sampler can now play the sound no 
differently than it would have if you'd sampled it 
from a rather more expensive instrument. The big 
difference is that you made up the sound yourself, 
and that the SoftSynth program costs less than any 
samplers with 'professional' aspirations. 
Summing up, it strikes me that SoftSynth could be 

something of a dream come true for many 
synthesists. The controls are there for endless 
tweaking of sounds, and if inspiration or your 
patience wanes, you can always resort to generating 
random samples. Your sampler will never know the 
difference. U 

Price To be announced 
More from Rod Argent's Keyboards, 20 
Denmark Street, London WC2. le 01-379 6690 
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HIGHER 

PERFORMANCE 

Yamaha, masters of the MIDI accessory, introduce the MCS2 to improve the range 
of performance controls available to keyboard players. Is it worth the price of a good 

digital drum machine? Simon Trask 

hen MIDI first appeared it was 
touted by some as the end to the keyboard 
player's incompatibility problems — 
keyboardists being a notoriously 
incompatible bunch. Others, perhaps wiser, 
perhaps just more cynical, foresaw a whole 
new set of problems. Both were right, in a 
way, because a lot of the old problems that 
used to plague keyboard players wanting to 
hook up gear have been removed, while at 
the same time, MIDI has opened up such a 
bewildering array of possibilities— of a scope 
now far wider than just the keyboard 
player's domain — that there are bound to be 
problems. 
The real test of the MIDI standard is 

whether or not it's flexible enough to 
respond to all the demands made of it, and 
that's where units like Yamaha's new MCS2 
MIDI Control Station come into the picture. 
The MCS2 is a compact machine which 

should fit easily on many an instrument's 
front panel. It effectively allows all MIDI 
instruments to be given the same degree of 
MIDI performance control, by taking all such 
performance tasks upon itself. 
The most immediate use of the MCS2 is as 

74 

a generator d oitch-bend and modulation 
for instruments which don't have these 
facilities— two wheels on the unit's front 
panel are dedicated to these two functions. 
Amor g Yamaha's own instruments. the 
PF70, PF80 and CP7OM pianos are all bereft 
of pitch-bend and mod wheels, while the PFs 
can respond to pitch-bend and mod data via 
MIDI Thus the MCS2 can be used either to 
add such effects to these keyboards, or to 
allow them to be generated for slave 
instruments. And bearing in mind Yamaha's 
penc nant for breath controllers, it's not 
surprising they've included a breath control 
input on the MCS2. 

In addition to these dedicated controllers, 
the MCS2 includes a healthy variety of 
programmable ones: on the front panel are 
two sliders and three push-switches, while 
the back panel sports two footpedals and two 
footswitch nputs, all of them capable of 
performing different control funct ions as 
specified by the user (that means you). 
As you, may know, there are basically two 

types of MIDI controher: continuous (like 
wheels and pedals) ard switch ( like 
pushbuttons and footswitches). The MCS2's 
controllers can be assigned to any controller 

number within their own type, synich means 

they can assume any controller function. 
Yamaha have also given the MCS2 the ability 
to send useful non-controller codes such as 
MI / Start, Stop and Continue (for remote 
control of drum machines and sequencers) 
and System Reset, and you can send patch 
changes l -64 in the bank/program format 
from dedicated front-panel buttons. It's also 
possible to send MIDI timing messages to a 
sequencer or drum machine at a rate 
determined by whichever continuous 
controller you've allocated to the function. 

All of which adds up to a powerful and very 
useful device that's worth considering even if 
your master instrument already has plenty 
d controllers of its own. 

All programming is achieved through a 
five-character backlit LCD, with the two 
continuous sliders responsible for selecting 
each MCS2 controller and setting its MIDI 
control value. It's a fiddly but workable 
system — a typical Japanese compromise in 
pursuance of that low, low price-tag. 

Yamaha have included 25 ' Presets' 
which consist of the most common controller 
:odes, other MIDI messages and useful 
functions. A list of officially-specified 
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controller codes is given in the back of the 
manual, though such is the pace of MIDI 
developments these days, this list is already 
slightly out of date. 
So how does the MCS2 fit into a typical 

MIDI setup, and therefore into the average 
keyboard player's life? On the rear panel are 
two MIDI Ins and one MIDI Out. Two MIDI 
Ins? Well, almost incidentally you've got 
yourself a MIDI Merge facility, with all data 
on the two Ins being merged. MIDI data 
that's generated from the MCS2's own array 
of controllers is merged with any data 
received on the MIDI Ins before being sent 
over MIDI Out. You can assign the MCS2's 
controller data to any one of MIDI channels 
1-16, which allows you to direct all your 
controller effects to a specific instrument. 
But this would have been more flexible if 
you'd been able to assign each controller to 
its own MIDI channel— so that with a split 
keyboard, for instance, you could assign 
different controllers to each half of the 
keyboard. An opportunity lost, there. 
So the MCS2 can sit either between your 

master and slave instruments (in which case 
it won't have any effect on the former), or ' in 
front of' your master (which it will then 
affect). 
The MIDI Merge shouldn't be overlooked. 

Apart from allowing you to switch easily 

between two master keyboards when 
playing (or even to use both at once), it's 
essential if you want to slave a sequencer to 
tape via MIDI while recording into the 
sequencer at the same time. I'll explain a bit 
more. If you're using SMPTE code as the 
master synchronisation source, you'll need a 
SMPTE-to-MIDI converter such as Roland's 
SBX80 to control a sequencer. This sends 
MIDI position and timing data over MIDI to 
your sequencer, which under normal 
circumstances uses up the MIDI bus— so you 
can't record into the sequencer and slave it 
to tape at the same time. This situation isn't 
limited to SMPTE synchronisation; if you 
have a sequencer without its own tape sync 
and are using something like a Yamaha 
YMC 10 which generates tape sync pulses and 
then 'converts' them to MIDI timing data 
when read back off tape, you'll have the 
same problem. Cue the MIDI Merge. A MIDI 
feed from the tape source appears at one 
input and your new performance appears at 
the other input; the two are merged into a 
single datastream which is then sent on to 
the (invariably) single MIDI input on your 
sequencer. If all is well with your sequencer, 
you should be able to record into it at the 
same time as slaving it to tape. 
The MCS2 sensibly filters any timing 

information received on its second MIDI In, 

so there's no danger of conflicting timing 
information being merged. 
There's still one, crucially important point 

you should bear in mind when considering 
the potential usefulness of the MCS2 for your 
setup. It's all very well being able to transmit 
all the controller codes under the sun, but if 
the collective resources of your instruments 
will only respond to pitch-bend, then the 
MCS2 (despite its Merge facility) won't be of 
much use to you. Time to consult the 'control 
change' section of those dreaded MIDI 
implementation charts which should be 
lurking at the back of your instrument 
manuals. 
Everyone has their own priorities— the 

price of the MCS2 could, for instance, buy 
you a decent digital drum machine. But the 
MCS2 has bags of potential, particularly with 
the inclusion of the Merge facility — though a 
couple of features, namely individual channel 
settings for each controller and the ability to 
store several complete setups, would have 
made it a good deal more flexible. It's a 
specialised machine for specialised tasks, and 
Yamaha deserve credit for producing it. • 

Price £245 including VAT 
More from Y amaha-Kemble, Mount 
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, 
Bucks MK1 ¡JE.-2e (0908)71771 

Ask a professional... 
Addlestone ABC Music 

Barnet Music Village 
Bamstable Roadrunner Music 
Barrow in Fumess Northern Sounds 
Bingley JSG 
Birmingham Musical Exchange 
Birmingham Jones & Crossland Ltd 
Blackpool Blackpool Sound Centre 
Bolton Flash Street 
Bournemouth Eddie Moors Music 
Brighton Southern Music 
Brighton Future Music 
Bristol Guitar Workshop 
Bumley Dawsons Music 

Cambridge Music Village 
Cardiff Music Land 
Cardiff Peter Noble 
Carlisle G Bowman 
Carlisle Northern Sounds 
Chelmsford Future Music 
Colchester Axe Music 

Darlington G A Williams 
Dublin McNeive Music Ltd 
Dunfermline Sound Control 

Eastboume Peter Bonner Musical 
Edinburgh Gordon Simpson 
Edinburgh Sound Control 

Glasgow McCormacks Music 
Glasgow Sound Control 
Guildford Andertons 

High Wycombe Percy Priors Music Shop 

Ipswich Axe Music 

Jersey Easy Play Organ Studios Ltd 

Kendal Northern Sounds 

Leeds Alpha Music 
Leicester Carisbro Sound Centre 
Liverpool Hesseys Music Centre 
London 
W1 Soho Soundhouse 
W2 Syco Systems 
W5 Chromatix 

WC2 Rod Argents Keyboards 
N10 Syndromic Music 
NW1 Future Music 
NW1 Music Labs 
NW9 Turnkey 
Ell Holiday Music 
SE6 Gigsounds 
SW3 Juice Music 
SW6 Future Music 
SW16 Gigsounds 
Luton Don Larking Audio Sales 

Maidstone ES Electronics 
Manchester Al Music Centre 
Manchester Sounds Great 
Mansfield Carlsbro Sound Centres 

Newcastle Rock City 
Northampton Music Market 
Northwich Dougies Music Store 
Norwich Carlsbro Sound Centre 
Nottingham Carlsbro Sound Centre 

Oxford ABC Music 

Peterborough Stix Drum Centre 
Portsmouth Future Music 

Romford Monkey Business 

Sheffield Carlsbro Sound Centre 
Southampton Fret Music 
Southampton Future Music 
Southend on Sea Honky Tonk 
Southend on Sea Monkey Business 
Stockport Al Music 
Stockport Dawsons Music 
Sunderland White Electric 

Warrington Dawsons Music 
Wigan Back Alley Music 
Workington Northern Sounds 

Altai (UK) Limited — Electronic Music Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate, 

Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 6NQ. Tel: 01-897 6388 Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G. 
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T•A•K•ES 

A collection of new-tech music releases gets the critical lowdown... 

Run DMC 
Raising Hell 

London LP 

What makes an album that discards songs about 
love and fast cars in favour of Adidas training shoes 
and nursery rhymes sell thousands of copies within 
a week of its release in the States? After all, that's 
exactly what Run DMC's Raising Hell has done. 

It's called hip hop. A powerful hi- tech combination 
of smart drum machine programs, scratching and 
rapping forms a basis over which literally anything 
goes. Opening cut 'Peter Piper' uses a ringing 
TR808 bass drum in exactly the way everyone else 
has been seeking to avoid, cutting through the mix 
with all the finesse of a paving slab. Typically of the 
LP as a whole, the arrangement is no more than the 
bare minimum; only the barest threads of instru-
mentation tie the drum patterns and machine-gun 
vocal together, and there's no room for soulful 
slush here. 
Amid a wealth of production tricks, subtle synths 

and strident samples play a healthily creative part 
in the proceedings — witness the heavy guitar 
sample tucked behind guest Steve Tyler's voice on 
'Walk This Way'. The title- track uses another rock 
guitar sample playing the chords of ' All Along The 
Watchtower', while ' It's Tricky' uses a blatant 
sample of The Knack's 'My Sharona', to take on 
where Toni Basil's 'Hey Mickey' left off. 

Best of all is the hilarious ' You Be Illin", with its 
rap telling all too familiar stories of over- indulgence 
in the food and drink department and its inevitable 
consequences. A compelling piano sample climbs 

from the depths of a killing drum pattern to meet a 
tongue-in-cheek vocal, with a simple but infectious 

jazz brass sample filling in the gaps. 
Lighthearted music, not to be taken lightly. 

I Tt 

Flaunt It 
Sigue Sigue Sputnik 

Parlophone LP 

Overdue and much talked-about: hardly an unusual 
background for the launch for a pop album, 
especially one from the would-be controversial 
Sputniks. Accepting there's very little that's gen-
uinely new in music these days, the inclusion of 
adverts between the tracks at least gives Flaunt It a 
superficial individuality. 

In fact the adverts blend well with the music, 
adopting the same tightly sequenced, futuristic, hi-
tech gloss as the songs. Like the video that landed 
the recording contract, the music flashes from 
influence to influence, stealing from everywhere — 
from Duane Eddy to Bach and Beethoven. The 
same synth sequence that characterised the single 
'Love Missile F I- I l' recurs throughout the album, 
as do huge electronic drum sounds and those 
heavily treated vocals. 

Production is Giorgio Moroder at his sharpest, 
encroaching on Trevor Horn's Frankie Goes To 
Hollywood territory without using 64 tracks of 
Fairlight Page R overdubs, and avoiding the 
mundane uniformity you might have expected (and 
which the band themselves feared). 

Ultimately there isn't a single good song among 
the eight tracks that comprise Flaunt It, but the 
record survives as pure entertainment. 1. Tg 

Weather Report 
This is This 

CBS LP 

As Weather Report's final album, This Is This 
signifies the end of an era. In a I 5-year history, 

they'e established themselves as many the in-
spiration for musicians of all artistic persuasions, 
while founder member and keyboardsman Joe 
Zawinul should have a thousand imitators following 

his every phrase— if only it were possible to emulate 
his jazzy, lightning-sharp synth style. 
The sleeve notes credit the past line-ups the band 

has seen, as well as the current impressive 
collective. Victor Bailey handles a tasteful bass and 
Carlos Santana guests with a little distinctive 
guitar. Zawinul's synths find Wayne Shorter's sax 
their perfect foil, the idiosyncratic programmkg 
and rich, emotive chord work as unapproachable as 
ever. 

Bi.t it's not possible to replace inspiration ve:th 
tech iology and technique, and only the driving 
'Update' shows the band in its former glory. Worse, 
of these eight tracks the two compositions lot 
attrlutable to Zawinul stand out above the rest. 

But the LP's justification comes with the conclu-
sion of 'Jungle Stuff Pt l': Zawinul and Shorter 

reminisce over what has passed in the only way 
they know how — through their instruments. 
•Ti,'  

...while a batch of tapes from undiscovered E&MM readers gets the same treatment. 

In the best tradition of electronic pop, Last 
Tournament are a duo. Vocalist Tony Darcy and 
technician Mel McCort have produced yet another fine 
Portastudio recording, with a little help from a Spectrum 
and XRI Micon MIDI interface. 
The first of the five tracks is 'War', split pretentiously 

into three movements — ' Honour', ' Regret' and 'Death'. 
These are short and disjointed, but the news isn't all bad: 
the music calls on gently interwoven synth lines separated 
by careful use of reverb, and succeeds in inducing the 
desired sense of foreboding in the listener. A Korg 
DW6000 and Casio CZ101 provide lots of FM-style 
sparkle without slipping into the DX7 preset rut, while 
ingenious vocal arrangements suffer only from being 
handled by a less than confident singer. 

The remaining music takes the form of conventional 
songs. The vocals improve steadily, and clever avoidance of 
block string chords in favour of more intertwining synth 
work presents the music in a refreshing way. The sound 
balance isn't all it might be, though, with a recording that's a 
bit toppy, and TR707 drum programs that venture a bit too 
far to the front of the mix for comfort. 

A cryptic ' Hello' from Mr Kipling of Brighton is the sum 
total of the technical information that accompanied the 

Bad Reception tape when it arrived on my desk, so it's all 
guesswork on this one. 
One thing that's in no doubt is that Mr Kipling owns a 

copy of My Life in the Bush of Ghosts by Byrne and Eno. The 
four ( none too well recorded) tracks are full of 
unidentifiable sounds organised into meandering rhythms 
and overlaid with stunted guitar and DX voices. The vocal 
presence is narrative, employed for its effect rather than its 
content. 

The backing tracks are excellent, though, and you get the 
feeling each piece has travelled along only one of a number 
of avenues that might have been pursued. Interesting. 

Cambridge's Walk, Don't Walk have a drummer 
who's not only spoilt himself to the tune of an RX ( Sand an 
RX2 I L, but has actually learned how to program them. 
Thus, the four self-penned songs here benefit from 
believable rock drum patterns embellished by touches of 
digital conga, tambourine and whistle. 

This is neatly constructed, downtempo pop, one healthy 
step removed from the mainstream. Simon VVellings' vocal 
drops original melodies into the spaces left by thoughtful 
arrangements and restrained playing. 

Only blot on the copybook is a truly awful CZ I 000 solo 
patch on 'Hero is Dead', but the situation is immediately 

rectified by the Talking Heads- influenced 'What's the 
Difference' and a patch that gives the impression someone 
has been playing synthesiser with their teeth. 

Back in March, Important Notice earned themselves a 
favourable mention in DemoTakes. That was a simple two-
track affair that demonstrated the prowess of four London 
musicians who combined rock rhythms, jazz basslines and 
clzssical flute to produce beautiful instrumental pieces. 
Armed with a I 6-track demo and a couple of new songs, 

the foursome are back with more of the same. The ieel of 
this demo is enhanced by the axing of the old RX I 5 in 
favour of an SDS9, though the intended triggering o drum 
sounds from Simmons pads fell foul of MIDI timing delays. 
Two MIDI'd DX7s float amid the meeting of influences, 
neatly counterpointing the guitar work and bridging the 
gap twixt bass and flute. 

In fairness, a I 6-track recording should allow a more 
dynamic representation of the pieces than it does here. 
Time to bring in a producer, boys? • Tg 

Send your tape to DemoTakes,E&MM, 
Alexander House, I Milton Road,Cambridge 
CB4 I UY , enclosing a black & white photo and 
as much background and equipment info as you 
can muster. That way, you stand more chance of 
seeing your act's name in print. 
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A L.E.sis 
MIDI VERB £395!! 

Completely digital, the Midiverb offers a 
powerful range of 63 room programs in 
full stereo. Everything from small rooms to 
full halls. Decay times from 0.2 to 20 
seconds as well as gated and reversed 
programs for special effects, plus MIDI. 

MIDIFEX 

£395!! 

The amazing new multi effects unit from 
Alesis, 15 multi-tap delay effects with 
stereo panning of the sound, regeneration 
programs and slap-back echoes. In total, 
MIDIFEX has 63 stereo effects available. 
Call in for a demo today. 

No,i Emax   Dealer 
AVAILABLE VERY 
SOON UNDER 

£2000!! 

OP LI? ADCE ER Y OEA RLURY 

AKAI 

S612 Sampler & MD280 
S900 8 Voice Polyphonic Digital Sampler 
AX73 73 Key Controller Keyboard 
MX73 73 Key Controller Keyboard 
VX90 6 Voice Rack Mount Synthesizer 
CPZ 1000 MIDI Recorder & System 
Controller 

ACCESSIT EFFECTS AT BEST 
UK PRICES!! 

SOFTWARE FOR ATARI ST. 
PHONE FOR DETAILS 
ALL TYPES OF RACK EFFECTS & SIGNAL 
PROCESSORS IN STOCK 

NEW 
ENSONIQ 

ESQ1 
very powerful ness 

synthesiser from Ensoniq, split 
keyboard, layerable sounds, touch 

sensitive sequencer, MIDI, 24 oscillators, 

SUGGESTED PRICE ONLY £1080 

ENSONIQ 
SAMPLED PIANO 
6 octave fully 
weighted keys, real piano sounds, touch sensitive. 

10 voice, + MIDI ONLY 

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080 

MIRAGE MULTI SAMPLER 
EXPANDER 
As above but without the 
keyboard, 8 voice, built in 
sequencer, disc drive, touch 
sensitive, MIDI 

SUGGESTED PRICE £1080 

MIRAGE SAMPLING 
KEYBOARD 
Still the most cost effective 
sampling keyboard around 
including advanced 
sampling guide and do, 

SUGGESTED PRICE 
NOW ONLY L1 .120 

DOMINIONS ARCADE, QUEEN STREET, CARDIFF. TELEPHONE: 0222 373576 

COMPUTEC 
MUSIC UK- (0902) 405100 

HARDWARE 
Prophet 5 to MIDI interface £100 inc VAT 
Chroma to MIDI interface £299 inc VAT 

DX Voice Vault 
Decillionix The Box 
DX7 ROMs from StwsliP and Rittor 
Shadow GTM6 guitar to MtDI 

SOFTWARE 
Steinberg Syntech Passport C.Lab Joreth 
Microyoz Treesoft DHCP Lem i MD I soft 
XRI Systems Icon Cheetah Roland Etc. 
Roland JX8P Editor for the Commodore 
Prophet 2000 Editor for the Commodore 

Overseas Customer Welcome 
UK Send Cheque or PO for £1, Overseas send £2 
International Money Order, for facts pack and price list. 

Refund on purchase 

24 HIGH ST., BROCKMOOR, 13RIERLEY HILL, 
WEST MIDLANDS DY5 

THE 
LIVE 
MUSIC 
SHOW! 

IIRREr 
ONLY 

music 
Ow 

SEE HEAR AND PLAY THE LATEST 
EXCITING PRODUCTS FROM AKAI, 

KORG, YAMAHA, ROLAND, TASCAM etc 

• LIVE DEMONSTRATIONS • CLINICS 

• EXPERT ADVICE • SPECIAL DEALS 
• BAR • RELAXED ATMOSPHERE 

• PERSONAL ATTENTION 

It's happening on: 
SUNDAY 19th OCTOBER 12 noon-8pm at 

SANDOWN PARK RACECOURSE 
PORTSMOUTH ROAD, ESHER, SURREY 
Admission £3, children 8c OAPs £ 1.50 

Information and Tickets from: 
ABC Music, 85 High Street, Esher, Surrey Tel: 0372 66195 
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GETTING THE MOST FROM... 

MONO MODE 
In the second of our occasional series on MIDI's multi-timbral Mono 
Mode, we take a look at how it can be used to sequence groups of 

different samples on the Prophet 2000 and 2002. Paid Wei/ 

ne of the reasons top-flight, 
computer music systems like the 
Fairlight, Emulator, Synclavier and PPG 
have proved so popular in recent years, 
is that they're all able to sequence 
various different samples 
simultaneously. Until this year, such 
multi-timbral sample sequencing was 
only possible if you had more than 
f5000 to spend. But with the new wave 
of cheaper 12- bit samplers, it was 
inevitable that at least one or two 
manufacturers would endow their 
machines with the ability to replay 
several samples simultaneously, even if 
they had no onboard sequencing 
capability. 
The way they found to do this was via 

MIDI Mode 4 (otherwise known as 
Mono Mode), where each voice in the 
machine is set to operate on a different 
MIDI channel, according to the 1.0 MIDI 
specification. 

Sequential, the first company to use 
Mode 4 on a sampler, have actually 
gone beyond the essentially 
monophonic assignment which Mono 
Mode implies. Instead of tying a 
particular voice to a channel, they hit 
upon the idea of assigning each sample 
to its own MIDI channel. 
There are several advantages to this. 

First, in a general sense, it is actually the 
sounds, not voices, that you want to 
treat as separate entities on different 
tracks of your sequencer. Seeing as a:1 
the voice channels in your sampler are 
(theoretically, at least) the same, it 

78 

doesn't matter which dig ital-to-
analogue converter is used to play the 
sample track. 
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recording  IProphet 2000/2002 
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If this is the case, then a second 
advantage with a machine like the 
Prophet 2000 — with its fast dynamic 
allocation— is that it can use a voice 
channel which is (temporarily) not 
sounding one sample to play another. 
This means it can go beyond the 
limitations of having one voice channel 
per sample (with monophonic 
playback) that machines like the 
Fairlight and Synclavier have imposed 
until their most recent updates. 
Because the Prophet 2000 (and 2002) 

can be accessed polyphonically in Mode 
4, it can receive data up to its full 
polyphonic capability on each channel, 
ie. for each sample. This doesn't mean it 
can play eight notes with all 16 possible 
samples simultaneously, though. If six 
voices are being triggered on one MIDI 
channel, then only two are left for the 
next sample. 
However, as soon as a voice is 

finished with one sound, it's free to 
play another sample. So the Prophet 
can be playing an eight-voice piano 
sound one second, and have all eight 
voices instantly avaiiable to play drum 
sounds the next. In fact, it's possible to 
cycle through all 16 samples one after 
the other, playing eight voices with one 
sound, then immed1ately switching to 
the next, and so on. This is known as 
pseudo- 128 voice operation— it gives 
the illusion of there being 128 voice 
channels ( 16 x 8), while actually using 
just eight. 
So how do you go about achieving all 
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Prophet 2002 SEQUElltiaL 

this? First of all, you need to get 16 
samples into the Prophet. If you have 
the basic model 2000 or 2002, you have 
256K of sample memory. Split between 
16 samples, that's 16K each. At the 
middle sampling rate (31kHz), that 
means you have on average half-a-
second per sample. While this is fine for 
most percussive sounds, you may find it 
restricting for things like piano, strings 
and brass. 
One solution, of course, is to get the 

memory expansion up to 512K, which 
gives you more like a second's worth of 
average samole time when split 
between 16 samples. But the whole 
point of using Mode 4 isto be able to 
sequence different types of sound. 
You'll probably have some very short 
samples as well as long ones, and if you 
look carefully at the end points of some 
of the shorter sounds (like bass drums, 
closed hi-hats, rimshots) you should 
find they last a good deal less than half-
a-second. So, by using the Recover 
Memory function, you may well be able 
to free a fair chunk of memory for your 
longer samples. 

If you want to sequence instruments 
that cover more than a three-octave 
range, you'll have to sequence 
different MIDI channels. You might, for 
example, put the bass end of a piano on 
sample number 5, and the top end on 6. 
On the whole, though, it's usualty best 
to make a 'one-size-fits-all' sample 
which covers the range you want to 
sequence. 

Try to get a good, contrasting range 
of sounds. If the circumstances suit, 
start with some basic drum sounds— 

kick, snare and toms, perhaps a closed 
hi-hat— unless you plan to sequence thE 
Prophet alongside a drum machine. 
Then you might want a bass sound of 
some sort: either a reai bass guitar 
(slapped samples are still fashionable 
this year Madonna's 'Papa Don't 
Preach') ora synth bass sound. Then 
maybe a guitar sample for rhythm 
purposes: either a muted string pluck á 
la Nile Rodgers, or a powerchord, 
depending on whether you're 
sequencing dance music or heavy 
metal. Nowthe choice becomes 
broader: you might like to use 
traditional sounds like piano, strings 
and/or brass, or more esoteric sounds 
like sampled wine glasses and bottles. 
The choice is yours, and don't worry if 
the style of music you're working with 
doesn't suit the precise arrangement 
given above— the principle is the same 
no matter what sounds you're 
sampling. 
Once you have all these samples in 

the memory of the machine at once 
(use the Load One Sound parameter if 
you're compiling them from other 
disks), then what do you have to do to 
map the sounds ready for use in Mono 
Mode? The answer is, quite simply, 
nothing. This is the beauty of the 
Prophet's Mode 4 implementation: you 
don't need to go through a lot of 
messing around with maps and 
keyboard assignments. When you 
switch to Mode 4 on the front panel (by 
going to Mode in the second line of 
parameters— Digital 1— and turning 
the parameter knob until '4' or '4.' 
appears in the display), each sample is 

automatically assigned to its own MIDI 
channel. 
For instance, the sample in Sound 

number 5 is automatically !ooking at 
MIDI channel 5, and the same is true for 
all the other samples and their 
respective MIDI channels. In other 
words, once you've got the samples 
into the 2000 (either from disk or 
sampling) and switched Mode 4 on, 
you're ready to begin sequencing. 

This is most easily acKeved using 
another MIDI keyboard which can send 
on all 16 MIDI channels (and not an 
unmodified DX7), or using a sequencer 
that can assign MIDI channels to 
different tracks ( it a DX7 is all that's 
available); you simply record each track 
using a different MIDI channel, and 
that's all there is to it. 
The original sampled pitch of each 

sound will always be assessed on C3 
(MIDI note number 60) so you may need 
to retune if you didn't sample a C, but 
otherwise, you should be able to fly 
through sequencing the parts. 

You'll need to be careful you don't 
exceed more than eight notes sounding 
at any point in your piece, because any 
extra will either not get played or 'steal' 
from voices already sounding. But 
you'll be amazed how full-sounding a 
piece of music you can create, 
providing you don't insist on having a 
five-note string chord behind 
everything. 

If you don't own another MIDI 
keyboard (and if you're a 2002 owner, 
you may be in trouble there), you'll 
either have to sequence the 2000 in 
step-time, or follow a Mode-switching 

aie 0111111111111111111.11.11111111111FIMIMI MI Ili MIMI 
ait Mili 111.111.111111111M11111111111 Mal MI 
MI ale al MIMI 
gal Illfilirmus au MIME 
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procedure as outlined below. 
Mode switching is necessary because 

the Prophet 2000 doesn't transmit 
what is played over the keyboard when 
in Mode 4. So to record a sequence, you 
need to switch to either Mode 1 or 
Mode 3 (Poly Mode with Omni On or 
Off respectively) to be able to record 
each track into your sequencer. You'll 
also need to check you're sending on 
the MIDI channel that the sample 
you're currently trying to sequence is 
assigned to— unless your sequencer can 
change channels for you. 
Here is a step-by-step guide to what 

you need to do: 

1 Load your disks with up to 16 
samples, or load samples 
individually. 

2 Make sure the Preset LED is off. 

3 Select Sound number 1 

4 Push Execute so that a dot appears 
in the display (Map Override mode). 
This ensures that the original 
sample is on C3 (MIDI note number 
60). As long as this dot appears in 
the display when Sound Number is 
accessed, then whichever sample is 
showing in the display will be on 
the keyboard to the exclusion of all 
else. 

5 Go to MIDI Mode and select 1. 

6 Go to MIDI Channel and make sure 
the channel number matches the 
sample number sequence. 

7 Record the sequence track with that 
sample. 

8 Turn off dot in display by hitting 
Execute when on Sound Number. 

9 Go to MIDI Mode and select 4. 

10 Replay sequence to check. If OK, 
select next sound number to be 
recorded and repeat steps 4-10 for 
each consecutive sound number 
and MIDI channel. 

The first thing you'll discover when 
you come to record the second track is 
that you can't listen to the track you've 
already recorded while loading the 
second track into the sequencer. This 
means you have to know what you're 
going to play, and that it fits in with 
what's already recorded. You could 
experiment and then see how the parts 
fit together in playback (when you 
return to Mode 4, everything is heard in 
playback). For the most part, however, 
this '2000 by itself' method doesn't 
really work for composition, though 
with care and planning it's fine for 
loading pieces that are already well 
worked out. 

In the long run, you'll find it far less 
frustrating if you have a separate 
keyboard available to load the 
sequences from and/or a MIDI 
sequencer which either has step-time 
programming, or the ability to change 
MIDI channels. When loading from 
another keyboard, you'll also find it 
useful to have a MIDI sequencer which 

has a Mix mode to mix Out and Thru 
signals, as the Roland range does. 

If you don't have such a sequencer, 
you'll need to go through the laborious 
process of changing the MIDI Out cable 
to the Thru of the sequencer before you 
record each time, and then back to the 
Out before you playback. If you're 
confused about the MIDI connections, 
Diagrams 1 and 2 should help. 
Next time, we'll be looking at the 

Mono Mode implementation on the 
new Akai S900, which configures things 
a bit differently by giving each Key 
Group its own MIDI offset from the 
Base Channel. It sounds more confusing 
than it really is. • 

For those finding it a struggle to fit a 
suitable number of sounds into the 
Prophet 2000/2002 at once, Paul Wiffen 
has prepared a disk especially for Mode 
4 use. Called Song Writer 2000, it 
contains Kick, Snare (Ambient), Toms 
(Ambient), Open and Closed Hi-hats, 
Claps, MiniMoog Bass, Muted Guitar, 
PowerChord, MiniMoog Lead, 
Orchestra Hits and DX7 Rhodes. You 
can get a copy of this by sending a 
cheque for £ 19.95 (made payable to 
Electronics & Music Maker Publications 
Ltd)to Mail Order Dept, E&MM, 
Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, 
Cambridge C84 1 UY. If you have a 512K 
Prophet 2000, there's SongWriter Plus 
2000 for £29.95, which has all the above 
sounds plus Slow Strings, Trumpet, 
Piano Bass and High Piano. 

1/5/7 CHESTER ROAD, NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE 
TELEPHONE: 0606 782522/783629 
OPEN 10-6, LATE NIGHT THURSDAYS 

ENSONIQ IN THE NORTH-WEST 
Doug es Music is your only North-West dealer AND NOW YOUR ENSONIO SERVICE 
CENTRE GOOD PRICES and FAIR PLAY together. 
The BAIF show stopper 

ESQ-1 "ell" £1-11 
Stock is just filtering through 
Get your specs on the specs' ;III h t3/4111111‘ 
A sampled piano at last 

THE ENSONIO 
DIGITAL PIANO 1"/11111111111111eme"\ 
Let your fingers tell you piano 
players — it's the only piano 
we can stock from any 

manufacturer. 
Good new faithful k 

ENSONIQ 
MIRAGE \, 

Our best selling sampler — 5u disks in stock FIRP £11350 

RRP £1115 

ENSONIQ ROADSHOW IN MANCHESTER 
Scheduled for early September — please write or phone for 

tickets and details Free to serious musicians' 

HOT SYNTHS 
IN STOCK 

Korg Poly 800 II £499 
Korg DVP1 £699 
Korg EX8000 £699 
Korg DW8000 £999 
Korg SOD1  £499 
Korg DSS1  £P0A 
Akai MX73 £469 
Akai S900 £P0A 
Casio CZ1000 £299 
Casio CZ3000 £449 
Casio CZ1 £P0A 

ROLAND ROLIABILITY 
Juno I/Juno II/Juno 106/HS60/JX3P 
JX8P/JX10/Jupiter 4/6/8/8a/MC202 
MC500/CPM120/MKS20/S10/S50 
samplers 
All in stock in our exclusive 
ROLAND DEMO ROOM' 
TR505/TR707 — Good Stocks 
Boss DR110 only £99 

NEW EXPANDED PREMISES 
At No. 1 we now have 

ATARI AND 
STEINBERG 
On permanent exclusive demo. 

By appointment only 

ON DEMO: 

STEINBERG PRO16/PRO24 
ATARI 1040ST/ 
COMMODORE 64 
So if you are serious about utilizing 
computers to save you studio time (and 
money) or only recording at home, you'd be 
wise to wise up! 16 or 24 real-time, or 
step-time polyphonic tracks at your 
fingertips' Packages start at £250 (but 
bring your own CBM disk drivel) ' cos we 
have s/h CBM64s etc 

Psssst ...E-MAX IS COMING! Shhhh 

RECORDING 
Fostex X15 (still the best) £225 
Fostex 260 £699 
Fostex Model 80 & 350 mixer — ex demo — 
one only £1750 
Also s/h Porta-One 144-244 etc. etc. etc. 

SECK MIXERS 
One only package — Phone for deals 

ALWAYS A SUPER SELECTION OF SECONDHAND MONO & POLYPHONICS IN STOCK! 
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THE AMAZING NEW 

muLA,LI EE,S,EISCTMSPIDRolFCEEsXSOR 

£395,nc VAT  
THE NEW FULLY TUNEABLE 

SCINTILLATOR 
Once experienced this superb sound enhancement system is impossible to 
live without. In fact we are so confident that you will agree, we're offering a 

money back guarantee. What have you got to lose? 

ONLY £199 PLUS VAT 
A SMALL SELECTION FROM OUR STOCK CURRENTLY 

AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES: 
Roland RD1000 £2172 
Ali e ME3OF ... f 86 
Aka, ME25S ... .. £l36 
lbalez SDRI000  £778 
Yamaha MCS2  £212 
Bois RPSI 0 pitch shifter/delay  £112 
Serinheiser MD421U  £123 
Serinheiser MKH406 P-48  £273 
Sernheiser MD918 U-3  £54 
Sennheiser MD409 U-3  £85 
Synetnx 544 expander/gate  £423 
Aka, 5900 super sampler  £1475 
RSD Series 2 mixing desks  in Stock 
Casio CZ1 their own DX5 for only  £780 
Yamaha SPX90 - digital multi effects processor  £519 
Yamaha MT IX - 4 track recorder/mixer  £390 
Cif:. 210 graphic EQ  £75 
MIR Frequency Conscious noise gate  £234 
FUI -ange of Bokse Equipment in stock  e 
Al.'s Midwerb  £343 
Boom, Stands  £15 
Serinhemer Headphones  £15 
32 way patchbays only  £35 
See I, 12-8-2 New Model)  £702 
Loaded stage boxes (8 cannon. 4 jack)  £35 
Debielab Effectron 1050, dig. delay units  £140 
Caro SKI Polyphonic Sampling Keyboard - Amazing.   f75 
Hewlphone Spitler Boxes -Sway  .f25 
DI Boxes  £25 
Plectron II 17K DOL £185 
AFIBKeyrnix KM1 8 KMR • RPS1 £1400 
KM2 ......... .  £725 

 £410 

PLUS ACCESSIT, APHEX, ART. BEYER. CASIO, CUTEC, DIGITECH, DYNAMIX, 
ENSONIO, FOSTEX, MTR, RSD. ROLAND, REVOX, SEQUENTIAL, SYMETRIX, TANNOY, 

TASCAM, VESTAFIRE, YAMAHA . . . AND MUCH, MUCH, MORE 
RING NOW FOR DETAILS (*All prices exclude VAT) 

• 

If you cannot get to Bedford, there are now two 

Thatched Cottage Demonstration Studios. All carry 

• full stocks of the latest gear, much of it on demo, as 

well as their own list of secondhand bargains. 

Unlike other shops though, you will be dealing with 

people who make their living using the equipment not just selling it. 

Aal three branches are based around fully professional 16-track 

studios (which make ideal mixdown suites for your multitrack 

recordings), and whether you are buying your first four track set-up, 

or embarking on a Pro- 16 track venture, Phil and Paul know what 

it's like from experience. Give them a ring and talk to guys who have 

proven it isn't a dream — you can make a living from recording! 
  a  -

I THATCHED COTTAGE 
MIDLANDS 

Tel: 0926 315812 
Contact: Paul Johnson, Thatched Cottage Audio, 

The Lodge, Woodland Grange, Old Milverton Lane, Blackdown. 

Leamington Spa, Warwickshire. 

THATCHED COTTAGE 
SOUTH WEST 
Tel: 0392 77205 

Contact: Phil Trickey, Thatched Cottage Audio, Exeter & Devon Arts 

Centre, Bradminch Place, Gandy Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 3LS. 

IT'S HERE AT LAST 

THE THATCHED COTTAGE 

SALE SUMMER 
LOOK CAREFULLY - YOU MIGHT FIND 
SOMETHING YOU'VE BEEN AFTER . 

Fostex B16 (eight months old)  £2750 
TAC Matchless 26>24>8>2 £8999 
RSD Series II 24>8>16>2 computer desk £2750 
RSD 16>8, old style but good condition £500 
Ashly Stereo Noise Gate £200 
ART digital reverb £350 
Revox A77  £275 
Sequential Prophet 2000 sampling keyboard, mint, silly price £1399 
Teac 3340, as new £499 
Pro Audio stereo compressor/limiter £145 
Yamaha Rev 7 £799 
MTR dual noise gate £195 
Teac studio cassette decks £60 each 
Alesis Midiverb £299 
Symetrix 544 expander/gate, as reviewed, ex-demo £325 
Symetrix 511 noise reduction, amazing £349 
Alesis XTC Digital Reverb, Amazing 16K Bandwidth  £450 
Amazing Svmetrix 511 single ended noise reduction £375 

Fostex A80 8 track — (only 6 weeks old) £1250 
RSD 16-16-2, mint  £1199 
Yamaha Compressor/Limiter £165 
Loads of S/H mics & stands  
MXR Flanger/doubler £149 
Slapback Scintillator £175 
Tannoy DTM8 monitor Speakers £275 
Sennheiser 421 mics  £99 
Aces 18:16 desk — slightly scratched £850 
Seck 18:8:2 £899 
Aces Hi-Spec 24 track 250 hrs use £7900 
Eventide Harmoniser £450 
Yamaha RX21 digital drums £179 
MXR pitch transposer £650 
Varipus accessit effects units  
Tannoy Little Red Monitors £599 
Casio CZ5000 £495 
Yamaha TX7 £325 
Casio RZ-1 sampling drum machine £275 
Yamaha MT1X (ex demo) £370 
URSA Major Stargate Reverb Crazy price £1300 
Fostex A8 -+ 360 mixer package — mint £1349 
Roland SDE1000 programmable dig delay £175 
Fostex stereo comp/hm £145 
Yamaha DX21  £450 
Time Matrix multi-tap delay £850 
Bel 240 sampler/delay ( 18k — 6secs) £650 
Tascam 44 Pro 4 track recorder— mint £700 

(All prices exclude VAT) 

New 24 track studio now fully operational - only £ 13 per hour * Why not bring along your 
multitrack and use the studio as a mixdown suite? (We offer more outboard gear than any 

other UK studio). 

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial 8 
or 16 track venture, I've come up with two packages, one eight track and 
one sixteen track. Each contains EVERYTHING you will need for your 
first paying session, from the multitrack machine right through to DI 
boxes and cables. The price of the 8 track system is £4300 • VAT and the 
16 track is £ 800 • VAT. At Thatched Cottage I proved it could be done. 
In the last 3 months t have helped 13 new studios open and start making 
money — my experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat — 
what have you got to lose? 

Do you find that your recordings sound great on site but lousy when played on another 
system? I will spectrum analyse the control room (or bedroom!) and insert a graphic 
equaliser in the monitor system. The difference will astound you. Your tapes can 

sound great anywhere - not just in the control room! 
Prices from £99 VAT finc stereo 10 band graphic) 

• FULL CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE • MAIL ORDER • 

Thatched 
Cottage Audio 

Telephone Dave on Bedford (0234) 771259/771166 
Thatched Cottage Audio, Cross End, Thurleigh, Beds. 
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TAKING 
NOTES 

Akai may have changed the colour of their MIDI FX range from black to silver, but it 
hasn't prevented the two latest additions- the ME3OP Patchbay and ME25S Note 

Separator- from being useful and versatile machines. Simon Trask 
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Acouple of specific desires seem to be 
common among users of MIDI systems. One 
is for a flexible routing system which allows 
keyboards, drum machines and sequencers 
to be interconnected in a way that minimises 
the need for daisy-chaining, obviates the 
need for physical repatching of instruments, 
and allows the system to be reconfigured as 
required. The other is for a unit which can 
provide a multisplit capability for playing 
slave instruments from any master 
instrument (a facility provided by some 
controller keyboards, such as the Oberheim 
Xk). 
These are the areas Akai have addressed 

with their latest offerings in the ME series of 
19 rack-mounting MIDI units, the ME3OP 
MIDI Programmable Patchbay and ME25S 
MIDI Programmable Note Separator. 

Akai's MIDI patchbay is a four- in, eight-out 
unit with 15 programmable routing 
82 
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configurations. All four inputs can be 
channelled through the unit at the same 
time, but you can't send more than one input 
to the same output. This would require the 
ME3OP to be able to merge MIDt data, rather 
than merely route it. 
With the above proviso, each MIDI input 

can be routed to any selection of the eight 
MIDI outputs. Where the input selection 
comes in useful is in allowing you to switch 
control from one keyboard to alother or to a 
sequencer. 
Operation of the ME3OP is very 

straightforward, though the 360 Systems 
MIDI Patcher is easier to follow in that you 
can see at a glance from the front panel 
which outputs are assigned to each input. 
Akai have, however, thoughtfully included a 
facility for checking which instruments are 
slaved to each of the inputs. When you press 
the selector button for a particular input, a 
note A is sent on all the outputs associated 
with that input— useful. 

The ME3OP's 15 Banks ( ie. routing 
configurations)can be stepped through by 
footswitch or called up by MIDI patch 
changes. In the latter case, patch changes are 

ME25S "Its attraction is that 
even when used with a 
monotimbral synth 

transmitting on one MIDI 
channel, it offers you the 

possibility of multisplit 
textures." 

registered on MIDI input D only — though as 
you can't define a specific channel on which 
the patch changes will be received you can't, 
for instance, devote a specific sequencer 
track to calling up ME3OP routing 
configurations, which would be an obvious 
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application. In contrast, the 360 Systems 
Patcher listens for its patch changes on MIDI 
channel 16 of input 4. 
A possible danger with this sort of unit is 

that routings may be changed while notes 
are still playing, which means slave 
instruments never receive MIDI commands 
telling them to stop playing those notes— 
which in turn means that, depending on the 
envelope characteristic of the sound(s) 
playing, you'll get a MIDI drone. When you 
change Banks on the ME30P, however, the 
unit sends the MIDI 'All Notes Off' command 
on all its outputs, which can be a useful 

ME3OP " When you change 
Banks, the unit sends a MIDI 
'All Notes Off command on all 
its outputs— a useful safeguard 

against the dreaded MIDI 
drone." 

safeguard against such a situation. It's worth 
noting, though, that seeing as not all MIDI 
instruments will respond to this command, 
its effectiveness can't exactly be guaranteed. 

The attraction of the 
obliquely-named ME25S Note Separator is 

that even when used with a monotimbral 
synth transmitting on one MIDI channel, it 
offers you the possibility of multisplit 
textures. This doesn't mean that your 
monotimbral synth is suddenly elevated to 
the status of a multitimbral wonder. In fact, 
it will still only play a single sound, which you 
might at times find a bit inflexible. 

In reality, the ME25S achieves its results by 
manipulating MIDI data received from your 
master instrument on MIDI In. Your master 
must be set to transmit on MIDI channel I, as 
this is the only channel the ME25S will 
respond to. It strikes me, though, that there 
can be so many unforeseens when working 
with a MIDI setup, it's best to keep options 
open — in this instance by leaving the choice 
of MIDI receive channel to the user. 
What the ME25S allows you to do is define 

four note ranges ('splits', as Akai term them) 
which can be separate or partially or totally 
overlapping. Each split can be as little as one 
note, or span up to the entire MIDI range. 
You need to be able to route each split to a 

different instrument (or to different voices of 
a multitimbral instrument), so for each split 
you can select a MIDI channel from 1-16. 
Further split-specific settings are patch 
number ( 1-128), octave shift (± three 
octaves) and pitch-bend on/off. 
One complete setup is called a Bank, and 

there are 64 of these onboard (stored when 
the unit is switched off). That's not too large 
a number when you consider you may want a 
new Bank (which can be selected from the 
front panel, a footswitch or over MIDI) just 

N 

to change a patch number or a pitch-bend 
setting. 
But if you do fund yourself wanting to 

change one or two parameters, there's a 
Bank copy facility which makes things a lot 
easier. The manual also provides a program 
chart— particularly useful as there doesn't 
appear to be any way of storing the Banks 
externally. 
At its most basic level, the ME25S can be 

used as a channeliser, ie. to convert from 
channel 1 to any of the other 15 channels. 
And you don't have to use all four splits, of 
course. If you have a split instrument such as 
the Yamaha 0X21 which only transmits on a 
single MIDI channel, you can use the ME25S 
to play two slave instruments in split fashion 
— additionally with appropriate patch, octave 
and pitch-bend settings. 
Given the many performance parameters 

that MIDI can convey, it's all too easy to 
think of other parameters that the ME25S 
could usefully be able to filter out. Sustain, 
modulation and aftertouch are three of the 
most obvious. It's the old story of weighing 
flexibility against accessibility and cost. 

Overall, though, it's the undoubted 
practical value of these new MIDI effects — 
coupled with their very reasonable cost and 
refreshing ease of use— that makes them 
such an attractive proposition for any 
growing MIDI setup, and the musician hoping 
to make the most of it. • 
Price £99 each including V AT 
More from Akai UK, Haslemere Heathrow 
Estate, Silverj ubilee Way, Parkway, 
Hounslow, Middx. le 01-8976388: 

9 

miss an issue 
fqt.AA":^F 

There's nothing worse than rushing round to your local newsagent, hard-earned £ 1.20 in hand, only to find that a load of other musicians hcve 
beaten you to the store's allocation of E&MMs. You scour the bookshelves for hours, you ask the girl behind the counter if there are any at the 
back of the shop, you even try the Swedish magazine importer round the corner — all to no avail. 
The reason for this is simple. Only one musicians magazine has been looking at music technology thoroughly, accurately and objectively for 

over four years. Only one musicians' magazine has the reputation for carrying the most authoritative appraisals of new music hardware and 
software. And only one musicians' magazine has consistently inquiring, informative interviews with the people that are applying new technology 
to today's music. That magazine is the one you're holding in your hands now, but as anyone who's lived through the above story will know, 
getting it there isn't always that simple. 

But fear not. You can save yourself this monthly agony by subscribing to E&MM direct. That way, you stand a good chance of getting each 
month's issue in your hands before it even reaches the bookshelves, let alone disappears from them again. So say goodbye to the newsagent 
Grand Prix: clip the coupon now. 

MIR IM BB Mi fin IM Mil Ma MI MI MI MI IM Mill IMM MI 

Please send me the next 12 issues of E&MM, beginning with the issue. 
1 enclose a cheque/postal order/bankers' draft* for £ 15.50/£16.20/£23.50/£37.50*, made payable to Music Maker Publications. 

My name is   

My address is 

Postcode  

Send to Mail Order Department, E&MM,Alexanderllouye, I Milton Bowl, Cambridge CB-I I IT. 
UK & Eire LI 5. 50; Europe & Overseas (surface mail) (16.20: Europe (airmail) /.2 7. 50; Overseas (airmail) tj37. 50. Payment Iron, ose? seas 
subscribers (including Eire) .should be covered by a bankers draft in pounds sterling. 

*Please delete rià applicable 
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SELL IT FOR NOTHING 
with a free classified ad in Electronics & Music Maker 

Keyboards 
AKAI AX80 never gigged, 6mths old, 
£550. Powertran 8-voice polysynth, 
years old, never gigged, £250. Both 
ono. ES 01-669 3740. 
ARP ODDYSEY with manuals, £235. 
Yamaha DX9, boxed, accessories, £415. 
Swap for Prophet 5, OBX/A, JP6/8. 
Andy e (044 46) 42681. 
ARP ODDYSEY £260 ono or 

swap for TR808 or similar drum m/c. 

Martin e (04895) 2831 (Southampton 
area). 

ARP QUARTET immaculate versa-
tile keyboard, £ 140. Copycat Echo, 
later model, new Fostex heads, £55. 
Jon e Loughborough (0509) 416313. 

BIT ONE polysynth, split and dual 
program layering, 70+ memories, 
great sounds, forced sale, only £ 350. 
er Wakefield (0924) 381558. 
BIT 01 synth expander. £350, as new, 
ideal partner for DX7 etc. Peter e 
(0229) 33941, after 8pm. 
BIT 99 white, as new. Great analogue 
sounds. To swap for newish DX7. e 
061-681 7233. 
CASIO CZ101 mint, boxed, manuals, 
power supply and 32 extra patches, 
£200. Jen SX I 000 £50. Adam e 01-
304 4930. 

CASIO CZ5000 eight track multi-
timbral synth + sequencer, stand, 
cartridge, boxed as new. (Bank Mana-
ger forces sale.) £550 ono. e (0255) 
433657. " 
CASIO CZ5000 excellent condition, 
home use only, still guaranteed, £650, 
plus leads, manuals, etc. Mike le 0 I - 
560 0853. 
CASIO MT3 1 and Yamaha MR I 0 
drum m/c, good condition. £40 each 
or both £ 75. Simon e (0934) 838702. 
CASIO MT400V stereo keyboard, 
20 presets, ADSR filter, manual, book, 
£115. Paul e Fareham (Hants) 288558. 
CASIO 1000P L150. Casio MT60 £70. 
Home use only. er Littlehampton 
717603, daytime. 
CASIO 1000P polyphonic keyboard, 
£120. Korg DDM110 £ 100. Yamaha 
RX2 I, as new, £200. Pete le (088 32) 
2282. 
CROMAR STRATUS poly/organ, 
case, cards, leads included. £295. Paul le 
Caergwrle 760649. 
CROMAR TRILOGY £250. Sequen-
tial Max MIDI expander £250. Yamaha 
MR10 preset drum machine, £50. Brian 
e 021-777 9349 after 7pm. 

EDP CATERPILLAR poly keyboard 
and Wasp monosynth, easily linked to 
micro user-port, vgc, £80 ono. Simon 
e (0730) 62275. 
ELECTRIC PIANO Crumar Road 
Racer, touch sensitive with chorus, 
three piano sounds, excellent condition 
at £ 150 ono. e (0628) 35345. 
E&MM SPECTRUM synth, 2VCOs 
and extensive patching facilities, great 
sounds. Al e (0742) 661317. 
FENDER RHODES only £200. le 
Milton Keynes (0908) 648945, daytime. 
FENDER RHODES Mk I, £ 150. 
Traynor 600W £300. Pearl Inov 7-piece 
£600. Korg CX3 £300. Oval 16:2 £ 300. 
DMX £800. ES (0733) 45868. 

HAMMOND X5 portable organ plus 
Leslie 760 speaker, excellent condition, 
home use only, £ 1075 ono. e Hull 
(0482) 839031. 
JEN 5)(1000 excellent, monosynth for 
beginner, very good condition, £60. Phil 
e Warborough (086 732) 8133. 
JEN SX1000, pair, £ 160 ono, or sell 
separately. Also, wanted, Bit One sound 
data tapes, any sounds. Paul le Bristol 
567495. 
KORG DELTA £ 195. Beszeco stand 
£90. JBL 2 x 15 bass cab, £290. Marshall 
100W amp £ 185. e Manchester 061-
969 8275. 

KORG DW6000 10mths, home use 
only, excellent condition, £500 ono. 
e 01-445 7966, eves. 
KORG DW6000 immaculate, £385. 
F/case £90, for DW6/8000. F/case for 
Yamaha PF15/80, £ 100. e 061-301 
4145. 
KORG DW8000 velocity, aftertouch, 
on board digital delay, never gigged, 
perfect condition, £850 ono. 2I2 01-
349 1044, after 6pm. 

KORG DW8000 4mths old, as new, 
£795. e (0628) 20940. 
KORG MICRO PRESET classic 
mono synth, home use only, good 
condition, offers? ( Deliver in S York-
shire) '212 Sheffield 874 385. 
KORG MONOPOLY excellent con-
dition, powerful 4VCO analogue 
sound, free Securicor delivery, £250 
ono or p/x Polysix. (06685) 360 or 
390. 

KORG MS10 monosynth, £80. Good 
condition, leads supplied. le Bedford 
(0234) 46071, after 5pm. 

KORG MS10 £70 ono. Korg KR55 
(separate outputs), £70 ono. Wasp 
£50. Teac A- 108 £ 100. Brian 21 
(0327) 61522. 
KORG MS20 a bit dusty, never 
gigged, still in good condition, £95 
ono. e 01-672 6466, eves. 
KORG MS20 good working order, 
great original sounds, patch leads, 
manual, £ 160. e (0268) 282109. 
KORG POLYSIX case, stand, £ 385. 
Korg Delta polysynth, £210 ono. Both 
immaculate, home use only. Tony e 
(0203) 310808. 
KORG POLY 61 mint condition, still 
boxed, quick sale, essential, genuine 
reason, home use only, £450 ono. 

Brian e 051-228 0323. 
KORG POLY 800 £280. Korg 
EX800 expander unit, £ 180. Paul te 
(04946) 4692. 
KORG 700S £80. Casio MT40 plus 
power supply, £ 35. Clef Master Rhy-
thm, £ 35. Simon e Coventry (0203) 
683834. 
MELLOTRON Mk2, in good working 
condition, buyer collects, £600 ono. 
e 021-353 1802. 
MOOG MINIMOOG classic synth, 
Model D, the best, £625. Dave e 
(0272) 780113. 
MOOG PRODIGY with hard case, 
in excellent condition, silly price for 
quick sale. £75 bargain. Tim le (0242) 
521049, eves. 
MOOG ROGUE excellent condition, 
good sounds, little use, £95 ono. Bruce 
e Oakley 2313. 
OBERHEIM OB4 four independent 
analogue synths, modified for 1V/Oct, 
collectors item, £ 1000 ono. 7 Devon 

Mansions, Tooley Street, SE I 2UD for 
further info. 
OSCAR MIDI, £ 320. Yamaha RI000 
digital reverb £ 300. Both vgc. le o I - 
894 4237, office hours. 

POWERTFtAN POLYSYNTH 4-
note polyphonic, good for groups 
doing gigs or studio/home use. Also, 
Pro Soloist, offers? le (0926) 36668. 
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 un-
wanted gift, brand new, in box, £695. 
John e Huddersfield (0484) 546062. 
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 unused, 
boxed, RRP £799, sell for £700. e 
(0270) 760973, answerphone. 
ROLAND ALPHA JUNO 2 touch 
and pressure sensitive, still boxed, 
£650 or swap for JX3P plus cash. Pete 
e (0705) 753176. 
ROLAND JUNO 6 excellent condi-
tion, boxed, £290. ES Nottingham 
(0602) 414260, eves. 
ROLAND JUNO 6 MIDI, excellent, 
£325, or Juno and £550-ish cash for 
DX7. Offers please. Jason te (0706) 
217260. 
ROLAND JUNO 6 synth, absolutely 
perfect condition, with manual, £275. 
No offers. e Skelmersdale (0695) 
31357, after 5pm (all day), weekends. 
ROLAND JUNO 6 good condition, 
£260. Home use only. le Bracknell 
(0344) 4253 I 2. 
ROLAND JUNO 60 excellent con-
dition, plus stand, £500 ono. Jason 2e 
(0734) 341789, eves. 
ROLAND JUNO 106 as new, home 
use only, complete with hard case, 
manual, leads + patch library, £500. e 
01-864 2129. 
ROLAND JUNO 106 perfect con-
dition, home use only, £429. Can 
deliver. Jez e (0533) 459 2446. 
ROLAND JUNO 106 £420. Korg 
Delta £ 190. Marshall 100W amp, 
L 180 . JBL 2 x 15 cab, £295. e 061-
969 8275. 
ROLAND JUNO 106 I yr old, home 
studio, only £425, as new. Ed Welch 
le (0803) 770631 (South West). 
ROLAND JUPITER 4 a classic 
analogue synth, c/w pro f/case, £400 
ono. Adrian e (04446) 41708. 
ROLAND JUPITER 6 for sale, 
unused, £595, plus stand. Nearest 
offers secures. Jim e 041-429 7561. 
ROLAND JUPITER 8 'the classic 
synth'. Boxed, immaculate, home studio 
use only, reluctant sale, £950. er 
(0454) 322666. 
ROLAND JUPITER 8 mint condi-
tion, hardly used, never gigged, still 
unbeatable value, £ 1,100 ovno. le 
Plymouth 784044, eves. 
ROLAND JUPITER 8 + f/case, 
£929. Roland SRV2000, £749. Yamaha 
RI 000 £249. Revox B77 £449. Yamaha 
SPX90 £539. Fender Rhodes £ 150. e 
051-722 6084. 
ROLAND JX3P home use only, 
£450. Also Premier 5-piece, good 
condition, cases, cymbals, etc, £400. 

Llamberis 870 682 (Gwynedd). 
ROLAND JX3P £400 or swap for 
CZ3000 or CZ1000 and SZ I . le 01-
570 9273. 
ROLAND JX3P excellent condition, 
£420 ono. DX 100 almost new, mains 
unit, pedal and sound library £ 300. e 
(0475) 674034. 
ROLAND JX3P + PG200 home 

use only, vgc, £495. Casio CZ101, as 
new, £235. Yamaha CX5 + 3ROMs, 

inc sequencer, all boxed. Steve le 
(0792) 53546. 

ROLAND JX3P home use only, 
straight swap for Chase Bit 99. Geoff 
e Brighton 694450, after 6pm. 
ROLAND JX3P with PG200, £600. 
SH I 01 with MGS I , £ 160. ARP Axxe, 
fully serviced, £ 130. 212 01-351 9392. 

ROLAND JX3P and Yamaha DX9, 
best proven analogue/digital synths, 
sound library cassettes included, must 
sell, £675. Chris e 01-675 7415. 
ROLAND JX8P polysynth, plus 
PG800 programmer, boxed, perfect 
condition, £975. e (0775) 820985. 
ROLAND MKB 1000 MIDI mother 
keyboard, stand, MKS30 synth, PG200 
programmer, home use only, offers 
over £ 1000. Ie (0734) 668549. 
ROLAND SH101 as new, PSU, 
boxed, MGS I , £ 140. Boss DR55, 
boxed, manual, £40. Both £ 170. e 
Godalming (04868) 4397. 
ROLAND SH101 grip, f/case, £ 160. 
Korg DDM110 £ 120. Boss DD2 £ 100. 
All immaculate, inc manuals. Mike 2e 
Slough 73495. 
ROLAND SH101 monosynth, excel-
lent condition, bought £250+ , bargain 
at £ 150. Durant e (0604) 28634, 
after 6pm. 

ROLAND SH 101 hardly used, boxed, 
perfect, £ 125. MC202, ditto, £75. 
HD1000 Delay/Harmoniser, £ 190. John 
e (07462) 2971 (Shropshire). 
ROLAND SH101 + PSA 220 psu, 
manual, vgc, boxed, £ 160 ono. e 
Hornchurch (04024) 54418. 
ROLAND SHIO I case, grip/strap, 
£120. Boss DR I 10 £60. Jen SXI000 
£50. All excellent condition. Tony e 
(0205) 61173. 
ROLAND SHIO I and Korg 
DDM I 10, both as new, boxed, £ 100 
each. Dean e (0753) 31049. 
ROLAND SH2 hard case, good 
condition, £ 170. Nic e 01-735 1510, 
after 6pm. 
ROLAND SYSTEM 100 with 102 
expander and 104 sequencer, £ 150 
ono. Ibanez DM I 100 £ 180 ono. Swaps? 
e (0257) 452303. 
ROLAND SYSTEM 100M five 
modules, plus keyboard and CSQ60 
sequencer, £220. e 01-237 0837. 
ROLAND VKI drawbar organ, plus 
stand, £95. Mike e Swindon (0793) 
616728, after 6pm. 
SCI MULTI-TRACK home use 
only, boxed with manuals, £450. 
01-444 6668. 
SCI PRO ONE monosynth, good 
condition, great sound, £ 165 ono. e 
Preston (0772) 703723. 
SCI PRO ONE good condition, 
£110, or swap for DDM110. Stuart e 
Tiptree (0621) 816400. 
SCI PRO ONE plus stand, £ 170. 
Casio MT70, polyphonic memory, 
drums, bar code, £ 110. Andy le 
Leicester (0533) 883488. 
SCI PRO ONE perfect condition, 
£140. Chris e 01-858 7154, eves. 
SCI PROPHET T8 six octaves, 
weighted keys, MIDI, with f/case, 
£2500. e 01-778 9984. 
SIEL DK80 bi-timbrai, velocity sens-
ing polysynth, £ 390. Moog Rogue £90. 
Yamaha DX9, f/cased, £450. All im-
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maculate. e (0255) 423818. 
SIEL DK80 dynamic, programmable, 
split keyboard, double sound genera-
tion, two-track sequencer, boxed, as 
new, £420. Northants (0327) 
704230. 
SIEL EX80 module, touch sensitive, 
stereo. MIDI, will swap for CZ101 or 
Pro One. Rich 22 (0373) 66504. 
SIEL RITMO 49 split or full key-
board, 10 rhythms, many more sound 
options, £240. le 01-446 0835, after 
6pm. 
SOLTON B400 portable, excellent 
condition, 16 solos, 16 rhythms, vibrato, 
reverb. Leslie plus flutes, 2 manuals, 13 
pedals, £645 ono. tr Diss (0379) 
51954. 

SWAP SCI SIXTRAK for Roland 
JX3P + PG200. No cash deals, will 
collect. e 01-520 8862, after 6pm. 

• TECHNICS SXPVIO £465. Technics 
SXK250 £230. Revox 877 £ 390. Revox 
A77 £280. Roland MKBI000 £850. e 
o I -866 2491, eves/weekends. 
TRANSCENDENT 2000 mono 
synth, complete with manual, bargain 
at £ 35. Chris 2e Poole (0202) 600682. 
WASP MONOSYNTH £40. Clef 
Beatbox £25. Amazing Juno 6 with 
incredible MIDI retrofit, £ 325. OSCar 
£275. Patrick e Bristol 573261. 
YAMAHA CP30 touch-sensitive 
electric piano, £275 ono. SCI Pro One 
£150. Chris le 061-224 4796. 
YAMAHA CS30 £250. Korg 
Vocoder £ 150. Please hurry or my ten 
children won't eat this week. e 
Portsmouth 750648. 
YAMAHA CS4OM programmable, 
20 programs, lots of knobs, classic 
analogue sound, £350 ono. Adrian le 
(04446) 41708, eves. 
YAMAHA DX5 plus 2 books, 
10mths old, brand new but slightly 
damaged, hence £ 1895. le Basildon 
284098, after 6pm. 
YAMAHA DX7 home use only, 
£850. LEMI DX7 voicing software and 
MIDI interface for Apple II, £ 125. le 
01-584 5816. 
YAMAHA DX7 + f/case, £850. 
TX7 with case, £ 370. Et Carterton 
(nr Oxford) (0993) 841586. 
YAMAHA DX7 with h/case, £1000 
ono. Korg DDM I 10 plus DDM220, 
sync lead, power supplies, £200 ono. 
te (0634) 722502. 
SWAP DX9 for Chase Bit One, or 
same type synth with split keyboard. 
Alan le VVillenhall (0902) 60801. 
YAMAHA DX9 perfect condition, 
plus X-stand. £ 350. le Bexhill (0424) 
212744. 
YAMAHA DX9 boxed, accessories, 
£415. Arp Odyssey, with manuals, 
£235. Swap for Prophet S. OBX/A, 
JP6/8. Andy le (044 46) 42681. 
YAMAHA DX9 digital polysynth, 
f/case, £450. Siel DK80, boxed, £390. 
Moog Rogue £90. Ungigged, immacu-
late. Nick .2e (0255) 420036, eves. 
YAMAHA DX9 £400 ono. Dod 
delay pedal, £65. Dod stereo flanger 
£54. te Durham 62499, after 5pm. 
YAMAHA DX9 and stand, home 
use only, £425 ono. Roland MC202 
and softcase, £ 125. 2e (0532) 775507. 
YAMAHA PFI5 electronic piano, 
excellent condition, £690 ono. Gordon, 
124 Chelston Avenue, Yeovil, Somer-
set, BA2 I 4PR. 
YAMAHA PS20 home keyboard, 
auto bass/rhythm, good condition, 
£120. Stand £9. Mick e (0788) 70195. 
YAMAHA PS35 portable, 12 
orchestral voices, 16 PCM rhythms. 

• 

full-size 49-note keyboard, £240 ono. 
Nott'm (0602) 507033. 

YAMAHA PS55 32 FM voices, PCM 
drums, backing plus stand. £350 ono, 
or swap for Casio CZ. Al e (0742) 
661317. 
YAMAHA SK20 polysynth, strings, 
organ (see Keyfax), vgc, £250. Casio 
MT65, £70. Teac 3440, vgc, £495. 
(053 86) 680 ( Staffs). 

Sampling 
AKAI S612 sampler, MD80 disk 
drive, audio trigger mod, 40 disks, 
£700 ono. Quark 448 MIDIlink £80. 
Dave te 01-743 3055. 
BOSS RSDIO digital sampler/delay, 
only one week old, boxed, guaranteed, 
unwanted present. £ 180. Alison le 
(0895) 63517 I . 
DECILLIONIX DX1 monophonic 
sampler for Apple 11 ( reviewed E&MM 
Dec '83), with four disks of samples. 
£150. e 01-584 5816. 
EMULATOR 1 immaculate and f/-
cased (that's why it's immac!). Full 
sound library, manual, pedals, etc, 
£2750. 2e (0204 88) 6744. 
EMULATOR II virtually unused, 
perfect, plenty of disks, £4999 plus 
VAT. e 01-625 9563 anytime. 
ENSONIQ MIRAGE Juno 60 
(+MD8), MSQ100, Simmons SDS5, 
Korg SDD1000, plus loads more. All 
mint. Silly prices. Rad e (0532) 
743012. 
GREENGATE DS:3, looping, tril-
lions of sounds, Syn.1 software, ADSR, 
etc, over 100 disks, £450. Darren e 
o I -441 1722, or 0 I -445 4429 eves. 
GREENGATE DS:3 sampling se-
quencer, with Apple II, twin disks, 12" 
green screen, looping, Syn. I software, 
loads of sounds. £899 ono. le (0255) 
433657. 
PLAY FAIRLIGHT/LINNDRUM 
sounds on your sampler! Details: TMS, 
152 Victoria Road, Scarborough, York-
shire. le (0723) 370093 or 583899. 
VESTA SAMPLER as new, £250. 
Yamaha CS I 0 £80. Copy Cat £ 30. PIS 
£40. All sale/swap. Ron e (0482) 
27526. 
YAMAHA VSS100 sampling key-
board, + PSU, unwanted gift, £ 140. 
Roland TR606 Drumatix £80. Pete le 
(0382) 738089. eves. 

Sequencers 
CASIO SZ I sequencer, 4-track. 
MIDI, real and step time, guaranteed, 
£180. Et Bristol (0272) 608496. 
CASIO SZ I multi-track sequencer 
with PSU, excellent condition, boxed, 
as new, £ 150. e 01-251 8153. 
KORG SQDI £450. le Maidenhead 
(0628) 824283. 
KORG SQD I boxed, manual, disks, 
spotless condition, home use, quick 
sale, moving flat hence £425 ono. 
Martin e 01-903 4611, or (03744) 
65674. 
KORG SQDI sequencer, one month 
old, boxed, as new, £450.2e Leicester 
24718. 
KORG SQD1 £395. Korg SDD2000 
£325. Both as new, home use only. 
Peter Et (0229) 33941, after 8pm. 
KORG SQDI sequencer, boxed as 
new, £450. le Leicester 24718. 
ROLAND MC202 with power supply 
and manuals, mint, £ 125. e South-
ampton (0703) 771833, after 6pm. 
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer, 
2728-step memory, two channels, 

built-in SH101 synth, sync to tape and 
drums, £99. le 01-837 1538. 
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer, 
SH101 synth circuitry, dual channel 
sequencer, tape and DIN sync (24ppqn), 
£75. le (0322) 64498. 
ROLAND MC202 MicroComposer 
with built-in synth. boxed, excellent 
condition, £ 100. e 01-445 7966, 
eves. 
ROLAND MSQ700 studio use only, 
E460. Dave e 01-743 3055. 
ROLAND TB303 Bassline, £50. Et 
01-584 5816. 
YAMAHA QX2I digital MIDI se-
quencer, boxed, brand new, £ 190. te 
Liverpool 051-526 2178. 

Drums 
BOSS DR55 £20. Synsonics drums 
£15. Anthony Et 021-476 6818, 
Mon/Tues eves afte- 6.30. 
E-MU DRUMULATOR 64 song 
with crash chip, sync to Roland DIN, 
£375. Downland (07375) 56110 
(Croydon area). 
HAYMAN Eddie Ryan cases, stands, 
£475. 8 Toms, stands, bass, £220. 
Practice kit, Zildjian, Paiste cymbals. 
e 01-558 3677. 
HAMMOND drum m/c, £275 ono. 
Kitten monosynth £50 ono. Both in 
good condition. e 021-783 0369. 
KORG DDM I 10 Super Drums drum 
m/c, great sounds, perfect condition 
and boxed, only £ 100. Pete e Beccles 
(0502) 713298. 
KORG DDM 110 £ 125, mint, boxed. 
Also Yamaha CSO I monosynth, good 
condition, offers, around £45. le 
(0735 29) 2828 (near Reading). 
KORG DDM220 Super Percussion. 
perfect, quick sale, £65. Nick Et 
(07038) 3440. 

KORG DDM220 Latin Drums, as 
new, £95. Also MIDI Synchroniser 
(CX5 only), £ 30. Ross Et 01-4996641 
or 01-723 8517. 
MPC DRUM COMPUTER plus 
computer and interface, very versatile 
analogue m/c in f/case, £250. e (0384) 
872648. 
OBERHEIM DX great sounds, sepa-
rate outputs, sync, etc, boxed, £495. 
Paul e (0706) 50897. 
ROLAND TR505 perfect condition, 
only £ 180. Trevor e 01-629 8144 
X40 I 0, days. 
ROLAND TR505 hardly used, excel-
lent condition, still boxed. £200. Will 
accept offers if reasonable. Mike e 
o1-560 0853. 
ROLAND TR606 Drumatix with 
individual outputs for all drums, boxed 
with manuals and carrying case. Only 
£95. e 01-837 1538. 
ROLAND TR606 £ I 00 Tascam 244 
Portastudio £500. Roland JX3P £500 
ono. Re Colchester 241921 eves, or 
892538 days. 
ROLAND TR606 separate outputs, 
£70. Wanted: Porta One, X15, MR I 0, 
144 or similar 4-track Portastudio, 
cash waiting! John 2e 01-699 4979. 
ROLAND TR707 with memory 
expansion cartridge, boxed, offers 
around £335. e (0792) 792500. 
ROLAND TR707 rhythm composer, 
£400. Package: Roland TB 303, SH101, 
TR606, 100 synth ( 101.102, exp), 
£300. Bruce Et (0482) 703168. 
ROLAND TR707 £350. Dynacord 
Percuter £ 399; sound modules, £ 15. 
Yamaha QX7 sequencer, £ 199. le 

(0602) 414892. 
ROLAND TR707 swap with Roland 

TR727. Et (0603) 623522. 
ROLAND TR808 excellent condi-
tion, £250. Stuart 2lt Liverpool 051-
426 5510. 
ROLAND TR808 rhythm composer, 
excellent condition, home use only, 
£200. Steve le Paignton, Devon 
(0803) 557702. 
ROLAND TR909 separate voice 
outputs, controls, MIDI, instruction 
manual, excellent condition, £295. e 
Southend (0702) 510274. after 6pm. 
SIMMONS SDS5 black, five pads, 
excellent condition, £450 ono.. Russ 
le (0446) 737018, after 5.30pm. 
SIMMONS SDS5 five black pads, 
brain, stands, XLR leads, pedal and 
case included, £440 ono. e 051-427 
3222. 
SIMMONS SDS9 electronic drum-
kit with stands, four months old, 
excellent condition, £980. e Welwyn 
Garden City 324180. 
ULTIMATE PERCUSSION 8 
drums, 8-channel brain, all stands, 
cases, leads, etc, £695. Swap or p/ex 
sampler. e (0342) 23094. 
YAMAHA FOC I 1 pro quality drum 
m/c, sounds great, easy to use. £425 
ono. le Newbury (0635) 35824, eves. 
YAMAHA RX2I with f/case (very 
cute), offers around £200. Jason e 
(0222) 830656, after 6pm weekdays. 
YAMAHA RX2I drum m/c, perfect, 
guaranteed, £ 190 ono. Boss Dr Rhythm 
Graphic, £80 ono, unused. Both boxed 
as new. e Chatham (0634) 47210. 
YAMAHA RX2IL Latin drum m/c, 
3mths old, hardly used, bargain at 
£195 ono. te Newbury (0635) 35824. 

Computing 
APPLE II with disk drive. B/W 
monitor, I 6K RAM card, variety of 
software. £ 300. le ol-584 5816. 
BBC B computer, monitor, DDFS, 
Music 500, View wordprocessing, data 
recorder, Music System, FSoft music, 
more! £465 ono. le 01-856 8027. 
BBC (BD) + joysticks, books, games. 
immaculate. Swap for Yamaha CX5M, 
large keyboard, same condition. Brian 
Et Tyne & Wear 489 9532. 
COMMODORE AMIGA dual disk 
drive version, RRP £ 1900+, price only 
£1600. B Hamer e (0743) 790534, 
for more info. 
COMMODORE 64 plus disk drive, 
Siel MIDI interface and software, 
£210. Cheap! e (0491) 573980 
(Oxon). 
144 CX5M voices, professional per-
cussion, bass, and keyboard sounds, 
£5. Sound on Vision, 113 Bonchurch 
Road, Brighton BN2 3PJ. 
144 CX5M sounds, easily the best 
ever and only £5. le (0388) 608540 
for details. 
CX5M SOUNDS two original sec-
tions of I 44, £6 per section or both for 
E 1 0: Charntry Stables, Kingsnewton, 
Melbourne, Derby. 
CX5M large keyboard with 2ROMs, 
£245. Korg EX800 expander £ 145. 
Good condition. 21 Edinburgh 031-
668 3740, after 6pm or weekends. 
DX9: INFINITE (well almost) new 
voices for DX9. Try out the MIDI 
Voice Generator program, it's great! 
Mike le (0446) 751150. 
EMR BBC B interface, updated disk, 
Performer 8-track polyphonic real/ 
step time, editor, as new, boxed, foot 
on/off switch. e 01-504 0964, eves. 
FM SOUND EXPANDER for Com-
modore 64/128, hardly used, £70 ono. 

Penketh 8775, after 6pm. 
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GOT A BBC MICRO? Then get an 
Acorn Music 500 + ATPL keyboard 
and make it into a synth. Only £ 175. 
Simon e (0625) 523845. 
JMS I 2-track Recording Studio and 
Siel MIDI interface for Commodore 
64, £ 50. Neil 2e 061-626 0780. 
LARGE KEYBOARD for CX5, £50 
ono. DMS 8-track real-time sequencer 
for CX5, £50 ono. Neil 2e 061-626 
0780. 

MSX SLOT EXPANDER converts 
one slot into four. Circuit diagram 

£10. Paul Hopgood, 38 Witan Way, 
Wantage, Oxon. 
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 48K MIDI 
interface and software, 8-track poly-
phonic sequencer, boxed as new, £85. 
Al e Thurlow (044 083) 558. 
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 48K with 
some games, £60. Paul e Guildford 
67882. 
SOUNDCHASER system for Apple 
II ( reviewed E&MM Jan '84). Keyboard, 
Mountain Hardware oscillator boards, 
4-track software, £350. Ie 01-584 
5816. 
STEINBERG PRO- 16 sequencer, 
disk based, tape-sync, DX7 Editor, 
excellent package for Commodore 
64, two months old, cost £ 327. Also, 
balanced patch-bay. Offers? e ol-387 
2719. 
UMI 2B sequencing system for the 
BBC micro. Mint condition, £350 ono. 
2e 01-789 6970. 
UMI 2B plus ROM plus manual, 
excellent order, £200. e (0352) 
712558. 
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, 
voicing, Composing and real-time 
sequencer software, perfect condition, 
boxed, £295. Dave le Salisbury (0722) 
26018. 
YAMAHA CX5M small keyboard, 
voicing and composer cartridges, plus 
five cartridge games. £265 ono. Geoff 
e (0634) 48165 (Kent). 
YAMAHA CX5 and RX2 I, immacu-
late, includes voice tapes, composer 
and voicing software, tape recorder, 
£450 ono. 2l2 Mawstone (0622) 46099. 
YAMAHA CX5M software: 
YRMI01 Composer. YRMI02 Voicing 
program, £40 pair. WDPRO word 
processor £ 10. e Hemel Hempstead 
(0442) 42428. 
YAMAHA CX5M large keyboard, 
FM Voicing cartridge, 6mths old, as 
new, boxed, £295 ovno. Rainham 
(Essex) 53873. 
YAMAHA CX5M FM Voicing cart-
ridge, keyboard, manuals, boxed, ex-
cellent condition, stacks of features, 
bargain £275. e St Ives (Cambs) 
69779. 
YAMAHA CX5M Sound Pack: 144 
excellent sound (cassette), + data 
sheets, immediate delivery. Ch/PO 
£10: N Fawcett, 10 Cressex Road, 
High Wycombe, Bucks. 
YAMAHA CX5MII 128K, inc voice 

ROM, unwanted gift. £ 395. 12 Sheffield 
(0742) 312919. 
YAMAHA SFGOI module and Com-
poser I ROM, £55. e (0742) 756264. 
YAMAHA SFGOI module £35. 
Small keyboard £30. DX7 Voicing 
ROM £20. Music Macro ROM £20. e 
051-924 5006. 

Recording 
ACCESSIT REVERB PSU, dual 
sweep equaliser. Boss BX600 mixer. 
Sell or swap. Geoff (0773) 760654 
for details. 

ACCESSIT STEREO REVERB and 
Compressor. Both with mains adaptors. 
Both mint, £ 120. Paul e Lea Valley 
761966. 
AKAI GX4000D and GX4000DB. 
SOS, excellent quality reel-to-reel 

machines, £75 each. Paul Nagle e 
(077 478) 4335, anytime. 
AMPEX 456 half- inch, (WEIS. 18 
quality VU meters, offers. 220 hole 
professional patchbay and 20 patch 
leads, offers. e (0602) 414892. 

BOSS DE200 DDL and trigger 
sample, vgc, £210 ovno. Jon 01-734 
4257 days, 01-603 4907 eves. 

BOSS RDDIO digital delay, 8mths 
old, excellent condition, £ 100. Dl-
445 7966, eves. 

STEREO REVERS E&MM design, 
with one long, one short. Maplin 
spring, driver circuits, 15 volt power 
supply, £20 ono. e 01-837 1538. 
FOSTEX XIS + PSU, I month old, 
£190. Casio CZ230S, I month old, 
£230. Both guaranteed. 1 Briarwood 
Ave, VVythenshawe, Manchester 23. 
FOSTEX XIS mains adaptor MN I 5, 
I yr old, just serviced, £200. 212 Oxon 
(0491) 573980. 

HALF-INCH AMPEX 456 £15. 
Eighteen quality VU-meters, offers. 
220 hole professional patch-bay and 
20 patch- leads, offers. e (0602) 
414892. 
IBANEZ HDI000 harmonics/delay, 
very good condition, £ 175. e (0255) 
433657. 

OTARI 4-track recorder, 4 speeds 
rack/console, needs new heads, other-
wise beautiful, £550 ovno. le (0599) 
4745. 

SONY TC377 tape deck, great for 
echo, £ 30. Seek 6:2 mixer with low-

noise op-amps and PSU, £50. te 0 I - 
584 5816. 

REVERB Grampian British Spring, 
mono, separate transformer, no hum. 
No loing', even on drums. £89. e 
Epping 76672. 
RSD 12:2 DESK £250. Paul (0706) 
50897. 

TASCAM 22-2 absolutely unused, 
15/7 1/2 ips, 71/2 " reels, £490 ono. Tom 
e (0904) 23696. 
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, vgc, foot-
switch, bargain, £425. Tom le 01-789 
5949. 

TASCAM 244 Portastudio, boxed, 
manual, excellent condition, will de-
monstrate best recording technique, 
£445 ono. e (0272) 780113, eves. 
TASCAM 244 Portastudio, foot-
switch, mie, as new, £450. Roland Juno 
6, stand, perfect, £265. Bill le 01-767 
3163. 
TASCAM 244 footswitch, £400. 
Roland MC202 £90. TR606, separate 
outputs, and TB303, offers? Nigel 2e 
(09074) 2669 (B'ham area). 
TASCAM 34 4-track, dbx, remote, 
£600. Gong 8-track DX9 £450. SCI 
Sixtrak, £ 300, swap Poly 800. e 
(0536) 725885. 
TASCAM 34 four-track recorder, 
excellent quality, excellent condition, 
£550 ono. Bloxwich (0922) 479414. 
TEAC A3440 plus RX9 dbx unit and 
manuals, light home use only, £700 ono. 
Bryan le (092 52) 7753. 
VESTAFIRE MUNI LIMITER mo-
dule. £ 30 ono. Robert e WGC 
(0707) 326704, eves. 

YAMAHA R1000 digital reverb, 
mint, boxed, sorry to sell, offers over 
£240. P/x for CZ101? Matt le (0252) 
721264. 
YAMAHA SPX90 multi-effects 
processor. The ultimate sound treat-
ment. Mortgage forces sale. Excellent 
condition, £550 ono. Z' (0765) 70 I 855. 

Amps 
ASHLEY STEREO MOSFET 200 
amp, fan cooled, LEDs, cost £700, 
accept £ 395. Z' 01-450 74 I 8. 
KEY SOUND 50W COMBO suit-
able guitar/keyboards, 2 inputs, usual 
controls, good sound and condition, 
£50. Z' Bath 332108. 
MAINE PA AMP 5-channel, graphic, 
reverb, pair I x 15" speakers with 
horns, Boss echo pedal. All vgc, offers. 
Z' 091-267 0903. 

MEGA 300W CABINET custom-
built with 2>< 12", 1 x 8" speakers and 
horn. Bi-amping facility. £300+ new, 
only £220 ono. Z' 01-837 1538. 
PEAVEY KB300 keyboard combo, 
vgc. Black widow speaker, reverb, 4-
band EQ, three channels. Cost £400, 
only £280. Z' 01-837 1538. 
ROLAND CUBE 60 keyboard amp. 
Mint condition £250. 21 051-632 
5582, after 6pm. 

Personnel 
AMBITIOUS, YOUNG man-
songwriter, studio experience, seeks 
employment in music business. London 
area. Rob le 01-764 6534. 
DRUMMER WANTED for pro-
gressing rock band, own equipment 
essential. Andrew e (0933) 224439. 
GUITARIST OR SINGER or some-
one who does both wanted for an 
original band, no heavies. Bonof 
Leek (0538) 382006. 

L4SSSSSSSSSSSSSS want notice-
able, mischievous female vocalist. John-
ny le (0203) 503042 (not between 
5pm and 9pm weekdays). 

SINGER/SONGWRITER seeks 
other musicians to make original 
music. Roger te Hutton Rudby 700321 
(North Yorks). 
STUDIO ENGINEER just com-
pleted training at Gateway, seeks job 
as same in Portsmouth and surrounding 
area. Chris Z' Portsmouth (0705) 
828587. 

TAPE OPERATOR I want studio 
work. Good dexterity, reliable, full of 
drive. Howard fe 01-987 1046, any-
time. 

TYNESIDE 34-years blues jazz 
everything guitar bass incipent fiddle 
reads Porta One tapes band Jam. Ian 
Z' 091-2678021. 

WANTED drummer, keyboardist, 
guitarist to join young band in West 
Midlands area. Influences Japan, T 
Heads, Gabriel. Ian e (0384) 883635. 

M isc 
ALTAI analogue delay EC500. Ex-
change for Korg EX800 expander, will 
pay cash difference. Z' Callander 
(0877) 30528. 
BIT 99 professional data cassettes 
available. Cheque for £ 11.50 to Clive 
Allen, 18 Hill Avenue, Gorleston, 
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk. 
CASIO PATCH KIDS Let's swap 
sounds. Z' (0272) 424927. 
CSL IBANEZ JAZZ BASS £130. 
Roland Juno 6, MIDI, £325. Yamaha 
CS5 £ 100. Offers please! Jason e 
(0706) 217260. 

COMPLETE SET HOTLICKS 
synthesiser tapes, perfect condition. 
Swap for HotLicks Piano tapes, similar 
condition, or sell £ 30. Z' 01-480 
5456. 
DIGISOUND MODULES (12), 
cased, plus PSU, non-working key-
board, half-built modules, etc. Great 
for weird sounds. £ 150. 22 01-584 
5816. 
EXCHANGE RECORDS, tapes, 
typical instruments, books, Brazilian 
articles. Angelo Salles, Rua Euclásk). 

357 AP503 Belo Horizonte MG, Brazil. 
FREE! Due to cramped studio space: 
custom TR808 rack, tilts controls to 
near vertical. S Moore, 53 The 
Avenue, Durham. 

GIBSON LES PAUL Humbuckers, 
case, £325 ono. Yamaha CS50 poly-
synth £260. Ray e Littlehampton 
(0903) 714132. 
GORDON SMITH GIPSY II with 
hard case. Lovely guitar, £200. Z' 
0 I -861 1684 eves, or 0 I -954 231 I, 
X4700 days. 

IBANEZ DDL footswitch, 2mths 
old, guarantee, 28-1800ms echo, 
complete with 9V battery and manual, 

£100 ono. Geoff le (0428) 723744. 
MIRMIMMOMMIMMIMMOIMMIMMMIMMISIMMIUMMIMMIMMIMIMMOMMOMMIMMOIMMIMMIMMUUMMURVieffilUVIVOURIMIUMOMMMIMMEMOVIMMOOMUMMIUMMUMMOMUMI 
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THE INTERNATIONAL 
COMPUTER MUSIC 
CONFERENCE 

1986 

IS THERE A BETTER PLACE TOBECOME 
INFORMED ABOUT THE COMPUTER 
MUSIC OF THE 21ST CENTURY 

OCTOBER 20-24 ROYAL CONSERVATORY, 
THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS 

PIECES BY: 
DODGE, KAEGI, LEWIS, XENAKIS 

PERFORMANCES BY: 
ELECTRIC PHOENIX, ROSCO MITCHELL, 

ASKO ENSEMBLE 
INCLUDING 9 CONCERTS WITH 

25 COMPOSITIONS, 9 PAPER SESSIONS, 
11 EXTRA TAPE COMPOSITIONS, 

30 STUDIO REPORTS & 35 LECTURE 
DEMONSTRATIONS 

REGISTRATION FEE AFTER 1ST 
SEPTEMBER — 36 DUTCH GUILDERS 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
TINKERE DE RUITER 

PO BOX 734, UTRECHT, HOLLAND, 3500AS  
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Stepp 
Thatched Cottage Audio   
XRI Systems   

PPG WAVE 2.3 
4- Wave Term B sampling, 

ungigged, latest software, 

extensive library. 

£8,600 inc VAT 

Tel: 01-701 8791 

PROGRAMMER 
WANTED 

Interesting work on musical 

product 8086 assembler. 

Send CV to: 

D. Cockerell, 

22 Mapesbury Road, 

London NW2 4JD 

160 SUPERB 
NEW SOUNDS 
or DX2I. DX27, DX100 owners 

Superb new sounds on datacassette 
Tape 1 160 voices £12.95 inc. 
Tape 296 voices £7.50 inc 
or both tapes only £17 inc 

DX Sound Library, 1 Warwick Road, 
Eccleston. Nr Chorley, Lanes 

Tel: 0257 452303 

MUSICAL WITH 
MANAGEMENT POTENTIAL/ 

w You could be lust the person w uld Eke to 
talk to. Working in our newhie'refu' rb shed 
showroom selling all leading brands of 

keyboards and accessones you will be part of a 
major force within the musical retad trade. 

Keyboard and product knowledge essential. 
Ongoing training to a high standard will be given. 
Good future for nght person, salary and terms 

negotiable 

ice;ngi'31"i';',e1;;Ïao 

MICK ABRAHAMS 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 

Representing Allied Dunbar I cater for people involved in the 
music industry, either as musicians, technicians, sales people 
or in the retail and wholesale industry. 

As a former professional guitar player with two of the worlds leading rock bands I 
have had first hand experience of the problems that can beset people working in 
the music industry. 
I invite you to reply to me today for information on any of these services which I 
may be able to help you with. I guarantee a swift reply. Backed by a professional, 
confidential and caring service. 

1. Mortgages for residential and commercial purposes 
2. Home Loans 
3. Commercial finance 
4. Tax efficient finance investments 
5. Portfolio management service 
6. Inheritance, tax planning, life assurance and pensions 
MICK ABRAHAMS FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS 
801 SILBURY BLVD, MILTON KEYNES MK9 3NA 
TEL: (0908) 663202/663218 
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Musin 
Save your hard earned cash at Ci 
Music! Phone our Hot Line now for 
your FREE FACT FILE of 

instruments and City Music 
SAVE IT prices on 

YAMAHA & ROLAND! 

LO YAMAHA I 
NOW IN STOCK 
MT1X MULTITRACK £449 
SPX90 MULTI EFFECTS £599 
RX21L LATIN RHYTHM £249 
F-70 PIANO £899 

PR-80  
QX-21 DIGITAL REC 

1 
£25s 

)Roland  
NOW IN STOCK 
ALPHA JUNO 1 £575 
ALPHA JUNO 2 £799 
EM101 SYNTH MODULE £275 

HP5500 PIANO £2200 
R505 RHYTHM £225 

707 RHYTHM £499 

HOTLINES 
LONDON AREA: 

01-863 1841 

DEVON/CORNWALL: 

0752 673166 

CHANNEL ISLES: 
05',1 -qnni 

STUDIOS 

Far, 
«MD 

01-907 3889 
'A SONGWRITERS' DREAM' 
Our air, onditioned 8- track Computer 

Music Studio features 

SONT PCM DIGITAL MASTERING 
• file late,' in MIDI Conputer Seavenong re. nrne 
codes • 16 Wu komplevgivequenona • Dryer, Track,. 
DIgeol Drernk • Many Quaky Po4ysynlivv/Elect, 
Grand Poona • A weli•dacked Dgdol Eflech Rock, 
Inclockna Rev /. Deed Revert, many DOD, Compressors 
Gates, Flange, /veal Feceen, etc etc • 34 Channel 
Soundecnkt Desk • lasearn Multerock/Modenng 
• Quad Monotones • Host of Indynkenh avaeloble 

etc etc etc 

Still unbelievable value at 
just £7 per hour— plus tape 

IE31 2E 
88 

HIRE 

HI-TECH INSTRUMENT HIRE 
Latest keyboards including Yamaha DX7. TX7 
expander, TX816 rack. Roland Juno 106, JX8P 
Ensonie Mirage library Roland& Yamaha 
sequences from £15 
MIDI de/e, machines inc Roland TR7078 TR727 
latin, Yamaha RX11, Linn Mk3 8 Linn 9003 
from £10 
Simmons electronic drum Ms SDS7. 8 and 9 
from £15 

MIDI SYSTEMS 
01-995 4730 

ADVANCED 
SOUNDS HIRE 

Emulator 2 - Roland 550 - Ensoniq Mirage 
Prophet VS - Roland JX10 -Roland MKS80 
Alpha Juno 2 - Roland JX8P - Yamaha DX7 
Emu SP12 -' 1..mn Drum Mk3 - Yamaha FPO 1 
Roland TF1707/727 - Casa RZI - Fostex B16 

Sony PCM 701 - Fostex A8LFr/A80 - Reyok B77 
Ponastucho - 8/16 Channel Mixers 
Yamaha SPX90 - Roland SRV2000 
Yamaha Rev 7 - Roland SDE3000 

Aphex Exciter - Drawmer Gafes/Comps 
Roland MS07013/MC500 
Roland 513X80 Sync Box 

* Plus much more • Ukra Low Rates 
Unbeatable Package Deals 

01-467 4603 
or Mobilephone 
0860 310618 

GIGS HIRE 
LONDON SE6 

EnSOniq Mirage £25 

Yamaha DX7  

Roland JX3P £15 

Tascam 244 head phones + mic  
RXII  £15 

Simmons SDS9 £20 
Alesis Midiverb £12 

PLUS Rackmount effects, complete 

PA's and various backline 
Discount weekend ar,d weekly rates 

Ring for details of secondhand 
and en-hire sales 

Tel: 01-690 1848 

Big Home Music 
01-485 3495 

  For h.re  

Keyboards 
Sequencers 

Drum computers 

Effects units 

Free delivery/collection 
inside London 

Rates for 1986: Lineage 35p per word (min 12 words); 
Box No. 80p extra. Display: £ 15.00 per single cm. column. 
All prices are subject to VAT at 15% ' All lineage 
advertisements must be pre-paid. Closing date: 6 weeks 
preceding cover date. Advertisements are accepted subject to the 
terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card ( available 
on request). 

Loudspeaker 
Cabinet 
Fittings 

From Adam Hall Supplies: 

• Coverings & frets 

• Flight case parts 

• Celestion power speakers 
• Rean jacks & fittings 

• P&N stands 

Send 30p PO/cheque for 
Illustrated catalogue 

ADAM HALL 

SUPPLIES LTD 

Unit M, 

Carlton Court, 
Grainger Road, 
Southend-on-Sea 

Essex 

litea 
SERIES 4 MIXER 
Series 4 modular mixer, 5-band E0, 

4-9 auxiliaries, True 16-bus architecture, 
low noise, expandable to 50/50/16/2. 
167 Recorder Circuits £2.50 plans and 
circuits for Series 4 £9.50. Send 17p for 

catalogue of modules, patchbays, 
faders, s/h bargains, circuits and plans. 

SALES, SERVICE & REPAIRS 
K-Tek, PO Box 172A, 
Surbiton KT6 6HN 

01-399 3990 

TR707 OR TR909 
A fine collection of 192 modem dance beats/ 
measures on DATA CASSETTE including 

documentation for £18. Also 84 hard 0X 7 voices 
for TX7 on DATACASSETTE for £20; or send 

32/84 voices DX 7 RAM CARTRIDGE for 12/C22 
return post Insurance included or 80 DX7 voices 
SHEETS for £20. Specifying machine and data 
format required, send cheque/International 

Money Order tu• 

DEGREE ZERO 
PO Box 909 

London SE22 8DL 

groove , 
or Else 

Juno 6/60 MIDI interface, provides in, 
thru, out, split, voice change, channe' 

assign, active sense and more for only £99. 
Groove DDM 116/220 Separate output 

mod kit £8 50 
Interested? SAE or phone Neil 0722 21758. 

Convinced? Cheque PO to: 
Groove Electronics, 'Tango-wood', 
Southampton Road, Alderbury, 

Wilts SP5 3AG 

SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION TRAINING 

3 month Intensive and 10 week SUMMER 
Courses in a modern 24-track studio 

Covering 24 track sound recording and production, digital sound, analogue/ 
digital sound synthesizers, inc. digital sampling keyboards, theme, background 
and incidential music for TV and film, producing radio commercials and jingles, 

song arrangements for record release 
Many former students have been employed in the Recording Industry 
ALSO 6-MONTH PART-TIME EVENING AND WEEKEND COURSES 

COURSES COMMENCE 29th SEPTEMBER 
MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES, BON MARCHE Building, 444 Brixton 

Road, London SW9 8EJ. Tel. 01-274 4000 ex.328 or 01-737 7152 

DIGISOUND MODULAR SYNTHESISER 

ALL PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS AND 

CONSTRUCTION NOTES FOR THE 

DIGISOUND 80 SYNTHESISER ARE NOW 

AVAILABLE 

SEND NOW FOR A PRICE LIST TO 

TIM HIGHAM, 
16 LAURISTON ROAD, 

WIMBLEDON, 
LONDON SW19 4TQ. 
(Mail Order Only) 

19" RACK MOUNT CASES 
Industrial quality fully enclosed with separate 

chassis. 1U 250mm depth at f 18.84. 
ill' 300mm at £21.35, 2U K 250mrn at £ 2.05. 
211 300mm at f24.69. 31.1/, 250mm at £25.22. 
3U 4 300mm at £27.99. P&P £3.00 plus VAT. 

Also 4U sizes. 

Newrad Instrument Cases, 
Linn 19, Wick Ind. Est., 

New Milton, Hants BH25 ASJ. 

Tel: (0425) 621195 

Sequencing systems 
Sales and Information 

Phone 01-788 3729 

NEWPORT /Er 
MUSIC 
0604 24858 
0908 612559 
Roland, Korg, Yamaha, Casio, Siel 

Synths & samplers in stock 
Casio RZ1 rhythm sampler 

Casio SZ1 sequencer 
Roland TR505 rhythm 
Yamaha RX21 rhythm 

Yamaha SPX90 multi processor 
Technics digital pianos 

Teczon 4 X 4 multitrack recording 
Chervel Jackson guitars coming 
Hohner guitar & basses (headless) 
OHM amps, Marshall, Custom 

Sound, Sessionette etc. 
Pearl pedals (delay £79 limited 

stocks) 
Dod digital etc. 

Drums by Premier, Yamaha, Pearl, 
Meinl, Paiste Cymbals 
All above in stock now 
NEWPORT MUSIC 

13 The Friary Grosvenor 
Centre, Northampton 

Also at 

17 High Street, Newport Pagnell, 
Milton Keynes 

YAMAHA CX5 owners! New 
sounds for your music computer 

— FEX-1 (drums and percussion), 

FEX-2 (sound effects), FEX-3 
(instrumental), FEX-4 (synths), 

192 excellent original voices on 

cassette from COMPUFEX — 

(0202) 690740. 

YAMAHA DX100/27 owners! 

More than double your voice 
range! 240 superb original sounds 

available on cassette from 

COMPUFEX. Tel: (0202) 690740 
for details. 

KORG SQD1 MIDI Sequencer 

£425. Oscar mono synth (MID11 

£225. Yamaha DX9 £300. Akai 

S612 sampler with 200 plus 

sounds on disc £65. Sequential 

Circuits Drumtrax £500. Ales)s 
Midiverb £340. All as new, ring 

Chris 03543 3949. 
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I "TOMORROW'S 
1 STANDARD*" 1 

ilanieta lei in the US) 0 *STAND•ARD (stan'idérd), n. 1. Something established as 
a rule or basis of comparison in measuring or judging 
quality, value, capacity, extent, etc. 2. Something used by 
general agreement as a type, model, or pattern. 

Peavey's all new PVM'38 and PVM"45. 

"Tomorrow's Standard." 

Peavey Electronics (U.K.), Ltd. 
Hatton House. Hunters Road 
Weldon Industrial Estates 

Corby. Northamptonshire. NN17 1JE 
ENGLAND 

Telephone (Me 205520 FAx • (0536) 69029 
'1986 



AND NOW 
UPDATED 

r  1111111191p , 

•  

41. 

THE 
KEYBOARDS OF 

JIJIE WiLII BE r)EleYED 
DIGITALLY 

KORG POLY 800  
AWARDED "BEST 
BUDGET SYNTH" 
BY M.R.A.* V 

k 
k:Jelf 

POY 800 NIKII 
• Built-in 64 program digital delay 

la Built-in 1000 note poly sequencer 

• Programmable bass and treble controls 

• 8 voice plus chord memory function 

• 64 programs (expandable to 256 via 
MIDI MEX8000 memory expander) 

• Mains or battery operation 

al RRP £649 KOR 

KORG DW8000 
VOTED   
"KEYBOARD 

\ OF THE YEAR" 
BY 
- MELODY-

MAKER N 

z 
§ 

} 

• 7 

• 5 
• • 

' ".% . 

DIV 8000 \ 
al Built-in 64 i)rogram digital delay 

al Fully touch sensitive keyboard 

• 256 waveform combinations give both digital 
clarity and analog warmth 

• 64 program (256 with MEX 8000). 

MI 4 key assign modes plus por-
tamento and auto-bend 

• Advanced MIDI arpeggiator 

• RRP £ 1249 

Korg is synthesisers, vocoders, expanders. MIDI sequencers, drum machines, rack effects, tuners, 
pedal effects and more. For further details on the complete range contact: 

Korg (UK) 32 Gcrcton House Rcad, London NW5 1NE 

ràrr. 

• Music Retailers Association. 
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